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HEARING ON THE FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT OF
EQUAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY LAWS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 2175,

The Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Major R. Owens presid-
ing.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Owens, Hayes,
Payne, Lowey, and Smith of Vermont.

Staff present: Shirley J. Wilcher, associate counsel; John W.
Smith, special assistant to the chairman; Ricardo Martinez, legisla-
tive analyst; Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority education counsel; and
Kathy Ma.,..shall, minority professional staff member.

Chairman OWENS. The Committee on Education and Labor will
come to order.

This morning the Education and Labor Committee is convening
this oversight hearing in order to ascertain the current status of
the Federal enforcement of laws providing for equal opportunity in
education.

These statutes include Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The Office for -civil Rights of the
U.S. Department of Education and the Department of Justice, Civil
Rights Division, are the agencies primarily responsible for the en-
forcement of these laws.

In December 1988, the committee issued a report prepared by the
majority staff, concerning the civil rights enforcement activities of
the Office for Civil Rights. Committee staff visited six of the ten
regional offices of OCR, interviewing most of the enforcement and
legal staffs of those offices.

What they found was an apparently deliberate and very effective
system by which OCR adamantly failed to enforce the civil rights
laws according to its mandate.

The committee staff investigated several facets of OCR's oper-
ations and policies including. The development and dissemination
of enforcement policies; the use of letters of dissemination of en-
forcement policies; the use of letters of findings, particularly in
cases in which a violation of the civil rights laws has been found;
monitoring of agreements once a settlement is obtained between
OCR and the school district or college/university; the agency's poli-
cies and practices regarding technical assistance, the status of its

(1)
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quality assurance program; and the impact of the Grove City Col-
lege v. Bell and Adams v. Bennett decisions upon case processing.

The findings included in the staff report were highly critical of
the policies and practices of this agency. In general, the report
found that the agency has not vigorously enforced laws protecting
the rights of women and minorities since 1981.

These findings mirror testimony given before the House Govern-
ment Operations Committee and the Judiciary Committee in 1982,
1985, and 1987 regarding the failure of the previous administration
to enforce the civil rights laws regarding equal education opportu-nity.

Recent reports that our nation's public schools are becoming re-segregated, and that racial tensions on our college campuses are in-
tensifying, have made this committee even more concerned about
the enforcement of civil rights laws. We will hear testimony ad-
dressing both of these problems today. We are also concerned that
this administration's policies regarding parental choice may seri-
ously exacerbate the twin problems of segregation and re-segrega-
tion.

Lastly, we know that by the year 2000, the majority of new en-
trants to the labor force will be women and minorities, and that
the minority, female and disabled school children of today will be
critical to this nation's economic survival in the next century.

Therefore, equal education opportunity is not only a moral im-
perative, it is a matter of national security.

When candidate George Bush included as an integral part of his
platform the improvement of our Nation's educational systems,
many of us had high hopes that his administration would reverse
the educational disgraces of the Reagan Administration. When the
President's education budget was revealed, we were disheartened.

When the $166 billion S&L bailout was pushed through Congress
we were angry because we knew that the massive flow of moneyinto this bottomless pit meant that we would have no meaningful
increases in education or other domestic appropriations for a longtime. Now, we have yet another signal of President George Bush's
true commitment to education.

After almost one year in office, there seems to have no sub-stantive efforts to improve OCR's dismal enforcement record, andthere has not even been a nomination for permanent assistant sec-
retaries of civil rights enforcement in either the Department of
Education, or the Department of Justice. Apparently, ensuring
equal education opportunity for all American children is not veryhigh on our Education President's list of priorities.

Today, we will hear from OCR Acting Assistant Secretary Wil-
liam Smith and Acting Civil Rights Assistant Attorney GeneralJames P. Turner.

We will also hear from a stellar group of experts who have moni-
tored this administration and its predecessors and will provide ex-
cellent testimony regarding the issues before us. On behalf of the
committee, I wish to thank the witnesses for appearing before ustoday, and for taking their time to enlighten us regarding the criti-
cal issue of equal education opportunity law enforcement.

I yield to Mr. Hawkins for an opening statement.

7.
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Mr. HAWKINS. I have no opening statement, Mr. Chairman. The
Secretary of Education before this committee did make a strong
commitment that he would not tolerate a lack of enforcement of
civil rights.

So, I commend you on conducting these hearings. If the hearings
reveal that there is a lack of enforcement of civil rights, I think we
should recall the Secretary of Education before the committee to
make good on his commitment. I think we should take it in good
faith.

I certainly hope that these hearings will certainly prove whether
or not there is really enforcement of civil rights and whether or
not we are just engaging in a lot of rhetoric.

Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to take this opportunity to thank you for bringing these

distinguished panelists before us today in order to address the ad-
ministration of the Department of Education of the Office for Civil
Rights. The committee's initial investigation of the Office for Civil
Rights occurred before I was elected to Congress.

I am honored to be a participant of today's hearing. I must com-
mend the Education and Labor Committee of the 100th Congress
for exercising its oversight authority to examine the extent to
which the Office for Civil rights was carrying out its mandate in
keeping with the intent of Congress.

As a former teacher, a civil libertarian and a Member of Con-
gress, I am committed to working toward the eradication of dis-
crimination in education.

Therefore, I am anxious to hear the response of the government
representatives and other interested persons to the findings of the
committee staff task force. After reviewing first the mandate of the
office and then the committee report and its appendices, I am very
disappointed in the administration and enforcement activities of
the Office for Civil Rights.

As a member of this congressional committee, we must make
known our interest in the correct administration of this agency.

We have an obligation to see to it that there is equity in educa-
tion, particularly for women and minorities. I would like to thank
all of today's panelists for taking the time to present their testimo-
ny before us today. I am looking forward to hearing their com-
ments.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, I do not have a prepared statement. I

do want to voice my, as have my two colleagues, my sincere sup-
port to your calling this healing at this time even though I hated
to leave the vicinity of my own district to come back here, but I
think it is important enough to do it.

I do want to say I hope the results of this hearing will prove me
to be wrong. At least I have concluded almost that the backward
march that we have in the enforcement of civil rights statutes in
terms of opportunity for education at all levels, not just the post
secondary levels, but blacks, Hispanics and other minorities, it is
by design and no accident.
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I hope I am wrong. I can't believe it is personal neglect. When I
read some of what has been going on and some of the experiences I
have in my own district and some of the directions that have been
predetermined as to the. way we have gone the past eight or nine
years is appalling.

It is destructive to people, those people who are economically dis-
advantaged, so many of them are in my district, who want to go to
school at the post secondary level and, yes, the kindergarteners'
programs are being undermined when it comes to funding and re-
sources to keep them active as they should be.

Thank you very much.
Chairman OWENS. I think the people in all of our districts will

find these hearings are quite relevant to our districts.
We are pleased to welcome the representatives of the Adminis-

tration for our first panel.
The Honorable William L. Smith, the Acting Assistant Secretary

for the Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education. The
Honorable James P. Turner, the Acting Assistant Attorney Gener-
al for the Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice.

Welcome, gentlemen.
You may take your choice.
Mr. Smith?

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM L. SMITH, ACTING ASSISTANT
SECRETARY, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION; HON. JAMES P. TURNER, ACTING ASSISTANT AT-
TORNEY GENERAL, CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE; ACCOMPANIED BY: ROGER CLEGG, DEPUTY AS-
SISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE;
NATHANIAL DOUGLAS, EQUAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY
LAWS, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE; JAMES LITMEJOHN, DIREC-
TOR, REGIONAL AND HEADQUARTERS MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATION; KENNETH MINES, REGIONAL DIRECTOR, CHICAGO, DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION; AND WILLIAM BOSTIC, DEPUTY AS-
SISTANT UNDERSECRETARY FOR OPERATIONS, OFFICE FOR
CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AND CATHY
H. LEWIS, ACTING DIRECTOR, POLICY AND ENFORCEMENT
SERVICE, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I am pleased to appear here today on
behalf of the Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights.

I also would like to submit to the record the entire testimony,
but I don't expect to speak to all of it in my opening.

Chairman OWENS. Without objection, your entire testimony will
be entered into the record.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I want to thank you for taking the time
when you do not have to be here to give us the opportunity to
speak to this very important question.

The Chairman s letter invited me to testify regarding OCR's mis-
sion to enforce the civil rights statutes under our jurisdiction as
well as speak to the question of the staff report.

9
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The Office for Civil Rights was established along with the De-
partment of Education in May 1980, and you have already identi-
fied the areas for which we are responsible. OCR has done a good
job of enforcing the civil rights statutes and ensuring an equal edu-
cation opportunity for all Americans. However a number of factors
have affected the manner in which OCR enforces these civil rights
statutes. I would like to summarize those.

First, the Adams v. Bennett court order. The court order, which
placed stringent time frames on OCR for the processing of com-
plaints and compliance reviews, was in effect until December 1987.
It had a significant effect on OCR's flexibility to adjust time frames
and limited the agency's ability to prepare and conduct compliance
reviews on complex issues and in large institutions because such
reviews generally can not be completed within the court required
time frames.

In December, 1987, we did make an initial decision to continue to
follow the Adams' time frames.

This has resulted, however, in tremendous pressure on our staff
to conduct numerous complex complaint investigations and is a pri-
mary reason for burnout of OCR staff and the high attrition rates.

I am currently reviewing the entire time frame issue.
The second is the United States Supreme Court decision in Grove

City. From February 1984 to March 1988, the United States Su-
preme Court Grove City decision removed OCR's jurisdiction over a
number of complaints previously filed with OCR. Substantial staff
resources were used to determine whether or not the agency could
establish jurisdiction.

Often, OCR did not have jurisdiction, particularly under the Title
VI and Title IX statutes, and in postsecondary institutions, with
regard to a number of these complaints.

We did, although, in 1987 make a determination to allow an in-
vestigation to go on. We had a Title VI investigation process during
that year.

The third were the student health insurance cases, what we call
the .SHIP cases. Following passage of the Civil Rights Restoration
Act in 1988, a single complainant filed 1,261 complaints alleging
discrimination in the student health insurance programs offered by
many of the Nation's postsecondary institutions. OCR found viola-
tions in 712 or 56 percent of these cases and obtained corrective
action agreements in all cases where a violation exited.

The fourth was the Civil Rights Restoration Act of March 1988.
The Civil Rights Restoration Act (CRRA) reestablished OCR's juris-
diction in a number of case investigations over which we lacked ju-
risdiction after Grove City. Its effect on OCR's workload has been
significant. I draw your attention to the chart at the end of this
statement. For example, complaint receipts after the passage of the
act have increased 40 percent, and we predict, based on nine
months experience in fiscal year 1989, that investigative starts will
be up by an estimated 65 percent in fiscal year 1990.

We believe this trend will continue throughout fiscal year 1990.
In October 1989, the first month of fiscal year 1990, OCR received
308 complaints, the largest number received in any one month
since October 1980.

1 0 1
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This represents: a 40 percent increase over October 1988; and an89 percent increase over October 1987, the last October before pas-
sage of the Civil Rights Restoration Act.

These substantial increases in complaints place a tremendous
strain on OCR's staff resources. Our recent assessment of regional
workload found that a substantial portion of staff resources is de-
voted to complaint investigations, with correspondingly fewer re-
sources available for conducting compliance reviews or related
compliance and technical assistance activities.

As your report notes, OCR has had a very high turnover of staff
during the past few years, which I believe may be due in large part
to the tremendous pressure to meet time frames and to take on nu-
merous added responsibilities as noted earlier in my testimony.
From fiscal year 1986 through fiscal year 1989, OCR lost a total of
482 staff through attrition but hired only 382 replacements. We
lost many experienced investigators and attorneys.

The increase in complaints and other workload requirements
have made it difficult to address our need for training and staff de-
velopment. Some of our best experts on program training issues are
senior regional investigators whose personal case loads are too
heavy to permit them to assist us with training new staff.

As a result, we are not developing, as quickly as we would like,
the skills of the people we need to carry out our important mission
during the 1990s.

Mr. Chairman, I read in your staffs report that OCR does not do
enough Title VI compliance reviews. I have given you some of the
reasons why we have not been able to do more. The truth is, how-
ever, we want to do more

In guidance I have provided the Regional Directors, I have
stressed the importance of increasing our Title VI compliance
review activity for the coming year, even though a continuing high
number of complaint receipts may result in an overall lower
number of compliance reviews. I am also interested in working in
an affirmative way with the Department of Justice to ensure the
enforcement of the civil rights laws.

We are currently exploring with DOJ the possibility of conduct-
ing two pilot reviews to determine whether the districts are com-plying with their court-ordered desegregation plans. This joint
effort would be beneficial to both agencies.

The purpose of the pilot reviews will be to determine whether re-
segregation is occurring and the kinds of resources that may be
needed to carry out these types of compliance review investiga-
tions.

We will find the resources to conduct these pilot reviews. Howev-
er, the majority of school systems under these court orders are in
Region IV, which includes the traditional southern states and is
headquartered in Atlanta.

OCR's recent comprehensive assessment of work has shown
Region IV to be the most overworked OCR staff in the Nation be-
cause of the high number of complaint receipts. As a consequence,
Region IV is one of the regions that will be able to do little else
this year but complete its complaint investigation activities, unlessI am able to find additional assistance for that region.

M. 1
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In fact, I am initiating actions to provide some relief to Region
IV and other regional offices with similar problems, primarily Re-
gions V and IX.

I would also note that OCR has initiated two complex Title VI
reviews of major university systems involving the issue of alleged
discrimination against Asian-American students in admissions.
These reviews are extremely resource-intensive and very costly in
terms of time, money, and staff.

For example, the three-week on-site visit to the UCLA campus
with a team of eight people to gather extensive data on UCLA's ad-
missions procedures to the undergraduate schools of Letters and
Sciences and Engineering and to 42 graduate programs cost OCR
$25,000 in travel and per diem costs alone. In summary, Mr. Chair-
man, OCR is doing the best job possible given the resources at its
disposal.

Now, let me use my remaining time to discuss the committee's
staff report about OCR's operations. The report raised a lot or ques-
tions about the operation of the Office for Civil Rights. I am pre-
paring a point-by-point response to the staff report.

My written response also will correct any factual errors con-
tained in the major findings and recommendations in the report.
At this time, I will comment on changes made at OCR that address
some of the concerns and questions raised by the report.

I km ,.vi that the Office for Civil rights is doing an effective job of
enforcing that statutes and regulations it is charged with enforcing
with the resources at its disposal. We have done many things
during my tenure, and my predecessor's tenure, at the agency
toward this end. Nonetheless, according to this report, there was a
perception by some in OCR and elsewhere that, at the time of the
report's preparation, OCR was not doing an effective job.

What is the appropriate response to such a perception? I believe
the expression of such a perception is a warning light. A warning
light to me, as the Acting Assistant Secretary, to determine why
such a perception would be held.

Since the summer of 1988, former Assistant Secretary LeGree S
Daniels had been planning to conduct management reviews in all
10 OCR regional offices and of headquarters operations. The com-
mittee staff report came to OCR at an opportune time. OCR incor-
porated the issues identified in the report into the Management
Reviews initiated in late 1988.

We have spent a substantial amount of time and effort through
the past year in our self-assessment and follow-up activities. This
committee should keep in mind that the December 1988 commit-
tee's staff report was based on data gathered in the spring and
summer of 1988. It is now a year and a half later, and many
changes have taken place at OCR. In preparing for today's hearing,
I was struck by the numWr of OCR-initiated recommendations that
are being implemented that are similar to recommendations made
in the committee's staff report.

If it is necessary for you to query the specifications of what we
have regarded to do, I have the Director of our Enforcement Unit,
Cathy Lewis; the Director of our Regional and Headquarters Man.
agement Review Team, Mr. Jim Littlejohn. I have brought a Re-
gional Director, Mr. Kenneth Mines from Chicago.

12
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I have a Deputy Assistant Undersecretary for Operations, Mr.
Bill Bostic.

If you want to ask them with regard to any specifications, they
are more than ready to serve you.

These reviews were the most comprehensive ever undertaken by
OCR. A highly competent team of senior regional and headquarters
managers was charged with critically examining all of OCR's pro-
gram operations, management practices, and operating procedures.

Included on the team were several managers who are also attor-
neys. All the team members who carried out the bulk of the region-
al management reviews had substantial regional experience, and
the project was headed by a manager with more than 20 years of
OCR experience, including 12 of those years in one of our larger
regional offices.

After the reviews were completed, at the end of April 1989, I di-
rected the team to conduct a management review of all headquar-
ter operations with the same degree of thoroughness and compe-
tence that had been used in the regional process.

I asked the team to place special emphasis on addressing the con-
cerns and issues raised by regional managers with regard to region-
al and headquarters relationships and with various aspects of head-
quarters operations that have a direct effect on-regional operations.

The issues and concerns identified in the regional management
review process were stated as follows: Regional productivity, as re-
flected in the rates for meeting due dates and issuing LOFs is very
high in all of the regions.

However, the morale of regional managers and staff is affected
by many factors listed in my written statement that I will not take
the time to mention here.

The team has also identified a range of issues and recommenda-
tions that I intend to give high priority to implementing over the
next several months.

A major priority that I have identified is the development of a
strategic planning capability in OCR to ensure all of our resources
are directed to essential activities of the highest priority with
regard to short-range operations and long-range strategies.

Following the regional management reviews, I established sever-
al work groups comprised of regional and headquarters managers
and instructed them to develop proposals and recommendations for
addressing significant issues identified by the team. A week long
management roundtable with all of our regional directors was built
primarily around these follow-up activities.

Let me list some of the accomplishments that have come out of
this management review process to date. The management review
did, in fact, take into account every single finding and every single
recommendation that had been provided us by your committee
report.

For the first time the total regional work load was identified. A
complete assessment was made of the work activities to be accom-
plished in fiscal year 1990. Among the numerous activities we are
required to conduct, OCR established the following order of prior-
ities for fiscal year 1990. All complaint investigations, compliance
activities, including monitoring, magnet school reviews, evaluations
of state vocational education methods of administration and Title
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VI, IX and Sectic, 7,04, and age discrimination compliance reviews.
We will also foct.. an staff development and training and case-re-
lated technical assistance.

New g.iidance has been issued for selection of compliance review
sites to promote additional complex reviews and reviews on issues
not usually addressed in compliance or complaint investigations.
OCR's Investigation Procedures Manual is being revised to simplify
the monitoring process and provide greater flexibility to regional
managers in other aspects of case processing. Our case information
tracking system has been modified to collect complete information
on OCR's monitoring activities. OCR has developed a policy agenda
that identifies the major documents that will be issued this year.
This agenda has been coordinated with regional officers to ensure
that their immediate policy needs are being met.

In addition, the issues emulating from the management reviews
were discussed at this recent roundtable. I will not mention them
here even though we see them as important and I have made them
available to you in my overall presentation.

Let me say in conclusion that in the nine months I have been
directing the Office for Civil Rights I have led some of the most
competent staff members that it has been my privilege to work
with in many years of Federal service.

These people are responsible for protecting one the most fun-
damental precepts of our democracy, the provision of equal educa-
tion opportunities for all children and adults in America. They
take this work very seriously. I :lave learned that this is an organi-
zation capable of conducting careful, honest and highly professional
self-scrutiny. I have seen the senior management staff work hard
to develop and implement OCR's improvement initiatives.

I have learned in spite of the tremendous amounts of civil rights
investigative compliance, enforcement and technical assistance
work, this organization attempts to accomplish OCR's achieve-
ments are not always fully recognized and credited as they should
be.

Where the facts favor the complainant, the recipient may be un-
happy. When the facts favor the recipient, the complainant may
also be unhappy. This is the nature of our work.

I come here proud of our record. I believe the changes OCR has
undergone and will undergo will result in a better managed organi-
zation and an agency that will continue to enforce civil rights law
expeditiously, efficiently, effectively and evenhandedly.

I recognize that because the majority of complaints OCR receives
allege discrimination on the basis of handicap and because com-
plaint investigations consume the greatest number of OCR's re-
sources. it sometimes appears that Section 504 conceals dominate
OCR's civil rights efforts.

However, OCR conducts and will continue to conduct, a compli-
ance and enforcement program that addresses each of our statuto-
ry authorities effectively, with an appropriate balance of activities.

14
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Lastly, my staff and I will carefully review all of the proceedings
of these hearings to identify any additional areas of concern that
we have not yet addressed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, for
the opportunity to address the committee. I am ready to respond to
any questions that you or the members might have.

[The prepared statement of William L. Smith follows:]

15
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OPENING STATEMENT

BEFORE

THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am pleased to 4-pear here today on behalf of the

Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights (OCR).

1 am Bill Smith, Acting Assistant Seetary of the Office for Civil Rights. I have served in this

capacity for approximately 9 months since March 1989. Previously, I served as. 1) the

Associate Commissioner for Educational Personnel Development and, later, for Career

Education in the Office for Vocational and Adult Education, 2) National Director of the

Teacher Corps, 3) United States Commissioner of Education, 4) Acting Deputy Under

Secretary for Intergovernmental and interagency Affairs, 5) Administrator of Education for

Overseas Dependents, and 6) Administrator of the Administrative Review Task Force in the

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary for Intergovernmental and Interagency Affairs.

Thc Chairman's letter invited me to testify regarding OCRs mission to enforce the civil rights

statutes ender our jurisdiction. Th.. Office for Civil Rights was established along with the

Department of Education in May 1980. Thc Office is charged with enfurong the following avd

rights statutes with respect to institutions that receive Federal financial assistance.

o Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discnmulation on the basis

of race, color and national origin;

1 7
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o Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits discrimination on

the basis of sex;

o Section 504 of the Fzhabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits discnmination of the

basis of handicap; and

o The Age Discrimination Act of 1975.

To begin, I believe that OCR has done a good job of enforcing these civil nghts statutes and

ensuring an equal educational opfortunity for all Americans. However, since May 1980, a

number of factors have affected the manner in which OCR enforce:. 'hes= civil nghts statutes.

I would summarize these as follows:

o The Adams v. Bennett court order

This court order, which placed stringent time frames on OCR foi the processing of

complaints and compliance reviews, was in effect until December 1987. It had a

significant effect on OCR's flexibility to adjust time frames and limited the agcncys

ability to prepare and conduct compliance reviews on complex issues and in large

institutions, because such reviews generally cannot be completed within the court-

required time frames. In December 1987, an initial decision was made to follow the

Adams time frames. This has resulted, however, in tremendous pressures on our
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staff to conduct numerous complex complaint investigations and is a primary reason

for 'burnout' of OCR staff and high attrition rates. I am currently reviewing the

entire time framc issue.

o The United States Supreme Court Decision in Grove City

From February 1984 to March 1988, the United States Supreme Court's Grove City

decision removed OCR's jurisdiction over a number of complaints previously filed

with OCR. Substantial staff resources were used to determine whether or not the

agency could establish jurisdiction. Often, OCR did not have jurisdiction,

particularly under the Title VI and Title IX statutes, and in postsecondary

institutions, with regard to a number of these complaints.

o Stuc'ent Health insurance Progran. (SHIP) Cases

Following passage of the Civil Rights Restoration Act in 1988, a single complainant

filed 1,261 complaints alleging discriminatory student health insurance programs in

many of the nation's postsecondary institutions. OCR found violations in 712 or

56% of these cases and obtained corrective action agreements in all cases where a

violation existed.
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o The Civil Rights Restoration Act of March 1988

The Civil Rights Restoration Act (CRRA) re-established OCR's Jurisdiction in a

number of case investigations over which we lacked junsdiction after Grove City.

Its effect on OCR's workload has been significant. I draw your attention to the

graph at the end of this statement. For example, complaint receipts after the

passage of the have increased by 40%, and we predict, based on 9 months

experience in FY 1989, that investigative starts will be up by an estimated 65% in

FY 1990. We believe this trend will continue throughout FY 1990. In October

1989, the first month of FY 1990, OCR received 308 complaints, the largest number

received in any one month since October 1980. This represents:

a 40% increase over October 1988; and

an 89% increase over October 1987, the last October before passage of the

Civil Rights Restoration Act.

These substantial increases in complaints place a tremendous strain on OCR's staff resources.

Our recent assessment of regional workload found that a substantial portion of staff resources a

devoted ,o complaint investigations, with correspondingly fewer resources available for

conducting compliance reviews or related compliance and technical assistance activities.
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As your report notes, OCR has had a very high turnover of staff during the past few years,

which I believe may be doe in large part to the tremendous pressure to meet time frames and

to take on numerous added responsibilities, as noted earlier in my testimon, From FY 1986

through FY 1989, OCR lost a total of 482 staff through attrition but hired only 382

replacements. We lost many experienced investigators and attorneys. The increase in

complaints and other workload requirements have made it difficult to address our need for

training and staff development. Some of our best experts on program training issues are senior

regional investigators whose personal case loads are too heavy to permit them to assist us with

training new staff As a result, we are not developing, as quickly as we would like, the skills of

the people we need to carry out our important mission during the 1990's.

Mr. Chairman, I read in your staff's report that OCR does not do enough Title VI compliance

reviews. I have given you some of the reasons why we have not been able to do more. The

truth is, however, we want to do more. In guidance I have provided to the Regional Directors,

I have stressed the importance of increasing our Title VI compliance review activity for the

coming year, even though a continuing high number of complaint receipts may result in an

overall lower number of compliance reviews. I am also interested in working in an affirmative

way with the Department of Justice (DOJ) to ensure the enforcement of the civil rights laws.

We are currently exploring with DOJ the possibility of conducting two pilot reviews to

determine whether the distncts arc complying with their court-ordered desegregation plans.

This joint effort would be beneficial io both agencies. The purpose of the pilot reviews will be

to determine whether resegregation is occumng and the kinds of resources that may be needed

to carry out these types of compliance review investigations.
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We will find the resources to conduct these pilot reviews. However, the majority of school

systems under these court orders are in Region IV, which includes the traditional southern

states and is headquartered in Atlanta. OCR's recent comprehensive assessment of work has

shown Region N to be the most overworked OCR staff in the nation because of the high

number of complaint receipts. As a consequence, Region IV is one of the regions that will be

unable to do little else this year but complete its complaint investigation activities, unless I am

able to find additional assistance for that region. In fact, I am initiating actions to provide

some relief to Region N and other regonal offices with similar problems.

I would also note that OCR has initiated two complex Title VI reviews of major university

systems involving the issue of alleged discrimination against Asian-American students in

admission to postsecondary institutions. These reviews are extremely resource-intensive and

very costly in terms of time, money, and staff For example, the 3-week on-site visit to the

UCLA campus with a team of 8 people to gather extensive data on UCLA's admissions

procedures to the undergraduate schools of Letters and Sciences and Engineering and to 42

graduate program cost OCR $25,000 in travel and per diem costs alone. hi summary,

Mr. Chairman, OCR is doing the best job possible given the resources at its disposal.

Now, let me use my remaining time to discuss the Committee's staff report abc,st OCR's

operations. The report raised a lot of questions about the operation of the Office for Civil

Rights. I am preparing a point-by-point response to the staff report. My written response also

will correct any factual errors contained in the major findings and recommendations 1,, ,ie
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report. At this time, I will comment on changes made at OCR that address concerns and

questions of the Report.

I know that the Office for Civil Rights is doing an effective job of enforcing the statutes and

regulations it is charged with enforcing with the resources at its disposal We have done many

things during my tenure, and my predecessor's tenure, at the agency toward this end.

Nonetheless, according to this report, there was a perception by some in OCR and elsewhere

that, at the time of the report's preparation, OCR was not doing an effective job.

What is the appropriate response to such a perception? I believe the expression of such a

perception is a warning light. A warning light to me, as the Acting Assistant Secretary, to

determine why such a perception would be held.

Since the summer of 1988, former Assistant Secretary Le Gree S. Daniels had been planning to

conduct management reviews in all 10 OCR regional oMces and of headquarters operations.

The Committee staff report came to OCR at an opportune time. OCR incorporated the issues

identified in the report into the Management Reviews initiated in late 1988. We have spent a

substantial amount of time and effort through the past year in our self-assessment and follow-up

activities. This Committee should keep in mind that the December 1988 Committee's staff

report was based on data gathered in the spring and summer of 1988. It is now a year and a

half later, and many changes have taken place at OCR. In preparing for today's hearing, I was

struck by the number of OCR initiated recommendations being Implemented that are similar to

recommendations made in the Committee's staff report.

231.
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These reviews were thc most comprehensive ever undertaken by OCR. A highly competent

Team of senior regional and headquarters managers was charged with critically examining all of

OCR a program operations, managcmcnt practices, and operating procedures. Included on thc

Team were several managers who arc als attorneys. All the Tcam members who carried out

the bulk of thc regional management reviews had substantial regional experience, and the

project was headed by a manager with more than 20 years of OCR experience, including 12 of

those years in one of our larger regional offices.

The objectives of the regional management review process were as follows:

1. to determine whither the Assistant Secretary's systems for ensuring the integrity of

case processing were in place and being implemented;

2. to identify, and reach an understanding of, any problems regional offices were

having in implementing OCR policies or integrity systems, and to recommend

proposed solutions to those problems;

3. to identify significant obstacles to the efficient and effective management of the

regional offices, and to develop recommendations for enhancing regional

office/headquarters relations; and

0'4
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4. to identify exemplary management techniques that may be of benefit to othcr

rcgional offices, or to the organization as a whole.

The process followed by thc Rcvicw Tcam was exhaustive.. At the initial planning maga in

Novcmbcr 1988, thc Tcam cxamincd in dcpth all of thc Findings and Recommendations of thc

stall Report, and incorporated questions into the Intcrview forms to address thcsc. Bcforc thc

on-sitc review visit to cach mgional office, attorneys in the headquarters Policy Division closely

scrutinized all Lcttcrs of Findings (LOFs) issued by cach rcgional office for 4 to 6 months and

recorded any questions or concerns with the presentation of evidence, the application of policy

or thc conclusions of law. This= LOFs wcrc further scrutinized by thc Team, which had

extensive programmatic expertise. Whcrc questions remained, rcgional files were cxamincd and

discussions wcrc held with rcgional managers about thc cams.

Files of administrative closures wcrc also cxamincd as well as film and practice =fated to thc

implementation of various integrity systcms thst have been put into place in the past 3 yea,

From thc various files and documcnt reviews, thc Tcam found that:

o the Assistant Secretary's systems to cnsurc integrity in case procasing arc in place

and being implemented by all rcgional offices. Overall, thc quany of case

investigations is very good, as reflected in case files and LOFs. Conscientious and

successful efforts arc being madc to meet OCR's lavestigation Procedures Manual

(1PM) requirements in all 10 rcgional offices.

25
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o Some of the 'integrity' systems should be re-examined and substantially revised.

Portions of the Quality Control/Case Assessment program, which is designed to

ensure that regional case files meet OCR's case processing standards, are redundant,

the program needs a major overhaul. The Uniform Management Systems

Procedure, which ensures the integrity of OCR's ease processing procedures, is

meeting the purpose for which it was established, but it should be further refined to

eliminate some duplication and excessive rccordkccping requirements.

The file review process dscribed above was only a portion of the review. In-depth interviews

were held with each regional management team, the Regional Director, the Deputy Regional

Director, the Chief Civil Rights Attorney, all Division Directors, all aranch Chiefs within their

respective investigative Divisions, and the Director of the Program Review and Management

Staff. Three to four sets of interviews were held in each regional office, with each interview

lasting from 6 to 10 hours. The Review Team covered all aspects of regional program and

management operations, including the issues raised in the staff Report. The TCJM also placed

special emphasis on issues related to headquarters/regional relations.

One of the reasons the interviews were so lengthy was the extremely poloist. reaps.ase re, the.

Management Review process by all levels of regional management mid iheit willingness to share

their concerns, ides. and recommendations with the Teem.

At the end of each onsite visit, the Team provided the Regional Dacus,' with substantise

feedback on the status of the Regional Offier from a program au,. .1.andgmcni pesspeetise and
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made reco:.imendations for enhancing the region's operations. In addition, each region was

provided with a written report of the Team's findings and recommendations.

After the Regional reviews were completed, at the end of April 1989, I directed the Team to

conduct a management review of all headquarters operations with the same degree of

thoroughness and competence that had been used in the regional process. I asked the Team to

place special emphasis on addressing the concerns and issues raised by regional managers with

regard to regional/headquarters relationships and with various aspects of the headquarters

operations that have a direct effect on regional operations.

The issues and concerns identified in the regional management review process were stated as

follows:

Regional productivity, as reflected in the rates for meeting due dates and closing

complaints, is very high in all of the regions. However, the morale of regional managers

and staff is affected by such factors as:

o an increasing workload;

o pressure to meet 100% of case processing time frames;

o rigidity of current case processing time frames;
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o extensive levels of review of work products;

o lack of flexibility in many case processing procedures;

o insufficient time to do complex compliance reviews or ts, participate in

training programs;

o numerous reporting and administrative requirements;

o the age and condition of equipment; and

o the use of extensive overtime and compensatory time to meet caseprocessIng

time frames.

In general, regional managers feel that they have little control over their workload,

limited planning opportunities, and little discretionary time for staff development

activities. The above concerns must be addressed and resolved to enhance the

operations of the regional offices and to increase job satisfaction for regional

managers and staff.

Our self-initiated management review has presented us with the following larger Issues on which

our attention has been focused and where we believe we have developed better practices and

procedures;

0 84
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1. To clarify OCR's programmatic goals and objectives that it expects to

accomplish and the role each of the program activities should have in meeting

those goals and objectives;

2. To ensure that the current regional office organizational structure is the most

efficient and effective way of carrying out OCR's goals and objectives;

3. To maintain the relationship of long-range development of human resources

to increased productivity, e.g., increased innovation, improvement in work

quality, and improved morale;

4. To ensure that OCR's procedures for case processing are sufficiently flexible

to allow regional managers to apply their expertise and discretion to improve

the efficiency of regional operations, while ensuring a high-quality work

product;

5. To clarify the relattonship between headquarters and the regional offices in

terms of the areas where headquarters is to provide a support function to

regional offices, and the areas where headquarters carrics out a directing or

oversight function, and the role each headquarters unit has with regard to

each of these functions; and

29,
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6. To clarify the short- and long-term technological needs of the regional offices

in terms of hardware, software, training of staff to use sophisticated

equipment, and effective maintenance of such equipment, and whether the

current OCR office automation plan is consistent with regional office

technological needs.

The Headquarters Management Review Team considered the above concerns and issues as part

of its review process, in addition to looking at all aspects of headquarters operations. The

Team found, as in the Regional reviews, that there are a large number of dedicated,

hardworking staff in headquarters who are carrying out functions and activities essential to the

effective operation of OCR.

The Team has also identified a range of issues and recommendations that I intend to give high

priority to implementing over the next several months, A major pnority that I have identified

is the development of a strategic planning capability in OCR to ensure that our resources are

always directed to essential activities of thu highest priority with regard to both short-range

operations and long-range strategies.

Following the regional Management Reviews, I established several work groups comprised of

regional and headquarters managers and instructed them to develop proposals and

recommendations for addressing the significant issues identified by the Team. A week -ling

management Roi.ndtable held earlier this month was built pnmanly around follow-up activities
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to these reviews. Let me list some of the many accomplishments that have come out of this

Management Review process to date:

o For the first time in OCR's history, the total regional workload was identified and a

complete assessment was made of the work activities to be accomplished in

FY 1990. Among the numerous activities we are required to conduct, OCR has

- established the following order of priorities for FY 1990:

complaint investigations;

compliance activities, e.g., monitoring; Magnet School reviews, evaluations of

state vocational education Methods of Administration, compliance reviews;

staff development and training; and

case-related technical assistance.

o New guidance has been issued for selection of compliance review SiiCS to promote

additional complex reviews and reviews on issues not usually addressed in complaint

investigations.

o OCR's Investigation Procedures Manual ((PM) is being revised to simplify the

monitoring process and provide greater flexibility to regional managers in other

31
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aspects of case processing, and our case information tracking system has been

modified to collect complete information on OCR's monitoring activities.

o For the first time, OCR has developed an agenda that identifies the major

documents that will be issued this year. This agenda has been carefully coordinated

with the regional offices to ensure that their immediate policy needs arc being met.

In addition, the issues emanating from the Management Reviews were discussed m depth at the

recent Roundtable:

o Efficiency in handling complaint investigations and monitoring;

o Examination of alternative regional organizational structures;

o Opportunities for cooperation and collaboration between the Department of Justice

and OCR;

o Implementing an effective compliance review program;

o Costeffective technical assistance programs;

o OCR's technology needs;

3 2
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o Issues related to complex compliance reviews; and

o Headquarters/regional relationships.

Let me say in conclusion that in the 9 months I've been dtrecting the Office for Coil Rights

I've learned many things. I've met some of the most competent, motivated staff members that

it has been my privilege to work with in many years of Federal service. These people are

responsible for protecting one of the most fundamental precepts of our democracy. the

provision of equal educational opportunities for aU children and adults in Ameri,a. They take

this work very seriously!

I've reamed that this is an organization c.dable of conducting careful, honest, and highly

professional self scrutiny, and I've seen the senior management staff work hard to develop and

implement OCR improvement initiatives. And I've learned that, .n spite of the tremendous

amount of civil rights investigative, compLiice, enforcement, and technical assistance work this

organization accomplishes, OCR's achievements are not always fully recognized and credited as

they should be. When the facts favor the complainant, the recipient may be unhappy. When

the facts favor the recipient, the complainant may also be unhappy. This, we understand, is the

nature of our work.

I come here proud of this record. I believe that the changes OCR has undergone and will

continue to undergo as a result of this most comprehensive effort will result in a better

33
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managed organization and an agency that will continue to enforce tbe civil rights laws

expeditiously, efficiently, effectively, and evenhandedly. I recognize that because the majority

of complaints OCR receives allege discrimination on the basis of handicap and because

complaint investigations consume the greatest number of OCR resources, it sometimes appears

that Section 504 concerns dominate OCR's civil rights efforts. However, OCR has conducted

and will continue to conduct a compliance and enforcement program that addresses each of our

statutory authorities effectively, with an appropriate balance of activities.

Lastly, my staff and I will 4refully review all of the proceedings of these hearings to identify

any additional areas of concern that we have not yet addressed.

Thank you for the opportunity to address the Committee. I am ready to respond to any

questions that the Members might have.

3 4'
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Chairman OWENS. Mr. Turner?
Your written testimony will be entered into the record.
Mr. TURNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will only summarize that testimony at this point.
I am pleased to respond to your letter inviting the Attorney Gen-

r,. al's representative to discuss with you the enforcement of laws
relating to equal educational opportunities.

Let me introduce the gentlemen with me.
To my immediate right is Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Roger Clegg, and to his right is the chief of the section responsible
for enforcing equal educational opportunity laws, Nathaniel Doug-
las.

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to appear before you today.
For almost a year, since December of 1988, I have had the privi-

lege of acting as the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil
Rights Division.

In that capacity I have been responsible for directing the Civil
.. Rights Division's enforcement activities.

But as an attorney in the Civil Rights Division shire 1965, in the
early days of the enforcement of Title IV and the school desegrega-
tion laws, I bring an absolutely broader perspective.

I have been extremely proud, Mr. Chairman, of the Civil Rights
Division's contributions over the years to what the statute calls
"the orderly desegregation of public schools." Our lawyers partici-
pated in literally hundreds of school desegregation cases and con-
tributed to the development of legal principles that have caused a
major social change in our country.

That work is not nearly done, Mr. Chairman, but I think it is
inspiring on occasion to look back over the ground that we have
traversed.

The Administrations of both parties have relentlessly worked to
eliminate segregated schools from our educational life, but we still
have far to go.

Let me describe to you what projects we are now v Irking on in
the Civil Rights Division it this tradition.

In the area of elemer.tary and secondary education, we still must
monitor the good faith compliance with the hundreds of court
orders requiring the desegregation of public schools. Also, in my
judgment, we need to establish the rules of the end game; how do
we get courts out of the business of running schools once compli-
ance has been obtained and return the control to the local authori-
ties?

In the written testimony I have submitted, it sets forth in detail
what the Civil Rights Division is currently doing in this field. We
are litigating essentially with those districts that are not comply-
ing with their court orders. We are encouraging courts, where it is
appropriate, to spell out the rules for disengaging judicial supervi-
sion of school districts and the daily management of school affairs
once compliance has been obtained.

In the area of higher education, we have litigated statewide chal-
lenges to the vestiges of segregated college systems in Alabama,
Mississippi, and in Louisiana. Each of these cases has been a mas-
sive undertaking, and each is in a slightly different procedural pos-
ture at the present time.
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The details of these are also set forth in my testimony. But, we
are committed once and for all t, pursue a just and final remedy in
these higher education casesa remedy, incidentally, that will not
involve abolishing predominantly black schools that have served
black students so long and so well.

We have also recently been concerned, and very seriously con-
cerned, about reported quotas used for Asian and Asian-American
students in some of the universities in the country. The Office for
Civil Rights of the Education Department has taken the lead in in-
vestigating those matters.

If we receive a referral from that office or if the Attorney Gener-
al receives Title IV complaints, we stand ready to investigate and,
if necessary, litigate the matter.

The third major area of our current concern is in the area of
handicapped students. Thel are two key acts of Congress involved
here.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act and the Reha-
bilitation Act of 1973. We recently helped win a major legal victory
in the EHA area in a case called Timothy W. v. Rochester.

There, the First Circuit held, as we had urged, that the EHA,
when it says all studentsall childrenthat it means that very
thing, that all children are entitled to an appropriate public educa-
tion, not just those who in the judgment of local administrators
may meet some standard of educable capacity.

I am pleased to report that yesterday the Supreme Court de-
clined to review that judgment, and it will now stand as the law of
the land, at least in the Northeast part of the country in the First
Circuit.

We also ha :e an ongoing and effective program under Section
504. We filed suit against the University of Alabama in Birming-
ham to compel them to require interpreters for hearing impaired
students.

We are appealing to the court of appeals the negative judgment
of the district court on the sufficiency of lift-equipped buses. They
were provided for only four hours a day, which in our judgment is
insufficient under Section 504.

Mr. Chairman, I have been in the civil rights enforcement busi-
ness in the Department of Justice for almost 25 years. I can report
to you that the Civil Rights Division today is maintaining an active
and effective enforcement program with respect to the laws con-
cerning equal educational opportunity.

I would be pleased to discuss that effort with you and your col-
leagues and to the best of my ability answer any questions you
may have.

[The prepared statement of James P. Turner follows:]
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:r. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

It is a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss tic

enforcement of laws relating to equal educational opportunity.

The enforcement efforts of the Civil Rights Division fall into

three categories: (1) combating discrimination in higher

education, () eliminating segregation in primary and secondar,

schools; and (3) enforcing the laws that promote educational

opportunity for handicapped individuals. Traditionally, of

course, the bulk of the Division's work has concerned the

dismantling of dual, primary and secondary school systems and

that remains true, even though the nature of our activities has

evolved as substantial progress has been made. In recent yea:;.

we have also made sigiaficant advances in dismantling dual

systems of higher education and in ensuring that state and loc.a.

authorities provide educational opportunity for handicapped

students, as required by the Rehthilitation Act and the Educat.tr

of the Handicapped Act. The Division's accomplishments contin.s

to be substantial. I will now turn to a more detailad discuss.tr.

of our recent activities.

Higher Education

In recent years, we have been in the vanguard in our efforts

to eliminate dual systems of higher education. We have litigated

statewide challenges to segregation in higher education in

Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. In Alabama, after a lengthy

trial, we establighed liability in the district court, only to

have the court of appeals vacate the decision because of the
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district court judge's refusal to recuse himself from the case.

After additional litigation in the district court and court of

Appeals addressing recusal, we are now preparing the case for a

second trial on the merits.

In Louisiana, after lengthy discovery and a trial, we were

successful in establishing liability in the district court, which

recently ordered a comprehensive restructuring of the state

university system. While we are generally pleased with the plan,

we have objected to that portion which orders dissolution of the

Southern University Law School and its merger into LSI: Law

School. Direct appeals have been taken to the Supreme Court.

There is a question whether the Supreme Court has jurisdiction or

whether the case should be sent to the court of appeals. In any

event, we expect generally to support the district court's

decision.

In Mississippi, we sued in 1975 to eliminate the vestige of

that state's racially segregated and unequal system of higher

education. In December 1987, the district court ruled that the

defendants had disestablished the dual system by adopting a race-

neutral admissions policy, even though in other respects we

argued that vestiges of the dual system remained. We appealed to

the Fifth Circuit, our appeal was argued last spring, and a

decision is pending.

We are also Actively monitoring the investigation into

allegations tbat certain universities have limited the number of

Asian students that they admit. These allegations involve a

6 0
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number of schools and we are very troubled by them. Such a

practice is obviously intolerable. The Office of Civil Rights Cf

the Department of Education (OCR) has initial responsibiliti for

investLgating these complaints. We understand that OCR is

investigating admissions policies at the University of California

at Los Angeles and Harvard University, and making preliminar:,

inquiries into admissions policies at the University of

California at Berkeley. If OCR's investigations uncover e%iden.:c

of discrimination, it may refer the matters to us and we 1,11:

respond promptly.

primary and Secondary Education

Thirty-five years after Drown v. Board of Education, the

effort to provide equal educational opportunity for primary and

secondary school students continues, but its contours have

changed. During the 1960's and 1970's, the Division led the v.a,

in obtaining orders that some 400 school districts adopt

desegregation plans. Most of those districts continue to operate

under those plans and under court supervision. Thus, the

emphasis has shifted from filing large numbers of new lawsuits to

enforcing existing orders, seeking further relief where prior

efforts have failed, and bringing cases to a conclusion where

segregation and its vestiges have been eradicated. This shift

has meant that our activities address new issues and often do so

through a combination of negotiated and court-ordered relief.

41
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This is not to say that the Division has stopped filing and

litigating desegregation suits. For example, our successful suit

against Yonkers, New York, has received considerable publicity.

Since 1985, we have filed five additional desegregation suits and

have won relief in each. In another suit, against Charleston,

South Carolina, trial was just completed, and we are awaiting a

decision from the court.

The bulk of our primary and secondary enforcement effort,

however, has focused on those 400 districts already under court

order. Information about these districts reaches us in three

principal ways. First, we receive statistical reports from most

of the districts annually. Second, we receive complaints from

citizcAs or employees about districts under court order.

Finally, when districts seek to modify or terminate the court

orders under which they operate, they must justify the changes,

and we undertake our own investigations.

Where these sources of information have uncovered the need

for further action, we have taken it, either by seeking

enforcement of existing orders or by seeking further relief. The

Division's enforcement efforts with respect to primary and

secondary education have resulted in numerous consent decrees and

court orders in the last three years. For example, in 1988, we

filed a motion for further relief against the Natchez,

Mississippi school district after our investigation revealed

discriminatory employment and student assignment practices. We

prevailed, and the district is now implementing a new remedial
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plan. We recently filed a notion to enforce a previous order

obtained against the Meriwether, Georgia school district after we

deterrined tnat the district was assigning students in a raciaill

discriminatory manner. We recently obtained a temporarl,

restraining order in this case, which should go to trial withIn

the next 90 days.

Also in 19885, the Corpus Christi, Texas school district

moved to modify its court-ordered desegregation plan, with the

concurrence of private plaintiffs. The government, however,

believed that some of the proposed modifications violated the

existing court order and objected to then. After trial, the

district court agreed with the governnent and the matter was

resolved through negotiation.

That same year, two school districts in Mississippi --

Vicksburg and Warren County -- advised us that they had agreed t:

consolidate. Because their proposal would have produced severe_

all-black schools, we objected to the proposal and initiated

legal proceedings against the districts. Eventually, the

Department and the districts worked together to produce a plan

that desegregated several racially identifiable schools, and

created several magnet schools that will enhance the quality of

education that students of all races receive.

We also participated in the recent effort to desegregate

further the Savannah-Chatham County, Georgia schools. Largely

because of white flight following an earlier desegregation corder,

many of the system's schools had become racially identifiable
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again. The district proposed a new plan, which we endorsed

generally, with one substantial reservation. Under the Board's

proposal, new desegregated magnet programs were housed in all

black schools with little or no interaction between the magnet

and non-magnet students. Under this plan, a significant

percentage of black students would continue to attend all-black

classes. We argued that, under desegregation principles, such

students should share at least some classes and activities with

the magnet students. The district court rejected our argument,

but the court of appeals, while generally affirming the district

court's approach, directed that our position be incorporated into

the court order. Steil v. Savannah-chakham county Board of

Education, No. 88-8465 (11th Cir. 1989).

The Civil Rights Division, of course, has worked hard to

implement the relief that it won in Yonkers, New York, in 1985.

Since then, there have been numerous orders and appeals. The

education part of the remedy has been implemented, for the most

part, and the city's schools have been largely desegregated. The

housing side of the case should soon produce construction of low-

income housing that will result in further desegregation by

changing the racial composition of neighborhoods.

Over the past several years, many districts have moved for

an end to court supervision, contending that the successful

operation of thei:!remedial plans has eliminated all vestiges of

their prior segregation. It is our view of the law that, where a

district can show that it has operated a unitary system for the
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requisite period, there is no justification for further court

supervision. This is sound law and sound policy and just co..

sense.

Ili( piecise procedures and standards for lifting court

., upervision are presently being worked out in the courts. The

Division has participated in this process, largely because it is

at least partially responsible for many of these court orders and

feels a duty to contribute to the development of a sound

jurisprudence for closing successful school cases and returning

the operation of school systems to local officials. Title Iv,

after all, requires us to further the orderly achievement of

desegregation in public education", a process that obviously

includes an orderly end to litigation. Our views have prevailed

in the Fourth Circuit in Biddicis v. School Board, 784 F.2d 521

(4th Cir. 1986) and Fifth Circuit in U.S. v. Overton, 834 F.2d

1171 (5th Cir.).

In the Eleventh Circuit, the Division recently prevailed in

one appeal and is a participant in two others that should

contribute to this jurisprudence. The case of pniteA=5Sates and

Charlie Ridley v. Georgia, No. 89-8179 (11th Cir.), involved nine

school districts that have operated since 1974 pursuant to a

consent order. Since that time, the case has been inactive. In

1988, the United States moved for a declaration of unitariness,

dissolution of al3.injunctions, and dismissal of the cases.

Private plaintiffs and, ultimately, defendants objected and

sought through motion to have the cases dismissed while retaining

45
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the injunctions and without declaring the systems unitary. The

United States countered that the cases could not be dismissed

unless the systems were declared unitary, in which event all

injunctions would have to be dissolved. The district court

agreed with the government that the cases should not be dismissed

in the present posture, and the court of appeals recently

dismissed private plaintiffs' appeal for lack of jurisdiction. I

have recently agreed to meet with a representative of private

plaintiffs to discuss the future of these and similar cases.

I.ee v. Macon County Board of Education, No. 88-7471 (11th

Cir.) (argued Aug. 9, 1989), derived from a statewide action to

desegregate schools in Alabama. In 1985, the district court

approved a joint stipulation of dismissal and entered a judgment

stating that the school system had achieved unitary status and

dismissing the case. In 1988, private plaintiffs sought to

reopen the case, alleging discrimination in school closings and

new construction. The United States countered that the case had

been dismissed and could not be reopened, although we also

stressed that plaintiffs were free to file a new lawsuit. The

district court refused to reopen the case and private plaintiffs

appealed. This appeal should help establish the import of a

declaration of unitariness and dismissal of a case.

Lgg v. Macon County Board of Education, Nos. 88-7551, 88-

7552, and 88-7553 (11th Cir.) (argued Aug. 9, 1989), derives from

the same statewide action, but involves three different school

districts. In 1987, after an extended period of court

,f 6
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supervision, the district court entered an order to sho. ca.:se

why these cases, which had been inactive, should not be

dismissed. After discovery, a non-evidentiary hearing, and

briefing, the co.J.r: declared the systems unitary, dismissed thc

cases, and dissolved ali injunctions. Private plaintiffs

appealed, challenging the district court's procedures and its

ruling that dismissal necessarily dissolves all outstanding

injunctions. The United States supported the district court.

shall add, M. Chairman, that in the original action before tte

district court, we also persuaded the court that dismissal of

four of the seven cases at issue was not yet appropriate,

requiring at a minimun additional data from defendants.

Thus, the Division has sought to bring some cases to a

conclusion when the czse has been inactive and the evidence

supports a finding that the system involved has achieved unitar;

status. Equally importantly, however, where the process of

adjudicating the question of unitariness has uncovered new

discrimination or has revealed that the vestiges of

discrimination have not been eliminated, the Division has pressed

for compliance with existing orders and further relief. For

example, the district court recently declared unitary the San

Felipe-Del Rio, Texas school district over the objection of the

United States and private plaintiffs. The United States has

appealed the distTict court's dismissal of the case, arguing that

the school district's failure to comply with reporting

requirements regarding its bilingual program makes it impossible

47
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to determine whether it has eliminated the vestiges of its prior

discrimination against Mexican American students. United States

v. Texas, No. 89-1304 (5th Cir.).

Similarly, in 1987, the Lowndes County, Alabama school

district sought a declaration of unitary status. The Division's

investigation revealed that Lowndes and eight other school

districts were participating in an extensive "web" of illegal

interdistrict transfers that enabled white students to transfer

to predominantly white schools. he successfully negotiated

consent decrees with five of these districts, but proceeded to

trial against three. After the district court ruled against us,

we prevailed on appeal. United States v. Lowndes County Board of

Tducation, ?o. 88-7560 (11th Cir. July 13, 1989).

The problem of impermissible interdistrict transfers

encountered in Lowndes County highlights another important aspect

of the Division's work: cooperation with state officials to help

eliminate statewide problems of noncompliance. For example,

during the past several years, in Alabama and elsewhere, the

Division has received numerous complaints of illegal transfers,

most involving white students' efforts to avoid attending

predominantly black school, by using false addresses and specious

guardianships. Although we have pursued several of these

complaints in individual court proceedings, this course consumes

a disproportionate share of the Division's resources. We have,

therefore, met with the state Attorney General and education

officials to persuade them to cooperate in eliminating these

r0
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illegal transfers. We are optimistic about reaching an agreeneT.t

pursuant to which the State will play an active role in

monitcring transfers. Similarly, we have worked closely in

recent years with the Texas Eaucat.-n Agency to share informe.lc:

ana coordinate compliance efl-::.. We accomplished a goad

deal with this two-pronged effort of negotiation and litigatic-

and plan to deal with future corpliance issues in this way.

Education of_Hapdicarmed Individuals

In recent years, there has been a gro..ing understanding

the country of the importance of extending to handicapped

individuals the opportunity to participate fully in our societ:.

This understanding led, in the last Congress, to amendments to

extend the guarantees of the Fair Housing Act to handicapped

individuals and in this Congress has fueled the drive to enact

the Americans with Disabilities Act. Both of these efforts en}c:

the strong endorsement of this Administration.

In the field of educational opportunity, we have undertaLe

important litigation to further enforcement of the two key laws

that guarantee educational opportunity for handicapped

individuals; the Education of All Handicapped Children Act (EHA

and the Rehabilitation Act of 1974. Regarding the EHA, the Civil

Rights Division participated in the United States court of

appeals for the First Circuit as anicus curiae in Tinothv W. v.

Rochester School District, 875 F.2d 954 (1st Cir. 1989). In this

case, the district court held that the child was so severely

handicapped that the school district was not required to attempt

4 9
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to provide his with the "free and appropriate" education mandated

by the EHA for all handicapped children. We argued successfully

before the court of appeals that the statute mandated educational

services for all handicapped children, regardless of the severity

of a child's handicap. The school district's petition for

certiorari is pending before the Supreme Court.

On March 23, 1989, we received a favorable decision from the

Eleventh Circuit in Rogers v. Bennett, 873 F. 2d 1389, affirming

the district court's dismissal of a suit brought by the State of

Georgia and two of its counties to block administrative

enforcement proceedings by the Department of Education. The

State and counties had refused to allow the Department of

Education to investigate alleged deficiencies in the education of

handicapped students, arguing that the Department has no

jurisdiction to investigate such complaints under Section 504 of

the Rehabilitation Act because the EHA provides the exclusive

avenue for parents to complain of deficient educational

opportunities for handicapped students. The court of appeals

agreed with our contention that the Department of Education's

authority to investigate compliance with Section 504 does not

depend on parental exhaustion of EHA remedies. This decision

cleared the way for the Department of Education's enforcement

action to proceed.

We also sued the University of Alabama-Ili:mingham to enforce

directly the protections of Section 504. We argued successfully

that its practice of requiring hearing-impaired students to pay
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for classroom interpreters ran afoul of Section 504's prohibition

of discrimination on the basis of handicap in federally assisted

programs. We contended that while a college is not required to

provide personal services to handicapped students, it is

responsible for providing classroom interpreters who would

benefit all hearing impaired students in the classroom and perrit

then to receive the benefits of the university's federally

assisted educational programs. We have appealed the district

court's decision that the university's on-campus bus system,

which provides a wheelchair lift-equipped bus for only four hours

of its twelve-hour day, adequately served mobility-impaired

students. The appeal has been briefed and is pending in the

Eleventh Circuit. United States v. Bd. of Trustees of the

UDIKersItY of Alabama, No. 89-7148.

Conclusion

As the foregoing discussion of selected cases demonstrates,

the Civil Rights Division rerains in the forefront of the effort

to ensure equal educational opportunity for all students at all

.levels of education. Under the present Administration we look

forward to a continuation of this positive enforcement role.

will gladly answer the Members' questions.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Even though we don't have a clock today, I am going to try to

respect the spirit of the five-minute rule. If necessary, we will have
a second round of questioning.

I would like to begin with a simple question for Mr. S iith.
You know, it is hard not to be moved by your description of the

overwhelming work load of the agency and how people are burned
out and working hard, but I just wonder is your sense of purpose
and sense of urgencyand you mentioned internal action, modifi-
cations of procedures and new manuals being prepared and a
number of other things that you are working hard atis that
shared by the Administration, by the President and by the Secre-
tary, that same sense of urgency? And if so, why don't you have a
permanent Assistant Secretary at this point.

What has been the situation with respect to your budget? If you
are overworked, can you get more people? Have you asked for more
people?

Have you spent all the money that was allocated to you in the
past year? What is the situation with respect to the way your supe-
riors view your activities?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I have not spoken with the President, I
have spoken with the Secretary and the Under Secretary. Every-
thing I have said is their commitment to that job.

I have been told by the Secretary and the Under Secretary that
until such time as there is a permanent position established for a
confirmed Assistant Secretary, I have their support to carry out
the program as has been identified to you. Therefore, I have every
confidence that what we are proposing, and the manner in which
we are doing it, will be maintained whether a new person comes in
next week, next month or a year from now.

I am not sure I can remember all the parts you asked. Let me
just make two points. Then I will pick up the pieces.

From a financial point of view, part of the problem was the fact
that the problems grew. As you know, the budget process is always
two years in the making. The reason I pointed out the complaints
increase was to show you the impact of that.

Last year in fiscal year 1989, the Senate and the Congress was
good enough to provide us with a supplemental of $790,000 to allow
us to finish all of our work last year. We have an increase this year
in our budget from $41 million 1,o $45 million less whatever the se-
quester ends up with.

We are not sure what that does. We have requested for fiscal
year 1991 additional funds hopefully at the tune of about $48 mil-
lion.

The Administration has been responsive to the fact that we have
an overwhelming amount of work to do and has provided us with
the assurance that we will receive the resources that will allow us
to do it.

One of the real problems is that the number of complaints that
we have to investigate really takes a large number of people, and
our budget is really related to the number of people we have.

Chairman OWENS. Do you have a full complement of people?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. No, we do not.
Chairman OWENS. Authorized for 800, you say?
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Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. We had anticipated 820. The budget has
allowed us to go up to 801. We are at 801.

Chairman OWENS. You have 801 staff?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, I can't tell you what this morning's report is, but

our attrition is high. We lost- -
Chairman OWENS. Yes, I know. You said you lost 400 and some?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. We were down to about 780 as we got to

the month of September, then we had a very high recruitment
period.

I think between September and November 15, we have an addi-
tional 24 or 25 people that have come on. I am almost confident,
and I will check the record and submit what we have specifically
for you, but I feel confident that I can say to you that we are
pretty close to 800 personnel at this very moment.

That isn't to saylet me do this so that I can be accurate. I will
show you for the record where we were in September, where we
were on October 1, where we were on November 1 and where we
are we will be by the time I get it back to you, it will be a few days,
the month of November as well. .

Yes, we have, in fact, increased the number of people we have.
The real problem we have is we had expected to go to 820 with

the total amount we have. But if we sequestered funds, you realize,
of course, that that impacts on the number of people that we will
be able to have.

While we may be up at this point, one of the real problems we
have is that with a high attrition rate we lose a lot of people. We
may lose upwards of 10, 11, 15 people a month.

If it turns out we are impacted by the sequester, I will simply not
allow the staff to hire at that point because we will have to fore-
cast what we will need in resources.

Chairman OWENS. How many people do you think would be
ample to meet the increased work load that you have?

Have you estimated that?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I truly believeI can't

give you an honest answer because there is still homework that has
to be done.

I think that what we have as a complement of 801, if we have
the 801, I think we will be able to carry out for this fiscal year the
objectives we have established.

We may not be able to get as many compliance reviews as the
committee might like. I hope we would be able to have compliance
reviews that are significant to the issues that the committee feels
we should be pursuing.

Chairman OwENs. The report was issued by the Education and
Labor Committee about a year ago?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. December 1988.
Chairman OWENS. Was it the overwhelming workload that kept

you from responding until now. You said you plan to respond to it
but yol, have not responded.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I came to the Office for Civil Rights in
March. I think the Secretary wrote you on March 2, or wrote
Chairman Hawkins, that there would be a response to it. When I

Z.3
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took over, we were in the middle of the regional management re-
views.

It was my feeling that since the management reviews were fo-
cused on the very issues that you had raised, it made sense to allow
the reviews to take place so our response could show you what we
have in fact found and what we have done about it.

I think the timing of those oversight hearings is perfect because
we are in a position to say to you, here are the things you have
said we have done. Here are the things we are able to show you we
have, in fact, been able to accomplish in light of the information
you have provided us. And here, Mr. Chairman, is where we differ.

We have not been in a position to do that, but I would expect
that given another monthby the 15th of December I should be
able to have for you a point-by-point response that lays out every
single solitary item that you have in the 28 findings and the 15 rec-
ommendations.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Just one question for Mr. Turner, who is a long-time employee of

the Civil Rights Division.
You made a statement that your department contributed to legal

principles that have caused major social changes. I assume you
mean in the area of race relations, the ending of discrimination.
Why do you think there has been such an upsurge in complaints
recently?

Why do you think we are having difficulties in universities with
racism?

Why are we having more complaints now than before? Does it
have anything to do with the priorities of the Administration, the
fact that the previous President started his first campaign in Phila-
delphia, Mississippi, the place where three civil rights workers
were murdered?

Did that send a message? Did that set off an escalation of racism
in the country that has wiped out some of the gains we made with
the legal principles you have contributed?

Mr. TURNER. I don't know anything about politics. The Civil
Rights Division has a responsibility of enforcing the laws.

To the extent your question suggests that we have been or are
presently deluged with complaints, I can report to you that is not
the case.

Chairman OWENS. You are denying the testimony of your- -
Mr. TURNER. No, I don't deny it. I said we, the Department of

Justice. I don't know what the Department of Education is doing or
what they are receiving.

Of course, I accept his representation that their complaint load
has increased. My suggestion to you is that particularly in the area
of school desegregation that 30 years after the Supreme Court de-
clared separate but equal system to be unconstitutional, you would
not expect to have as many complaints with all of the school deseg-
regation decisions that have been handed down.

We are monitoring in our department some 400 school desegrega-
tion cases.

Chairman OWENS. You are not deluged, but you have more than
you think you ought to have?
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Mr. TURNER. We have plenty to do. We try to describe in my tes-
timony the nature of our job now and how it has changed. We are
not filing a lot of school desegregation cases because most of the
places that needed to be sued have been sued. We are monitoring
to make sure that compliance is taking place under those court
orders and to look to see when the court orders should be properly
ended.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAWKINS. May I say that I am very disappointed in the testi-

mony. You seem to be proud of your record. You seem to be the
only one who is proud of it, Mr. Smith.

I haven't read any report that commends you or says that you
are doing a good job. The onlythe reason the segregation assist-
ance centers issued this reporthave you seen it?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITII. No, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. That is typical.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I lied. I have seen it, but I have not read

it.
Mr. HAWKINS. I think you are seeing it now. But seeing it and

reading it and responding to its recommendations are three differ-
ent things. But the point is, and you know it as well as I do, is en-
forcing the civil rights laws as they should be enforcedyou can
plead that you have this great increase in the number of cases as
you started out, yet in answer to the Chairman's question, yOu
defend the number of employees you have now.

You know that you have a decreasing number of employees, ac-
cording to the recommendations made by the administration, and
you know that to attack your failure to enforce the law because
you don't have the staff to do it is embarrassing to the administra-
tion, and you refuse to tell us what type of staff you need, which is
typical.

The Secretary did the same thing when he came before this com-
mittee. You seem to be operating on the theory that you can do
more with less, which is a lot of baloney. We know that is nothing
but double talk.

I think it is an insult to this committee to come before us and do
that. We sent the staff out to regional offices in order to interview
your employees, and they brought back this report, not from what
they said but what your employees said; and we asked you more
than a month ago in a letter which I sent to the Secretary on Octo-
ber 29th to reply to some of the recommendations and what had
been done in response to the report.

And we have not yet received an answer. That was more than a
month ago. Now, this committee has a responsibility of oversight,
and we expect replies. We don't get any replies from you when we
constructively direct specific cn.stions to the office. How are we to
respond then to what you say before the committee that what you
are going to do in the future when you haven't done it up to this
time?

Let meI know the time is limited, but let me ask you one spe-
cific question. Maybe we can get one answer. In the case of the
Palm BeaL.h School District, you gave them $3.4 million as a grant
for magnet t...zhools. You had found, according to the regional office,

r4; r
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there were cases pending at that time. Despite that, you made that
award and two years later have not issued any findings, even
though the regional office recommended that Palm Beach County
be declared ineligible for such funding.

Let me ask you, have you done anything about that particular
case when you found that there had been a finding of discrimina-
tion in the school district and despite that, you overruled the lttcal
office, the regional office in that district and gave them the $3.4
million? Can you, in that case, say that you enforced the civil
rights law?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Do you want me to only respond to that
one question or to everything you have said?

Mr. HAWKINS. Do it together, if you wish.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I have only been here nine months. I

have no vested interest in the Office for Civil Rights other than the
fact that I enjoy the job I am doing. I have discovered that there
are people working their fannies off to do the job. I have had an
opportunity to go to regions and find people there working.

I don't deny what your report said. Your report has provided us
with an opportunity to take as systematic a review of every single
zegion's problem, including headquarters, and we will be in the po-
sition to provide you if you desire the entire management review
report that outlines step by step what we have found region by
region.

Until such time as I am not there, I shall do everything in my
power to assure you that if you have a question that you want an-
swered, you will have an answer for it.

Mr. HAWKINS. When? You haven't done that in the past, and you
know it. Now you say you are going to answer thesethe response
you gave to this report more than a year ago was inadequate and
you know it.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I wasn't there.
Mr. HAWKINS. It is a new day. When do you intend to answer

that?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I will have for your committee on the

16th of December a response to every single item in your report.
Mr. HAWKINS. When do you intend to respond to the letter of the

29th' When does the Secretary intend to respond to my letter of
October 29, 1989?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I don't know because Ica nnot---
Mr. HAWKINS. It pertains to the Magnet School Award in the

Palm Beach case.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Let me tell you where we are on that.
Mr. HAWKINS. That is several years old.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. That is correct.
Mr. HAWKINS. It seems to me that we ought to have some re-

sponse in the two years in which the officeI am not talking about
you personally. It pertains to the office, its failure to respond at the
same time that you are awarding this amount of money to a dis-
trict that was definitely in violation.

According to your regional office, you denied an award to Los
Angeles Unified School District based on one single case which was
in dispute. In that case I agreed with you because you obviously

f.;
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told the school District that I was responsible for its failure to get
that award, so you were very anxious, enthusiastically anxious to
say that the school District, in which my district is located, failed
to get its award because of a strict interpretation, which I agree
with.

Why in other cases were you not as enthusiastic about enforcing
the law as you were in that particular case? As you go across the
country, this is only one case; but it is typical of what you have
been doing, and this is not enough. And to say that you are proud
of this to me is merely begging the question.

We at least are entitled to a response and to an explanation, and
then we can talk intelligently.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. That is fair, Mr. Chairman.
Let me respond to the first question having to do with West

Palm Beach. There is a group that has gone into West Palm
Beachfirst you need to know something about the manner in
which we have worked 1-4th the Magnet Schools Program. There
had been a policy, and it is in force at this time, that if we have
not sent out a letter of finding citing violation to the recipient, that
still allows the recipiant to be in competition until such time as
there is, in fact, a letter of finding that they have received.

There has not been a letter of finding submitted to West Palm
Beach and therefore even though the Regional Director had, in
fact, not signed in, but sent a memo saying I don't feel it is appro-
priate to sign, we have not agreed to send a letter of finding and
therefore as far as we were concerned, West Palm Beach is still eli-
gible.

We have a team there that will have their first meeting 10 De-
cember at which time they will begin the process of corrective
action. So that is in place, and we will be in a position to respond
after the 10th of December as to the status.

There may be a minute-to-minute report that I have not re-
ceived. They have already 'net with them. They have been down
and met, but they will start the hearings, I think, on tbs. they are
working on the settlement starting the 10th of December, so we
should be able to respond to you for that.

I don't know who told you in the Los Angeles case that you had
any role in it. I met with your staff, and when they asked the ques-
tions as to why they were, in fact, in the situation that they were
in, it was because a letter of finding had already been sent to them,
and they had, in fact, already worked out a settlement that had not
been approved by the school board.

It was through the good graces of your office somehow that con-
vinced the F.;hool board that they, in fact, should comply with the
pwri of action and as a result, Los Angeles did receive its funds.
But at no time were you ever made the person that was involved.

I think your county would have to attest to the fact that we did
have a set of meetings and at no time was your name ever brought
up.

Mr. HAWKINS. It was the San Francisco Regional Office. We
agreed with you, and we told the District to come into compliance.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. And they did, Mr. Chairman.

I)7
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Mr. HAWKINS. We were on your side. Apparently nobody in Flori-
da was on the side of the law. They got the $3.4 million, which they
have enjoyed regardless of what may happen hereafter.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. And they have agreed
Mr. HAWKINS. That was a recommendation made by the regional

office, which recommended that they be declared ineligible for
funding.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. The regional offices has the right to make
a recommendation to headquarters. Headquarters has legal staff
with responsibility for looking at any single finding that any region
brings in to determine whether or not it can be enforced, whether
or not they have evidence necessary to support the case, and
whether or not it is an appropriate time to take action. Those are
the steps we normally take any time there is a violation and we
find recipients do not want to take corrective action.

We have three letters of findings. First, the regions have the op-
portunity to send directly to the recipients saying you are not in
violation, congratulations. The second letter of findings says you
had a violation, we cite the violation, but you have agreed for cor-
rective action. We are working on a plan of corrective action, and
we are notifying you you now have corrective action and you are
off the hook.

For the third, it either goes to administrative action or to the De-
partment of Justice. We try to give recipients every opportunity to
deal with whatever we find. We have tried to be as even-handed as
we can. You have an argument with regard to Palm Beach. It is
long overdue. I cannot deny that.

Mr. HAWKINS. After two years, your explanation is useless. If
you have allowed them to enjoy this money for two years and you
still don't know whether they are eligible to receive it or not, I say
that is damn poor management, and I don't see how you an get
around it.

Give us a better explanation, and we will give you the time to
give us the explanation and to make all the investigations you
want, but we do want an answer as to that.

If I appear to be a little abrasive, I don't intend to do that. It is
nothing personal, but it seems to me that we are not communicat-
ing very well with each other and that we don't have any particu-
lar standard whereby we can judge whether you are succeeding or
not.

All the reports issued say you are not and that segregation is on
the rise. Now we have another crazy idea, Choice, which is going to
contribute to that re-segregation and is being sponsored by the ad-
ministration of which you are a part that we cannot tolerate, not
under our system of government in this country.

If you wish to respond--
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Mr. Chairman--
Mr HAWKINS. I have made my comment. You have full privilege

to answer in any way you wish.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I thank you for not making it personal. I

did feel a pinch of abrasiveness, but I didn't feel it was personal,
Mr. Chairman.

can only deal with the present. I cannot deal with the past. I
will say to you that I agree with you that on the matter of Palm

t:
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Beach, it appears that something has occurred that has not, in fact,
made the system as successful as it ought to be.

I have said to you that we now have people in Palm Beach who
are working with the school system to ens :re that the violations
that have been cited have, in fact, been corrected.

I cannotI have no way of responding to what they did ayear
---agoivith-fizziiig of AVIlethef was, 111 lacl;Tralin-Winvalirr will be

in a position to defend whatever actions we are able to take from
the 10th of December on. I cannot, and there is no way for me to
respond to anything that happened in the past.

It is clear that you see it as you see it, and I cannot argue with
it, so there is nothing I can do with that.

With regard to Choice, we are looking at policy implications for
Choice. The President and the Secretary have said that in no way
would they be supportive of any program that would cause re-seg-
regation.

Our staff has responsibility for making sure that whatever steps
the Secretary takes with regard to Choice is consistent with Title
VI, Title IX, Sections 504 and Asian discrimination. And we will do
everything in our power to ensure that the Department of Educa-
tion is carrying out its objectives consistent with whichever of the
laws may, in fact, be questioned.

Other than that, I am not sure that I can respond to the issue of
Choice. We have to take it case by case. If we see a particular place
that has a Choice program and there is a complaint relative to it,
we will be the first to be there, as we have, in fact, carried out the
responsibilities with the Asian-Americans discrimination.

Once that is accomplished, we are in a position to let the Secre-
tary know whether or not there is evidence that a Choice program
may, in fact, be in violation of any of our laws. We see that as our
responsibility and stand ready to do that.

I can only speak to what we are in a position to do now, not what
they did years ago. The staff report, as well as the evidence that
you have, implies that there are things that we need to clean up.
We are in the process of doing that. We can only do it one step at a
time.

Since March 1989, we have tried to do two things to make the
Office for Civil Rights a more manageable organization. When
Chairman Owens asked the question with regard to the lapsed
funds as a case in point, I wanted to say to him, yes, two years ago
we did lapse about $900,000. Last year we lapsed about $62,000.
This year it shows $400,000 that was not, in fact, spent.

I can assure you that that $44!0,000 has been spent because
$197,000 of it is for contracts for the computers that will go to Re-
gions 4 and 9, which need them badly.

Travel costs have not yet been fully calculated in our finance de-
partment, but I can assure you that every nickel of Fiscal Year
1989 money was, in fact, spent.

One of the reasons I am not in a position to say, when you ask
the question, do you need additional staff, we have not managed
the Office for Civil Rights as effectively as we could. I think the
steps we have taken to shore up what we are doing will help us to
get more done with the people that we have. I am not an advocate
of doing more with less.
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We are looking at the best possible way to manage the Office for
Civil Rights, and we have found there are examples of things done
in some regions that will be beneficial and more cost-effective for
other regions.

It doesn't mean we vfilLnegate,,an.y- of the= responsibilities-we-ndir6for carrying out those complaints or those compliance re-
views, but there are some things that we are able to do that we
have not been able to do in the past that we think will be helpful
to us.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Payne?
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There was a statement made by the committee in one of its

major findings that a review of the OCR's case processing statistics
revealed that the agency has not vigorously enforced laws protect-
ing the rights of women and minorities in education since 1981.

You have only been there for nine months; whatever- -
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. But I have staff that have been there for

20 years. We ought to be able to answer every question you have.
Mr. PAYNE. I am glad you mentioned that.
Mr. LiTrts.JoHN. James Littlejohn.
Your question is with regard to one of the findings. Would you

repeat that, please?
Mr. PAYNE. I wanted your reaction to a statement made by the

committee in its findings that simply revealed that the agency had
not vigorously enforced laws protecting the rights of women and
minorities since 1981.

I thought you might have an opinion about that.
Mr. LiTmEJoHN. There are a couple of points.

.-First of all, with regard to complaints, we-proc.est--, all p'L...
and those where we have jurisdiction we investigate, whether they
are Title VI, Title IX, Section 504. Most of our complaints are Sec-
tion 504.

Another factor I think during that time period, a good part of
those years we were under the Grove City limitations with jurisdic-
tion and Title IX was a particularly difficult area to establish juris-
diction because we could not find the Federal money in the pro-gram.

With Section 504, we had a much easier time with regard to edu-
cation of the handicapped funds that went into the public schools.

The Title VI issue, to some extent there was a jurisdictional
problem.

Another factor that we discovered in doing the management
review was that the time frames that we had been working under
tend to cause the regions to select compliance reviews, not com-
plaints, but compliance reviews that they can finish within thosetime frames.

Many Title VI issues such as ability grouping and other issues
are quite time consuming.

We agree that that is a problem, but if you look at the overall
statistics, the complaint investigations were across the board.

Whatever came to us we did.
The compliance reviews where we had more discretion, we

tended to pick up Section 504 reviews during the years of Grove
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City rather than take on Title XI and Title VI reviews because the
difficulty in establishing jurisdiction on issues under those statutes.

We have identified the need to increase our compliance review
effort in both of those areas.
Mr. PAYNE: The Secretary-of Education-thenlisten's to wharyou --
say? How would you grade yourself from A to F, if you were an
elementary teacher?

Mr. LirrizioHN. I was a high school teacher at one time. I have
to say that after visiting all ten regional offices and spending two
or three days in intensive interviews with regional managers and
the staff, they certainly get an A for effort, and I hope that in the
headquarters we get at least a B-plus for working with them.

We think we need v do improvement in headquarters to make
the regional operations work better.

As far as the issue of whether we have enforced with regard to
women and minorities, I think with regard to complaints we have
done an A job.

With regard to compliance reviews, I would give us a C or C-
minus.

Mr. WILLIAM L. Smut'. I have a draft copy of the response that
we are preparing for the total report with regard to the question
which tends to reject the notion that we haven't vigorously en-
forced, and then it goes on to explain why.

I would be pleased to submit, although it is in draftlet me
check and see if I can do that.

May I suggest that when I send it do the committee on 16 De-
cember that I will highlight that so you will have our response to
it.

[The information referred to is retained in committee files.]
Mr. PAyNa Thank you.
It does remind me of the report cards. I am glad you brought up

both sides. One side talked about cooperation, dependability and
initiative and all that. Then the other side is whether you can read
or add or spell.

Many times youngsters have all of the goodies, but they just
can't read or spell, so you have to fail them on the side that unfor-
tunately counts.

I see that in your opinion, the desire was there, but the results
were a little lacking. I guess that is how we could more or less
summarize the past eight years.

Mr. LrrilEJoHN. I think we ha. a done an excellent job of investi-
gating complaints.

Because of gentleman and complaints under the Adams Order,
we have had problems in carrying out exhaustive program compli-
ance reviews.

Dr. Smith testified that with the increase in complaints, we are
going to have difficulty maintaining the compliance review levels
that we have had even in the past.

Mr. PAYNE. I am also kind of curious about the results. I guess if
you have very few citat:lns that shows that you are doing a good
job; I guess you could look at it that way.

I would look at it the other way: The committee report states
that, "Letters of findings which cite schools for violations of the
Civil Rights Act must be first approved by the OCR national office,
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and regional staff consistently criticize the inordinate time taken
by headquarters staff to approve issuance of violations."

Then it says, Of 112 draft letters of findings submitted to head-
quarters in 1987 through June 1989, only 7 were approved. The

- - vast- majority; -92,-were,resolved-with-a-violatimsorxected, LOF."
Could somebody explain that to me, why only 7 cases were found

serious enough to issue a violation and all the rest just happened to
warrant only a little tap on the hand?

Mr. WILLIAM L. Swim. Mr. Chairman, I go back to a comment I
made in my opening statement with regard to the nature of our
work.

We try to be as even-handed as we can with regard to the com-
plaint and to the recipient.

One of the things that we feel very strongly about is that our job
is to investigate any complaint that comes up.

We are to do it as thoroughly and as comprehensively and as
honestly as we can.

As a result, it means that when the effort is made to do the in-
vestigation and you submit to the recipient that there is, in fact, a
violation, one of two things occurs.

The recipient determines that they do not believe they have a
violation and do not feel that they wish to respond to the fact that
it is occurring. That says to us that we have no way of having them
voluntarily take corrective action.

When that occurs, we simply move it into the letter of finding
and it comes to headquarters.

I will respond to your headquarters question in just a second.
We try diligently to deal with whatever actions a recipient is in a

position to take to ensure that the violation is corrected.
We feel that that is probably one of the strongest points that we

have.
We agree that there may be many who do not agree with that as

a policy.
We find that it does, in fact, help us get the recipient to acknowl-

edge the violation and to take corrective actions.
We also have discovered that when you do a violation letter of

finding and you submit the letter of finding, you have an adversar-
ial relationship as opposed to a cooperative working relationship.

It takes on a totally different tenor and deals with the question
of enforcement.

Anytime a recipient is notified that there is a violation found
and they have the option to voluntarily correct it, we provide the
staff to work with them to correct it.

That is one of the reasons why a number of LOFs that have come
forward have come forward with corrected violations as opposed to
letters of correction citing a violation.

We have taken a straightforward position with regard to what a
recipient is able to respond to.

Mr. PAYNE. It is a soft approach, but wouldn't we tend to see
reoccurrences if there is no penalty to the person who was proven
to have discriminated?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. If we are talking about an individual
complainant, if an individual has a complaint with the recipient
that receives Federal funds and the recipient is willing to make the
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corrections to eliminate the violation, it seems to me we have
solved the problem.

Mr. PAYNE. Well, I know one thing: If you could speed and not
get points or fines, you might tend to speed again more easily than
if you got fines and points.

I just wonder whether by this policy, we will solve this particular
ifidiVidual-inoiderif;lhaybe we-atajust 'net 'dealing-with the "'system=

ic problem. We are sort of going from the particular to the univer-
sal, and this approach may not be having very much of an impact
on the overall attitude of violators or potential violators.

How do you feel about that? If a person or organization could
violate people's rights without any penalty, they will just keep
doing it if you feel like doing it.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I made a mistake regarding Los Angeles
and show you what a corrected letter of violation provides.

When you have a magnet program and the letter of finding has
been sent and a letter of finding had not been sent to Los Angeles,
I just remembered, because they were, in fact, working together to
take corrective action on identifying all of the handicapped kids in
Los Angeles.

If the letter of finding had gone to Los Angeles, it would have
prevented Los Angeles from making the correction and be able to
apply for the magnet schools program.

That is the best single example that I can give you of what a cor-
rected violation provides.

It left the option open to Los Angeles to not, in fact, have the
violation because the very fact that we were in the process of deal-
ing with themno, . I am wrongthey had, in fact, gotten a letter.
They had not gotten the letter.

Had they gotten the letter, they would not have been eligible for
the magnet school program.

They were still in the process of negotiating corrective action.
The school board had not taken the action to close it and because

they had not taken the action to close it, we were in the process of
sending them the letter of findings and it was that particular case
that I am pointing to that allows us to say that the recipient had
the opportunity to be able to compete as did Florida, because we
had not come to closure with the letter of finding.

That is the best example I can give you.
Mr. PAYNE. I know my time has just about run out. I just have a

problem with the OCR's attitude. It seems, that has come in from
what I have read beginning in 1981.

First of all, at that time, you had 1,099 full-time employees.
In 1987 and 1988, you had 820. Now you say you have 801.
In addition to that drastic reduction of 20 percent of the wont

force, which is one-fifth of the full-time employees, the department
has never, in nine years spent its total allocation. Today, of course,
you are going to look at how much travel went on to see if you will
spend it all.

But the question that the department from .4 percent to 6.2 per-
cent of the budget which had been drastically reduced where full-
time employees have been cut by 20 percent still never spent its
total amount, shows there was no interest in doing the job.
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It is very clearyou can't tell me that people want to enforce a
law when they don't use all their resources at their disposal.

Finally, the OCR's national office did away with the quality as-
surance program which was transferred to regional offices in 1985.
Compared to the counterpart Federal compliance program with the
United States Department of Labor, OCR has conducted relatively
few compliance reviews since 1981.
--OCR stlffrin a regioriWitrrlarfeHigiraTifePOTiiraf 07afed
that no one on the staff with technical assistance could speak
Spanish.

Also, formalized training at OCR was virtually disbanded in 1981
when the Denver Training Center was closed.

The computerized data management program was plagued with
problems to the point where they couldn't effectively conduct an
analysis of allegefi. wrongdoings. There is a total conspiracy of at-
tempting to deny people's civil rights and this department has not
lived up to what it is supposed to do and I think it is just appalling.

I don't have any other questions. You don't need to respond to
that. I am sorry if I took too much time, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman OWENS. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My two colleagues to my right, especially my Chairman, have

been so forthright and in this inquisition of Mr. Smith, until I was
going to, if he needed more time, relinquish my time to him, be-
cause I have heard nothing in the testimony, being very honest, to
dispel My opinion that- the backward march that we are taking in
the whole field of civil rights as it relates to education is no acci-
dent, it is by design. I certainly wouldn't want to be in your posi-
tion of having to act out that kind of a program.

Mr. Smith, when you look at the structure, you, as acting Assist-
ant Secretary, you have been in that capacity for nine months. To
whom are you directly responsible in that capacity?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. The Secretary.
Mr. HAYES. Are you free to make decisions that the Sec. etary

would make?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Am I free to make decisions that tl. e Sec-

retary makes?
Mr. HAYES. That is right. Who do you take your guidance from?
Mr, WILLIAM L. SMITH. The Secretary and the Under Secretary

of Education.
Mr. HAYES. The Under Secretary of Education?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Yes. You said guidance.
Mr. HAYES. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. HAYES. Your sense of direction.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. From the Secretary and the Under Secre-tary.
Mr. HAYES. Did it ever occur to you with having to work in that

kind of capacity in the absence of a Secretary, that this conceptual-
ly seems to indicate a de-emphasis on the importance of that de-
partment?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. You mean the absence of an Assistant
Secretary.

Mr. HAYES. Or Secretary?

6 4
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Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Mr. Hayes, I am not sure I can answer
the question directly, but I will try. I think the White House and
the department principals are attempting a nationwide search to
fill both of the positions of the two of us acting in those positions
today.

Mr. HAYES. Are they open to suggestions?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I cannot say that, but if you have one, I

woo be more than willing tb'seridlt-back-to-them.-I will -take-it -- --
today if you would like.

I think that there are a number of things that ale occurring. I
think that this administration has been in office since January.
Your report has been available to us since December of 1988. And I
think that if there is any indication that this administration at the
Department of Education, which represents the President, is genu-
inely interested in making change, I think you have to read what
we will have as a response that will point out to you those things
that are in fact being done as a result of, one, a new administra-
tion, and two, the inputs that this committee has made to the
Office for Civil Rights, which has been taken very, very seriously.

I wish that we had had time enough to complete our response to
all of the findings and all of the recommendations so that they
would have been available to you before this hearing, but I will say
to you, sir, that we will have those available to you and I think you
will be asyou may not be satisfied, because I think that in the
nature of our work, nobody Deems to be fully satisfied because ev-
erybody feels there is more that can be done. But I think you will
be in a position to see that there has been movement.

I feel confident as I speak t.o you today, althcugh I am an acting
Assistant Secretary, I have the utmost confidence in the Secretary
and the Under Secretary to ..arry out that policy. There have been
no quarters held in getting that job done.

When I took it, they told me what I could expect and I have
found that they have lived ap to everything that has been there
and I feel confident that I can put that on the record. You will see
changes that have occurred.

Mr. HAYES. I notice in the OCR limitation on investigation, re
the question of race, there was a clear perception among some of
the regional office staff th.'t certain issues were off limits and
could not be investigated.

Most of the issues involved race discrimination. Among such
issues were discrimination involving disciplinary action and the
placement of black students in special education programs. It was
reported that the National office would not approve investigation
of such cases unless they were horror stories.

You know, you are not dealing with fools. I am not blaming you,
but this administration has to understand that you can't cover or
hide what is reality or what is going on in this whole area of segre-
gation in the educational system. We have to accept the fact that
first there is existence of it and second, have efforts to do some-
thing about it.

I wonder whether or not you in your position have the latitude
and authority to approach this problem to try to clear it up. I see
that young man second from the right here, he keeps frowning and
wiggling. He has some problems with the question we are asking.

65
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Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. He is from Illinois.
Mr. HAYES. He seems to be in pain.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. He is one of our regional directors. Would

you like for him to respond? He is certainly available.
,Mr. HAYES. I mean sitting at the table.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. That is the Justice Department, sir.
Let me just sayto you that I think that we have a problem and I

have tried to say it as discretely as I can. We have a problem be-
-.--causethetime.frame.has_in_facLuot only in fact affectedaat cap-

tured our lives in the Office for Civil Rights.
We must do something about the time frames, and one of the

things that I am hoping we will be able to do in the near future is
have a meeting with the Office of General Counsel and the Depart-
ment, of Justice to talk about whether or not we can afford to con-
tinue to honor the Adams order. As you know, it is in litigation.

We, during the months of February and March and April, will be
responding to the court because of the actions that have been
taken. Our belief has been that we wanted to trythe belief has
been that we wanted to try to maintain the time lines so that if
there were appeals and the like, people would at least feel that the
Office for Civil Rights is doing something that is consistent with
the Adams time frames.

The truth of the matter is, it is killing us. We need to deal with
the fact that we can't continue to operate as we have.

When you asked about what areas we have not been able to
pursue, while it may not have been verbally stated, it was implied,
it will cost us in terms of dealing with that particular case because
it doesn't in fact stay within the time line. If we expect to have
complex compliance reviews, there is no way for us to be able to
meet the Adams time frame, and therefore we have to deal with
that. Until we deal with that, you will be able to beat us to death
and some of it gets bloody.

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Turner, in your statement you say, "In recent
years we have been in the vanguard in our efforts to eliminate a
dual system of higher education."

How long have you been in the vanguard?
Mr. TURNER. That is referred to the last-1974 was the first

higher education case we filed and we have been litigating virtual-
ly nonstop since then, Congressman.

Mr. HAYES. I was reading further the statement. I was trying to
find a victory, that you had one, several cases, particularly, in the
three States mentioned. I didn't find 'A. Most of them are still pend-
ing.

Mr. TURNER. The three major ones are still pending: Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama. They are in various different postures.

If you would like to discuss any individual one, I would be glad to
take it up.

Mr. HAYES. I don't want to take up the time. But I don't want us
to be left with the wrong impression that we are making great
strides in this effort.

I think there has to be, first, recognition of the fact that there is
a great waste of talent out there because we aren't educating them.
Some of that reason is 'aecause of race. Now, we have to do some-
thing about it.

27-873 0 - 90 - 3
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One of the best defenses that this nation can ever have is not
found in whether or not we can explore outer space or build anew
bomber, but in whether or not we can educate our young irrespec-
tive of their race, creed; color, sex or financial standing.

Chairman OWENS. Mrs. Lowey, I understand you have a state-
ment in addition to questions?

Mrs. LOWEY. Yes, Mr.. Chairman, but I will ask unanimous con-
sent to include my opening statement in the record.

Chairman OWENS. Without objection.
The re ared statement of Hon. Nita M. Lowey follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. NITA M. LOWEY, A REPRESENTATIVEIN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr Chairman, I am extremely pleased to join you here today for this extraordi-
narily important hearing.

This hearing goes to the very heart of what we stand for as a nation. Our nation
stands for equal opportunity and for the ideal that every individual should be given
an equal chance to succeed.

There can be no doubt that the number one ingredient in success is education.
And as we enter an age of increasing complexity and technological sophistication,
education has become more important than ever.

We know that our education system is failing many of our studentsthat they
are not prepared to face the challenges of the future because we simply did not pro.
vide them with a quality education. This is one of the tragedies of modern American
life that must be corrected.

But there is another reason why some of our students are not receiving an equal
chance They are not receiving an equal chance because they are victims of discrimi-
nation They are being denied the opportunity to achieve, to contribute, and to suc-
ceed for no other reason than their race, their age, their sex, or their handicap. This
also is tragic and must be corrected.

Congress created the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in the Education Department to
insure that our students would receive equal opportunity in their educational pur-
suits. But sadly, OCR's record is far from what it might be. The committee has
found that OCR has not vigorously protected the rights of women and minorities
and that it has actually thwarted this goal in many instances.

This cannot be tolerated. If, as a Nation, we do not insist on equal opportunity for
our Nation's students, we will have abandoned the fundamental principles on which
our ?lotion is based And we will all suffer from the consequences of having permit-
ted the obstacle of discrimination to stand in the paths of so many Americans who
are yearning to contribute to our great Nation.

The Bush Administration has emphasized its commitment to education. But that
commitment must be a commitment to the education of all American citizens. It
must include a full commitment to upholding our Nation's fundamental civil rights
laws.

I am hopeful that the Bush Administration will act quickly to restore OCR to the
role that Congress intendedthe role of vigorous protector of our Nation's women
and minorities I am hopeful that the Bush Administration will transform OCR into
an agency whose commitment to the principle of equal opportunity is unquestioned
and no longer the subject of debate and controversy.

But that will take more than words. It will take actions. I look forward today to
the testimony of the administration witnesses with the hope that they will detail
the specific actions they will take to fully protect equal opportunity for our Nation's
students. For there are few tasks in America today that are more important to our
children, our Nation, and our future.

Thank you very much.

Mrs. LOWEY. I am extremely pleased to join you here today, Mr.
Chairman, for this extraordinarily important hearing, because the
hearing goes to the very heart of what we stand for as a nation.
Our nation stands for equal opportunity and for the ideal that
every individual should be given an equal chance to succeed.
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I have several questions after listening to the testimony this
morning for acting Assistant Secretary Smith and for your associ-
ates, or whoever cares to answer it.

You have contended that OCR has done a good job. In fact, at
one point Mr. Littlejohn said, "You have done an excellent job en-
suring equal opportunity for all Americans." On the other hand,
the committee found that OCR closed 58 percent of all cases with a
finding of no violation from 1983 through 1988.

Now, of course we can't expect you to find a violation when there
isn't a violation, but the committee also found that OCR was
almost twice as likely to find that there was no violation in cases
alleging-race-or age-discrimination-than-in. casesof.sexot..banr'-
cap.

Could you explain why this is in fact the case? Could it be that
OCR has not faithfully executed its duties?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I am kind of stymied. I guess the primary
reason I am stymied is that a finding is a finding. If you are look-
ing at a complaint and the evidence does not support the fact that
there is a violation, then there is no violation. I am not sure I un-
derstand the question, so --

Mrs. LOWEY. Well, the actual statistics were that in cases of race,
84.9 percent were found to be no violation. In cases of sex, 48.2 per-
cent, no violation.

I just wonder if there is some problem in pursuing cases of the
kind we have discussed. It just seems strange to meagain, we
don't want you to manufacture violations when there aren't viola-
tionsbut I wondered why in certain areas you seem to have great
success and in other areas, you don't.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I really don't know. I don't know whether
the cumulative time frame that you are talking about includes 'he
Grove City period when we found that in a number of cases, we
had no jurisdiction to follow the case and, therefore, we closed it.

I am not sure what the specifics are, but let me say this. if you
have a specific and you wish a response for the record, I would be
more than pleased to submit it.

Mrs. LOWEY. I would appreciate that. Thank you. The period was
1983 through 1988. But I would be happy to continue the discussion
at a later date.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Mr. Littlejohn feels that he may be able
to give you a more precise answer.

Mr. LrrrLEJonx. All cases we investigate go through the same
process. Each regional office has a unit of legal staff including a
chief civil rights attorney that must review and sign off on every
case to make sure the evidence supports the finding. That is one
thing, race, sex or Section 504 handicapped.

Another point to consider and nobody knows why statistics have
come out this way, but I am confident after doing management re-
views, that our staff is doing a thorough job of reviewing the cases
and reaching a correct legal finding.

The Section 504 regulations are very specific with regard to Title
VI, for example. There are lots of procedural and other kinds of
t' :ngs that must be followed and when these are not followed, it
results in a fairly direct violation.
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Title IX is more specific along those lines and Title VI is less spe-
cific. This could be a factor. No one can say for sure.

Mrs. Lowm. Thank you.
The committee also found that OCR staff admitted to encourag-

ing complainants to withdraw or narrow the allegations contained
in their complaints. To me this is absolutely outrageous. Represent-
atives of the Federal Government were in the position of attempt-
ing to persuade citizens of this nation not to pursue their rights
under the law and to accept real or perceived discrimination.

In addition, many OCR staff apparently are operating on the as-
sumption that certain issues, particularly relating to race discrimi-
nation, are not appropriate areas to investigate.

What have you done to correct these serious problems? I know
you have been there only nine months. Have you investigated the
charges that were very specific relating to employees who sought
the withdrawal or narrowing of charges? Have you issued any di-
rectives to make clear that this is not permissible? Have you made
it clear to all of your employees that they should investigate all
claims of discrimination under the laws of the United States?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. First, this is probably one of the pla-es
that creates some sensitivity. We have no evidence as to who it is
that has been identified as having a complainant withdraw a com-
plaint.

I think that our response has been if you tell us what region,
who the players are, we will thoroughly investigate it, but the com-
mittee did not provide us with any information other than the fact
that people have saidso this is a very sensitive issue. We have no
evidence that that has occarred, because it is illegal and it would
create serious problems.

But if the committee has evidence as to what region it is and
who the players are, I will guarantee y %Ai that we will thoroughly
go into an investigation of that complaint from this comn-,i+tee. We
do not have that.

Mrs. LOWEY. You are aware, however that there have been alle-
gations?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Yes. I read that report.
Mrs. LOWFY. Therefore, even without the specifics, and I know

that the committee will have further discussions with you regard-
ing the specifics, but without the specifics, have you issued any di-
rectives to be sure that this is not the case and if it were the case,
that it would not be the pattern in the future.

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Let me have Ms. Lewis--
Mrs. LOWEY. Have you yourself issues any directives to this

statement to respond to this allegation?
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. You have to understand the mechanics of

the office. Every piece of guidance and every directive that I put
forth comes as a result of a thorough analysis of whatever the
problem is. That is Ms. Lewis' job. She provides me with whatever
data I must decide upon, so I was going to let her tel you what
steps have been taken.

You have to understand the process. If this committee or any-
body says to me, there are in fact employees who have gone to a
complainant and said to a complainant, "You ought to withdraw
it," I want to know that. I have no evidence that that has occurred
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and until such time as I have facts before me, I cannot respond to
that.

Mrs. LOWEY. I would not expect you to respond to an individual
complaint if you don't know the specific name or specific person,
but if there have been allegations reported to you from our com-
mittee, I assume it would be appropriate to issue a directive stating
your overall policy for the agency?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. Yes. I would answer the questionMs.
Lewis may have several policiesI would answer the question
"no." Until there is evidence that it is in fact occurring, I would
not put out a directive because I have no reason to. I would want to
be sure that each regional director takes care to make sure that
they are not accused or any person on their staff is accus..d of it.
But I wouldn't put it in writing.

Mrs. LOWEY. Perhaps we can pursue it at another time.
Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. I think there are many people who per-

ceive that there were areas that were taboo. That is critical. I have
looked at the questions raised by the committee both in terms of its
finding and its recommendation. It goes back again to the question
of time frames.

The system that has been used to date is that your rating is
based on meeting time frames, so that time frames are part of the
performance agreement from the inception. So you have a system
which is driven by a time frame and every regional director and
every staff person and management person wants to be sure That
they are in fact meeting whatever goals and objectives they have
for their performance agreement.

The tragedy of it is that what occurs is they may not decide that
this is a case we can take because this is not going to allow us to
meet our time frame. Th it is why I want to go after the time
frame to do something about it, so nobody is in the position of not
having the time frame to carry. it out.

I think Mrs. Lewis is ready.
Mrs. LowEY. I would just as soon pursue that at another time. I

want to pursue another line of questioning.
I understand that the policy of OCR since 1981 is to close most of

its complaints and compliance reviews in which violations of law
have been found by means of a letter of finding indicating that the
violations cited have been corrected even if the school district has
only promised that it will take action to correct these violations.
Yet, what has concerned me in reviewing the report, and you have
acknowledged the same thing in your testimony, is that you rarely
follow up to find out whether the violation has been corrected.

The committee report notes that also monitoring has been dune
in part because the regional offices are not credited with conduct-
ing meaningful follow-up of such cases.

First of all, can you comment on the propriety of issuing "viola-
tions corrected" letters of finding when you don't know if the viola-
tion has been or will be corrected? The committee has recommend-
ed that you do away with that practice. Will you do so?

Mr. WILLIAM L. SMITH. A letter of finding, as I mentioned, citing
a violation means that our staff has investigated it, found fact that
there is a violation, and has notified the recipient that there is a
violation. The recipient must in fact make a decision we want to do
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something about correcting that violation, or we are not going to
because we do not feel it is a violation.

When that occurs, one of two things happens. If the first occurs,
we don't put out the letter of findings until we have assurances
that they will be able to carry out the corrected areas. It is true
that we did not have before this the opportunity to provide each of
the regions with citations for monitoring. That has been corrected.
That is already in place.

When I said that our case monitoring process now takes into ac-
count monitoring, it is true. We have made monitoring a major
part or the compliance activity so that that is also built in.

One of the things, one of the previous speakers talked about our
comparison With the Department of Labor compliance review
group. When we looked at what they were doing, and calling it
compliance reviews, we were able to broaden our base so as to in-
clude monitoring and the magnet school program and the vocation-
al education program as part of the compliance analysis process so
that we now are in a position to include all of those as part of a
compliance activity. .

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you.
Another finding of the committee which is directly related to this

discussion and is very disturbing to me is that the committee has
found that OCR's presence across the country is little known, little
felt. No one knows they exist. I don't know where the money is
going, particularly in some of the communities that are most in
need of its assistance.

It is my understanding that when Congress created OCR, it did
so in order to create a visible agency to which aggrieved parties
could turn to when they needed help in ensuring fair treatment.

It is hard to understand how individuals will know who to turn
to when they don't know it exists. What can OCR do, what are you
doing, what are you planning to do, to help get the word across
that you do exist, particularly to groups protected under civil
rights laws?

I tnink it is important that people know that you exist so that
they have a claim, they know who to go to, who to reach out to,
how to get the help.

Mr. WILLIAM SMITH. We have tried to respond to those findings
and will have that for you on December 15.

There has been a dilemma with regard to our presence and the
extent to which we are known. That becomes a question of how do
you use technical assistance for those persons who request it, and
how do you use technical assistance from an OCR-initiated process?
That has been one of the items that webecause it does take
money.

That is one of the items we have been looking at. We have tried
to go to conferences that have either recipients or organizations
that serve complainants. We try to provide for them in an informa-
tion booth material that allow them to deal with their individual
constituencies back home with regard to what we do in civil rights.

We have put all of that in each of the conferences that we go to.
We pay a conference fee, we do whatever, send the people on
travel. We try to get it all together. We have not been successful in
broadening our base, except through the publicity, as is the case in
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Chicago, when the Chicago schools finally signed the agreement
with the Office for Civil Rights so that they, too, could apply and
receive magnet school funds.

We are thinking about some ways that we may be able to do
that. I have made that at this point a secondary source. I have
looked at what we have as resources, and I have tried to have our
senior staff direct those resources at those areas that are most crit-
ical, that by law we must carry out.

Until we are able to deal with the time frame problem and get a
sense of how to manage the total number of complaints that con-
tinue to increase, we have not tried to deal with the question of
how do we make our presence known. That is a process we hope we
can in fact improve.

Mrs. LOWEY. Let me say in closing, Mr. Smith, I believe you re-
ferred to the fact that it takes money. My colleague also referred to
the fact that the agency has repeatedly turned back money.

I think perhaps it is not just money. It is will, it is desire, it is a
commitment. And it is my strong hope that the Bush Administra-
tion, and it has to start frr'm the top, will take the issue of equal
opportunity and education very seriously.

It seems to me that one way to demonstrate that kind of commit-
ment would be, first of all, to be more aggressive in pursuing com-
plaints and compliance reviews. But OCR can and should also
make itself more available to local communities and play a more
public role in educating the public about their rights to equal edu-
cation, to equal opportunity, because this is the key to our future.

As we see the walls tumbling down in Berlin and we realize
there has to be less emphasis on pursuing the race for the best
weapon in the world, unless we are focusing on equal opportunity
and giving every youngster in the world the opportunity for that
education, we are not going to go forward. I would hope you and
your colleagues would take these responsibilities seriously, because
our committee looks forward to working with you.

I thank you very much. I feel as if we are letting the Justice De-
partment off the hook. If we have time, I will go back. I have taken
enough time. Thank you very rrch.

Mr. WILLIAM SMITH. You have our support with regard to carry-
ing out this obligation.

Chairman OWENS. Mr. Smith?
Mr. WILLIAM SMITH. Yes.
Chairman OWENS. The other Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH JF VERMONT. I think I will limit myself really to a

short comment. If it provokes a response, that is fine. Generally
speaking, I want to associate myself with the comments I have
heard from my colleagues since I have come in, Mr. Payne and Ms.
Lowey.

It may be that they are now willing to suspend their disbelief in
the interim. I will tell you I am. We have got about about two and
a half weeks. I understand, I think, that you are in a difficult posi-
tion, to put it mildly, in that you are being asked to be accountable
for and to explain 10 years of policy, or the better part of 10 years
of policy, the i Jmnants of which you inherit and are asked to do
something about.
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I appreciate that is a difficult quilt to patch together. From this
side of the aisle, I want you to know there is at least one member
of this committee, and I suspect I am not alone, for whom the re-
sponses in the December 15 report are going to be very, very im-
portant in terms of our ability to assess positively the department's
seriousness of intent with the enforcement and protection of civil
rights.

You know, I am sure, that the education summit that the Gover-
nors, that some extent this committee, many people are talking
about different constructions for educational excellence. The con-
text in civil rights, among other things, is not only a legitimate,
but an essential core function of the Federal Government.

We wouldn't be able to create the climate, the kind of excellence
we need in our schools if we don't have confidence that the Federal
Government on the Executive side is 150 percent committed to en-
suring those civil rights are protected. It won't happen. So, it is
that important, from my point of view.

Finally, a separate issue. You asked to take recommendations
back for people who are applicants for the job. I would tell you I
have no recommendations about candidates. I would tell you if
th, :e are people who receive advice, I would simply be delighted if
you were to share with them that there is one Republican member
on this committee who hopes that how an individual feels about
questions of choice, sex education, abortion, are not criteria of the
positions that we are talking about.

Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Is there any member of the committee who feels the need for one

urgent last question?
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, sir.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I ask Mr. Turner the same question I asked

Mr. Smith? Have you read this report titled "The Segregation of
Public Schools, the Third Generation?"

Mr. TURNER. We have not received or seen that, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps you could share it with us after the session.

Mr. HAWKINS. It was financed in part by the Department of Edu-
cation, and it ,_ ntainswell, the question I wanted to ask you, I
guess, is not relevant. It speaks of increasing segregation of His-
panic studentsthe most segregated States are in Illinois and New
Yorktwo of my friends represent districts in those states, and
those school districtsare knowingly denying limited English-profi-
cient students their civil rights.

It would seem to me that the Department of Justice should be
interested in those statements and in the well-documented evidence
that is presented in this report. Otherwise, it would seem to me, I
would suggest that the Department of Justice is a misnomer.

Mr. TURNER. You will be glad to know it is not a misnomer.
Mr. HAWKINS. Well, I would hope so. But if you have not even

responded in any way to a document that certainly is available to
you, you have copies, I would suggest that you then submit to the
committee, when ycu have had an opportunity to read it, what liti-
gation, if any, has followed the reading of the document and what
you intend to do about the statements contained therein.
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Mr. TURNER. Mr. Chairman, we are pursuing right now an
appeal in a case called San Felipe Del Rio in Texas, involving the
bilingual education issue. The Attorney General does not have self-
starting authority under Title IV to file lawsuits. We file lawsuits
and we conduct investigations when we receiNe a statutory com-
plaint.

Under the law that Congress passed back in 1964, the Attorney
General has to certify that he has received such a complaint and
that he is satisfied that it is bona fide before we initiate either an
investigation or a lawsuit. To my knowledge, we have not received
such a complaint from any citizen in Illinois and New York.

The other way we get involved in these matters is through refer-
rals from Dr. Smith at the Office for Civil Rights, OCR. We have
not, to my knowledge, received in either of the States you men-
tioned such a referral. I do not believe we have anything going in
those States.

We are entirely willing and able to conduct st.ch investigations
as our action in San Felipe Del Rio shows.

Mr. HAwKirsis. I don't have time to follow up, but I would assume
the Office for Civil Rights would make referral to the department
of its findings. Therefore, it would seem to me that these allega-
tions that are being made that are really atrocious might have
some solution through the two departments cooperating with each
other.

I won't follow up on this, because I just don't have the time. I
would certainly strongly suggest greater cooperation then between
the two departments.

Mr. TURNER. We accept your suggestion.
Mr. WILLIAM SMITH. Mr. Hawkins, I wanted to say to you that

when I said to you I had not read it, but I had seen it, I did not
mean in your hands. I had met with Dr. McWilliams. She had al-
ready agreed to send me a copy. She was the principal author. I
had read the different generations that she had described.

I just had not read it in toto, so I did not feel I could respond to
it. I want you to know I had seen it, I had it in my hands and I had
in fact begun to review it. I could not respond to it. We will, if you
wish us to do so.

Chairman OWENS. The Chair would like to thank both of the rep-
resentatives of the Administration, and stress the fact that we
would like to submit additional questions to both of you in writing.
Mr. Smith, we are particularly interested in your management
review and supporting documentation for that review. We would
like to submit questions related to that. Although we appreciate
your predicament, having been there for a short time, we would
like for the answers not to stress Coe fact that you have only been
there fur a short time. We want to deal with the institutional
memory and institutional record with respect to these events.
Thank you very much.

Mr WILLIAM SMITH. I appreciate that. I did not mean it in that
sense with regard to the number of month:- We will be sure that
we will respond to everything you asked for.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you again.
The Chair would like to note the fact that we are a little behind

schedule. We do intend to complete the second panel in its entirety
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before we break for lunch. The second panel will please come for-
ward at this point.

The second panel includes Phyllis McClure, the Director of the
Division of Policy and Information, NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund; Elliott Lichtman, Esquire, Lichtman, Trister,
Singer & Ross; Dr. Ethel Simon-McWilliams, Northwest Regional
Education Laboratory. We are adding to the panel Dr. Gary Orfield
from the University of Chicago.

The Chair. would like to remind all witnesses that we have your
written testimony and they will be submitted for the record. We
would like to begin with Ms. McClure.

STATEMENTS OF PHYLLIS McCLURE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
POLICY AND INFORMATION, NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE AND
EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC.; ELLIOTT LICHTMAN, ESQ., LICHT-
MAN, TRISTER, SINGER & ROSS; DR. ETHEL SIMON-McWIL-
LIAMS, DIRECTOR, DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE CENTER,
NORTHWEST REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY; and DR.
GARY ORFIELD, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, DIRECTOR, METRO-
POLITAN OPPORTUNITY PROJECT

Ms. MCCLURE. Thank riu, Chairman Owens, Mr. Hawkins, Mr.
Smith, Mr. Payne, Mr. Hayes, good morning. On behalf of the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund, I want to thank this committee for
conducting its oversight responsibilities of the Office for Civil
Rights of the Department of Education, the office responsible for
assuring non-discrimination on the basis of race, color, national
origin, handicap, age, and by recipients of Federal funds from that
department.

I want to say that the majority staff report that this committee
did approximately a year ago is a very unique kind of oversight
report. In my experience, most oversight reports are based on hear-
ings in Washington, official documents issued by the department,
sometimes by outside investigators like the GAO, sometimes on the
basis of allegations by civil rights groups.

This majority staff report was based on information collected
from the employees of the very agencyover half of the regional
offices under the Office for Civil Rights.

Let me turn to some of the things that have been raised already
by Mr. Smith and his colleagues and by members of the committee
who brought up various questions.

Mr. Owens, you began by saying that Mr. Smith's testimony con-
veyed a sense of urgency. I was wondering urgency to what? I
almost felt as if Mr. Smith was polishing up the fire engine, clean-
ing out the fire house. Where was the fire? I do detect a different
tone in Mr. Smith's appearance before this committee and his testi-
mony. He is not drawing up the wagons, he is not being so defen-
sive. He is being somewhat more cooperative, somewhat more open.

But what I also do not find in his testimony and his approach is
what are the very issues of discrimination in this country that OCR
is prepared to go after when all of its management reviews and one
thing or another are finished.

Second, Mr. Smith has said repeatedly throughout his testimony
he has blamed the time frames for a lot of things. I have heard the
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time frames blamed for a lot of things, too, but I never heard them
blamed for the attrition of the Office for Civil Rights.

I thought largely since '81 a large part of the attrition was due to
the fact that a lot of employees disagreed severely with the civil
rights policies of the Reagan Administration. Mr. Lichtman will
say more about the time frames than I.

Let me say that these alleged burdensome problems with the
time frames are generally of the agency's own making, as the .a-
jority staff report points out. They have had, and they continue to
have, ample opportunity to come forward and say precisely what is
the burden, what can't they live with, what is it they want to pro-
pose to do differently.

Let me move on to the fact that the majority staff report noted
decline and disproportionately less attention given to title VI com-
pliance reviews and complaints. I note in my written comments
why I believe the number of title VI complaints has declined and
also why the number of Title VI compliance reviews, that is agency
initiated reviews that don't depend upon the receipt of any com-
plaint, has declined. I am glad to hear him say that he is going to
increase them. I am curious to know what he means.

There is a critical need, especially in the South, for compliance
reviews of pupil segregation. Mr. Hawkins referred to that new
report. I want to bring to the committee's attention that the Atlan-
ta Journal, Atlanta Constitution last year did a seven part series
"Divided We Stand, The Resegregation of Our Public Schools, a
New Wave of Segregation. The Nation's Public School Systems Qui-
etly Abandoning Three Decades of Racial Progress."

This is a critical need in the South and certainly elsewhere. I
must say to you that there are problems inherent in Office for Civil
Rights that +doh% give me a great deal of hope that they are going
to do school segregation, pupil assignment, or faculty reviews. For
one thing, their data base isn't very good in that respect. They are
limited to investigating. They would have to refer the cases to the
Department of Justice.

The reason is that since the mid-seventies, the Congress of the
United States has attached riders to the department's appropria-
tions bill that limits its power to effective remedies for segregated
schools. If there were a better working RIP between OCR and the
Justice Department, OCR could investigate and refer these matters
to the Justice Department. Or alternatively, Congress could remove
the riders. It might put the Office for Civil Rights back in the busi-
ness of using Title VI as a tool to desegregate schools.

Next, let me jump to the issue of Palm Beach, Florida that Mr.
Hawkins raised.

First of all, Mr. Smith was not responsible for the fact that one
of those two Title VI complaints was more than two years old, but
he is responsible for the fact that while he was acting assistant sec-
retary, a policy existed whereby any applicant was literally cleared
unless there was an sutstanding, incorrect letter of finding, or deci-
sion by administrati v e law judge finding the recipient in violation.
As this committee knows, there were exceedingly few violations
LOF ever issued by the agency. It is tantamount for approving any
applicant.
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Furthermore, Mr. Hawkins, the fact of the matter was that the
assurances built into the statute that are part of the Hawkins Staf-
ford and School Improvement Act, the assurances sayone of
tnemthat no applicant, or an applicant has to assure that there
is nondiscrimination on the basis of race in hiring, promotion, and
assignment of faculty. OCR had evidence of its own that there was
a pattern of racially assigned faculty in portions of the Palm Beach
County school district. That did no raise a question.

It seems to me that race is a question as to whether OCR is exer-
cising its pre-clearance responsibilities in a way that Congress in-
tended. It may be that you are going to have to get more to the
bottom of this. This was not an issue that was explored to any
extent at all in the majority staff report. That is the only circum-
stance I know of.

There have beenby the way, Mr. Hawkins, that money just
went this year. It was in August when those grant awards were an-
nounced. The pre-clearances were done by the regional offices in
April. It was forwarded, all of those clearances were to be deter-
mined by the regions something like April 20. They went to head-
quarters. This all happened while Mr. Smith was there, all right.

The next issue I want to talk about is this violation corrected
LOF, which both Congressman Payne and Congresswoman Lowey
touched upon.

The majority stet' report talks about it. Of course, OCRwhat I
have come to appreciate is that although this violation corrective
LOF business was started many years ago, there is great resistance
to change, and the regional offices like it. They want to preserve
the status quo. I have come to appreciate why that may be so. The
fact of the matter is that it is so difficult for the regions to get
Washington to go along with it on correcting an LOF. There was
such delay in headquarters when cases are sent for clearances to
find a recipient in violationa situation which I call referring
these cases to the black holethat the regions would rather keep
that cased, try to extract some compliance from the recipient, and
again, by the pressure of the time frames, they feel that they have
got to try to settle these cases, and keep them away from Washing-
ton.

You know, I can appreciate their rationale for wanting to pre-
serve this system, but I remain convinced that it is still not the
proper way to run an enforcement agency. I brought a couple of
examples of letters of findings with me to explain exactly why. I
won't go into that unless you want to raise it on questions.

Moving right along, however, you notice that Mr. Smith said that
OCR got a supplemental appropriation of $790,000. Well, I guess I
was glad to hear that. Mr. Smith seems satisfied with his current
staffing level. Yet I also note that the Office for Civil Rights has
not finished editing the data that it collected from elementary andsecondary schools in '88 becauseI am told by people in Mr.
Smith's own office that they have notthey weren t awarded the
money to finish the job of editing. That is last year's survey. They
are now going through the clearance process for their 90 survey.

I got a copy of the clearance package. The '90 survey looks exact-
ly like the 88 survey, and the '86 and the '84 and the '82. I mean,
it is business as usual with that elementary and secondary survey.
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In addition, next time Congress gives them the supplemental, I
think they ought to spend some of it expanding their data base.
They have no useful compliance indicator information in higher
education, in vocational rehabilitation, and they have not done a
civil rights compliance survey of vocational schools in five years.

Now, the next issue I want to come to is policy. When I was pre-
paring for my testimony, I read the part of the majority staff
report that talked about policy. Then I looked at the 8th annual
report. Congress, when it created the department, and created the
Office of Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, also put in a require-
ment that the assistant secretary file a report with Congress every
year.

I sometimes rue the fact that Congress implemented or required
that report. Nonetheless, I quote in my written testimony what the
majority staff report has to say about policy and what the annual
report filed with Congress. By the way, it was filed a couple, about
two months after the majority staff report.

The Office for Civil Rights is saying that they have issued about
75 policy and procedural guidance documents for its regional of-
fices. They also talk about policy guidance that has been issued to
members of Congress and members of the public. I am curious as to
what all those documents are. OCR doesn't tell us either here, or I
note in Mr. Smith's testimony, I heard not a single reference to
policy. The question of cleaning up the fire house, but where is the
fire? What is this urgency going to be directed at is the question I
think the committee ought to pursue and I have not heard an
answer to this morning.

The policy issues, whether it is the regional office that think
they don't have enough guidance on how much fact and how much
proof they have to have to make a case, or whether it is Washing-
ton saying we have issued policy, I think there is probably some
truth in both regards. But when I talk about policy, I mean where
is OCR's policy, where is the department's policy on how Title VI
applies to homeless children?

How about the situation of immigrant children in this country?
Where is the department's policy on choice, on how choice must
comply with Title VI and Section 504?

Here is the Administration, the White House and the Secretary
arguing for choice, but not a word about civil rights policies implic-
it in that.

Finally, let me, since I have already covered most of the things I
wanted to say, let me turn fmally to some recommendations for
Congress. I think it is difficult for this committee or indeed the
other committee that held oversight hearings on OCR two years
back principall3 be devoted to higher education, which my col-
leagues on this panel will get into. Both of these committees have
had a sense of frustration to get its message across that it wants
some change. I heard some of that frustration from you this morn-
ing.

I thought I might offer just a couple of suggestions that you
might want to consider.

The one thing that gets the agencyany agency's attent: .1 in-
stantly, is their budget. The annual budget when OCR -omes
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before the Appropriations Committee, this committee and its staff
might consider testifying.

You certainly should present your findings both at this hearing
and any other evidence you have as to what you feel is not being
done. You might consider, or the Appropriations Committee might
consider dealing with certain riders to the department's appropria-
tions bill directed at the Office for Civil Rights.

There are riders now that are prohibiting OCR from undertaking
certain remedies. Might the Congress use that to acquire OCR to
undertake certain activities?

Second, Congress does have this mechanism of an annual report
that is to be filed. If that annual report is not sufficiently forthcom-
ing, the committees, or the Speaker's Office can always write back
to the Office and say, "this is not sufficient. We want further de-
tails. We want substantive details, not a lot of numbers and
charts", and use that annual report as a tool and as a means of
trying to extract information.

Although that report has its limitations, I must say it is a valua-
ble tool for ptiblic information purposes because in the past several
years the Office for Civil Rights has been acting and furnishing as
a secret agency, secret society. It has no public relations effort to
speak of. It hardly ever puts out a press release.

It requires members of the public and members of the press to
deal only with one single individual in Washington. Knowledgeable
people in the region, in headquarters, are not allowed to speak pub-
licly on the record. If it were not for the Freedom of Information
Act, there would be no way in other ;Ilan that annual report.

That can be a valuable tool.
Finally, as has already been brought up, the last presidential ap-

pointment, I believe, in the Department of Education to be filled by
the President is this position of Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights. There are some confirmation hearings coming up in Con-
gress.

It would seem to me perfectly appropriate that members of this
committee either testify in person or present information to the
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare when those confir-
mation hearings come up.

Thank you. Of course, I will answer any of your questions.
[The prepared statement of Phyllis McClure follows:]
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PHYLLIS MCCLURE, DIRECTOR

DIVISION OF POLICY AND INFORMATION

NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC.

before the

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

November 28, 1989

Chairman Hawkins, Members of the Committee. On behalf of the

NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, I wish to thank you and

the Committee for conducting oversight of the Department of

Education's responsibility for enforcing the Nation's civil rights

laws in schools and colleges which receive federal financial

assistance from the Department.

The Committee's Majority Staff Report (hereinafter referred

to as the Report) on the Department of Education's Office for Civil

Rights (OCR) is unique. It is based on what OCR's own staff told

Committee investigators, not on documents released by officials in

OCR Headquarters, not information collected by outside
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investigators such as the General Accounting Office nor on

allegations by civil rights groups. The letter from LeGree

Daniels, former Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, which is

printed in the Appendix of the Report is OCR's only response to

date. That letter charges the Report with misrepresentations, lack

of understanding, distortions and other errors. These accusations

are directly at odds with the comments of OCR regional staff on

which the Report is based. Employees in over half of the Regional

Offices would not have consistently told Majority Staff outright

falsehoods. OCR has many civil servants who are committed to their

responsibilities to enforce the civil rights laws, but they are

rarely asked by Congress about the operational details of their

agency.

The findings of the Report comport with LDF's observations

and knowledge of OCR's operations since 1981. I would like to

review some of its major findings and suggest some reasons for

those findings. I then propose to offer recommendations to the

Committee as to how it might bring about changes in the agency

which would lead to more effective enforcement.

MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE MAJORITY STAFF REPORT

1. The Report documents that OCR's workload is dominated by

handicap discrimination and that far less attention is given to

race and sex discrimination. This is true of both complaints filed

with OCR and agency initiated compliance reviews. Rather than

conducting compliance reviews in areas which complaints do not

raise, OCR selects issues for investigation fairly proportionate

2
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to the types of complaints it receives. The majority of complaints

and compliance reviews involve handicap discrimination, followed

by sex discrimination, and the fewest concern race and national

origin discrimination. The Report further notes that handicap-

and sex-based complaint investigations were most likely to be

closed with a finding of "violation corrected" while age and race-

based claims were most likely to be concluded with a finding of "no

violation." The number of compliance reviews overall has appeared

to decline since 1983.

Why is OCR apparently giving disproportionate attention to

disability discrimination than to race and sex discrimination?

Reflected in the large number of Section 504 complaints is the

fact, noted in the Report, that middle-class parents and

organizational advocates of handicapped children and adults tend

to have more resources and more know-how in combatting

discrimination through the administrative complaint process. They

spend time documenting their claims, following the investigation

and challenging OCR's conclusions. The same phenomenon was

apparent in sex discrimination claims after enactment of Title IX

and publication of the regulations when the number of complaints

surpassed those filed under Title VI.

By contrast, many black people and organizations have given

up on OCR. I have personally encountered individuals who believe

that it would be pointless to file a Title VI complaint against

their school system because OCR would not do anything to correct

the violations or because doing so would subject black school

3
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officials to retaliation. A substantial number of Title VI

complaints concern employment, especially situations in which

teacher and administrative vacancies are repeatedly filled by

whites resulting in a declining black workforce in school systems.

Title VI, however, covers employment only where it is the primary

objective of the federal assistance or where employment practices

subject black students to discrimination. Elements of proof in

such cases can be difficult, since OCR requires no record-

keeping of the recru!.tment or selection process, there is

frequently no evidence to sustain a fthding of a violation.

There are four reasons why OCR does few agency-initiated

investigations ender Title VI. The first is that there is an

attitude on the part of some managers that Title VI has dealt with

overt and readily provable forms of race discrimination, such as

intentionally racially segregated schools, and that enforcement of

Title VI improperly interferes with decisions made by local school

officials in the best interests of chi"ren. This attitude is most

prevalent in the area of within-school discrimination, such as

ability grouping .nd assignment to classes for the educable

mentally retarded.

Second, as the Report notes, some issues such as racially

disproportionate discipline and school segregation, are not

approved by Headquarters. The Executive Bran-'.1 has shown no

interest in the last eight years in remedying increasing racial

segregation of schools. Indeed, it has been more interested in

allowing school systems to undo desegregation plans and to return

4
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to racially segregated neighborhood schools. ;tit the Congress is

also responsible for eliminating compliance reviews of school

segregation. Since the ..lid-1970's riders have been attached to the

appropriations bills of the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare and the Department of Education which have prohibited OCR

from requiring transportation and other remedies for segregated

schools. Although OCR is not prohibited from conducting

investigations in this area and referring violations to the

Department of Justice, why spend agency resources on

will go nowhere.

The third reason for the low number of Title VI

cases that

reviews is

that OCR has failed to dev .op policies which would apply the legal

principles embedded in the law and regulations to emerging issues

and contemporary developments. Examples here would include

treatment of homeless, immigrant or non-resident alien children

who are predominantly non-white or unequal access in inner-city

and majority black rura.i. schools to curriculum mandated for a high

school diploma or college admission.

Lack of data is the fourth reason to explain the paucity of

compliance revic,,s in the area of race. As documented in the

Report, OCR's Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Survey

is outmoded, obsolete and not timely delivered to the Regional

Offices for the intended purpose of selecting compliance review

sites. OCR has submitted to the appropriate Department officials

the Office of Management and Budget Clearance Package of the 1990

Elementary and Secondary School Civil Righ...1 Survey, bat it has not
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completed editing the data from the last survey done in 1988,

allegedly for lack of money. The agency collects no useful data

in higher education or in vocational rehabilitation that would

reveal potential compliance problems. It has not conduct a

survey of vocational schools and institutions in five years.

Without relevant policies and good information, with the

attitude that Title VI has somehow taken care of the problems which

it was meant to correct, and in the absence of political leadership

and support for remedying racial discrimination, it is no wonder

that so little of OCR's work is devoted to identifying and

remedying racial discrimination.

As to the higher incidence of violation findings in Section

504 cases, I think that OCR finds these cases easier to prove. If,

for example, a university has a policy of providing sign-language

interpreters only to those hearing-impaired students who cannot

Lfford to hire their own, that is a flat-out violation of the

regulations. OCR has required the institution to change its

policy. Race discrimination is often not as blatant, and

investigators lack the training and the time that it frequently

takes to build a case.

There are several explanations for the decline in the number

of compliance reviews: the number of complaints may have dropped;

investigators may have been assigned to monitor state higher

education desegregation plans or the Methods of Administration of

a state vocational education agency; and the decline in agency

personnel.

6
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2. The practice of issuing a violation-corrected Letter of

Finding (LOF) was instituted by former Assistant Secretary for

Civil Rights harry Singleton. Prior to his time, if an OCR

investigation uncovered one or more violations of the civil rights

statutes, the agency issued to the recipient and complainant if

the investigation was conducted pursuant to a complaint) a LOF

detailing the facts and applicable regulations in support of its

conclusion with respect to each of the violations. The recipient

was asked to produce a corrective action plan which would remedy

the violation(s).

The Majority Staff Report discusses what is wrong with the

"iolation corrected LOF and why it should be abandoned.

Negotiating and securing the promise of remedial action before

conclusions of law and fact are formally issued undercuts OCR's

credibility to enforce the law, requires far more monitoring to

determine whether the promised remedy has been implemented, and if

the recipient defaults on the corrective action, necessitates a

repeat investigation, repeat negotiations, and a second (and

sometimes third) violation-corrected LOF. With recalcitrant

recipients, OCR has to reestablish its case and issue a LOF setting

forth the violation (assuming no political or ideological objection

in Washington) before proceeding to the next enforcement step, a

Notice of Opportunity for Hearing.

There is another reason that LDF has long opposed the

violation-corrected LOF. It creates a situation in which rights

are compromised. In conjunction with the pressure created by CCR's

7
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interpretation of the timeframes, the pre-LOF negotiations force

OCR staff to accept only as much remedy as the recipient is willing

to undertake. In other words, OCR has to accept a bottom-line

offer and in the process bargain away some students' rights.

I am firmly convinced that the original reason for changing

agency practice was that the Department and the Administration did

not want to find recipients in violation of the civil rights laws.

If there was a "problem" (a euphemism for a violation), it was to

be worked out and recipients' "good faith" intentions were to be

honored.

However, the violation-corrected LOF is now entrenched agency

policy, and there is terrific resistance to returning to the former

practice. The resistance is, in a way, understandable. The

Regional Offices want to avoid at all costs sending cases to

Washington for clearance to issue a LOF finding a violation because

they know that either the case will disappear into a "black hole"

for months and years or Headquarters will quibble and question the

regions' findings and conclusions of law, forcing regional staff

to gather more facts or re-draft the LOF. This process can go on

interminably and is exacerbated by the lack of definitive, widely

understood and accepted agency policy on how much and what kind of

proof is necessary to sustain a finding that the law has been

violated.

I have come to appreciate that OCR regional staff have a

vested interest in maintaining the status quo. They prefer to keep

the case away from Headquarters and attempt to secure some remedial

8
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action from recipients rather than see the case get axed in

Washington. The timeframes which are missed while the case is

sitting in Washington are held against the region and reflect

adversely on managers' performance ratings. It is a perverse

situation, but in an Administration bent on not enforcing (and even

disagreeing with) the law, the rationale of regional officials is

at least understandable.

3. The_Timelsames

Originally instituted as a result of the Marls litigation,

the timeframes were intended to prevent inordinate delays in

acknowledging complaints, investigating and resolving cases and

taking formal enforcement action. Thoy are a subject of such

controversy and complaint within OCR. The controversy and

complaints about the burden of the timeframes are of the agency's

own making.

As the Report points out, OCR has manipulated the timeframes

in such a way as to increase its own burden. It has chosen to

collapse the 195 days for the negot..ation and issuanze of the LOP

into 105 days. Adherence to the timeframes has been required of

the regions but not of Headquarters. These management decisions

have led to the narrowing of issues to fit the available time and

by pressuring people to withdraw their complaints. Further, the

agency has refused to use the escape valves built into the

timeframes orders which allow for more time on complex and multi-

issue investigations.

To the extent that OCR has legitimate problems with the

9
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timeframes and is not advancing complaints about burden as a cover

for its own inefficiency and
mismanagement, it has yet to come

forward with an explanation of what the burdens are and how the

timeframes could be adjusted to ameliorate those problems.

4. Policy Developpent and Dissemination

There are diametricialy opposing views between OCR regional

staff, as reflected in the Majority Staff Report and OCR

Headquarters as to whether the agency has developed compliance

policies to guide its staff or publicly disseminated

interpretations of how the civil rights statutes apply to

particular issues.

It is interesting to compare the Report with OCR's Eighth

Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1988 submitted to Congress on March
23, 1989, pursuant tc section 203 (b) (1) of the Department of

Education Organization Act on this point. Let me quote first from

the Majority Staff Report:

Exacerbating the problem of the lack ofmeaningful guidance and support from theNational office during the Reagan years is the
apparent dearth of written substantive
enforcement policies issued by headquarters.
Field staff noted that such of OCR's policies
and substantive legal issues in recent years
were generated in the form of responses to
draft LOFs sent from the regional offices,
"marginal notes" on the LOFs returned to the
field or in the form of telephone calls from
the National office. Rarely would there be
policy directives which would be disseminated
nationwide and made adplicable to all regions.
..The absence of public notice of policy

decisions may have also adversely affected
recipients, civil rights advocates and others
who have an interest in ascertaining the
agency's policies regarding various legal and

10
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enforcement-related issues. 1

The Eighth Annual Report portrays a totally different view.

During FY 1988, OCR developed and reviewed a
substantial number of policy and legal documents
related to OCR compliance and enforcement
activities. These included approximately 85 policy
and procedural guidance documents for its regional
offices to assist in interpreting the statutes and
regulations over which OCR has jurisdiction. OCR
also reviewed approximately 5 court decisions, and
132 Departmental regulations or regulatory changes
for their impact on OCR and prepared analyses and
comments, as appropriate.

Major policy documents included guidance on
jurisdiction under the CRRA and guidance on a
variety of issues arising out of regional
complaint and compliance review investigations.
Other areas of policy guidance included substantive
responses to Congress and the general public on
policy issues; review of TA and training materials
issued by headquarters and the regions; review and
approval of states' MOAs; and review and approval
of MOUs between OCR and appropriate entities.2

As a consequence of ny own monitoring of OCR, I conclude that

there is some validity to both points of view. I know, for

example, that Headquarters did issue policy guidance to the regions

revoking the previous intent standard and instituting an effects

test for the clearance of applicants for Magnet Schools Assistance

grants.

/ also know that the absence of legally sufficient guidance

on elements of proof and disagreements over the applicability of

'Committee on Education and Labor, A Report on the
Investigation of the Civil Rights Enforcement Activities of the
Office for Civil Rights U.S. Department of Education, pp.32-33,
January 1989.

2Office for Civil Rights Eighth Annual Report FY 1988, p. 55.
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judicial holdings causes protracted disputes between Headquarters

and the Regional Offices and is perhaps the chief reason that draft

violation-L0Fs are held up in Washington for so long. In addition

the multiple levels of review of investigative findings noted in

the Report provide substantial opportunity for ad hoc policy making

which reflect individuals' predilections rather than agency policy.

The policy problems run deeper. OCR is not developing and

issuing civil rights compliance policy on contemporary issues. For

example, the Secretary of Education and the White House are

promoting parental choice of schools as a remedy for educational

failure, but OCR has not taken any cognizance of the how choice

plans may violate Title VI and Section 504. Guidance is urgently

needed, but in this instance, as in so many other cases, OCR

Headquarters is afraid of taking the initiative because staff fear

the reaction from "across the street." "Across the street" is OCR

parlance for the Secretary's Office or the General Counsel's

Office.

As to the 85 policy and procedural guidance documents and

policy provided to Members of Congress and issued to the general

public which are rentioned in the quote from the OCR annual report,

I frankly do not know what is being referred to. Perhaps this

Committee could ask OCR to supply copies of the 85 policy documents

or require OCR to publish them.

12
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PRECLEARANCE OF APPLICANTS FOR

THE MAGNET SCHOOLS ASSISTANCE_PEOGRAH

One important function of OCR unich the Majority Staff Report

does not explore is its task of certifying that school districts

which apply for Magnet Schools Assistance Program (MSAP) funds have

met the statutory non-discrimination assurances and that the

districts' magnet schools are part of a desegregation plan approved

by a court, a state agency or OCR itself or that the magnet schools

will reduce minority isolation. Because MSAP reviews are done

prior to, rather than after, the grant award, they afford OCR great

leverage in remedying any discrimination which may already have

been established or which may be uncovered in the pre-grant review

process.

The non-discrimination assurances which applicants must

satisfy originally applied only to race when MSAP was first enacted

in 1984. When the program was reauthorized in 1988 as Title III

of the Hawkins-Stafford School Improvement Act, the non-

discrimination assurances were expanded to include discrimination

on the basis of sex and disability.

The three assurances are require that the local educational

agency will not engage in discrimination based on race, religion,

color, national origin, sex or handicap

O in the hiring, promotion or assignment of employees,

O in the mandatory assignment of students to schools or

courses of instruction within schools, and

O in designing or operating extracurricular activities

13
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for students.

Three matters must be brought to the Committee's attention:

First, the Department has never issued any regulations

pertaining to OCR's pre-clearance responsibilities.

Second, the Regional Offices have not been given time to

examine applicants for compliance with the non-discrimination

assurances.

Third, in the latest round of MSAP grants, the Policy and

Enforcement Service of OCR has given applicants civil rights

clearances regardless of any evidence collected by the Regional

Offices unless there is an outstanding, uncorrected violation LOP.

Because, as this committee knows, there are exceedingly few

violation-L0Fs ever issued, that policy is tantamount to clearing

all applicants and is further, I believe, a violation of

Congressional intent.

The first-line investigation of MSAP applicants is done in the

Regional Offices, but they were given only 20 days to complete

their work. One major problem is that the applications do not

contain information which is relevant to OCR's compliance

determinations. Not until the Regional Offices know who the

applicants are can they begin to acquire the information they need

to determine if school systems are meeting the assurances. There

is a lot of data which must be gathered and analyzed in 20 days.

Due to the shoe. time pc :iod, data gathering and investigations had

to be terminated prematurely in order to meet the deadline set by

Washington. Yet Headquarters allowed itself twice as long to

14
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review the regions' work. Under these circumstances, it is

impossible to ascertain whether or not the HSAP applicants are

complying with the non-discrimination assurances.

Even if regional staff had sufficient time and had produced

evidence that the district was not meeting its assurances, OCR

Headquarters has ignored it and cleared the applicant district.

This is precisely what happened in the case of Palm Beach County,

Florida. That school district received a $3.4 million magnet

school grant despite evidence known to OCR that 41 of the

districts' 107 schools were racially identifiable and that in over

half of these racially identifiable schools there was a pattern of

racial assignment of faculty.

Furthermore, The Atlanta Regional Office had received two

Title VI complaints, one of which was more than two years old.

Both complaints alleged that the Palm Beach County school officials

had allowed three schools to become 75% and more black in a part

of the district which was approximately 20% black. The Atlanta

Regional Office found a violation of Title VI in both cases, but

Headquarters did not agree with this conclusion and did not approve

issuing a violation LOF. Now that Palm Beach County school system

has its $3.4 million, the Regional Office has been instructed to

"settle" the complaints.

Let ma conclude by briefly suggesting action that this

Committee, which has principal oversight responsibility, might

consider taking. Both the hearings conducted by Congressman Weiss

and this Committee's Majority Staff Report have been ignored by OCR

15
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and by Secretaries Bennett and Cavazos.

The one thing which is guaranteed to get the agency's

attention is its annual budget. This Committee should convey its

findings to the appropriate subcommittee of the Committee on

Appropriations, and Members could testify. The Appropriations

Committee might consider attaching riders to the Department of

Education's budget requiring OCR to change its practices.

Under the Department of Education organization Act, the

Assistant Secretary is required to file an annual report with

Congress which summarizes the compliance and enforcement activities

of OCR and identifies significant civil rights compliance problems.

This annual report presents what I call "the official truth." It

is full of a lot of numbers, charts and descriptions of agency

activities, but it tells vary little about what kinds of compliance

problems have been found and what remedies have been obtained. It

does not reveal substantive policy or any data which might be

obtained from surveys about enrollments, employees, and services

regarding minorities, the disabled or women. Either this Committee

or the Government Operations Committee could review these annual

reports, request further information, and require specific kinds

of information in future annual reports.

I must digress here to say that these annual reports, despite

their limitations, are a vital source of public information. In

the past decade, OCR has functioned almost as a secret agency. It

has no public relations function to speak of. It hardly ever

issues any press releases. It does not even announce its own

16
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"victories" or successful resolution of major compliance actions.

Agency policy prohibits knowledgeable regional and Headquarters

staff from speaking to the press. Only the Freedom of Inforaation

Act provides a window on OCE's oporations, but one has to know

exactly what documents exist in order to make a FOIA request.

Finally, this Committee could provide its oversight findings

and recommendations to the Senate Committee on Labor and Public

Welfare when confirmation hearings are held for the President's

nomination of an Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights.

Thank you for the time and ..ttention which the Committee has

given to critical issues which have prevented effective enforcement

of the civil rights laws by the Department of Education.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Lichtman.
Mr. LICHTMAN. Thank you. I have submitted a prepared state-

ment for the record. I will attempt only to summarize briefly its
highlights at this time.

Then I will try to respond to the criticism of the Adams' time
frames which has been a subject which seemed to consume the tes-
timony of Mr. Smith.

I aril counsel for the plaintiffs in the Adams v. Cavazos case, a
case which has long attempted to induce the Office for Civil Rights
of the Department of Education to enforce Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Throughout this two decade litigation we have
with regularity beer. forced to return to the Federal court for more
and more judicial relief. In almost every case the ,aurt's order has
been filed initially with some enforcement activity only to result in
a slackening of effort, forcing us to return once again for further
judicial help.

We have now reached a point where it is unclear whether fur-
ther court intervention will be forthcoming. After 16 years of
active litigation with major orders issued every few years, the Dis-
trict Court in 1989 dismissed the case at the behest of the Govern-
ment on the ground that plaintiffs lack standing to pursue their
claims against the Federal defendants relying upon a recent Su-
preme Court decision.

On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals in July of this year re-
versed the District Court, holding that plaintiffs do have standing
because they have been injured and are being injured by the con-
tinuing distribution of Federal funds to the schools and colleges
which they attend and which are discriminating against them on
the basis of race.

And that the injuries suffered is fairly traceable to the Federal
defendants who are subsidizing that racial discrimination. Howev-
er, before permitting the case to proceed, the Court of Appeals sat
down for further bricling and argument a series of legal questions
such as whether the plaintiffs have a cause of action at all against
the Federal defendants under Title VI, Title IX and A04, and
whether the Federal defendants are bound by consent decrees en-
tered into by their predecessor Federal officials in prior adminis-
trations.

Of course, even if we prevail on those issues, the Government
may seek certiorari from the Supreme Court under the standing
separation of powers and other legal issues being raised- kt this
point, with respect, future assistance of the Federal court in ..dams
is in question, OCR has taken a series of drastic actions tanta-
mount, in our view, to an administrative repeal of Title VI.

The Agency's misconduct is most dramatically shown in the case
of the statewide desegregation efforts in higher education affecting
a substantial number of southern and border States, a subject on
which Mr. Smith did not comment one bit, at least as fa: as I could
tell.

As long ago as 1969 and 1970, OCR concluded that each of the
S ,ates was operating a system of higher education in which the
vestiges of the former dual systems remained. Since the filing of
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the Adams case in 1970, there have been no less than three cycles
of desegregation plans involving this higher education system.

Each provided a formulation of the plan by the State, approval of
the plan by OCR, purported implementation by the State and a
finding that the State had not met its commitments. The only dif-
ference in the current cycle is in its conclusion.

That is that OCR has now decided that the States have come
fully into compliance with Title VI. Some negotiations are continu-
ing with two States, but all the signals indicate that a compliance
finding will soon occur there as well.

More specifically, at the direction of the court, OCR issued in
1977 a series of desegregation criteria by which the statewide de-
segregation plans were to be measured. There followed the submis-
sion of plans approved by OCR which attempted to achieve the ob-
jectives required by those desegregation criteria.

When those goals were generally unmet in the early nineties, the
District Court in the Adams case required OCR to secure further
commitments from the States, commitments of additional measures
which could realistically achieve the objectives of those plans by
the end of the latest five year cycle.

That is the 1985 and 1986 school year. However, when the results
were scrutinized, we found once again that the States had failed to
reach most of the desegregation goals set forth in their plans and
in the formal desegregation criteria.

Nevertheless, despite those conclusions, despite those findings,
this time OCR and the Secretary of Education have found Title VI
compliance simply because the States often carried out the steps or
measures which they promised notwithstanding the sad fact that
the measures have not removed the vestiges of segregation.

The other committee that has looked at this issue, the House
Committee on Government Operations, concludedand I will quote
one paragraph from their report a year or two ago. This is the
House Committee on Government Operations report issued in 1987.
They found, "The Subcommittee reviewed the history of the ex-
pired desegregation plans, including the original findings of viola-
tion of Title VI, the OCR regional summaries of each expired plan
and the OCR staffs site visits of every institution covered by the
plan. Based on this review, the Committee concludes that the origi-
nal violations of law ha% e not been corrected, and the factors that
OCR found that constitute illegal vestiges of segregated systems of
higher education remain."

In short, the vestiges remain. OCR has almost completely closed
the book with its findings of compliance and no help can be expect-
ed from the Adams case in the near future.

There remains, of course, the Congress which enacted the law
which OCR has egregiously flaunted. We appeal to the Congress to
exercise its oversight and appropriations authority to bring about a
vindication of statutory rights of plaintiffs and others attending the
racially discriminating schools with the assistance of Federal
funds.

Let me add just a word about the time frames that were referred
to me by Mr. Smith on a regular basis throughout his testimony. It
seems they seem to have become an excuse for the lack of enforce-
ment generally. Let me make a number of comments. Number one,

(
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there are longer time frames in the Adams order for more complex
cases. They are not all the same for every kind of case.

Number two, these time frames were agreed to by two prior Ad-
ministrations and resulted in consent de6rees, a Republican Admin-
istration, the Ford Administration, and a Democratic Administra-
tion, the Carter Administration. These time frames have been
modified over the years by the court as experience has warranted.

The government has really only made one serious effort to
modify those time frames. That resulted in a hearing before Dis-
trict Judge Pratt in March of 1982 in which for three days the
Judge heard testimony about these time frames. The government
was really attempting to get out from under any time frames alto-
gether, not saying they are too long but they don't want any at all.

The court's conclusion after hearing three days of testimony was
there must be some time rules of some kind. Given the history of
this case, given the history of OCR's enforcement and go back to
1970 when this case was filed, this has been a classic agency which
has promulgated and carried out the principle of justice delayed
equals justice denied.

That has been the origin of the time frames. The judge decided,
you can't continue to delay forever because that has the effect of
denying people rights.

There has to be some time frames. That is what he ordered.
There is nothing magic about the time frames we have in the
order.

They can be modified. What the Government wants is no time
frames at all. It is very confusing because there are no time frame
orders mandating anything at this point in time. The Adams case
has been temporarily dismissed.

The judge in December of 1987 dismissed the order, dismissed the
case. The time frames don't exist in terms of a judicial mandate.

We have got a partial reversal in the Court of Appeals. Hopeful-
ly, we will have a complete reversal and have time frames put into
place. Even if we are successful on appeal, there is nothing to stop
the Government from saying we have specific experience with cer-
tain kinds of cases and we request different time rules for different
kinds of cases.

The judge modified those rules in the past and chances are he
will modify them in the future if the Government can make that
showing. The Government has never done so. The ILL behooves
then: to come before this committee and use the time frames as an
excuse for their failure to enforce a statute at all. It is misleading
and highly inappropriate for the agency to come to this Congress
and ask that the time rulesuse the time rules as an excuse for
their general non-enfcrcement. More, I guess, if they have a prob-
lem with the times rule, when the order goes back into effect, they
ought to go to the judge with evidence and show him how those
time rules ought to be modified and chances are they will be.

That completes my initial presentation. I will be happy to
answer any questions after other panelists have had an opportuni-ty to speak.

[The prepared statement of Elliott Lichtman follows:]

.r,
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Chairman Hawkins and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to provide testimony concern-

ing the case of Adams v. Cavazos and the enforcement activities of

the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Education

("OCR"). For the record, my law firm along with the NAACP Legal

Defense Fund represent the plaintiffs in the Adams case.

In this written statement, I will (1) briefly review the

history of the Adams case filed in 1970 including the continuing

need for this litigation, the evolving orders of the federal court

and the temporary dismissal of the case in 1987; (2) the recent

unravelling of OCR's desegregation effort; and (3) the partial

success of the appeal in Adams and the need for rigorous oversight

by the Congress.

The original complaint in Adams was filed in the United

States District Court for the District of Columbia in October

1970. It charged that the defendant Secretary of the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare (now Department of Education) and

the defendant Director of the Office for Civil Rights were

0o
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violating Title VI, the Fifth Amendment, and the Fourteenth

Amendment "through continued assistance to public schools and

colleges" in 17 southern and border states that were engaging in

racial segregation and discrimination in education.* Individual

class representatives include students who attend historically

black public colleges that have yet to receive equal treatment,

black students who continue to suffer discrimination at histor-

ically white public colleges, and other black students who attend

elementary and Secondary schools that practice racial

discrimination but continue to receive federal funding.

Plaintiffs alleged that defendants were systemically

defaulting on their statutory duty under Title VI by failing to

initiate investigations, by delaying investigations in progress,

and by failing to initiate fund termination proceedings against
schools found to be practicing discrimination, including those

schools and school systems that had reneged on their commitments

under negotiated desegregation plans.

Describing in detail HEW's broad-scale failure to comply

with Title VI's mandatory requirement, the district court held
that the agency was under an affirmative duty to commence

enfOrcement proceedings' when efforts toward voluntary compliance

* A separate class action, Drown v. Weinberger, 417 F. Supp. 1215(D.D.C. 1976), arose from a similar complaint filed with respect
to 33 northern and western states. Pursuant to a settlementagreement in 1977, that case was largely consolidated with hdams.

- 2 -
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failed. Adams v. Richardson, 351 F. Supp 636, 641 (D.D.C. 1972).*

The district court directed HEW's Office for Civil Rights to

commence enforcement proceedings within specific time limits in

pending cases and to report to the court on any failures to meet

judicially specified timeframes in processing future cases. Adams

v. Richardson, 356 F. Supp. 92 (D.D.C. 1973).

In 1973, the United States Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia, sitting en banc, unanimously affirmed.

Adams v. Richardson, 480 ?.2d 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1973). The Court

held that "affirmatively continu[ing] to channel federal funds to

defaulting schools" is unlawful. It mandated that if the agency

could not obtain voluntary compliance "within a reasonable time,"

it must enforce Title VI by starting fund termination proceedings

(or by referring the case to the Department of Justice), and

stated that "consistent failure to do so is a dereliction of duty

reviewable in the courts." Id. at 1162-63.

The Adams Court Mandates Timeframes To Counter Delays
In Processing Complaints and Conducting Compliance Reviews

Despite the unanimous affirmance by the Court of Appeals in

1973, plaintiffs found it necessary to seek further judicial

relief in the face of continuing default by OCR. The court found

that

having failed during a substantial period of time to
achieve voluntary compliance [for some 39 school dis-

*The District court in Brown v. Weinberger also made detailed
findings of HEW's record of noncompliance and in reliance of those
findings concluded that HEW had failed to fulfill its statutory
duties under Title VI. 417 F. Supp. at 1219.
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tricts], (HEW] has not commenced enforcement
proceedings by administrative notice of hearing orany other means authorized by law. Apart from the
school districts expressly covered by this Court'sFebruary 16, 1973 order, HEW has not initiated a
single administrative enforcement proceeding against
a southern school district since the issuance of this
Court's Order 25 months ago.

Adams v. Weinberger, 391 F.Supp. 269, 273 ((D.D.C. 1975). Finding

"over-reliance" by OCR on negotiations "over protracted time

periods," the district court granted supplemental relief including

timeframes for future Title VI enforcement activities. at 271.
The government did not appeal this order. A year later in 1976,

pursuant to a consent agreement entered by the Ford Adminiscation,

the district court extended the timeframes order with modifica-

tions to reflect experience in implementing it.

In 1977 plaintiffs filed a motion for further relief

alleging that defendants still had not corrected their chronic

delay in complying with Title VI. Upon completion of an eviden-
tiary hearing, the parties engaged in protracted negotiations

which resulted in entry of a Consent Decree on December 29, 1977

that modified the 1976 order.

Following this series of orders, the large backlog of

unresolved complaints was significantly reduced. By 198U and
1981, hcwever, OCR again regressed, incurring massive delays in
all stages of complaint processing and compliance reviews.

Plaintiffs then filed a motion requiring defendants to show cause

why they should not be held in contempt of court. After taking

10-1
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evidence from both sides in a 1982 hearing, the court concluded

that the December 1977 Decree "jam been violated in many important

respects" (Hearing, March 15, 1982, Tr. at 3, emphasis added).

The court also found that if the government were "left to its own

devises, . . . the substance of compliance will eventually go out

the window." In August of that same year, after negotiations

proved fruitless, defendants moved to vacate the 1977 Consent

Decree in its entirety. The district court denied that motion on

March 11, 1983, finding that defendants had not made the requisite

showing of "grievous wrong evoked by new and unforeseen condi-

tions;" nor had defendants shown that the purposes of the

litigation had been accomplished. That same day the district

court issued a second order reaffirming but "modify[ing) the terms

of the 1977 Consent Order."

After entry of this 1983 Timeframes Order, OCR delays again

decreased. In sharp contrast to its practice in earlier years,

OCR commenced, within about a year, administrative enforcement

proceedings against L3 recalcitrant school districts and referred

another 18 districts to the Department of Justice for civil suit.

More recently, however, enforcement activity sharply declined once

again; only nine districts were noticed for hearing in fiscal

1986. Although we believe OCR's enforcement activity regarding

elementary and secondary school districts has continued to decline

n the last three years, we are unable to provide precise data

since OCR ceased its reporting to plaintiffs following the

district court's 1987 dismissal of the Adams case discussed below.

Inet
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The Court Mandates the Desegregation of Higher
Education Institutions

In 1969 and 1970 OCR found that ten states were operating

segregated systems of higher education in violation of Title VI.

Despite the agency's own findings, however, it took no effective

action to require desegregation or to stop federal funding until

required to do so by court orders in the Adams case.

Following the 1973 orders of the district court and the

Court of Appeals, OCR in 1974 obtained desegregation plans from

eight states. By the following year, however, the agency found

widespread default in state performance of the plan commitments

and reiterated the finding that the states were not in compliance

with Title VI; but nonetheless OCR took no enforcement action.

Plaintiffs then moved for further relief. After reviewing

substantial documentary evidence and holding oral argument, the

district court concluded that defendants had failed to enforce

Title VI and that the 1974 plans were inadequate under defendants'

own requirements. Adams v. Califano, 430 F. Supp. 118 (D.D.C.

1977). Under the court's Order, OCR first developed and adopted

criteria to guide formulation of new higher education desegrega-

tion plans, and then in 1978 obtained significantly improved

five-year plans.

Before the plans expired in 1982-83, OCR concluded that the

states were in default and "virtually certain" not to achieve

desegregation. Nonetheless, OCR still refused to initiate
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enforcement proceedings. Plaintiffs again sought relief, and on

March 24, 1983, the district court found that

(e]ach of these states has defaulted in major
respects on its plan commitments and on the
desegregation requirements of the Criteria and Title
VI. Each state has not achieved the principal
objectives in its plan because of the state's failure
to implement concrete and specific measures to ensure
that the promised desegregation goals would be
achieved by the end of the five year desegregation
period. Adams v. Belt, Order at 2.

The court directed OCR to require full desegregation or commence

proceedings to terminate federal funding.

During the implementation of desegregation plans prompted

by the district court's order, there was some -- albeit little- -

progress. For example, traditionally black institutions (TBIs)

were strengthened with construction, renovation, and upgraded

programs, though not nearly to the point of comparability with

their white counterparts. However, as we discuss below, when the

plans expired in 1985 and 1986, the states had defaulted on many

of their desegregation plan commitments to desegregation and

equalization.

a I 111 SS

OCR appealed the ntimeframen orders entered on March 11,

1983, which had refused to vacate the 1977 Consent Order and

-eaffirmed the time rules. Defendants did not appeal the March

24, 1983 higher education Order. In 1984 the Court of Appeals,

without reaching the merits, remanded for consideration of

plaintiffs' standing to continue the case in light of the Supreme

,
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Court decision in Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 7.17 (1984). Women's

Emits? Action League v Bell, 743 F.2d 42 (1984).

Following the remand proceedings, the district court on

December 11, 1987 dismissed the case in its entirety. Adams v.

R201121I, 675 F. Supp. 668. The court found that plaintiffs

lacked standing in the case and further that the March 1983 orders

violated the separation of powers doctrine. Plaintiffs promptly

appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia Circuit. During the pendency of the remand proceedings

on the standing issue and during the appeal, a series of actions
by OCR largely undermined many of the modest gains previously

secured.

OCR's Unravelling of Desegregation

As discussed above, OCR concluded about 20 years ago that a

number of states were operating higher
education systems that were

racially segregated in violation of Title VI. Under the prod of
tFe district court orders in Adams, OCR obtained desegregation

plans that were supposed to contain "concrete and specific
measures that reasonably ensure that all the goals" of the 1978

desegregation plans would be met "no later than the fall of 1v85."

(March 24, 1983 Order, p. 3).

After ten state plans expired in 1985 and 1986, the House

Committee on Government Operations, reviewing OCR's own reports on

the progress of the states, concluded:

1 07
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The subcommittee reviewed the history of the expired
desegregation plans -- including the original
findings of violation of Title VI -- the OCR regional
summaries of each expired plan, and the OCR staff
site visits of every institution covered by the
plans. Based on this review, the committee concludes
that the original violations of law have not been
corrected, and the factors that OCR found to
constitute illegal vestiges of segregated systems of
higher education remain.*

Plaintiffs' review of the plans and OCR's evaluations and

status reports found that the states had not only failed to

achieve the overwhelming majority of their goals, but had also

defaulted on many promised measures. For example, by OCR's own

description, traditionally black institutions (TBIs), such as

Virginia State University (attended by several of the ?dons

plaintiffs), had not been made comparable to their white

counterparts in facilities, resources and programs, and a number

of plan measures for enhancing than had not been implemented.

Similarly, as the gap between black and white college-going rates

widened, states disregarded measures they had promised for the

purpose of narrowing it.

The NAACP Legal Defense Fund has.reviewed in detail the

major defaults of the states on the commitments set forth in their

desegregation plans. Although space does not permit a summary of

the numerous LDF findings shared with OCR, it does permit a review

of some of the key findings regarding one illustrative state,

"Failure and Fraud in Civil Right?, Enforcement By The Denartnent
ptFducation, House Committee on Government Operations, H. Rep.
No. 100-114, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1987).
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Arkansas. This example demonstrates the Secretary's abandonment

of the important requirement in the state plans of comparability

between traditionally black institutions (TBIs) and traditionally

white institutions (TWIs) with similar missions. Arkansas

promised new programs to the University of Arkansas-Pine B1uf!

(UAPB), its TBI, including an autonomous master's degree program,

and elimination of unnecessary program duplication with the TWIs.

OCR's 1983 Status Report (p. 5) found that the state had not

established the master's program, citing lack of funds; that no

new programs had been added since 1982; and that unnecessary

program duplication remained. The agency told Arkansas to "expand

UAPB's program offerings and take steps to reduce duplicative

program at TWIs that share UAPB's service area." Id. Subsequent

OCR reports made clear that the state did not comply with this

directive. (Compare OCR 1983 Status Report for Arkansas with OCR

1988 Final Report for Arkansas).

The OCR Task Force which reviewed the state's compliance

with Title VI after their plans expired noted with respect to

Arkansas, "All projects for construction or renovatioa of

facilities at TBI have been funded or completed, but the TBI

continues to have a higher proportion of its facilities rated

below average than all but one of the TWIs." (H. Rep. 100-334,

sum at 28).

OCR complained to Arkansas in 1983 that the State had not

made sufficient efforts "to ensure that effective and comprehen-

sive action will be taken to eliminate the disparities" between

- 10 -
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black and white college-going rates. Status Report 1983, p. 6.

Arkant principal statewide "measure" to effectuate this goal

was a recruitment program that the state admits was not targeted

at blacks in particular. See Addendum, Aug. 31, 1986, p.1. The

OCR Task Force Notes on Arkansas reveal that even with the state's

efforts after 1983, not all the TWIs implemented recruitment

measures called for in the plan. And as evidenced by the OCR 1988

Final Report, the state did not implemult a statewide recruitment

measure targeted at blacks. Thus when Arkansac' plan expired in

1985, disparities in college-going rates between blacks and whites

in Arkansas actually had increased since inception of the plan.

(OCR 1988 Final Report for Arkansas.)

These kinds of defaults and many others are replicated in

every other "Adams state" plaintiffs have examined. The House

Committee on Government Operations reached the same dismal

conclusion (H. Rep. 100-334, supra, pp. 10-29). Many of the

defaults are simply a matter of money tL states refuse to spend

for financial aid, for programs to compensate for inferior

secondary school euzc,tion, and for equalization of TBIs.

Despite these widespread defaults on the goals and objec-

tives of the states' desegregations plans, the Secretary of

Education and OCR have chosen to ignore the states' failures.

Emboldened by the district court's dismissal of the Adams case in

December 1987, the Secretary in February 1988 effectively excused

all ten states from further equalization and desegregation

requirements. Four states were excused immediately. Six were

110 1
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asked to completa minor measures by December 1988 with the promise

that no more would be required for a finding of complete Title VI

compliance.*

Since OCR has noli found most of the states fully in

compliance with Title VI despite their egregious defaults on most

of their plan goals, the Secretary has plainly shifted the

standard of compliance from the achievement of desegregation to

the mere carrying out of measures -- regardless of whether_ the

reasures actnallv achieved desegregation. It sadly appears that

this shift, which effectively constitutes OCR's abandonment of two

decades of desegregation efforts, will apparently only be reversed

by directives from the courts or the Congress. Some hope arises

from the recent decision by the Court of Appeals in Adams.

plaintiffs' Appeal in Adams and the Role of Congress

On July 7, 1989, the Court of Appeals ruled on the appeal

from the district court's dismissal of the Adams case two years

earlier. Reversing the district court, the Court of Appeals held

that the Adams plaintiffs are injured by the Department's

distribution of federal funds to schools and colleges which

discriminate, and that the injury to the plaintiffs is fairly

traceable to the federal funding by defendants. Plaintiffs were

held to have standing to challenge the actions of the federal

*All but two of the states, Virginia and Florida, have now satis-
fied the Secretary and have been found completely in compliance
with Title VI.
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defendants and, further, that separation of power principles do

not preclude continuation of the gloms case. Before reinstating

the 1983 orders in alms and permitting plaintiffs to return to

the district court for further relief, however, the Court of

Appeals set for further briefing and oral argument four legal

issues: (1) whether Title VI, Title IX and Section 504 authorize

an action directly against the federal funding/compliance-

monitoring agency; (2) whether the district court has authority to

impose procedural or enforcement requirements such as timeframes

and reporting; (3) whether the current government official

defendants are bound by the consent decrees negotiated by the

government official defendants of prior administrations; and if

so, what must be shown to set aside or modify the consent decrees;

and (4) whether the states which submitted higher education

desegregation plans to OCR are "indispensable" parties to the

federal litigation. The argument has been scheduled for May 15,

1990.

Even if the plaintiffs succeed in fully reinstating their

right to proceed with the Adams case, it is obvious that recourse

to the courts is insufficient to induce OCR to comply fully with

its responsibilities under the statutes. The painful lesson to be

drawn from the chronic executive footdragging over the years

despite the pending orders in Adams is that only vigorous

oversight Ix/ the Congress will persuade the arjency to do its job

properly. The earlier reports by the House Committee on Govern-

ment Operations in 1985 and 1987 and by the Majority Staff of this

1 1 2
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Committee in 1988 have been important supportive steps. We

respectfully urge the most rigorous scrutiny by this Committee of

the civil rights enforcement activities of OCR. Anything less, we

fear, will result in complete abdication by the Office for Civil

Rights of its crucial responsibilities under these important civil

rights statutes.

113
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Ethel Simon-McWilliams.
Ms. SIMON- MCWILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and mem-

bers of the committee, I am Dr. Ethel Simon-McWilliams, Director
of the Title IV Desegregation Assistance Center, Region J., located
at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon. There are ten such centers strategically located through-
out the Nation to assist public school personnel, students enrolled
in public schools, parents of these students and other community
members with addressing problems related to race, sex and deseg-
regation. My center serves Alaska, American Samoa, Guam,
Hawaii, Idaho, Northern Mariana Islands, Oregon, Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands and Washington.

I have submitted to you for the record documents from which
some of my brief testimony has been taken. They included a report
prepared by the Desegregation Assistance Center Directors entitled
"The Resegregation of Public Schools: the Third Generation", a
report prepared by me entitled, "Desegregation Related Complaints
in the Northwest States and Pacific Islands," and an expanded ver-
sion of the testimony I will provide today.

In many ways, this is one of the most exciting times to be in-
volved in public education. Reforms have been launched that are
aimed at improving schools, empowering teachers and engaging
students in the process of learning. From the urban schools of Flor-
ida to the rural bush schools of Alaska, education reform has taken
hold in a variety of ways.

There, also, are frustrating times for many of us who worked
through some of the problems of the first and second generations of
school desegregation, and who must now contend with the third
generation. We can, also, call these the worst of times for the com-
mitment to school desegregation has waned as is evidenced by the
reduction in dollars recently appropriated for Title IV desegrega-
tion assistancefrom $23.4 million to $21.7 millionand, the re-
duction in the level of effort beino expended by the Office for Civil
Rights toward enforcing Federal laws which prohibit discrimina-
tion based on race, sex and national origin.

I am pleased through this committee we are bringing attention
to the segregation that is going on in our schools. In one of the doc-
uments I submitted to you, we talk about school desegregation as a
three-generational issue. The first generation issue is well under-
stoodthe physical segregation of students by race.

The second generation came when, once all children could enter
a school building, many schools segregated them by race, gender
and language proficiency within classrooms.

A third generation of school desegregation has now evolved. It
has grown out of a recognition of a new mix of problems. Renewed
physical segregation coupled with desegregation related probir.ms
such as increased racial harassment of minority students, particu-
larly of black students in my region, the Pacific Northwest. In one
district such harassment was at a level that it warranted the par-
ticipation of a task force.

From that task force, a study was conducted. In this document,
you will see overwhelming evidence of race discrimination of our
black boys and girls.
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Another article in the Sunday Oregonian Discipline, headline,
"District concern that most cases involve minorities."

Yes, we still have desegregation-related problems as well as seg-
regation within our schools.

The third generation is particularly perplexing because it in-
cludes a mix of first and second generation problems or resegrega-
tion.

Problems continue to be apparent in practices such as:
School policies and procedures which result in race of gender

identifiable outcomes; program counseling or assignments which
create classes that are racially, ethnically or gender identifiable;
denial of adequate language instruction or provision of adequate
levels of English instruction and preparation; grouping practices
between classes or within classes which create racial, ethnic or
single sex identifiable groups for extended periods of time; extra-
curricular activities which evolve into racial, ethnic or single sex
identifiable groups; and school faculty which can be identified by
race, ethnic group or sex for consistent assignments to specific aca-
demic courses or positions.

While it is true that many school districts currently operate
"unitary" schools which are physically desegregated, it is also true
that many districts in all parts of the country have not lived up to
their constitntior.al obligations or have taken a passive position
which has not kept pace with increased minority enrollments or
racial changes in housing patterns.

In either case, the fact remains that a large percentage of minor-
ity students in grades K-12who attend schools in districts which
have a substantial number of non-minority studentscontinue to
attend schools and participate in classes which are clearly racially
or ethnically identifiable. Thus, the first generation problem is
once again recognized as being alive and ugly as ever. Those first
generation problems that the Office for Civil Rights indicated that
it has settled need monitoring.

To complicate matters, Office for Civil Rights Enforcement ef-
forts related to desegregation are at an all time low. The reason
given in my region is that the office is overwhelmed with cases re-
lated to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.

This is not to say that progress has not been made. Most school
districts have, in fact, achieved some degree of desegregation. But
it is evident as the desegregation centers' level of assistance in-
creases, a great deal is still to be done.

We have lived through implementation of activitiesI have been
involved in providing desegregation assistance for 18 years. There-
fore, that which I am presenting is that which I am now living and
I have also lived. So we have lived through implementation of ac-
tivities which were to have eliminated problems occasioned by de-
segregation such as emergency school aid act alternative schools
and other programs, and through other educational reforms that
attempted to provide equitable education for all students within a
desegregated environment.

Some of these programs did have a positive impact with assist-
ance of desegregation centers. However, we must remember that at
that timeduring the 60s and 70sthe Office for Civil Rights exer-
cised a very high level of enforcement activities, and worked very
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closely with the desegregation centers to assure that desegregating
schools requested training and technical assistance. We must pay
attention to the resegregation that is now occurring.

The cost to society for students who dropped out of our educa-
tional systems, because they were not experiencing academic suc-
cess, was not of primary concern during the 60s and 70s. For jobs
were still available in most parts of the Nation for those withouthigh school diplomas.

Most recently, I must say since the issuing of reports such as"The Nation at Risk", and since the business community has
become more vocal toward our education systemand toward the
products we are sending into the marketplacethis concern has
extended to one of students not making successful transitions to
productive adults lives. This is partly due to the complexity of our
technological society. The cost to society ofpersons who do not par-
ticipate productively in the work force must now be more concrete-
ly estimated. What is more concrete than counting money?

The cost to the Nation for these persons in foregone earnings
and higher utilization of services such as welfare, unemployment
compensation and other social services is astronomical. Other
social costs related to unfinished education can be seen by our
over-crowded prison systems.

Most of these costs which I have noted are the direct result of
society's sacrifice of equity and of problems related to the resegre-
gation of our schools. This should be a pressing national problem.
Pressing because the pocketbooks of all Americans, yours and mine
included, will be impacted.

We must pay attention to the continuing work of the ten deseg-
regation assistance centers which includes revisions of desegrega-
tion plans, workshops that sensitize teachers and administrators to
issues of multi-cultural education, academic performance of minori-
ty students, self-esteem building, training on racial conflict man-
agement, and other areas of race, sex and national origin equity.

We must demand that schools not celebrate their success until
all of our children are a part of that success. We must not be lulled
by those who see parental choice or any other program as a pana-
cea for the ills of education. We must personally look into pro-
grams and determine why some work, and why some do not. And
we must determine what effect they are having. We must recognize
that some will use reform programs as a means to resegregate
their schools, while others will experience unintentional resegrega-tion.

Yes, we are experiencing resegregation in our public schools.
Yes, we can overcome this resegregation. With continued support
from desegregation assistance centers, closer attention to student
outcomes, and a higher level of involvement by the Office for CivilRights, we can move more quickly to a truly desegregated system
of public education.

I will stop and entertain questions from anyone who has spoken
before, anyone who has had a chance to read my documents and
any other questions one may have because of information I havenot provided.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ethel Simon-McWilliams follows:]
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TESTIMONY BY

DR. ETHEL SIMON-MCWILLIAMS, DIRECTOR

DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE CENTER

NORTHWEST REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL. LkraATORY

PORTLAND, OREGON

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

2175 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

NOVEMBER 28, 1989
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MR. CHAIRMAN. MEMBERS OF THE COAAITTEE. I AM OR. ETHEL SIMON-MCWILLIAMS,

DIRECTOR OF THE TITLE IV DESEGREGATION
ASSISTANCE CENTER, REGION J., LOCATED

AT THE NORTHWEST REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL
LABORATORY. PORTLANO, OREGON. THERE ARE

TEN SUCH CENTERS STRATEGICALLY
LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE NATION TO ASSIST PUBLIC

SCHOOL PERSONNEL, STUDENTS ENROLLED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, PARENTS OF THESE

STUDENTS AND OTHER COMMUNITY MENDERS
WITH ADDRESSING PROBLEMS RELATED TO

DESEGREGATION. MY CENTER SERVES ALASKA, AMERICAN
SAMOA, GUV4, HAWAII, IDAHO,

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS, OREGON. TRUST
TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS AND

WASHINGTON.

I HAVE SUBMITTED TO YOU FOR THE
RECORD DOCUMENTS FROM WHICH SOME OF MY

BRIEF TESTIMONY HAS BEEN TAKEN. (1) A REPORT PREPARED BY THE DESEGREGATION

ASSISTANCE CENTER DIRECTORS ENTITLED,
"THE RESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SOZOOLS:

THE THIRD GENERATION ", (2) A REPORT PREPARED BY ME ENTITLED, "DESEGREGATION

RELATED COMPLAINTS IN THE NORTHWEST
STATES AND PACIFIC ISLANDS," AHD (3) AH

EXPANDED VERSION OF,THE TESTIMONY I WILL PROVIDE TODAY.

IN MANY WAYS. THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING TIMES TO BE INVOLVED IN

PUBLIC EDUCATION. REFORMS HAVE BEEN LAUNCHED THAT ARE AIMED AT IMPROVING

SCHOOLS, EMPOWERING TEACHERS AND ENGAGING STUDENTS IN THE PROCESS OF

LEARNING. FROM THE URBAN SCHOOLS OF FLORIDA TO THE RURAL BUSH SCHOOLS OF

ALASKA, EDUCATIONAL REFORM HAS TAKEN HOLD IN A VARIETY OF WAYS.

THESE, ALSO, ARE FRUSTRATING TIMES FOR MANY OF US WHO WORKED THROUGH SOME

OF THE PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF SCHOOL DESEOREGATICN,

AND WHO MUST NOW CONTEND WITH THE LARD GENERATION. WE CAN, ALSO. CALL THESE

THE WORST OF TIMES FOR THE COMMITMENT
TO SCHOOL DESEGREGATION HAS WANED AS IS

EVIDENCED BY THE REDUCTION IN DOLLARS
RECENTLY APPROPRIATED FOR TITLE IVf

DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE-FROM $23.4 MILLION TO $21.7 MILLIION--AND. THE

REDUCTION IN THE LEVEL OF EFFORT BEING
EXPENDED BY THE OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS

TOWARD ENFORCING FEDERAL LAWS WHICH
PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATION BASED ON RACE, SEX

AND NATIONAL ORIGIN.
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WE TALK ABOUT SCHOOL DESEGREGATION AS A THREE-GENERATIONAL ISSUE. THE

FIRST GENERATION ISSUE IS WELL UNDERSTOOD (THE
PHYSICAL SEGREGATION OF

STUDENTS BY RACE).

THE SECOND GENERATION CAME WHEN, ONCE ALL CHILDREN COULD ENTER A SCHOOL

BUILDING. MANY SCHOOLS SEGREGATED THEM BY RACE, GENDER AND LANGUAGE

PROFICIENCY WITHIN CLASSROOMS.

A THIRD GENERATION OF SCHOOL DESEGREGATION HAS NOV EVOLVED. IT HAS GROWN

OUT OF A RECOGNITION OF A NEW MIX OF PROBLEMS. RENEWED PHYSICAL SEGREGATION

COUPLED WITH DESEGREGATION RELATED PROBLEMS SUCH AS INCREASED RACIAL

HARRASSUENT OF MINORITY STUDENTS. PARTICULARLY OF BLACK STUDENTS IN MY

REGION J THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST; LON EXPECTATIONS OF MINORITY CHILDREN.

CULTURAL BIAS OF MANY INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND METHODS. LACK OF

MULTICULTURAL MATERIALS AND CULTURAL SENSITIVITIES. PERSISTENCE OF RACE

STEREOTYPING AND BIAS. AND CLASS ASSIGNMENTS
THAT ISOLATE STUDENTS ON THE

BASIS OF RACE. NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR GENDER. THE THIRD GENERATION IS

PARTICULARILY PERPLEXING BECAUSE IT INCLUDES A MIX OF FIRST AND SECOND

:GENERATION PKBLEMS OR RESEGREGATION.

PROBLEMS CONTINUE TO BE APPARENT IN PRACTICES SUCH AS:

o SCHOOL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES WHICH RESULT IN RACE OR GENDER
IDENTIFIABLE OUTCOMES (DISCIPLINE REFERRALS. SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION
RATES. LIMITED COMPETITIVE SPORTS FOR FEMALES).

o PROGRAM COUNSELING OR ASSIGNMENTS WHICH CREATE CLASSES THAT ARE
RACIALLY, ETHNICALLY OR GENDER IDENTIFABLE (OVERREPRESENTATION OF
MINORITIES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS VS.
LC)ERREPRESENTATIN IN GIFTED AM) COLLEGE PREP PROGRAMS: SINGLE SEX
CLASSES: TRACKING OF LEP STUDENTS, ETC.)

o DENIAL OF ADEOUATE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION OR PROVISION OF ADEOUATE
LEVELS OF ENGLISH INSTRUCTION ADD PREPARATION.

o GROUPING PRACTICES BETWEEN CLASSES DR WITHIN CLASSES WHICH CREATE
RACIAL, ETHNIC OR SINGLE SEX IDENTIFIABLE GROUPS FOR EXTENDED PERIODS
OF TIME.
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o EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES WHICH EVOLVE INTO RACIAL. ETHNIC OR SINGLE
SEX IDENTIFIABLE GROUPS (NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY, CHEMISTRY CHUB,
CHEERLEADING, COMPETITIVE SPORTS, SCHOOL-SPONSORED CLUBS).

o SCHOOL FACULTY WHICH CAN BE IDENTIFED BY RACE. ETHINIC GROUP OR SEX
FOR CONSISTENT ASSIGNMENTS TO SPECIFIC ACADEMIC COURSES OR POSITIONS
(ADMINISTRATORS, MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHERS, COACHES. VOCATIONAL
TEACHERS)

WHILE IT IS TRUE THAT MANY SCHOOL DISTRICTS CURRENTLY OPERATE "UNITARY"

SCHOOLS WHICH ARE PHYSICALLY DESEGREGATED. IT IS ALSO TRUE THAT MANY DISTRICTS

IN ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY HAVE NOT LIVED UP TO THEIR CONSTITUTIONAL

OBLIGATIONS OR HAVE TAKEN A PASSIVE POSITION WHICH HAS NOT KEPT PACE WITH

INCREASED MINORITY ENROLLMENTS DR RACIAL CHANGES IN HOUSING PATTERNS. IN

EITHER CASE. THE FACT REMAINS THAT A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF MINORITY STUDENTS IN

GRADES K-12 (WHO ATTEND SCOWLS IN DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER

OF NONMINORITY STUDENTS) CONTINUE TO ATTEND SCHOOLS AND PY1TICIPATE IN CLASSES

WHICH ARE CLEARLY RACIALLY OR ETHNICALLY IDENTIFIABLE. THUS. THE FIRST

GENERATION PROBLEM IS ONCE AGAIN RECOGNIZED AS BEING ALIVE AND UGLY AS EVER.

TO COMPLICATE MATTERS, OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS RELATED TO

DESEGREGATION ARE AT AN ALL TIME LOW. THE REASON GIVEN IN MY REGION IS THAT

THE OFFICE IS OVERWHELMED WITH CASES RELATED TO SECTION 504 OF THE

REHABILITATION ACT.

THIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT PROGRESS HAS NOT BEEN MADE. MOST SCHOOL DISTRICTS

HAVE, IN FACT. ACHIEVED SOME DEGREE OF XSEGREGATION. BUT IT IS EVIDENT AS

THE DESEGREGATION CENTERS' LEVEL OF ASSISTANCE INCREASES THAT A GREAT DEAL IS

STILL TO BE DONE.

WE HAVE LIVED THROUGH IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVITIES WHICH WERE TO HAVE

ELIMINATED PROBLEMS OCCASIONED BY DESEGREGATION SUCH AS EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID

ACT ALTERNA7IVE SCHOOLS AND OTHER PROGRAMS, AND THROUGH OTHER EDUCATIONAL

REFORMS THAT ATTEMPTED TO PROWDE EDUITABLE EDUCATION FOR ALL STUDENTS WITHIN

A DESEGREGATED ENVIRONMENT. SOME OF THESE PROGRAMS DID HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT
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WITH ASSISTANCE OF DESEGREGATION CENTERS. HOWEVER. WE MUST RENEWER THAT AT

THAT TIME (DURING THE 60's and 70's) THE OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS EXERCISED A

VERY HIGH LEVEL OF ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES. Arm WORKED VERY CLOSELY WITH THE

DESEGREGATION CENTERS TD ASSURE THAT DESEGREGATING SCHOOLS REQUESTED TRAINING

AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. WE MUST PAY ATTENTION TD THE RESEGREGATION THAT IS

NOW OCCURING. THE COST TO SOCIETY FOR STUDENTS WHO DROPPED OUT OF OUR

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS. BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT EXPERIENCING ACADEMIC SUCCESS. WAS

NOT OF PRIMARY CONCERN DURING THE 60's AND 70's. FOR JOBS WEhE STILL

AVAILABLE IN MOST PARTS OF THE NATION FnR THOSE WITHOUT HIGH SCCOL DIPLOMAS.

MOST RECENTLY, I MUST SAY SINCE TAE ISSUING OF REPORTS 9.0 AS "THE NATION

AT RISK", AND SINCE THE BUSINESS CONLWITY HAS BECLik MORE VOCAL TOWARD OUR

EDUCATION SYSTEM - -AND TOWARD THL PRODUCTS WE'RE SENDING INTD THE

MARKUPLACE--THIS CONCERN HAS EXTENDED TD ONE OF STUDENTS NOT MAKING

SUCCESSFUL TRANSITIONS TD PRODUCTIVE ADULT LIVES. THIS IS PARTLY OUE TO THE

COMPLEXITY OF CUR TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY. THE COST TO SOCIETY OF PERSONS WHO

DO NOT PARTICIPATE PRODUCTIVELY IN THE WORK FORCE MUST NOW BE MORE CONCRETELY

ESTIMATED. WHAT IS MORE CONCRETE THAN COUNTING MONEY?

THE COST TO THE NATION FOR THESE PERSONS IN FOREGONE EARNINGS AND NiGHER

UTILIZATION OF SERVICES SUCH AS WELFARE, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION AND OTHER

SOCIAL SERVICES IS ASTRONOMICAL. OTHER SOCIAL COSTS EZLATED TO UNFINISHED

EDUCATION CAN BE SEEN BY OUR OVER-CROWDED PRISON SYSTEMS.

MOST OF THESE COSTS WHICH I HAVE NOTED ARE THE DIRECT RESULT OF SOCIETY'S

SACRIFICE OF EQUITY AND OF PROBLEMS RELATED TD THE RESEGREGATION OF OUR

SCHOOLS. BY THE YEAR 2000 IT IS PROJECTED THAT THERE WILL BE A ONE TO ONE

CORRELATION BETWEEN THOSE IN THE WORKFORCE AND THOSE DRAWING PENSIONS.

CLEARLY, THE NEED TD IDENTIFY AND ASSIST OUR CHILDREN IN TODAYS SCHOOLS WHO

ARE AT-RISK OF NOT JOINING THIS EVER DWINDLING WORK FORCE. SHOULD BE A
4
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PRESSING NATIONAL. PROBLEM. PRESSING BECAUSE THE POCKETBOOKS OF ALL AMERICANS,

YOURS AND MINE INCLUDED. WILL BE IMPACTED.

WE OFTEN HEAR SOME BOAST OF HOW PROGRAMS IN THEIR SCHOOLS HAVE HAD POSITIVE

IMPACTS ON STUDENTS LEARNING. I SAY SOME HAVE. SCHOOL OFFICIALS ACROSS THE

NATION ARE ABLE TO SAY: "LOOK, OUR SAT SCORES ARE UP." MO, "LOOK, OUR KIDS

ARE READING BETTER." AND, "LOOK. OUR KIDS ARE ABLE TO MAKE THE CONNECTIONS

BETWEEN THE NEW INFORMATION THEY GAIN AM THE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEFS

THEY POSSESS."

AM I SAY, "THAT'S ALL WELL AM GOOD." BUT I ALSO ASK, "WHICH KIOS ARE YOU

TALKING ABOUT? WHOSE PROGRESS ARE YOU MEASURING? WHAT STAMARDS ARE YOU

USING?" AM, PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY, "WHO ARE YOU LEAVING CJT ?" PLEASE

READ THE 10 DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE CENTER DIRECTORS' REPORT ENTITLED

"RESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS: THE THIRD GENERATION." IN THIS DOCUMENT

YOU'LL FIND SOME OF THE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS I JUST POSED AS WELL AS THE TYPES

OF ASSISTANCE THE DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE CENTERS ARE PROVIDING TO ADDRESS

PROBLEMS OF RESEGREGATION.

AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL'S EXPERIENCE PROVIDES A LESSON FOR ALL OF US CONCERNED

ABCUONDITIONS WITHIN OUR DESEGREGATED SCHOOL. THIS SCHOOL, LOCATED IN THE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST, WAS INVOLVED IN A TWO-YEAR PROGRAM TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

IN LANGUAGE ARTS. AND IMPROVE IT DID.

FAN 1987 to 1988. THE PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATION IN THE TOP

QUARTILE OF THE SCHOOL'S STANDARDIZED TEST SCORES IN LANGUAGE ARTS HAD

INCREASED FRCM 23 TO 38 PERCENT. THE PERCENTAGE IN THE LOWEST QUARTILE HAD

DECREASED FRCM 23 TO 17 PERCENT. DATA SHOWED THAT MORE STUDENTS WERE

SUCCEEDING AT HIGHER LEVELS IN THIS SCHOOL.
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BUT THAT SUCCESS. WITH ENCOURAGEMENT FROM OTHERS. LED TO MORE INDEPTH

EXAMINATION OF DATA AND AN UNDERSTANDING OF DISCREPANCIES IN PERFORMANCE AMONG

RACIAL GROUPS. SCHOOL OFFICIALS DISAGGREGATED THE SCHOOLWIDE DATA BY RACE.

WHAT DID THEY FIND?

WHILE ONLY 17 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATION WAS NOW IN THE LOWEST

OUARTILE, 32 PERCENT OF A MINORITY STUDENT POPULATION PERFORMED AT THIS

LEVEL.

BY DISAGGREGATING TEST DATA BY RACE. THE DISTRICT FOUND THAT ITS BOAST OF

SUCCESS WAS PREMATURE.

DISAGGREGATED DATA NEED TO BE ANALYZED TO ASCERTAIN THE REAL SUCCESS OF ALL

SCHOOL PROGRAMS. FOR SUCCESS NEEDS TO BE MEASURED BY THE ACHIEVEMENT OF ALL

STUDENTS --OR CUTCOMES.

WE MUST PAY ATTE"-ION TO THE CONTINUING WORK OF THE TEN DESEGREGATION

ASSISTANCE CENTERS WHICH INCLUDES REVISIONS OF DESEGREGATION PLANS. WORKSHOPS

THAT SENSITIZE TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS TO ISSUES OF MULTICULTURAL

EDUCATICN, ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF MINORITY STUDENTS. SELF-ESTEEM BUILDING.

TRAINING ON RACIAL CONFLICT MANAGEMENT, AND OTHER AREAS OF RACE. SEX AND

NATIONAL ORIGIN EQUITY.

WE MUST DEMAND THAT SCHOOLS NOT CELEBRATE THEIR SUCCESS UNTIL ALL OF OUR

CHILDREN ARE A PART OF THAT SUCCESS. WE MST NOT BE LULLED BY THOSE WHO SEE

PARENTAL CHOICE DR ANY OTHER PROGRAM AS A PANACEA FOR THE 0.1q m EDUCATION.

WE MUST PERSONALLY LOOK INTO PROGRAMS AM) DETERMINE WHY SOME WORK, AND WHY

SCE DO NOT. AND WE MUST DETERMINE WHAT EFFECT THEY'RE HAVING. WE MUST

RECOGNIZE THAT SOME WILL USE REFORM PROGRAMS AS A MEANS TO RESEGREGATE THEIR

SCHOOLS, WHILE OTHERS WILL EXPERIENCE UNINTENTIONAL RESEGREGATICN.
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THOUGH MOST OF THE REFORMS ARE FINE IN CONCEPT, THEY MUST BE DRIVEN BY A

STANDARD OF EQUITY THAT ALLOWS ALL STUDENTS TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO

SUCCEED. TOO OFTEN. DESEGREGATION IS LOST IN EFFORTS TO REFORM SCHOOLS BASED

ON STANDARDS OF COMPETITIVENESS. AGGRESSIVENESS AND SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST.

FOR EXAMPLE. "SOME" MAGNET SCHOOLS ARE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A FEW STUDENTS

WITH FAR MORE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES THAN THOSE ENJOYED BY THE VAST MAJORITY.

WE MUST ASK (BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION) IF THIS TYPE OF PROGRAM CAN TRULY OFFER AN

EQUITABLE SOLUTION TO THE DESEGREGATION PROBLEM WE'RE ATTEMPTING TO ADDRESS OR

WILL IT RESULT IN RESEGREGATION. THIS IS THE TYPE OF QUESTION POSED TO

SCHOOLS BY THE DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE CENTERS.

I SHUDDER, WHEN I READ COM,ENTS SUCH AS "PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE WILL FORCE

THE SYSTEM TO PUT COMPETITION BACK INTO EDUCATION...TO UPGRADE THE SECOND-RATE

SCHOOLS OR CLOSE THEN." WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THOSE STUDENTS LEFT ATTENDING

WHAT SOME CALL THE "SECOND-RATE SCHOOL?" WILL THIS EFFORT RESULT IN

RESEGREGATION? I SWODER, BECAUSE IN A SYSTEM BASED ON SURVIVAL OF THE

FITTEST, WE KNOW WHO WILL BE LEFT TO FEND FOR THEMSELVES.

YES, WE ARE EXPERIENCING RESEGREGATION IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. YES, WE CAN

OVERCOME THIS RESEGREGATION. WITH CONTINUED SUPPORT FROM DESEGREGATION

ASSISTANCE CENTERS. CLOSER ATTENTION TO STUDENT OUTCOMES. AND A HIGHER LEVEL

OF INVOLVEMENT BY THE OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGITS, WE CAN MOV6 MORE OUICKLY TO A

TRULY DESEGREGATED SYSTEM OF PUBLIC EDUCATION.
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REPORT OF DESEGREGATION RELATED COMPLAINTS
IN THE NORTHWEST AND PACIFIC

Prepared By
Dr. Ethel Simon-McWilliams

and
A. Rent Gorham

This report presents information on the followings

1) The number, type, location and disposition of complaints
filed by, or on behalf of. X-12 students alleging unlawful
discrimination in educational opportunities on the basis of
national origin, race or sex equity.

2) The number, type, location and disposition of complaints
filed by, or on behalf of, public school personnel alleging
.unlawful discrimination in employment practices.

3) Implications for services from the Desegregation Assistance
Center.

Data presented in this report were furnished by five (5) primary
sources: United States Department of Education - Office of Civil Rights
(OCR) - San Francisco, Seattle and Washington D.C. offices: Office of
Oregon Congressman Ron Wyden and the Oregon State Department of
Education. It should be understood that this report is not exhaustive
but presents information made available at this time.

The Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights is responsible for
enforcing federal laws which prohibit discrimination based on race,
national origin, sex, handicap or age in all educational programs. This
enforcement power is authorized by the Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. The

Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1988 restores the originally intended
scope of the aforementioned laws to be institution-wide rather than
program specific.

The laws require OCR to investigate complaints of discrimination and
conduct compliance reviews in areas where discrimination may be a
systemic problem. When violations of law are found, either by the
primary method of complaint investigations or the secondary method of
compliance reviews and the violator is unwilling to voluntarily correct
the problem, OCR has two (2) enforcement avenues at its disposal. OCR
can: 1) seek the termination of federal funds by bringing the case before
an administrative law judge--a process called issuing a "notice of
opportunity for hearing" or: 2) refer the case to the Department of
Justice which can sue the violator to force compliance with the law.
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Until recently, OCR had been required to conduct investigations according
to certain timeframes and procedures mandated under an order imposed by
the United States District Court for the District o! Columbia in Adams v.
Califano (1977) and modified twice in 1983 as a result of Adams v. Bell,
a continuation of the case.

The Adams order dictated the following timetable for all of OCR's civil
rights complaint investigations and compliance reviews:

Complaint Investigations

OCR must acknowledge a complaint within fifteen (15) calendar days
and inform the complainant whether the complaint is complete or
incomplete.

If the complaint is complete, OCR must notify the complainant within
fifteen (15) days of the receipt of the complaint whether it has
jurisdiction over the allegations and whether an on-site
investigation will be conducted.

If the complaint is incomplete, OCR must notify the complainant. If
the information required to ccmplete the complaint is not provided
within sixty (60) days, OCR may close the complaint.

Within fifteen (15) days of the receipt of a complete complaint, OCR
must notify the affected institution of the nature of the complaint
and the procedures and laws to be followed in investigating the
complaint, including whether an on-site visit is planned.

Findings most be issued within 105 days of the receipt of a
complaint.

In cases where a violation of law is found, OCR must bring the
affected institution into compliance within 195 days of the receipt
of the complaint and, if corrective action is not secured by that
time, OCR must initiate enforcement proceedings within 225 days after
the receipt of the complete complaint.

Compliance Reviews

Within ninety (90) days of the date a review commences, OCR must
determine if the affected institution is in compliance with
applicable laws regarding the issue investigated.

If corrective action is not achieved within 180 days of the
commencement of a review resulting in negative findings, OCR must
initiate enforcement proceedings within 210 days of commencement.

In December 1987, United States District Court Judge John Pratt dismissed
the case, Adams v. Bennett, first filed seventeen (17) years ago by the
NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, ruling that the plaintiffs no
longer had legal standing or the right to sue. (See footnote ill)
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I. Title VI and IX Activity - OCR San Francisco

Tt: OCR - San Francisco office reports the following information:
Between February 1984 and November 1987 a total of six (6)
complaints of alleged unlawful discrimination in elementary/
secondary schools were filed against the Hawaii Department of
Education.

In 1984, four (4) complaints were received and all four were Title
VI actions based on race/national origin - Asian/Pacific Islander
(one complaint also involved a charge of sex discrimination - Title
IX). Two (2) of the cases were brought by administrative and
managerial staff, one (1) by a staff member for students whose
Primary or Home Language is Other Than English (PHLOTE) and the
fourth was a class action. The issues in the four (4) cases were
alleged unlawful discriminatory conduct in: 1) recruitment,
criteria for selection and training; 2) hiring criteria for
selection, selection process and procedures. assignment of PHLOTE
students, language assessment, placement and exit criteria,
qualifications/quality of staff; 3) retaliation and; 4) PHLOTE
identification, language assessment, placement, exit criteria and
other assignment of PHLOTE students issue.

In 1985 two (2) complaint. were received, both filed by students.
One complaint was based on Title VI - reverse race discrimination
(non-minority white) and the other was based on Titles VI and IX -
the complainant's status s an Asian/Pacific Islander, non-minority
white, reverse discriminaAon against males. The issues in the two
(2) cases were alleged un_awful discriminatory conduct in: 1)
students rights, retaliation and harrassment and; 2) criteria for
awards and honors, selection process/procedures and distribution of
awards and honors.

Enforcement Action Taken EV OCR - Title VI and Title IX

There were a total of six (6) complaints filed with the OCR in San
Francisco and in two (2) instances violations were found to have
occurred and corrective action plans were adopted and are being
monitored.

The reasons given for the remainder of the complaint closures
indicated that in three (3) instances no violation was found and
the last case was closed because the complaint was not completed.
(Appendix A)
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I/. Title IX Activity - OCR Seattle

The OCR - Seattle office repokts the following information:

Between December 1984 and December 1987 a total of Seventeen (17)
complaints of alleged unlawful diScriminationin elementary/
secondary schools were filed under Title IX - based on sex. All
but two (2) of the filings wereAby students.

In 1984 two (2) complaints were filed, 1985 eleven (11), 1966 one
(1) and 1987 three (3). The most recurring specific charge
brought, it occurred eight (8) times, was in athletics--the failure
to accommodate effectively the interests and abilities of students
and to ensure that equal opportunity for protected group members
exists in all aspects of intercollegiate, interscholastic and
intramural sports competition and programs; failure to provide
reasonable and proportional opportunities for obtaining athletic
financial assistance; provision of special services for student
athletes in a manner that adversely impacts on the opportunities
provided to protected group members.

Four (4) other charges were brought twice. They included: 1)
provision of the necessary athletic equipment, supplies and
facilities for all students; 2) the scheduling of games and
practice times; 3) the provision of equivalent opportunity to
travel and equivalent per diem allowances and; 4) the equivalent
provision of publications and other promotional devices, sports
information personnel and access to other publicity resources.
Othcr complaints dealing with athletics included: interest and
abilities of students, assignment/compensation of coaching staff,
opportunity to receive coaching and other athletics issue.

The following charges by students appeared only once: criteria for
participation in and selection process and procedures for student
organization/activities; disciplinary criteria for students;
student rights; harrassment; academic evaluation/grading; failure
to provide/keep information required by Title IX; failure to adopt,
implement or adhere to procedures required by OCR; and grievance
procedures/due process.

Also appearing only once were the following complaint issues in the
area of employee rights: hiring; recruitment; selection; criteria
for selection; demotion, dismissal, disciplinary action; other
employee demotion, dismissal or disciplinary issue; employee rights
and criteria for disciplinary action.

1:4'9t,
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Enforcement Action Taken By OCR - Title IX

While there were seventeen (17) Title IX...cosi-Plaints filed with the
OCR.in,Seattle, in only one (1) instance was there a violation
found. This was in a three-part complaint filed by a student

alleging: 1) the:failure,to;ensure'administrative policies that are
essential to the, provision of equal educational opportunity and
which are provided in accordance with regulatory requirements and
do not result in discriminatory effect; 2) the failure to adopt,
implement or adhere to administrative procedures required by the
regulations which OCR enforces,and; 3) the adoption, publication
a.d continuingimplementation of grievance procedures that
incorporate appropriate due process standards and provide for the
prompt and equitable resolution of complaints alleging discrimina-
tory, action.

The reasons given for the remainder of the complaint closures
indicate that in seven (7) instances the complaints were withdrawn
after the complainant achieved the changes desired. Two (2)
complaints were not timely and two (2) others were not completed.
In one (1) complaint there was a lack of jurisdiction, in another
OCR had jurisdiction but another agency would process the
complaint. There was no violation found in one (1) complaint and
one (1) charge was found to be patently frivolous. In one (1)
instance no reason was given for the closure. (Appendix 8)

Title VI Activity

During the same time period, the Seattle office reports that a
total of thirty (30) complaints of unlawful discrimination in
elementary/secondary schools were filed under Title VI - race/
national origin. Twenty (20) of the filings were by students,
seven (7) were by applicant(s)/employee(s) and three (3) were
jointly filed by student(s)/applicant(s)/employee(s). For 1984
one (1) complaint is listed, 1985 six (6), 1986 nine (9) and 1987
thirteen (13) (one appears to be a carryover from prior to 1984).

The two most recurring charges brought, which showed up four (4)
times each, were the following: 1) subjecting students to harrass-
meat and; 2) selection process and procedures for employment.
Appearing three (3) times each were: 1) disciplinary criteria for
students; 2) corporal punishment; 3) hiring ands 4) criteria for
selection/hiring. Showing up twice were: 1) retaliation against
students; 2) assignment to program for gifted and talented
students; 3) suspension of students; 4) discriminatory policies
regarding applications for employment; 5) discriminatory policies
regarding review and selection of applicants; 6) application
requirements/forms and; 7) methods of recruitment.

5
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The remaining charges brought by students were: ataffing that
perpetuates racial/ethnic identity of schools, programs or classes;
assignment to schools that results in discriminatory effect;
identification, evaluation and placement of students in programs
for the gifted and talented; assignment within schools; criteria
for assignment within schools; expulsion and other discipline
issues: .failure to ensure students are afforded equal treatment;
failure to keep or provide information required by Title VI;
grievance procedures and due process; inequitable provision of
support services not part of the academic curriculum; financial
assistance and scholarships; criteria for participation in student
organisations/activities and selection process /procedures;
placement of PBUTE students; criteria for selection to an
education program; placement and referral of students with physical
or mental impairments; academic tutoring; transportation:

distribution of administrative funds that results in inequitable or
discriminatory allocation: and other student rights issues.

The remaining charges broughtrby employees were: recruitment;
processing applications: employee evaluation/treatment: other
employee evaluation/treatment issues: promotion, demotion/
dismissal/disciplinary action; employee rights; retaliation and
harrassment.

Enforcement Action Taken E OCR - Title VI

While there were thirty (30) Title VI complaints filed with the OCR
in Seattle, in only one (1) instance did the complainant achieve
the results desired. On this occasion the complainant was an
employee who withdrew a.two-part complaint alleging the
discriminatory effect of: 1) the standards, rules and eligibility
requirements for promotion and: 2) the manner in which promotion
criteria is considered and decisions are made.

The reasons given for the remainder of the complaint closures
'indicate that in four (4) instances OCR found that it had
jurisdiction, but another agency would process the complaint.
(Either the Justice Department, state or local agency.)

In seven (7) instances the investigations found no violations and
in another seven (1) cases the complaint was not completed. On two
(2) occassions OCR had no jurisdiction over the subject matter. In
the remaining cases OCR found it had no jurisdiction over the
institution; no jurisdiction nver,the subject matter and referred
the case to another agency. (.he complaint was not timely; the
complaint was withdrawn withu-t benefit to the complainant; and the
complaint was patently frivolous. There are four (4) complaints
which remain open. (Appendix C)

6
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Compliance Reviews

For fiscal years 1984 through November 1987, OCR in Seattle
conducted a total of twelve (12) compliance reviews, three (3)
Title IX and nine (9) Title VI.

One (1) Title IX compliance review was conducted in 1985 in Oregon
at which time a violation was noted and a correction letter sent.
In 1986 two (2) Title IX compliance reviews were held in Alaska and
no violations were noted.

One (1) Title VI compliance review was conducted in Washington in
1984 at which time a violation was noted and a correction letter
sent. In 1985 three (3) reviews were conducted, violations were
noted in two (2) instances and correction letters sent to Idaho and
Oregon. No violations were noted in Washington. In 1986 four (4)
reviews were conducted, two (2) in Alaska and one (1) each in Idaho
and Oregon. The reviews found no violations. In 1987 one (1)
review was held in Washington with a finding of no violations.
Currently two (2) reviews remain open in Oregon and two (2) in
Washington.

III. The following general information, obtained during a telephone
conversation with the Department of Education/Office of Civil
Rights in Washington, D.C. and due to be submitted to Congress in
March, concerns all (elementary/secondary and post secondary) OCR
national enforcement activities for fiscal years 1987 - received
1,971 complaints/closed 2,197 and initiated 276 compliance
reviews/closed 276: 1986 - received 2,649 complaints (a which 515
were brought by a single complainant)/closed 2,796 (of which 6$1
involved a single complainant) and initiated 196 compliance
reviews/closed 208; 1985 - received 2.240 complaints/closed 2,045
and initiated 289 compliance reviews/closed 301; 1984 - received
-1,934-complaints/-closed-li966 and initiated 220 compliance
reviews/closed 224; 1983 - received 1,946 complaints/closed 2,264
and initiated 287 compliance reviews /closed 281. All of thp
closure numbers include action taken in the particular fiscal year
and carryovers from previous years.

The reasons given for both complaint and compliance review closures
fall into five (5) categories: Administrative Closures*; No
Violation: Corrective Action Secured; Administrative - Enforcement
Proceedings; and Referrals to the Justice Department.

*Administrative Closure could be based on any one of seventeen (17)
reasons, examples of which include: no jurisdiction over the
institution, complaint not timely, complainant cannot be located,
complaint patently frivolous or complaint not completed.

1.33
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Regarding Complaints, in 1987 there were 1,052 Administrative
Closures, 534 findings of iolation, 611 Corrective Action
Secured, 3 Administrative Enforcement Proceedings and 4 Referred to
the Justice Department; in 1986 there were 1,349 Administrative
Closures, 494 findings of No Violation, 945 Corrective Action

Secured. 9 Administrative Enforcement Proceedings and -0- Referred
to the Justice Department; in 1985 there were 776 Administrative
Closures, 610 findings of No Violation, 654 Corrective Action
Secured, 20 Administrative Enforcement Proceedings and -0- Referred
to the Justice Department; in 1984 there were 729 Administrative
Closures, 578 findings of No Violation, 639 Corrective Action
Secured, 22 Administrative Enforcement Proceedings and 3 Referred
to the Justice Department; in 1983 there were 877 Administrative
Closures, 613 findings of No Violation, 618 Corrective Action
Secured, 2 Administrative Enforcement Proceedings and 17 Referred
to the Justice Department.

Regarding Compliance Reviews, in 1987 there were 3 Administrative
Closures, 67 findings of No Violation and 206 Corrective Action
Secured; in 1986 there were 5 Administrative Closures, 59 Findings
of No Violation, and 145 Corrective Action Secured; in 1985 there
were 5 Administrative Closures, 82 findings of No Violation and 214
Corrective Action Secured; in 1984 there were 2 Administrative
Closures, 60 findings of No Violation and 159 Corrective Action
Secured; in 1983 there were 3 Administrative Closures, 82 findings
of No Violation and 196 Corrective Action Secured.

IV. Documents supplied by Congressman Wyden's office reveal that on
September 29, 1987, the Committee on Government Operation - United
States House of Representatives - approved and adopted a report
entitled "Failure and Fraud In Civil Rights Enforcement by the
Department of Education" (House Report 100-334). The findings in
this Committee report are extremely important, to say the least, as
one goes about weighing-the accuracy and validity of the
information reported by the OCR's San Francisco and Seattle Regions.

The most pertinent and poignant aspects of the Committee report are
as follows:

A. "Because OCR has demonstrated a historic recalcitrance towards
enforcing civil rights laws, the office is virtually
controlled by the Adams decision...(p. 4)

B. Until the 1983 order in Adams, OCR did not seek enforcement in
individual cases where violations of law were found and after
the 1983 order was issued OCR used new and innovative methods
to circumvent the order. One such ruse involved referring
cases to DOJ, which was not covered by the Adams order...(p. 6)

8
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C. In September 1986 the Justice Department filed a report with
the Adams court, informing the court that some employees of
the Region I office (Boston) of OCR might have engaged in the
practice of backdating documents or failing to follow internal
procedures required to track processing of complaints...(p. 37)

D. Backdating was later discovered in OCR regional offices
nationwide indicating a systematic problem that may have
eminated from the Central office as an unwritten policy...
(P. 39)

E. In regard to the backdating, discrepancies were found in seven
(7) of twenty (20) cases in Regions X and IX (Seattle and San
Francisco)...(p. 40)

F. The Adams order permits a certain percentage of cases to be
"tolled", that is, to waive the time requirements if there are
legitimate reasons for the investigation to be delayed, such
as the unavailability of a witness. The OCR internal review
found that the tolling privilege was routinely abused. Cases
were histematically tolled when a recipient operating in good
faith simply could not meet OCR's timeframe for providing
information or was otherwise delayed in providing
information. In such circumstances Regions IX and X
incorrectly invoked the "witness unavailability tolling
provision"...(p. 40)

G. Another serious infraction committed by OCR involved
contacting complainants and persuading them to withdraw
complaints for the sole purpose of meeting Adams due
dates..."(p. 41)

H. "The committee does not believe OCR or the Department of
Education/Inspector General conducted a thorough investigation
of the backdating of documents, improper tolling. of
investigative cases, and the improper persuasion of
complainants to drop charges of discrimination. Each of their
activities was intended to dupe the United States Federal
District Court in the Adams case and may have resulted in
delays or inaction in cases of illegal discrimination. DOE
does not know the extent of the problem, if it continues, or
even if investigations were halted of ca.es involving
violations of civil rights laws. Given the high percentages
of cases found to be associated with these activities, the
committee believes OCR should require its staff to determine
how many files were involved in improper actions and what was
the involvement of Central Office staff." (Committee
Recommendations, p. 43)

9
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V. The Oregon Department of Education (ODOE) was able to supply

information for the period of July 1987 the present concerning
the number and type of requests for assistance it has received.
Since July ODOE has b &d eight (8) telephone contacts with school
districts, six (6) calls were related to sex equity concerns
(sports offerings) and one (1) call was related to race - a sudden

and large influx of black students to a school district. Informa-

tion related to similar activity based on national origin is not

available at this time.

VI. In addition to contacts with OCR, Congressman Wyden and Oregon DOE,
four (4) of the DACs were contacted to determine if and how they
had compiled information of a similar nature related to OCR

enforcement efforts in their regions. One DAC reported that it is

now setting up a system to track parallel activity in all three (3)

are (national origin, race and sex) and that while the federal
government is somewhat inactive the information which is available

is provided by the state educational agencies. Data are not now

compiled by other DACs.

VII. Conclusions

1. The December, 1987 action of U.S. District Court Judge John
Pratt in dismissing the case Adams v. Bennett was a

substantial blow to the cause of desegregation. The 4ifect of

this dismissal was to remove a previously existing order which
required the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) to investigate

complaints expeditiously.

2. While the Office of Civil Rights had been required to handle
complaints expeditiously from 1972 to 1987, its actual
performance in this respect is somewhat suspect. On the

national level this was documented in a publication of the
United-States-House-of Representatives-Committee on Government
Operations (House Report 100-334) dated September 29, 1987.
Given the dismissal of Adams v. Bennett it seems there is one
less incentive to improve in this respect.

3. The San Francisco and Seattle offices of OCR certainly do not
appear Co have been very vigorous In their investigation of

civil rights cases. Although the OCR data appear to be of
imperfect quality, they leave the impression that the San
Francisco and Seattle offices may have been less vigorous than

OCR offices as a whole nationwide. This suggests:

a. They may not provide leadership in furthering the

cause of civil rights. That leadership will have to

come from somewhere else.

b. The lack of quality data hurts the cause of civil

rights. The improvement of the quality will have to

come from somewhere otherAhan OCR.

10
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4. State Departments of Education and other education agencies
continue to express feelings that there are many unmet needs
in the area of desegregation of education. HoWever, these
needs are not clearly based on documented cases. Again, there
is a data problem. Education agencies may be unable to solve
that data problem by themselves.

5. The Desegregation Assistance Centers have a continuing
important role in providing leadership and providing
assistance in matters of educational desegregation and civil
rights. The need to exercise that leadership and provide
assistance is increased by the apparent reluctance of OCR to
do so.

6. The Desegregation Assistance Centers need to take vigorous
steps to develop a system of tracking cases and aggregating
data which. will be useful for strategic purposes as well as
for helping with the individual cases. Without clear
documentation it will be extremely difficult to document
additional needed efforts in the educational desegrecjAtion
field.

7. The Desegregation Assistance Centers currently have a unique
opportunity and responsibility to take the actions suggested
in Conclusions 5 and 6 above.

Many challenges and opportunities lie ahead for continued DAC
assistance. What follows is a summary of information which forms
the foundation for some unanswered questions and future DAC
activities in the region.

In submitting its Grant Application to serve as the Desegregation
Assistance Center for Region J, U.S. Department of Education's
Region X and portions of Region IX, the Laboratory included the
following information from the Seattle and San Francisco offices of
OCR related to major civil rights concerns and Corrective Action
Plans, and concerns mutually identified by the DAC and SEAs:

A. Northwest and Alaska - OCR Seattle
- Availability and access to athletic programs for women
- Overrepresentation of minorities, especially Blacks, in

special education classes

Availability of bilingual programs for language
minorities, especially Spanish speaking

- Proper identification, assessment and placement of limited
English proficient students

- Discriminatory disciplinary procedures for minorities,
particularly Blacks
Lack of sensitivity, knowledge and understanding of
teachers of cultural and ethnic characteristics
Lack of understanding of non-minority students of minority
cultural and ethnic groups

11
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Hawaii - OCR San Francisco ,

Overrepresentation of limited English proficient students
in special education classes

Failure to adequately assess and evaluate language
proficiency of students
Failure to have a system for evaluating language
proficiency of students before placement in special
education classes

A disproportionate number of limited English speaking
students in vocational education

Guam - OCR San Francisco
- Disproportionate number of limited English proficient

students were enrolled in vocational education programs

E. Mutual areas of concern identified by the DAC and Idaho SEA
included:

Instructional capacity building to meet the needs of
minority school children

Human relations training and technical assistance aimed at
reducing racial conflict in Idaho's schools

Development of educational processes that lead to
integrated assignment of students in both the school and
classroom levels

Elimination of cultural and linguistic bias and barriers
in curriculum and instructional treatment

Parent and community participation in the educational
process of school children
Adoption of equitable employment opportunity and
procedures that would encourage minority recruitment and
promotion

Yet, OCR in Seattle indicates not a single complaint being
filed in the last three years under Title VI or Title IX and
only one (1) Title VI compliance review.

C. Mutual areas of concern identified by the DAC and Oregon SEA
included:

Promotion of equitable employment opportunity and
procedures that encourage minority recruitment and
promotion

Elimination of differential treatment of minorities in the
disciplinary process

Parent and community participation in the educational
process of school children

Provision of inservice to districts regarding minority "at
risk youth"

Inclusion of desegregation needs in Oregon's Action Plan
for Excellence

12
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Yet, OCR in Seattle reports that only two (2) Title VI and two
(2),Title IX complaints were filed during the last three
years, one (1) Title IX and two (2) Title VI compliance
reviews.

D. Mutual areas of concern identified by the DAC'and Alaska SEA
included:

Multicultural bias/fair curriculum offerings
Development of human relations training activities that
would facilitate racial harmony in the schools
Multicultural education training and technical assistance
Technical assistance that will provide clarity to the
early leavers problem

'Assurance of equal access to educational opportunity
Development of desegregation plans under Title VI and
resolution of problems resulting from the implementation
of those plans
Parent training

Adoption of equitable employment opportunities and
procedures that would encourage minorities and women

Yet. OCR in Seattle notes that not a single complaint was
filed in the last three years under Title IX, while six (6)
complaints were brought under Title VI. During the same time
period two (2) Title IX and two (2) Title VI compliance
reviews were conducted.

E. Mutual areas of concern identified by the DAC and Washington
SEA included:

Disproportionality of racial groupings to specific
curricular offerings

Disproportionality of minority student assignments to
special evaluation
Unequal student disciplinary treatment
Human relations training needs to resolve racial conflict
Desegregation plan development and resolving problems
occasioned by desegregation

School district staff inservice to assist minorities and
females in the educational process of children
Need to promote awareness regarding interactive behaviors
between teachers and students

Adoption of equitable employment opportunities that would
encourage minority promotion

By far, Washington outpaced its border states. The OCR in
Seattle reports that in the last three years, fifteen (15)
Title IX and twenty-one (21) Title VI complaints were filed,
yet there were no Title IX and only three (3) Title VI
compliance reviews conducted.

13
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P. Primary areas of need identified by the DAC and Pacific school
systems included:

Hawaii
- Continued training in identification, assessment and

placement of LEP students
- Multicultural education and parent involvement
- Teaching English in the content areas
- Working with non-English proficient students in the regular

classroom
- Continued training in equity issues involved in equitable

classroom management techniques

Samoa
- Strategies for teaching English in the content areas
- Language development programs in the primary grades
- Equitable classroom management techniques for new and

uncredentialed teachers

Trust Territories
- Equitable classroom management techniques
- Disciplinary practices
- Assessment of student language proficiencies
- Equity awareness in curricular and instructional strategies
- Identifying bias in-textbooks and instructional materials
- General.awareness.of discriminatory practices by all school

personnel

Northern Marianas
- Equitable classroom management techniques
- Identification, assessment and placement of limited English

proficient students

- Teacher Expectations of Student Achievement and Gender
Expectations of Student Achievement workshops

- Equitable counseling programs and techniques

Palau
- Assessing English proficiency and student placement
- General awareness for school personnel and parents of

desegregation related issues

Guam
- Identification of bias in textbooks and other materials
- Equitable counseling techniques
- Equitable disciplinary procedures
- Development of programs for LEP students

14
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Yet, OCR in San Francisco
reports that only two (2) Title IXand four (4) Title VI

complaints were filed in the last
three-and-a- half years and all six (6) complaints were filedagainst the Hawaii Department of Education. Not a single
complaint originated in either Samoa, the Trust Territories,Northern Marianas, Palau or Guam. During the same timeperiod, one (1) compliance

review was conducted in Hawaii.

The remarkably few number of complaints filed and violations foundin Regions IX and X suggest one of a number,
or combination, ofoccurrences:

1) SEAs and LEAs have made great strides in correcting andimproving equal educational
opportunity concerns so that few,if any, protected

group members believe they have been
discriminated against and sought relief through the Office ofCivil Riohts.

2) OCR's monitoring activities
have resulted in improved

conditions throughout the regions.

3) Aggrieved persons may have sought relief through state orlocal antidiscrimination laws.

4) OCR persuaded complainants to withdraw complaints or engagedin other serious infractions
noted in the Committee cn

Government Operations Report, "Failure and Fraud..." (seepages 8 and 9 herein).

5) "(One] factor that leads state and local education officialsto resist data collection
efforts or provide low-quality

responses is the desire to avoid
enforcement actions orembarrassment." (Rand Corporation - Politics of EducationalData Collections - P. T. Hill)

6) Individuals were disciminated
against, did not realize it and,therefore, never sought enforcement of laws designed toprotect their right to equal

educational opportunities.

Whatever the reasons are, there is strong evidence that all of thaabove have contributed, in
varying degress, to the relativeinactivity in the number of
complaints filed and violations foundin the regions.

With this in mind, the
following areas should serve as the minimumfocal points for continued training and technical assistanceactivities in DAC Region J:
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Title IX - Sex Equity

1) School Personnel Understanding - The development of programs
to increase the understanding of public school personnel
concerning the problem of sex bias in education and to avoid
this bias in their work.

2) Problem Resolution - The identification and resolution of
educational problems that have arisen, or that may arise, in
meeting the requirements of Title IX (and, in connection with
that activity, of state laws prohibiting discrimination on the
basis of sex in education).

3) Parent/Student Identification - The preparation and
dissemination to parents and students of materials explaining
the requirements of federal and state laws.

4) Staff Recruitment - The requirements of women and men for
employment in public schools in positions in which they are
underrepresented.

5) Em _ployment Practices - The development of procedures for

preventing discrimination on the basis of sex in public school
employment practices such as hiring, assignment, promotion.
transfer, termination, and payment.

6) Resource Identification - The identification of federal, state
and other resources that would assist in sex desegregation.
except that the recipient may not assist in the preparation of
applications for financial assistance.

Title VI - Race/National Origin

1) Problem Resolution - The identification of educational

problems that have arisen, or may arise, from the
implementation of a race desegregation plan or in meeting the
requirements of Title VI relating to discrimination on the
basis of national origin.

2) Community Support - The development of methods of encouraging
students, parent and community support for, and involvement
in, the race desegregation process.

3) Staff Recruitment - The requirements of women and men for
employment in public schools in positions in whicb they are
underrepresented.

4) Employment Practices - The development of procedures for
preventing discrimination on the basis of race/national origin
in public school employment practices such as hiring.
assignment. promotion, transfer, termination, and payment.
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5) Student Assignments - The development of procedures to prevent
student assignments within public schools (including
assignments to ability groups) that discriminate on the basis
of race/national origin.

6) DisciplinaTy Procedures - The development of disciplinary
procedures that do not discriminate on the basis of race/
national origin.

7) Civil Rights Related Requirements - Meeting other civil rights
related requirements of the Emergency School Aid Act.

8) Student Participation - The development of methods of
encouraging the participation of students of all races in
school activities.

9) Human Relations - The development of human relations
activities designed to facilitate racial harmony in public
schools.

10) Parent/Student Communication - The preparation and
dissemination of material explaining the requirements of
federal and state laws to parents and students in their
dominant language.

11) Bias in Curriculum Material - The identification of
stereotypes in textbooks and other curricular material and the
development of methods of countering their effects on students.

12) Language Assessment - The development of procedures to
identify students whose dominant language is not English and
to assess their English language proficiency (and before
placement in special education classes.)

13) Resource Identification - The identification of federal, state
and other resources that would assist in race/national origin
desegregation, except that the recipient may not assist in the
preparation of applications for financial assistance.

I On October 19. 1970, the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund filed
suit alleging six different causes of action charging the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) with refusing to take action against
school districts under court order requiring desegregation; refusing to
enforce Title VI against higher education systems; refusing to initiate
enforcement proceedings against school districts that had reneged on
existing desegregation plans; refusing to terminate Federal funds to
school districts that had been the subject of enforcement proceedings for
more than two years; and refusing to abide by Supreme Court decisions in
evaluating desegregation plans. (Adams v. Richardson)

2006m
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APPENDIX A

SAN FRANCISCO-OCR/DOE
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Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

P. Finding(s):

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:

E. Issuels):
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APPENDIX A

SAN FRANCISCO-OCR/DOE

Elementary/Secondary

Hawaii - Department of Education
May 29, 1984

Asian/Pacific Islander and Sex
Administrative and Managerial Staff
(1) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures related to the process of
identifying and attempting to persuade persons
to apply for employment; recruitment practices

that have the effect of giving preferential

treatment to nonprotected group members or
result in disproportionate employment of
comparison groups.

(2) Tests, standards, rules or eligibility

requirements that must be met in order for a
person to be considered for employment.
Examples: Past experience or training, test
scores, recommendations.
(3) Opportunities to pursue training or other
methods of job-related development. Examples:
Payment of tuition, leaves of absence or
sabbaticals.
No violation.

Hawaii - Department of Education
February 29, 1984

Asian/Pacific Islander

Instructional Personnel for students whose
Primary or Home Language is Other Than English
(PHLOTE)

(1) Patterns and practices for assignment of
staff to schools, institutions, programs,
classes and educaticlmal activities in a manner
that perpetuates racial or ethnic identity.
(2) The provision of comparable qualified staff
to each school, institution, program and
class. Examples: Qualifications of bilingual
instructional personnel, teacher certification,
in-service training of staff.
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II. E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

III. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):
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(continued)

(3) Tests, standards, rules or eligibility
requirements that must be met in order for a
person tobe considered for employment.
Examples: Test scores, past experience or

. training.

(4) The manner in which selection criteria are
considered and employment selections made.
Examples: Rating of applications, composition
of decision-making committee, numerical limits
or quotas.

(5) Failure to identify and provide adequate
instruction for limited English proficient
students (LEPS) through the language they can
understand best, as well as effective

instruction in English until students are able
to function effectively in regular programs:
discriminatory treatment of such students.
(6) The process and procedures by which'a

recipient assesses the 0.egree of linguistic
function or ability (language proficiency in
both English and the native language) of each
student so as to place the student in,a
category by language proficiency. Examples:
Relative language proficiency tests, structured
bilingual interviews.

(7) The procedures used to identify the nature
and extent of each student's educational needs
and to prescribe and implement an appropriate

education program'that will satisfy the
diagnosed educational needs.
(8) Criteria by which students are exited
(transferred to the regular education program)
from a transitional bilingual educaton program.
Violation found and a corrective action plan
adopted and being monitored.

Hawaii - Department of Education
April 24, 1984

National Origin
Student/Class Action
(1) The process or procedures by which a,
recipient identifier each student's primary or
home language. Examples: Home visits, teacher
observation.
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III. E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

IV. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s)':

V. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):
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(continued)

(2) The process and procedures by which a
'recipient assesses the degree of linguistic
function or ability (language proficiency in
both English and the native language) of each
student so as to place the student in a
category by language proficiency. Examples:
Relative language proficiency tests, structured
bilingual interviews.

(3) The procedures used to identify the nature
and extent of each student's educational needs
and to prescribe and implement an appropriate
education program that will satisfy the
diagnosed educational needs.
(4) Criteria by which students are exited
(transferred to the regular education program)
from a transitional bilingual education program.
(5) Other PHLOTE issue.

Violation found and corrective action plan
adopted and being monitored.

Hawaii - Department of Education
May 29, 1984
Asian/Pacific Islander
Administrative and Managerial Staff
Intimidation, coercion, or threatening of an
employee because he/she has made a complaint,
testified or participated in an investigation
or proceeding in relationship to alleged
discrimination by the recipient.
No violation.

Hawaii - Department of Education
March 7, 1985
Race/Non-Minority White
Student

(1) Failure to ensure that student/
beneficiaries are afforded their rights to
equal treatment in a nondiscriminatory manner
and are not subjected to retaliation for making
or assisting in a discrimination complaint.
(2) The intimidation, coercion or threatening
of a student/beneficiary because he/she has
made a complaint, assisted or participated in
an investigation or hearing in relationship to
alleged discrimination by the recipient.

3



V. E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

VI. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:

D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

2024m
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(continued)

(3) The subjecting of student/beneficiaries to

improper conduct that is a term of receiving
services or benefits; improper ( intimidating
conduct that substantially interferes with the
equitable delivery of services or benefits.
Examples: Sexual harrassment, racist or sexual
remarks made by an instructor in the classroom.
No violation.

Hawaii - Department of Education
July 9, 1985

Asian/Pacific Island, Non-Minority White, Male
(reverse discrimination)

(1) Policies, standards and requirements that
must be met in order for a student/beneficiary
to be considered for an award, honor or prize.
Examples: Teacher recommendations, special
talents or abilities.

(2) The manner in which selection of student

beneficiaries for awards and honors are made.
Examples: Composition of decision-making
committee, rating of candidates.
(3) Procedures for ensuring that the overall
distribution of awards and honors does not have
a discriminatory effect or disproportionate
impact on protected group members.
No violation.

4
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I. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
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SEATTLE-OCR/DOE - TITLE IX

Elementary/Secondary

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

APPENDIX B

East Valley School District 1361
December 31, 1984
Sex

Student/Staff
(1) Athletics - failure to accommodate

effectively the interests and abilities of
students and to ensure that equal
opportunity for protected group members
exists in all aspects of intercollegiate,
interscholastic and intramural sports
competition and programs; failure to
provide reasonable and proportional
opportunities for obtaining athletic

financial assistance; provision of special
services for student athletes in a manner
that adversely impacts on the
opportunities provided to protected group
members.

(2) Equivalent assignment and compensation
of coaching staff. Examples: Salary,
fringe benefits, leave, training, duration
of contract.

(3) The provision of equal opportunity to

receive coaching benefits and services in
overall athletic program. Examples:
Participation/coach ratio.
Complaint not timely.

Salem School District 24J
December 31, 1984
Sex
Student

Discriminatory policies, practices,
procedures or standards used to meesure
academic performance or achievement; or
that have a disproportionate impact on
protected group members; failure to ensure
that students/beneficiaries are afforded
their rights to equal treatment in a

non-discriminatory manner and are not
subjected to retaliation for making or
assisting in a discrimination complaint.
Complaint patently frivolous.

Ili
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III. A. Recipient: Tacoma School District 910

B. Date: January 30, 1985

C. General Basis: Sex

D. Employee Type: Student

E. Issue(s): (1) Provision of the necessary athletic
equipment, supplies and facilities for all
students. Examples: Uniforms, instructional
cevices, practice and competitive facilities.
(2) Scheduling of games and practice times.
Examples: Number of competitive events, time
of day events and practices are scheduled,
pre and post-season competition.
(3) Provision of equivalent opportunity to
travel and equivalent per diem allowances.
Examples: Modes of transportation, housing

during travel, dining arrangements.

other promotional devices, sports informa-
tion personnel and access to other publicity

resources. Examples: Pro.ision of
cheerleading.

Finding(s): Unknown.F.

IV. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:

Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

Mercer Island School District #400
February 20, 1985
Sex
Student
Athletics - failure to accommodate
effectively the interests and zbilities of
students and to ensure that equal
opportunity for protected group members
exists in all aspects of intercollegiate,
interscholastic and intramural sports
competition and programs; failure to provide
reasonable and proportional opportunities
for obtaining athletic financial assistance;
provision of special services for student
athletes in a manner that adversely impacts
on'the opportunities provided to protected
group members.
Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results.

V. A. Recipient: Bellevue School District 9405

B. Date: February 20, 1985

C. General Basis: Sex

D. Employee Type:; Student

2
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V. E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s) :
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Athletics - failure to accommodate

effectively the interests and abilities of
students and to ensure that equal
opportunity for protected group members
exists in'all aspects of intercollegiate,
interscholastic and intramural sports
competition and programs; failure to provide
reasonable and proportional opportunities
fOr obtaining athletic financial assistance;
provision of special services for student
athletes in a manner that adversely impacts
on the opportunities provided to protected
group members.

Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results.

. Al'""Recipient--Lake.Washington SchoolDistric
B. Date: February 20, 1985
C. General Basis: Sex
D. Employee Type: Student
E. Issue(s): Athletics - failure to accommodate

effectively the interests and abilities of
students and to ensure that equal
opportunity for protected group members
exists in all aspects of intercollegiate,
interscholastic and intramural sports
competition and programs; failure to provide
reasonable and proportional opportunities
for obtaining athletic financial assistance;
provision of special services for student
athletes in a manner that adversely impacts
on the opportunities prcilled to protected
group members.

F. Finding(s): Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results.

VII. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

Northshore School District #417
February 20, 1985
Sex
Student

Athletics - failure to accommodate
effectively the interests and abilities of
students and to ensure that equal
opportunity. for protected group members
exists in all a.pects of intercollegiate,
interscholastic and intramural sports
competition and programs; failure to provide

152
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VII. E. Issue(s) :

F. Finding(s):

VIII. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

Reclpient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s,:

..

148

(continued) reasonable and proportional
opportunities for obtaining athletic
financial assistance; provision of special
services for student athletes in a manner
that adversely impacts on the opportunities
provided to protected group members.

Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results.

Issaquah School District #411
February 20, 1985
Sex
Student

Athletic: - failure to accommodate
effectively the interests and abilities of
students and to ensure that equal
opportunity for protected group members
exists in all aspects of intercollegiate,
interscholastic and intramural sports
competition and programs; failure to provide
reasonable anriiiiWaitrolial'opportunities_,..
for obtaining athletic financial assistance;
provision of special services for student
athletes in a manner that adversely impacts
on the opportunities provided to protected
group members.

Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results.

Cr.tbolic High School
February 20, 1985
Sex
Student

Athletics - failure to accommodate
effectively the interests and abilities of
students and to ensure that equal
opportunity for protected group members
exists in all aspects of intercollegiate,
interscholastic and intramural sports
competition and programs; failure to provide
reasonable and proportional opportunities
for obtaining athletic financial assistance:
provision of special services for student
athletes in a manner that adversely impacts
on tie opportunities provided to protected
group members.

Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results.

4
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X. A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Findifig(s):

XI. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Findin;(s):

149

Tacoma School District 110
March 27, 1985
Sex
Student

(1) Provision of necessary athletic

equipment, supplies and facilities for all
students. Examples: Uniforms, sports-
specific equipment and supplies, locker
rooms.

(2) Scheduling of games and practice
sessions. Examples: Number of competitive
events, number and length of practice
opportunities.

(3) Provision of equivalent opportunity to
travel and equivalent per diem allowances.
Examples: Modes of transportation, length of
stay.

(4) Equivalent provision of publications and
other promotional devices, sports informa-
tion personnel and access to other publicity
resources. Examples: Provision of
cheerleading.
Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results.

Wesapinl reroortigefFer
April 15, 1985
Sex
Student

(1) Failure to accommodate effectively the
interest= zed abilities of ctudcnts and to
ensure that equal opportunity for protected
group members exists in all aspects of
intercollegiate, interscholastic and
intramural sports competition and programs;
failure to provide reasonable at

proportional opportunities for obtaining
athletic financial assistance; provision of
special services for student athletes in a
manner that adversely impacts on the
opportunities provided to protected group
members.

(2) Other athletic issues.
Investigation found no violation.

5



XII. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

Recipient:

Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

150

Renton School District
June 4, 1985
Sex
Student
(1) Failure to mrovide or keep information
required by Title IX regulations, failure to
maintain confidentiality of records.
(2) Failure to adopt, implement or adhere to
administrative procedures required by
regulations enforced by OCR.
(3) The adoption, publication and continuing
implementation of grievance procedures that
incorporate appropriate due process
standards and provide for the prompt and
equitable resolution of complaints alleging
discriminatory action. Examples:

Opportunity for hearing, notice of
opportunity for parental participation,
review procedures.
Violation corrected, remedial action
completed.

Federal Way School District
June 17, 1985
Sex

Student
(1) 7Olicies, practices or procedures
regarding the hiring of employees that
rant-inthe.exclusion of protected group
members; discriminatory pracEEn-thar
result in identifiable patterns of
employment regarding comparison groupp;
hiring practices that have a discriminatory
effect or disproportionate impact on
protected group members.
(2) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures related to the process of
identifying and attempting to persuade
persons to apply for employment; recruitment
practices that have the effect of giving
preferential treatment to nonprotected group
members or result in disproportionate
employment of comparison groups.
(3) Practices and procedures used in
attempting to persuade persons to apply for
employment with an education program or
institution and the treatment afforded
prospective employees. Examples:

Recruitment team composition, assigned roles
of r:cruitment team.

6



XIII. E. Issue(s):

Finding(s):
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(continued)

(4) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures regarding the review of
applicants and the determination or
selection of those persons to be hired;
selection policies or practices that have
the effect of excluding protected group
members, have a discriminatory impact on
protected groups or result in dispropor-
tionate employment of comparison groups.
(5) Tests, standards, rules or eligibility
requirements that must be met in order for a
person to be considered for employment.
Examples: Past experience or training, test
scores, recommendations.
(6) Discriminatory policies or practices
that result in the disproportionate
demotion, discipline and/or dismissal of
comparison groups; demotion, dismissal
and/or discipline policies or practices that
have a discriminatory effect on protected
group members. Examples: Layoffs, position
downgrading, pryhation.
(7) Failure to ensure that employees are
afforded their rights to equal treatment in
a nondiscriminatory manner and are not
subjected to retaliation for making or
assisting in a discrimination complaint.
(8) Other employee demotion, dismissal or
disciplinary issue.
OCR has jurisdiction, but another agency
will process.

XIV. A.

B.
C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

Shelton School District #309
October 20, 1986
Sex

Student
(1) Policies, standards, rules or
requirements regarding participation in
student organizations and activities.
(2) The manner in which selection of
students for memebership or participation in
extracurricular organizations and activities
is made. Examples: Numerical limits or
quotas, composition of decision-making board.
Complaint not completed.

7



XV. A.

B.
C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):
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Enumclaw School District #216
March 17, 1987
Sex
Student
(1) Regulations, guidelines, standards or
rules of behavior used to determine
offensive conduct/behavior, infractions and
violations for which students are punished.
Examples: Appearance codes, separate or
different rules of behavior for comparison
groups.
(2) Subjecting of student/beneficiaries to
improper conduct that is a term of receiving
services or benefits, improper or intimi
dating conduct that substantially interfers
with the equitable delivery of services or
benefits. Examples: Sexual harrassment,
racist or sexual remarks made by an
instructor in the classroom, differential
treatment of protected group members.
Complaint not completed.

XVI. A. Recipient: Oregon Department Of Education
B. Date: June 10, 1987
C. General Basis: Sex
D. Employee Type: Staff
E. Issue(s): Regulations, rules, behavioral codes and

measures of performance that establish the
standards which, if not met, are grounds for
demotion: dismissal or discipline of
employees; criteria used to determine
employees to be dismissed when layoffs occur.

r iFidittgCs)Complaint_ not .timely.

XVII A. Recipient:

B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

2012m

Puyallup School District
November 16, 1987
Sex
Student
The determination and effective accommo
dation of the athletic interests and
abilities of students. Examples:
Assessment/determination of athletic
interests and abilities, levels of
competition available, quality of
participation opportunities.
Lac' of jurisdiction.

8
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APPENDIX C

SEATTLE-OCR/DOE - TITLE VI
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I. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

154

SEATTLE-OCR/DOE - TITLE VI

Elementary/Secondary

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

APPENDIX C

North Slope Burough School District
December 12, 1984
Race/National Origin
Student/Staff

(1) The provision of staff for programs
and educational activities in a manner
that results in or perpetuates
racial/ethnic identity of schools,
programs or classes; failure to provide
staff of comparable quality and/or
comparable student/teacher ratios;
staffing that results in discriminatory
delivery of program services or has a
disproportionate impact upon members of a
protected class group.

(2) Policies, practices or procedures
regarding the hiring of employees that
result in the exclusion of protected group
members: discriminatory practices that
result in identifiable patterns of
employment regarding comparison groups;
hiring practices that have a
discriminatory effect or disproportionate
impact on protected group members.

No jurisdiction over the subject matter.

II. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

Seattle School District
March 13, 1965
Rice/National Origin
Student

(1) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures regarding the assignment of
students/beneficiaries to schools or
institutions; assignment practices that
result in identifiable schools or have a
discriminatory effect on protected group
members.

i.9



II. E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

III. A. Recipient:
B. Date:

C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

IV. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

155

(continued)

(2) Policies, practices or procedures that
result in provisions of inequitable

transportation services; provision of
transportation services in a manner that
has a discriminatory effect or
disproportionate impact on protected group
students.
Complaint not timely.

Hydaburg City School District
March 29, 1985
Race/National Origin
Student
(1) Failure to ensure that student/

beneficiaries are afforded their rights to
equal treatment in a nondiscriminal-ry
manner and are not subjected to
retaliation for making or assisting in a
discrimination complaint.
(2) The subjecting of student/

beneficiaries to improper conduct that is
a term of receiving services or benefits;
improper or intimidating conduct that

substantially interfers with the equitable
delivery of services or benefits.

Examples: Sexual harrassment, racist or
sexist remarks made by an instructor in
the classroom, different treatment of
protected group members.
Complaint not completed.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

Seattle School District 81
August 22, 1985
Race/National Origin
Student
(1) The process used to locate student/
beneficiaries with demonstrated

achievement and/or potential abilities who
require differentiated educational
programs. Examples: Teacher recommen-
dation, test scores.

(2) Standards and procedures used to
evaluate the achievement or potential of
gifted and talented students/beneficiaries
(after the preliminary identification has
been made).

/60
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IV. E. Issue(s): (continued)

(3) The assignment of students diagnosed
as having outstanding abilities to
differentiated programs designed to meet
their education needs.
(4) Other assignment to programs for
gifted and talented issue.

F. Finding(s): Remains open.

V. A. Recipient: Wrangell Public School District
B. Date: September 12, 1985
C. General Basis: Race/National Origin
D. Employee Type: Employee/Staff
E. Issue(s): (1) Policies, practices or procedures

regarding the hiring of employees that
result in the exclusion of protected group
members; discriminatory practices that
result in identifiable patterns of
employment regarding comparison groups;
hiring practices that have a discrimi-
natory effect or disproportionate impact
on protected group members.
(2) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures regarding application for
employment with an education institution
or program; processing of applications in
a manner that has a discriminatory effect
on protected group members; any
application requirement that has the
effect of exc:ding or dissuading
.uptestkdAronp.membersdrom-applying"for -----
employment or that results in
disproportionate employment of comparison
groups.
(3) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures regarding the review of
applicants and the determination or
selection of those persons to be hired;
selection policies or practices that have
the effect of excluding protected group
members, have a discriminatory impact on
protected group members or result in
disproportionate employment of comparison
groups.
(4) The manner in which selection criteria
are considered and employment selections
are made. Examples: Rating of applica-
tions, interview ratings, numerical limits
or quotas, consideration of personal
questions asked during interviews.

F. Finding(s): Complaint not completed.

3
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VI. A. Recipient:
B. Date:

C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

157

Fairbanks North Star Borough
September 25, 1985
Race/National Origin
Student

(1) Practices, policies or procedures
regarding the assignment or placement of

students/beneficiaries which result in
discriminatory identification, evaluation
and/or placement of protected group
students entitled to special programs of
institution; or disproportionate impact or
discriminatory effect of assignment
practices on protected group students.
(2) Policies, practices and procedures
regarding the assignment of students
within schools or programs; assignment
practices that result in identifiable
classes or have a discriminatory effect or
disproportionate impact on protected group
members.

(3) Standards, rules, principles and

measures used to determine the classes to
which students are assigned. Examples:
Sex separate physical education or
vocational education classes.
(4) The practice of grouping students
within grade levels as programs according

to their estimated capacity to learn or
perform.

Complaint withdrawn without benefit to
---------- complainant:

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

27-873 0 - 90 - 6

Wapato School District

Race/National Origin
Student

(1) Regulations, guides, standards or
rules of behavior used to determine

offensive conduct/behavior, infractions
and violations for which students are
punished. Examples: Appearance codes,
separate or different rules of behavior
for comparison groups.

(2) Physical punishment as a method of
discipline; punishment inflicted directly
on the body.

1e2
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VII. E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

VIII. A. Recipient:
B. Date:

C. Gene-ral Basis:

D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

IX. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):
Finding(s):

158

(continued)

(3) The temporary barring or exclusion of
students from an education program or
institution as a method.of discipline;
interruption of program participation due
to disciplinary infractions. Examples:
Comparability of length of suspension,
disproportionate suspension rates.
(4) Permanent dismissal or exclusion of
students from an education program as a
method of discipline; cessation of program
participation ,:lue to disciplinary
infractions. Examples: Disproportionate
expulsion rates.
Investigation found no violation.

Alaska Department of Education
December 31, 1985
Race/National Origin
Student
The methods established for the allocation
of Federal. State or local education
funds; distribution of funds in a manner
that provides equal opportunity and access
to services and benefits of education
programs or activities by all
student/beneficiaries. Examples: Funding
formulas.

Investigation found no violation.

Seattle School District
January 31, 1986
Race/National Origin
None listed
None listed
Complaint not completed.

If
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X. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

159

Tacom'a Public School - Bilingual Program
March 5, 1986
Race/National Origin
Employee/Staff
(1) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures regarding application for
employment with an educational institution
or program; processing of applications in
a manner that has a discriminatory effect
on protected group members; any

application requirement that has the
effect of excluding or dissuading
protected group members from applying for
employment or that results in
disproportionate employment of comparison
groups.

(2) Forms that must be submitted and
information supplied as part of the
application process. Examples:
Preadmission inquiries about health or
family status.

(3) A series of actions, starting with
receipt of an application, that lead to
consideration for employment; the
treatment afforded application forms and
all supplemental information.

(4) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures regarding the review of
applications and the determination or
selection of those persons to be hired;
selection policies or practices that have

----the-effect-of-excluding_pretected group_
members, have a discriminatory imeect on
protected groups or result in dispropor-
tionate employment of comparison groups.
(5) Tests, standards, rules or eligibility
requirements that must be met in order for
a person to be considerdd for employment.

Examples: Past experience or training,
test scores, recommendations.
(6) The manner in which selection criteria
are considered and employment selections
are made. Examples: Rating of
applications, composition of decision-
making board, consideration of personal
questions asked during interviews.

F. Finding(s): No jurisdiction over subject matter.

6



XI. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XII. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

654r3
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Walla Walla School District
April 9, 1986
Race/National Origin
Student

(1) Policies, practices or procedures that
result in the inequitable or inaccessible

provision of services that are not part of
the academic curriculum or program
services, but support and/or contribute to
them; provision of such services in a
manner that has a discriminatory effect on
protected group members or results in
disproportionate participation of
comparison groups.

(2) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures in the awarding of all forms of
financial assistance designed to help
sutdents finance enrollment or associated
costs in academic programs; policies or
practices that result in unequal
distribution of financial assistance among
comparison groups. Examples:
Scholarships, grants-in-aid, loans.
waivers.
Complaint not completed.

Grandview School District
May 13, 1986
Race/National Origin
Student

(1) Physical punishment as a method of
discipline; punishment inflicted directly
on the body.

(2) Other discipline issue.
Investigation found no violation.

7



XIII. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C..1 General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XIV. A. Recipient:
B. Date:

C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XV. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

161

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
June 9, 1986
Race/National Origin
Employee/Staff

(1) Tests, standards, rules or eligibility
requirements that must he met in order for a
person to be considered for employment.
Examples: Past experience or training, test
scores, recommendations.
(2) The manner in which selection criteria
are considered and employment selections are
made. Examples: Rating of applicants,
interview ratings, numerical limits or
quotas.

Complaint withdrawn, complainant achieves
results desired.

Seattle School District
July 16, 1986
Race/National Origin
Student
Failure to ensure that administrative
policies, practices and procedures that are
essential to the provision of equal
education opportunity are provided in
accordance with regulatory requirements and
do not result in discriminatory effect or
disproportionate impact on protected group
members. This includes the policies,
practices and procedures of state agency
recipients.
Complaint not completed.

Grandview School District
July 26, 1986
Race/National Origin
Employee/Staff
(1) Policies, practices or procedures
regarding the hiring of employees that
result in the exclusion of protected group
members; discriminatory practices that
result in identifiable patterns of
employment regarding comparison groups;
hiring practices that have a discriminatory
effect or disproportionate impact on
protected group members.

166:241:
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XV. E. Issue(s): (continued)
(2) Discriminatory policies, practices or
procedures related to the process of
identifying and attempting to persuade
persons to apply for employment; recruitment
practices that have the effect of giving
preferential treatment to nonprotected group
members or result in disproportionate
employment of comparison groups.

(3) Practices and procedures used in
attempting to persuade persons to apply for
employment with an education program or
institution; and the treatment afforded
prospective employees. Examples:
Recruitment team composition, assigned roles
of recruitment team.
(4) Policies, practices or procedures that
result in the delivery of program services
in a manner that, when viewed in its

entirety, is inequitable or inaccessible;
program services that have a discriminatory
effect or disproportionate impact on
protected group students.
(5) The provision of staff for programs and
educational activities in a manner that
results in or perpetuates the racial, sexual
or ethnic identity of schools, programs or
classes; failure to provide staff of
comparable quality and/or comparable

student/teacher ratios; staffing that
results in discriminatory delivery of
program services or has a disproportionate
impact upon members of a protected group.
(6) The provision of comparable numbers of
teachers or instructors (as compared to the
number of students) for each school,
institution, program er class.

F. Finding(s): Complaint patently frivolous.

9



XVI. A.

B.

E.

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Ir.sue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XVII. A.
B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):
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North Slope Borough School District
September 2, 1986
Race/National Origin
Employee/Staff

11) Failure-to-ensure that employees are
afforded their rights to equal treatment in
a nondiscriminatory manner and are not
subjected to retaliation for making or
assisting in a discrimination complaint.
Does not include grievance procedures or due
process rights.
(2) The intimidation, coercion or
threatening of an employee because he or she
has made a complaint, testified or
participated in an investigation or
proceeding in relationship to alleged
discrimination by the recipient.
(3) The subjecting of an employee to
improper conduct as a condition of receiving
services or benefits; improper or
intimidating conduct that substantially
Lnterfers with job performance. Examples:
Sexual harrassment, differential treatment
of comparison groups.

(4) Discriminatory policies or practices
that result in the disproportionate

demotion, discipline and/or dismissal of
comparison groups; demotion, dismissal
and /or discipline policies or practices that
have a discriminatory effect on protected
group members. Examples: Layoffs, position
downgrading, probation.
OCR has jurisdiction, but another agency
will process.

Shelton School District #309
October 20, 1986

Race/National Origin
Student

(1) Policies, standards, rules or
requirements regarding participation in
s' lent organizations and activities.

The manner in which selection of
students for membership or participation in
extracurricular organizations and activities
is made. Examples: Numerical limits or
quotan, composition of decision-making board.
Complaint not completed.
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Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XIX. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XX. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):
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Reynolds School District #7
January 21, 1987
Race/National Origin
Student

Physical punishment as a method of
discipline; punishment inflicted directly
on the body.

Investigation fouhd no violation.

Enumclaw School District #216
March 17, 1987
Race/National Origin
Student

(1) Regulations. guides, standards or
rules of behavior used to determine
offensive conduct/behavior, infractions
and violations for which students are
punished. Examples: Appearance codes,
subjective definitions of offensive
conduct/behavior.
(2) The subjecting of
student/beneficiaries to improper conduct
that is a term of receiving services or
benefits; improper or intimidating conduct
that substantially interfers with the
equitable delivery of services or
benefits. Examples: Racist or sexist
remarks made by an instructor in the
classroom, different treatment of
protected group members.
Complaint not completed.

Seattle School District #1
April 7, 1987

Race/National Origin
Student

(1) Regulations, guides, standards or
rules of behavior used to determine
offensive conduct/behavior; infractions
and violations for which students are
punished. Examples: Separate or different
rules of behavior for comparison groups,
subjective definitions of offensive
conduct/behavior.
(2) Other assignment to program for gifted
and talented issue.

11



XX. E. Issue(s):

F.

XXI. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Finding(s):

Recipient:
Date:
General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XXII. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
issue(s):
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(continued)
(3) The adoption, publication and

continuing implementation of grievance
procedures that incorporate appropriate
due process standards and provide for the
prompt and equitable resolution of
complaints alleging discriminatory action;
the establishment of procedural, due
process safeguards with respect to
identification, notification evaluation
anciplaceme'nt of hai,dicapped persons at
the elementary and secondary level.

Examples: Due process procedures in the
administration of discipline. opportunity
for hearing, third party representation/
representation by counsel, review
procedures.

Investigation found no violation.

Marysville School District
April 8, 1987

Race/National Origin
Student
(1) The subjecting of student/benefi-

ciaries to improper conduct that is a term
of receiving services or benefits;
improper or intimidating conduct that

substantially interfere with the equitable
delivery of services or benefits.
Examples: Racist or sexist remarks made by
an instructor in the classroom,
differential treatment of protected group
members.
(2) Other student rights issue.
Investigation found no violation.

Seattle School District #1
May 22, 1987
Race'National Origin
Student

(1) The temporary barring or exclusion of
students from an education program or
institution as a method of discipline;
interruption of program participation due
to disciplinary infraction. Examples:
Comparability of length of suspension,
disproportionate suspension rates.

12



XXII. E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Findings(s):

XXIV. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):
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(continued)
(2) The intimidation, coersion or
threatening of a student/beneficiary
because he or she has made a complaint,
assisted or participated in an
investigation or hearing in relationship
to alleged discrimination by the recipient.
(3) The subjecting of

student/beneficiaries to improper conduct
that in term of receiving services
benefits; improper or intimidating conduct
that substantially interfers with the
equitable delivery of services or
benefits. Examples: Racist or sexist
remarks made by an instructor in the

classroom,'differential treatment of
protected group members.

Investigation found no violation.

Seattle School District ill
June 15, 1987
Race/National Origin
Student
Pattern and practices for assignment of
staff to schools, institutions, programs,

classes and educational activities in a
manner that perpetuates racial or ethnic
identity.

No jurisdiction over subject matter.

Moses Lake School District #161
July 29, 1987

Race/National Origin
Employee/Staff
Tests, standards, rules or eligibility
requirements that must be met in order for
a person to be considered for employment.

Examples: Past experience or training,
test scores, recommendations.
OCR has jurisdiction, but another agency
will process.

13



XXV: A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

XXVI. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

Finding(s):

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XXVII. A. Recipient:
B. Date:
C. General Basis:
D. Employee Type:
E. Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XXVIII. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):
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Salem/Keizer School District
August 26, 1987
Race/National Origin
Employee/Staff
(1) Forms that must be submitted and
information that must be supplied as part
of the application process. Examples:
Preadmission inquiries about health or
family status.

(2) Other employee evaluation or treatment
issue.

OCR has jurisdiction, but another agency
will process.

Tacoma School District #10
September 15, 1987
Race/National Origin
Student

Procedures used to identify the nature and
extent of each student's educational needs
and to prescribe and implement an

appropriate education program that will
satisfy the diagnosed educational needs.
Remains open.

Seattle School District
September 24, 1987
Race/National Origin
Student

Intimidation, coersion or threatening of a
student/beneficiary because he/she has
made a complaint, assisted or participated
in ma investigation or hearing in
relationship to alleged discrimination by
the recipient.

Remains open.

Tacoma School District
October 9, 1987
Race/National Origin
Employee/Staff

Practices and procedures used in
attempting to persuade persons to apply
for employment with an education program
or institution and the treatment afforded
prospective employees. Examples:
Recruitment team composition, assigned
roles of recruitment team.
OCR has jurisdiction, but another agency
will process.

17e
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XXIX: A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):

XXX. A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

2039m

Recipient:
Date:

General Basis:
Employee Type:
Issue(s):

F. Finding(s):
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Bremerton School District 1100-C
April 3, 1987

Race/National Origin
Student/Staff

(1) Tests, standards or rules that must be
met in order for a person to be considered
for selection. Examples: Residency
requirements, financial status, grade point
average, course work prerequisites.
(2) The manner in which selection criteria
are considered and employment selections
are made. Examples: Rating of applica-
tions, interview ratings, consideration of
personal questions asked during interviews.
No jurisdiction over the institution.

Seattle chool District
December 1, 1987

Nace/Nat!.onal Origin
Student
(1) Procedures for interpreting evaluation
data and making decisions as to the
placement or referral of persons diagnosed
as having physical or mental impairments.
Examples: Procedures to ensure that
information used is documented and
carefully considered by an appropriate

decision-making group, overinclusion of
protected group students.

(2) Policies and procedures for providing
individual academic instruction designed to
help students with courses in which they
are experiencing difficulty; procedures for
obtaining tutoring services; the manner in
which tutoring services are provided.
Remains open.

173.
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APPENDIX D

OCR ELEMENTARY/SECONDARY/POST SECONDARY

NATIONAL ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES
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APPENDIX D

OCR ELEMZNIARY/SECONDARY/POST SECONDARY
NATIONAL ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

Complaints Complaints
Received Closed

Compliance Reviews
Initiated

Compliance Reviews
Closed

107 1,971 2,197 276 276
1986 2,649 2,796 196 208
1985 2,240 2,045 289 301
1984 1,934 1,966 220 224
1983 1,946 2,264 287 281

515 brought by single complainant
641 involved single complainant I

The following information concerns the reasons why complaints and compliance reviews were closed:

Administrative
Closure

No
Violation

COMPLAINTS

Administrative

Enforcement

:
...1

Referred To
Justice De2artment

Corrective
Action Secured

1987 1,032 534 611 3 4
1986 1,149 494 945 9 0
1985 776 610 654 20 0
1984 729 578 639 22 3
1983 877 613 618 2 17

COMPLIANCE REVIEWS

1987 3 67 206
1986 5 59 145
1985 5 82 214
1984 2 60 159
1983 3 82 196

Administrative Closure could be based on any of 17 reasons. examples of which include:
no jurisdiction over the institution, complaint not timely, complainant cannot bo located,
complaint patently frivolous or complaint not compl6ced

2045m
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Mr. ORFIELD. My name is Gary Orfield. I am a professor of Politi-
cal Science at the University of Chicago. I have been directing a
study of changing patterns of opportunity for minority students in
the United States, particularly focusing on a number of our large
metropolitan areas, including Chicago and Los Angeles.

I have prepared a long statement for the committee, but I would
like to summarize it, some of the main points briefly.

First of all, I think the most important thing for us to keep in
mind is that American society is changing. Our population is be-
coming less white and more minority. The number of white stu-
dents in public schools declined by one-sixth between 1968 and
1986.

The number of blacks increased by one-twentieth. The number of
Hispanics doubled. The society is changing.
.The growth sectors in our society are the groups most disadvan-
taged in the educational institutions. We have made no progress in
schpol desegregation since 1972. We have very clear evidence segre-
gated schools remain today and that they are one of the causes for
what I will be talking about, which is a declining access of minority
students to higher education and to the job market.

There has been a large increase in the number of jobs that need
higher education and advanced training in our society. There has
been, in this decade, a very substantial decline in access to higher
education by the growing sectors of our population, particularly
young blacks and Hispanics and most particularly young black and
Hispanic males.

At the same time this decrease in minority access has been going
on, we have had almost no significant activity on that issue by the
Federal Government and the Office for Civil Rights. As far as ele-
mentary and secondary education goes, the Federal Government
has become the principal enemy of school desegregation activities
in the United States and advocated a massive dismantling of school
desegregation all over the country, announcing the problem has
been solved.

We have policies being adopted by many State and local govern-
ments and school districts, colleges and so forth, that are limiting
minority access. They are not being held accountable by the Feder-
al Government for the violations of the Title VI for the 1964 Civil
Rights Act that may be caused by those policy changes.

Changes that have the foreseeable effect of limiting access to col-
lege and limiting the possibility of completing college, for example.
This declining opportunity that we have in our higher education
system directly threatens black and Hispanic communities in the
United States and is devastating the future, particularly of minori-
ty men, of course, and of families that they would form.

The gains of the previous 25 years and access to higher education
were largely lost by the middle of the eighties as a result not just
of the lack of civil rights enforcement, but also of the changes in
the financial aid programs and other kinds of policies that took
place in the eighties as well as the changes in the policies of State
governments and colleges and universities which made those col-
leges accessible and less supportive for minority students.

Civil rights enforcement, in our judgment, was one of the key
elements that permitted a tremendous increase in opportunity in
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higher education between the middle sixties and the middle seven-
ties, when access to college for minority students'reached its peak.
We believe that the dismantling of that enforcement process is one
of the key elements that led to the dismantling of opportunity for
young black and Hispanic students in the United States.

As part of our project, after we identified the declining access to
college and the declining completion rates in each of the metropoli-
tan areas we studied around the country, part of our project was to
find out what was going on in civil rights enforcement.

We began to visit the regional offices of the Office for Civil
Rights and ask why these patterns were occurring, including sever-
al States that were under court order to increase minority access,
and what the Federal Government was doing about it.

After the Washington office of the OCR found out we were doing
that, they shut off our access to any more regional offices for ern.
ployees to speak to us, refused to answer Freedom of Information
requests, and generally speaking, intimidated employees and or-
dered that those who made appointments to speak with us and
cancel their appointments.

What we found in the offices we did visit was a deeply demoral-
ized staff that was being terrorized by very strong opponents of
civil rights who were running the civil rights issues in the Educa-
tion Department throughout the Reagan Administration, particu-
larly in its final years.

People who believed that they were under extremely rigid con-
straints who had spent years of work trying to find out about civil
rights violations, who believed very much in enforcement of the
law, who sent tremendously well-documented evidence to Washing-
tonwe will find they were never acted on or the Washington offi-
cials giving full approval to the agency that had the pattern of doc-
umented failure to meet its own promises on a plan submitted to a
Federal court.

The record shows, in our judgment, systematic non-enforcement,
massive assaults of political appointees, deep demoralization of an
agency, we found that by the end of the Reagan Administration
procedural trivia had almost totally displaced substantive enforce-
ment of civil rights law.

People were being threatened with loss of their job if they didn't
process complaints within certain numbers of days, but they were
never told to get any relief for the victims of the segregation. In
fact, almost invariably in the large State plans, those plans that
were obviously failing to meet the commitments and meet the goals
and so forth were approved.

We found that there were consistent approval of activities of
State Governments which were actually following policies that pre-
dictably limited minority access to college and minority success in
completing college.

We found that college officials would have been willing to take
positive steps if they were asked, but they were not even asked by
the Federal' Government.

In other words, the Federal Government was more conservative
than the college leadrrs in the conservative States in the country
and were basically telling them that nothing needed to be done,
that whatever they did was okay and that if minority access
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dropped precipitously when it was supposed to be increasing, that
was fine as long as they met certain formal requirements. Nobody
cared how it came out. How it came out was judged to be irrelevant
in evaluating performances of the States. They failed to ask col-
leges to even seriously examine why their minority enrollments
were decreasing.

Outside of the States that Were under court order, we found no
serious investigations of the patterns of minority decline in access
to college, which is occurring in all States.

In "California, there are shinning declines happening-and-nothing
had ever been done systematically by the Office for Civil Rights to
look at the University of California system or the California State
university system, or the failure of students to transfer from the
minority community colleges into the higher level institutions.

There were general denunciations by leaders of the Administra-
tion, particularly in the Justice Department of the very idea of af-
firmative action or of measuring whether or not success was ac-
complished except in the case of Asian students.

In the case of Asian students, there was a very intense pressure
brought to bear on universities that adopted admissions policies
that led to a decline in Asian access to college.

There was no such pressure at all brought on by any of the col-
leges and university systems that adopted policies that had the
completely foreseeable effect of limiting access to black and His-
panic students.

We found that there were decisions in the judgments of the State
plans under Adams that would praise those who were going back-
wards and announce that they were in full compliance with the
law when they had actually become significantly worse in terms of
their minority enrollment and graduation levels.

We found no evidence of serious technical advice and no recogni-
tion from the civil rights officials and the rest of the Education De-
partment of successful programs that should be Models for the restof the country.

All this was happening during a period when leadership of
higher education in the country was increasingly concerned about
these problems.

If you read the publications of the American Counci: t..n Educa-
tion or the College Board or many of the other institutions, they
recognize that they had a serious problem and that something
needed to be done.

The Federal Government would come in response to that and say
no, nothing needs to be done, you don't have to accomplish a posi-
tive change, it is all right if you adoet any policies you want that
decreases access for underrepresented minorities as long as you
don't say that openly in the policy statement.

What needs to be done if we are going to have a serious enforce-
ment effort? These findings were found before the current Admin-
istration came into office and I hope that we will see changes on
some of these fronts.

Let me tell you what I think some of the essential requirements
are and I don't think any of these are in place yet in the Office for
Civil R;ghts.

117ff,
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The Office for Civil Rights plays a vital role in setting the stand-
ards for activity on the rights of minority students. We need clear
requirements.

Colleges have no idea what they are supposed to do to comply
with Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. There are no clear
standards or plans. Where there were plans under the court order,
they have all almost now been accepted as fully complied with,
even though the goals were not met in almost all cases. We need to
tell colleges what they need to do, what we are expecting them to
do in terms of analyzing their problems and developing plans to
deal with them. College people understand that they have to have
some kind of activity on this front, and the Federal Government is
not giving them any leadership.

We need to have an effective data system which gives us indica-
tors of when we are moving forward or backward. The Federal
Government has never had the capacity to get timely data out
about what is happening to either elementary and secondary or
higher education systems. My research group waits for years fcr
the data tapes from the Federal agencies to come out and we are
now told that the higher education data for 1988 won't be available
for a very long t;me. We just barely got the 1986 data. The 1988
elementary and econdary data isn't going to be ready until the
middle of 1990 and funds have been taken from that. These agen-
cies are running without information. This information should be
on line and analyzed right away so we can find out what direction
cur society is moving. We need professional investigations monitor-
ing and legal analysis.

This staff has been so demoralL I and so decimated it is not a
decent quality staff now. We have to rebuild it. We have to get
higher education prof..osionals involved in working with the col-
leges and universities.

Colleges and universities are very complicated decentralized or-
ganizations and you have to have pc )ple understand how they ac-
tually work and where decisions are actually made in them, et
cetera.

I don't think that the OCR has had th't capabilit to seriously
talk colleague-to-colleague about these kinds .1 issues, but people
who actually have the experience within the colleges, do under-
stand what needs to be done.

We need high-o,nality technical assistance and dissemination of
effective techniques.

In other words, there are a lot of colleges around the country
with positive programs, some of which are working pretty well.

Instead of not doing anything, in addition to providing so.ne
policy guidance, we should spotlight some successful models and
encourage other colleges to emulate them.

Learning from one campus to anothe' would be more effective
than trying to learn from a Federal bureaucracy.

We should have a policy staff that is capable of collecting and
using data. There isn't one in the Office for Civil Rights. They
really don't know how to get the kinds of compliance indicators
that they need out of the data that they collected. Not only is it
delayed so late that it is obsolete by the time anybody can use it,
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but they don't have capacity to use it to target the things that they
need to focus on.

We need to ha ye a strategy that focuses on big issues. Where
there is a State or minority access th 30 or 40 percent in higher
education, OCR should be looking at that asking for expansions
and for some remedial action.

That is much more important than investigating 10 or 15 zom-
plaints, most of which will be dismissed in any case.

There is a need to change the time frames. The time frames
don't exist in a court order now. We need to focus on these very
large negative patterns. We need to get Federal grant funds to help
design positive new approaches.

This is something I think the committee ought to do, to create a
national competitive grant system. Colleges will bid for those kinds
of things that will help them design and evaluate positive ap-
proaches for increasing minority access and retention.

Even when we had access in the seventies, we did not do a good
job in retaining minority stude .its and getting them graduated.

We have to use the Federal cutoff in litigation powers. We were
talking about enforce rent difficult, complex issues which re-
quire difficult institutional changes that go against the grain of
many institutions and there is no viable threat at all that anything
bad will happen to these institutions if they don't take action.
Without some kind of threat, this is not going to go anywhere near
the top of the agenda. I can testify to that as one who knows many
colleges.

The Justice Department strategy for enforcement and develop-
ment of case law in higher education is vital and we need the Jus-
tice Department to stop trying to dismantle school desegregation
plans all over the country and start dealing with some of the seri-
ous issues of city-suburban segregation, the role of State Govern-
ments, use or transfer programs and Choice in a positive way if it
is going to be implemented, and issues of that sort. The Depart-
ment of Justice should not use the power granted by the 1964 Civil
Rights Act to threaten to destabilize existing desegregation plans
all over the country.

We need to adopt systemic assessment procedures within the
Education Department of other pc1;cy areas to look at their effect.

There is no question from our research that the financial aid
policy changes have had an extremely negative effect on college
going and completion of minority stud-..nts.

There is very serious risk in my judgme-t that the Choice pro-
posals and policies need to be assessed seriously ft.= a civil rights
perspective. That is one of the things that a good policy sty` and
OCR could do if it were on the job.

So I think that all the fundamentals for a good enforcement pro-
gram aren't there. We need them badly because we are moving
backwards on some of the most important issues for the future of
our country.

I am encouraged that this committee is calling the officials to ac-
count and I hope that they will use their full range of powers to
make sure that they listen and act on your concerns.

[The prepared statement of Gary Orfield follows:]

i
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TESTIMONY OF PROFESSOR GARY ORFIELD, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
DIRECTOR, METROPOLITAN OPPORTUNITY PROJECT

BEFORE THE HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE, NOV. 28, 1989

During the past three years the Metropolitan Opportunity
Project at the University of Chicago has been investigating
the decline in educational and job training opportunities Zor
young blacks and Hispanics in a n,lber of the nation's largest
metropolitan areas. After finding very clear evidence of
declining access to college in all areas studied by our project
we decided to study a number of possible causes of the decline.
Tw,) were federal civil rights enforcement and changes in federal
financial aid policies. The study of the changes in federal
civil rights enforcement is complete and a monograph reporting
its findings will be published by the Joint Center for Political
Studies in a few months. This testimony draws heavily on that
report.

The basic finding is that minority access to college is
sericusly threatened and that there has been no significant
enforcement of the 1964 Civil Rights Acts prohibitions against
racial discrimination in the 1980s. Our study concluded that
the Reagan Administration had systematicdlly dismantled the
enforcement process in spite of evidence of declining opportunity
for blacks and Hispanics and of the willingness of the colleges
to take some positive actions if required by the federal
government. The report recommends a series of steps to rebuild
the Office for Civil Rights staff and to create and enforce a
policy that could help reverse the dangerous loss of potential
college students and graduates that has occurred in the past
decade.

19qcliM Minority access to higher education declined rapidly
in the 1980s although the number and percent of blacks and
Hispanics in the pool of high school graduates have grown and
minority scores on college admission tests have risen. This
happened both on a national scale and in each of five very
different metropolitan areas studied by the Metropolitan
Opportunity Project. Two decades ago there was a major national
commitment to open the doors of higher education regardless of a
student's race or income, a commitment that had a vast impact on
minority college enrollment by the middle 1970s. Black
enrollment and the integration of previously all-white
institutions, were spurred by federal policies, adopted in the
1960s, assuring civil rights protection, expanding financial
aid, and creating special recruitment and retention programs for
minorities. Each of these policies has been slowed or reversed
in the 1980s.

The remarkable increase in access of black high school graduates
to college from the early 1960s to the mid-1970s was reversed in
the 1980s. The level of access to college for new grads reached
its peak in the late '7Cs. The 1980s brought a rapid decline.
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In spite of small increases in recent data. When looking at the
18-24 year-old population of high school graduates, the
percentage of white men and women enrolled in some college
actually rose modestly between 1976 and 1986. In 1986 it was
35.7% for white men and 32.7% for white women. Among black
graduates in the same group, however, there was a significant
decline for both men and women. The male participation rate
plummeted from its high of 35.4% to its 1986 level of 27.8%,
while the female level fell more gradually, ending at 29.3% The
drop in participation for Hispanic men as even more drastic,
falling from 39.7% in 1976 to 29.0% a decade later. The pattern
for Hispanic women showed a decline slightly larger than the
decline for white women.

Table 1
Changes in college Enrollment Rates, 1976-1986

for High School Grads, 18-24 Years Old

year percent enrolled in college
black Hispanic white

1976 35.4 32.0 39.7 33.1 35.4 30.7
1978 31.9 28.2 30.0 24.8 33.9 28.6
1980 26.4 28.8 31.0 28.8 34.0 30.2
1982 28.3 27.7 27.2 30.9 34.4 31.8
1984 28.9 26.0 28.1 31.3 36.4 31.1
1986 27.8 29.3 29.0 29.9 35.7 32.7

CHANCE -7.6 -2.7 -10.7 -3.2 +.3 +2.0

Source: census current Population Survey data from
American Council on Education, Minorities
in Nigher Education, 1988: 19-21.

Studies carried out for the Metropolitan Opportunity Project at
the University of Chicago show serious declines in black and
Hispanic college access for high school graduates in large
metropolitan areas across the country. They also show even
greater concentration of those minority students who do go to
college in two-year rather than four-year colleges and even wider
gaps than in the past between the proportion of white and
minority students able to finish college and obtain degrees.
Research shows a rapid decline in the training of minority
teachers in many parts of the country. Studies by the National
Academy of Eziences and other researchers show severe declines in
the production of black Ph.D's, future college teachers, in a
number of fields. The number of bled., receiving Ph.D.'s fell
32% between 1977 and 1987 and there was a stunning decline of 54%
for black men.(Chronicle of Higher EducattRD, March 1, 1989:

2
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A-11). During the 1975-1985 period there was a decline in
portion of the nation's full-time faculty who were black, a
number that stood at 4.1% in 1985.(ACE, 1988:32). Examples of the
wide disparities in college enrollment by race can be seen in the
follcwing tables on metropolitan Los Angeles:

Table 2
Enrollment at University of California Campuses in Metro Los

Angeles as a Percent of High School Graduates, 1980-1986

% HS
Grad.

1980
% UC
Enr.

Dif
1984

% HS % UC Dif
Grad. Enrol

% HS
Grad.

1986
%UC
Enrol

Dif

Asian 4.7 14.9 +10.2 7.7 21.9 +14.2 8.8 23.1 +14.3
Black 12.3 6.3 -6.0 11.2 5.3 -5.9 10.8 5.4 -5.4
Hisp. 17.2 8.2 -9.0 22.6 8.7 -13.9 23.4 10.1 -13.3
White 65.8 70.7 +4.9 58.5 64.2 +5.7 57.1 61.4 +4.3
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table 3

Enrollment at California State University Campuses in Metro Los
Angeles in Relation to High School Graduates 1980-1986

1980 1986

H.S. Enr. Diff. H.S. Enr. Diff.
Asian 4.7 10.9 +6.2 8.8 15.9 +7.1
Black 12.3 9.6 -2.7 10.8 6.8 -4.0
Hispanic 17.2 12.0 -5.2 23.4 12.1 -11.3
White/oth 65.8 67.5 +1.7 57.1 65.2 +8.1

Table 4

ETHNIC PATTERNS IN ENROLLMENT AND TRANSFER FROM METRO LOS ANGELES
PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES TO ALL UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

CAMPUSES IN 1986 and 1987

Enr.
(1984)

1986

Tr.
(1986)

Dif. Enr.
(1984)

1987

Tr.
(1987)

Dif.

Asian 10.1 13.0 +2.9 10.) 12.6 +2.5
Black 8.9 4.0 -4.9 8.9 3.9 -5.0
Hispanic 15.8 10.8 -5.0 15.8 11.2 -4.6
White/oth 65.2 72.2 +7.0 65.2 72.3 +7.1

*Sources: US Dept. of Education, HEGIS/IPEDS Data and California
Dept. of Education; CPEC. 1987 Update

Tables prepared by Faith Paul, Metropolitan Opportunity Project.
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There were many signs that the job of civil rights enforcement
had not yet been completed. The evidence showed negative trends,
many reaching their low point around the mid-1980s as key
questions of civil rights enforcement ware coming to a head in
the Office for Civil Rights of the U.S. Department of Education.
It is vital to understand what was happening within OCR as the
situ.:tirm of black collegians deteriorated.

The Reagan Administration's general opposition to civil rights
and federal regulation greatly affected the efforts of the
Education Department's Office for Civil Rights to enforce civil
rights law. Although OCR enforcement had always been limited,
reversals in the Reagan years were sweeping. The Administration
leaders in Washington simply dropped the idea that the major
segregated institutions must achieve either real integration or
substantial equality for minority students. The officials
assumed that racial barriers no longer exist and that all the
problems of unequal education were in the elementary and
secondary schools. While absolving the colleges, however, they
also opposed judicial efforts to require change in the separate
and unequal public schools, advocating dissolving court-ordered
desegregation plans and cutting federal aid for compensatory
education. In higher education, they concluded that states were
in compliance with civil rights law even when all indicators
showed things getting worse.

Federal officials have ignored very large state, policy changes
narrowing minority access. The Justice Department has fought to
reduce judicial oversight of the government's civil rights
enforcement responsibilities for higher education. officials have
denounced the very idea of measuring progress, giving a number of
states official rulings that they need do nothing more, rulings
that greatly increase the obstacles to enforcement of the law
through private civil rights litigation.

The early settlement of the University of North Carolina case
gravely weakened OCR policy and undermined OCR's professional
civil rights staff, making it clear that colleges would not have
to worry about failing to meet their student and faculty goals.

The Reagan administration officials systematically attacked their
own professional staffs and openly fight civil rights groups.
They demoralized the professional staff, driving many out of
civil rights enforcement. They imposed a strong curtain of
secrecy around all of these changes, trying to prevent outside
analysis or criticiem. During most of the Reagan Administration
the OCR professional staff was distrusted, power was centralized
to an extraordinary degree, and an atmosphere cf secrecy and
intimidation became pervasive in OCR. Professionalism was not
respected/ ideology was.

As soon as the Washington office became aware of the nature of
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our research in mid-1988, all inquiries to additional regional
offices were referred to Washington arid neither the regional or
Washington offices, provided any response to our Freedom of
Information requests until after the end of the Reagan
Administration. A-very limited response, drawing only on
"readily available", information, was provided in March 1989. The
OCR refused to answer many of the questions or to permit access
to its staff for interviews. It was, nonetheless, possible to
conduct a number of off-the-record interviews with staff members
who defied the secrecy directives.

My first attempts to .interview those in charge, during a visit
to Washington, failed completely. All previously arranged
appointments were cancelled. The press officer said that he had
been given orders by Mr. Pell, the Deputy Director of OCR, not
even to make available copies of previously issued OCR annual
reports to Congress and public statements. "My instructions," he
said, "are to tell you what I have told you."(Interview with Gary
Curren, Sept. 16,1988).

Subsequently, some of the public documents were provided but the
agency provided no answers to the specific questions about its
enforcement efforts. Freedom of information requests filed in
July 1988 received no response from the regional offices and were
all referred to Washington. No substantive response was
received to those .revests until March 1989 when a few pages of
"readily available" data were provided. In studying OCR
activities over a five administrations, this researcher never
encountered such unresponsiveness or anything like the current
intimidation and silencing of the professional staff.

Shrinking Resources. During the period between the last Carter
budget (for the 1980 fiscal year) and the last Reagan budget,
the Office for civil Rights staff declined by more than a fourth
(26%) and the budget fell in constant value dollars between 1980
and 1989 by more than helf from the $45.8 million provided for
the last Carter year. although no civil rights laws had been
repealed and Administration policies required extremely detailed
investigations proving intent to discriminate rather than
discriminatory results and more cycles of negotiation before
anything could be done intensified the impact of the cuts. The
law became vastly more difficult to enforce as the resourcs
available fell sharply. The first budget of the Bush
Administration, for Fiscal Year 1990, provided a real increase in
resources for OCR for the fi:st time since the Carter
Administration.

Domination by Procedure. OCR became dominated by empty
procedure. Deadlines were enforced fiercely as substantive
requirements evaporated. People would be hars..ly punished for
not completing an investigation on time on a case in which the
agency was dead-snt against taking any enforcement action.
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Pressure to meet deadlines became so intense that it produced a
major scandal within OCR, when staff members were caught
backdating, "files. The final step came when the court gave up
enforcing the deadlines at least for a time and the Reagan
Administration continued to follow them anyway. The means
displaced the ends and furious procedural procedural activity
accom^-.aied the abandonment of goals for real equity.

Amorovino Failed Plans. As the government pressed for release
from court supervision it demonstrated the way in which it would
interpret the demands of the law. Higher education plans in ten
of the fourteen states under federal supervision expired during
the 1985-86 academic year and the accomplishments were reviewed
by OCR in a process that resulted in visits to hundreds of
campuses and the gathering of rooms full of data memos and
reports. (Sixth Annual Report: 7) In the 10 states whose plans
were expiring, there were on-site reviews at all institutions.
(Mid.:38) Never had so much time and money been invested in
studying racial patterns in colleges. The research showed a
number of states not only failing to meet their goals for
minority access but moving backward, as shown in the following
table:

Table 5
Disparity between College Enrollment Rates of Black and White

High School Graduates, Selected

1978

Adams States, Fall 1978-1985

1985

Arkansas

.

10.1% 13.1%
Florida 4.3% 8.9%
Georgia 16.8% 19.9%
Oklahoma .6% 2.0%
Virginia 8.7% 20.7%

Source: OCR Draft Factual Reports on State Systems

Georgia: Anorovino 3acksUdinq. The story of a single state can
illustrate the problems created by non-enforcement. Georgia saw
significant conflict over the Adams requirements, particularly
over the state's new test for becoming an upper classman in the
university system. In a July 1983 news conference, Governor Joe
Frank Harris said that the Regents Test for graduating from
college, attacked by local civil rights groups, was "not
negotiable" and was "grounds for us to go to court."(Egy vork
Times. July 8, 1983).

OCR had received a complaint about the racial impact of the
Regents test and spent a great deal of time investigating it.
Although it was clear that it would have a disproportionate
effect on black students, OCR decided to permit the test and to
try to win assurances that special preparation would be made
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available at the black public colleges. Since the test would
affect bleak stIdents everywhere and the great majority were not
in black public tolleges this was a limited strategy, accepting a
policy almost certain to negatively impact the achievement of the
goals of the Adams plan.

On broader issues, OCR had singled out Georgia in early 1984
among the first six states with Adams plans as the only one that
had not made substantial progress. After "extensive
negotiations" the OCR ruled in September that Georgia had
shown "substantial progress. "(fourth Annual Report, 49).
The most important urban university in the state
reflected the patterns of declining access. Georgia State
University is a crucial institution for black access to public
higher education in metropolitan Atlanta. It is the only public
university in Atlanta and is located in the heart of the city,
only blocks from the traditional main street of black Atlanta.
Since there was no public black college in the metro area, GSU
was the key institution.

The basic question was whether or not GSU should admit and
provide the needed remedial training for substantial numbers of
black students. Joan Elifson, GSU's assistant vice president
for academic affairs, had intimate experience with the problems
of poorly prepared minority students both at GSU and at Atlanta
Junior College where she previously taught. She saw declining
access for inner city students and an increasingly rigid set of
tests and deadlines that limit access to college, limit what the
college can do to help poorly prepared students, and made test
scores more important than the judgment of the professors who
actually teach the students.

The first stage of this process in higher education was the
implementation of the Regents Test. Although three-fourths of
students passed this test on their first try, it created a severe
barrier for students from weak inner city high se:tools enrolled
in weak junior colleges. The Atlanta Junior College, she said,
teaches mostly students below grade level for whom the test was
extremely frustrating and had a "deadly impact."

Most of the black students in GSU came in through a compensatory
program called ".evelopmental studies" which was created as part
of the state university system's OCR plan. About two-fifths of
GSU freshmen were in developmental studies, which meant that they
had to take special remedial courses in math, reading, and/or
composition. Most had to take courses in two or three of the
fields. GSU decided to raise its minimum admissions
requirements and its requirements for getting out of
developmental studies and into normal classes considerably higher
than tha statewide standards, which would have allowed about
three-fourths of the developmental students would take regular
classes. GSU raised its minimum admissions scores on the SAT by
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50 points in 1986, excluding about a fifth of the black
applicants on the ground that they would not graduate anyway.

The state university system had decided by 1987 to require
another year of high school algebra for admission to the
university. This was another standard that doubtless had the
greatest impact on black students.

GSU's developmental studies was hurt by the state requirement
that all deficiencies must be repaired within four quarters.
This requirement, for which Elifson saw "no educational
justification" was a part of the state tendency to restrict
compensatory education. Those working on the program, said
Elifson, "feel overregulated at that point and the faculty are
very frustrated." There were "entrance tests, exit tests, and
limits on the time a student can stay in the program" and the
program's faculty was kept separate from the general faculty of
the institution. GSU was not comfortable with programs which had
been created because of civil rights pressure, but were m, rginal
and eroding without outside support. Restrictions on these
programs were very important restrictions on the chances for
college education for black students. OCR, however, made clear
that the university system would not be held accountable for the
racial effects of policies excluding black students or cutting
academic support for them.

When the Georgia state plan ended far short of its goals in 1985
the regional office was not even authorized to ask the state to
continue reporting data, to say nothing of requiring additional
steps. The office sent out a letter in mid-1985 telling the
states that they had the "opportunity" to submit data but
requiring nothing. "There is a general understanding," said one
member of the regional staff, "that we do not do anything
controversial." Officials at the University of Georgia system
said that they did not prepare studies of racial trends except
when required to do so by the federal agencies.

Elridge McMillan, then Chairman of the University of Georgia
Board of Regents, said that before the OCR informed the state
system that it was no longer under its jurisdiction that the
state had been prepared to respond to additional federal
requirements. The governor had told the board, as McMillan
recalled, that "I want you folks to do whatever we have to do ...
not to lose money." When the system's leaders realized that
"these guys are not going to do anythLig", attention turned to
other issues. McMillan's judgment was that a few campuses had
made a real commitment, but that the most powerful campuses had
been slow to act. Many institutions had done very little and
leadership was lacking within most campuses. When OCR "just
walked away" from the en cement process, the efforts
collapsed.(Interview, Ma_ I, 1987).

8
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Georgia not only failed to achieve the specific goals but lost
ground. In their final review, however, the federal officials
simply left out all evidence of failure. The OCR, in its letter
to Governor Joe Frank Harris, said that all that remained to be
done was the completion of a few specific commitments primarily
with regard to strengthening three black campuses. The OCR asked
Gov. Harris for commitments to build or renovate buildings there
and to provide joint management of agricultural extension by the
Univ. of Georgia and the black agricultural school at Fort Valley
State College. A final commitment was for a plan to encourage
students in a white community college in Albany to transfer to a
traditionally black four-year college in their city. No
significant change was asked of the system or its largest
institutions.

The letter to the Georgia governor praised the many positive
steps that Georgia had taken, said nothing about the decline in
black access to college and specific stated that Georgia's
success should not be judged by whether or not it met its goals.
Just a few small steps, the federal officials assured the
governor, it would "bring Georgia into full compliance with Title
VI."(Daniels to Joe Frank Harris, 2/9/88)

Three months later the Governor informed the federal officials
that the matters had been taken care of and expressed his
appreciation for "the cooperative relationship" with the OCR.
(Harris to Daniels, 5/9/88). OCR acted in August, 1988 to accept
the assurances of the Georgia Governor. "If the activities set
forth in your letter are completed by December 31, 1988, as you
have assured, Georgia will be in full compliance with Title VI,
and no further desegregation measures will be required by OCR.
(Daniels to Harris, Aug. 30, 1988).

Frustration_on the Front Lines. Regional civil rights officials
interviewed during 1987 and 1988 were frustrated and confused
about the department's policy. None of the officials we were
permitted to interview could describe any substantive policy for
civil rights enforcement in the higher education.

Regional officials said that they had learned that headquarters
would not approve the use of sanctions and they were forced to
seek voluntary solutions if anything was to be done. They
reported th' the form of the enforcement process had almost
totally repl _ed the substance and that C.v.. Washington office was
not only unwilling t enforce sanctions but also not even
interested in continuing to receive systematic data. The
situation was deeply disturbing to many professionals in the
agency because they believed that real progress was possible with
reasonable support in Washington.

There was a tremendous pressure to meet deadlines, but no
substantial guidance about how to do so. Pressures included
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withholding raises and promotions, creating an administrative
situation which gave more rewards for dismissing a case or
finding a superficial response than for a major attack on serious
problems. Some regional staff members told congressional staff
investigators that they were "encouraging complainants to
withdraw complaints in order to deciease the complaint load and
to diminish the pressure to investigate and close cases within
certain time frames."(House Education and Labor Comm., 1988:27).

The branch chief in another regional office recalled the change.
Prior to the Reagan Administration, she said, the normal sequence
was to do the investigation, send a letter of findings and then
negotiate. In nine-tenths of the case a corrective action was
agreed upon in negotiations. In the Reagan period the OCR staff
had to justify compliance reviews in advance and limit their
scope and seldom had the leverage of a public letter finding
probable violations. The policy was to put very little in
writing and to send few letters of findings.

Bagaul Washington Support. As a result of the lack of support
from Washington, OCR officials ended up rot enforcing what many
believed to be clear legal requirements, and negotiating whatever
settlements they could. "There is no external pressure that we
can exert and the institutions know it," another regional higher
education director commented. One director suggested what would
be needed for policy to make a difference:

"What is needed in Civil Rights policy from a new
administration is commitment to substantive civil rights
goals and enforcement, clear policy direction from
Washington, balanced use of negotiations and sanctions,
freedom from arbitrary time constraints on case settlement,
staff, time and money for program review at the regional
level, support from Washington on referrals from the
Regional Office, arA more latitude to the regional offices.
The federal government, needs to identify areas needing
rectification and give it publicity to get cases that are
substantive,,not.just oddball complaints."

political Inconsistency: An Intent Standard for Blacks and
Hispanics but an Effects Standard for Asians. The Asian
admissions issue was an example of forceful civil rights
enforcement with a strong results orientation. The dramatic
attacks by the Justice Department on leading American
universities with declining Asian admissions produced an
immediate response on campus. No such attacks were made on
institutions that initiated new admissions requirements which
lowered black or Latino enrollment. A consistent non-
interventionist posture emphasSzing university autonomy would
have simply denied any valid federal interest unless there was
proof of intentionally discriminatory activity (such a history
was present, of course, in all of the states under Adamq plans).
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Even if there were a federal interest, the philosophy applied by
the Reagan Administration in the southern cases would have
suggested deferral to university authorities, even where there
was a clear negative impact, so long as any kind of legitimate
academic justification for the policy could be devised.
Certainly, for example, there would be many professors on any
campus who would favor increasing the centrality of English
skills or diminishing the importance of math scores in admission
for legitimate pedagogical reasons even on campuses where there
was no significant Asian enrollment. Many researchers would no
longer accept the characterization of standardized admission
tests as genuinely neutral measures with high predictive
validity. In fact a federal court in New York has ruled, on the
basis of very powerful evidence that the SAT, for example,
systematically underpredicts women's performance in math.

This does not mean that the Asian protesters were mistaken in
raising their issues, only that if they and the government are to
apply a results tests to policies hurting one, relatively
privileged, minority community they should be consistent in
applying the same results standard to policy changes affecting
disadvantaged minorities.

Steps Needed for Serious_Enforcement

Civil rights enforcement in American colleges and
universities has never had high priority in any administration.
Serious attention has been limited to the minority of states that
once had de jure segregation in higher education. There has
been virtually no enforcement in the North or West and no
systematic attention to the situation of Hispanics outside of
Texas. Most enforcement activity was due to the stimulus of a
court which has now withdrawn from the effort to enforce the law.

The most basic features of a viable civil rights enforcement
policy are lacking. There is no clear policy. The 1978 Revised
criteria could have produced real change if supplemented with
more specific policies and seriously enforced. The Revised
Criteria remain much less specific than the OCR regulations
governing discrimination against women and the handicapped.
Even a college administration wanting to comply would be unable
to know what it should do. There is no systematic monitoring of
data, even when there are very large negative changes across the
country. The enforcement staff lacks crucial expertise and
credibility and is profoundly demoralized. OCR provides no
significant technical assistance to the colleges. There is no
credible threat to use sanctions which would force college
officials to make the issue a serious priority within their
institutions.

The system is a wreck. It needs basic rebuilding and it may need
some major new approaches. The most basic need is a clear policy
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'backed by serious enforcement. Even those willing to comply
without pressure cannot lead, effectively toward an unknown goal.

The basic need is to focas the limited resources where they cando the most good. highest priority in OCR should go to examining
situations of deep and even increasing differences in access,
internal treatment, and success within the various institutions
under OCR supervision. If, for example, there is backward
movement for blacks and Hispanics and other protected groups are
doing relatively well OCR compliance reviews should give the
highest priority to examining what is happening and
acting against any discrimination found in compliance reviews.
OCR noW has so many diverse responsibilities that it is unlikely
to have large impacts in any area unless it targets resources,
seeks cases.of potentially large importance, takes appropriate
enforcement action, and, St. sequently, builds the findings into
appropriate regulations and technical assistance for other
similar institutions.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

None of the basic essentials of an effective policy for civil
rights enforcement now exist in higher education. The needs areas follows:

1) clear requirements

2) an effective data system with timely indicators ofprogress

1) professional investigations, monitoring, and
legal analysis

4) involvement of higher education professionals

5) high quality technical assistance and dissemination of
effective techniques for improving minority access
and retention

6) a policy staff capable of collecting and using data and
concentrating administrative resources on the most

critical problems and institutions

7) systematic monitoring of institutions failing to meet
goals

8) federal grant funds (both new and from existing
programs) to help launch new positive
approaches designed by colleges and to provide
research testing their value. There should be
positive national recognition by the Secretary
of Education of suc;essful models and funds for
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disseminating them.

use of federal cut-off and litigation powers when
needed, including a grant of more authority
to communicate findings of probable violations
to regional, staffs.

10) a Justice Department strategy for enforcement
and development of case law on effective remedies

11) adoption of systematic assessment procedures by the
Education Department to assess the impact of
major changes of federal and state policy in
other areas such as financial aid and testing on
minority opportunity for higher education.

Reauirements. Since mandatory reassignment of students is
not possible within college systems where attendance is voluntary
and private institutions play a much larger role college plans
must emphasize on broadening the choices and ending the
stereotypes of institutions among students who arc black or white
while recognizing the special historic importance of black
colleges and the need to enhance them and attract other students

The basic goal of the requirements, clearly present in the
1978 Criteria for the states with separate institutions, should
be to move steadily toward narrowing the gap in college
enrollment and completion rates for white and disadvantaged
minority students (blacks, Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and
Indians) within their state institutions of higher education.
The goal might be, for example, to eliminate at least a tenth of
the gap each year. Inztitutions should be given broad latitude to
develop plans that will work in the local context so long as they
move toward the goals. Enforcement should be triggered only by
failure to achieve progress or clear showings of policies or
practices that have a high probability of harming minority
opportunity. Public institutions should be required to assess the
probable consequences of major changes in admissions and other
policies that may affect access and survival of minority
students. Faculty in%egration should be considered an essential
element of the process, as it is in public school plans and
colleges should be watched closely for progress in hiring and/or
in producing min.aity faculty members. Such progress could
include increased enrollment in on-campus Ph.D. and post-
doctoral programs by disadvantaged minorities.

Equity would clearly require progress by minority students
in gaining access to the traditionally white institutions, which
have superior resources, curriculum, completion rates, and
success in placing graduates in professional training and jobs.
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It would also require upgrading facilities and offerings at
traditionally black institutions to break the stereotypes of
their inferiority. Regular progress toward integrated student
bodies would be good indicators of success in meeting these goals
in white institutions and some progress at black institutions
would be an important indicator that policies had significantly
lessened the stigma traditionally attached to these colleges in
the white community. Priority in enforcing desegregation
requirements should be given to full minority access to
traditionally white campuses and to intense investigations of
situations of rapid decline in the access of students from
disadvantaged minority groups (Airican Americans, Mexican-
Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians).

There should be special requirements for communities with
two or more racially defined institutions providing the same
basic educational program. Duplicating entire universities is an
extremely expensive and wasteful proposition and such areas
should be required to develop plans for combined programs, for
specialized programs on single campuses, for free exchange of
students and faculties and cross-enrollment. They should be
asked to systematically examine the possibility of merger of the
institutions under procedures that guarantee protection of black
interests.

Data. No administration has established a system of data
collection that worked effectively. OCR has not effectively
analyzed its own data and more than a year passes as the data is
collected in the IPEDS, sent to a consultant, and eventually
returned in the form of statistical reports that were still too
complex to be of much use. As this is written, in July 1989, OCR
has not yet prepared a data tape showing degrees received by race
three years ago; obviously this is totally inadequate for serious
analysis either by OCR or by outside experts and civil rights
organizations. In the states where desegregation plans have
ended, OCR has dropped its series of detailed reports and now
receives much less adequate information. One of the important
tools for civil rights compliance could be prompt public release
of lists of the institutions and states with the worst and best
records of increasing access for minority students and faculties
but this has not been done. OCR has released extremely little
public information during the 1980s. An effective program would
have a few key measures that could be rapidly monitored each
year. The data on these measures should be immediately entered
into a simple data system readily accessible by minicomputer at
each regional office and for responsible headquarters personnel.
Such information should also be available to the press and the
public. When these measures snowed problems, then OCR could
demand an explanation from state and local college officials. The
lack of basic data, readily available, is the clearest possible
indication that civil rights is not a serious organizational
priority.
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OCR should no longer be so dependent on outside resources
for data analysis and make such weak use of the data that it does
collect. An effective civil rights program needs a small
analysis division including programmers and trained policy
analysts together with the temporary help of outside contractors,
which should develop yearly reports, available by Dec. 15, on the
current years' enrollment, retention rate and level of transfers
from two-year to four year institutions by race, sex,
institution, and state. Data on degrees received and community
college transfers should be available within six months. This
would give the higher education community and federal policy
makers clear and early evidence on new trends. By early spring
of each year, there could be a full analysis of the previous
year's faculty hiring results.

The OCR data experts could also draw upon and analyze
other basic sources of student information, including those
providing by large federal surveys such as the High School and
Beyond survey and the Current Population Survey, as well as the
1990 Census. There should, of course, be a close watch of the
relationship between the year to year trends in high school
completion and college enrollment. All of this would have been
very difficult to do when OCR was a new agency; it is now
affordable and feasible. In the personal computer era it would
not be difficult to provide all investigatory and legal staff
with the capability to immediately recall present and past basic
data about recipients and to compare their record with that of
comparable institutions elsewhere.

Rebuilding the Staff. The professional staff of the OCR
has shrunk, has lost many o: its most dedicated and talented
members, and has become burned out and bitter under hostile
leadership. At times professional civil service staff who support
vigorous enforcement of civil rights laws have been treated as
suspects, accused cf leaking information about nonenforcement,
and seen as disloyal to their superiors who were dismantling the
enforcement program. It still includes, however, many people who
would like to be involved in a vigorous enforcement program.

OCR leadership should identify the most able staff members,
reorganize the office to increase their authority, bring in top
civil service managers from the Senior Executive Service,
augment the staff where it is weak, and organize retraining and
revitalization programs to communicate both the new policies and
a sense of commitment to the organizational mission. The staff
needs to be expended and to be reinforced with newcomers strongly
committed to the basic mission, and to be retrained.

If most of the staff is to remain concentrated in the field
offices, there will have to be intense training in all offices
and considerable exchange of personnel between offices until the
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new standards and procedures are well established throughout the
agency.

College Educators. OCR, even at its best, lacked staff
with solid and credible experience within colleges and
universities. College administrators and faculty members rarely
believe that investigators in Washington really understand the
nature of higher education. To some extent, of course, they are
right. Colleges are inclined to oppose anyone attacking their
institutions from the outside, often uniting under the banners of
academic freedom, professional standards, and meritocracy.
Within the academy, however, there is often intense self-
criticism and almost always some wide variety of perspectives on
the fairness of existing processes, and on the responsibility of
the university to society. The OCR staff should include some
academics perhaps through a combination of hiring people with
substantial experience, encouraging temporary transfers from
public universities under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act,
and making liberal use of consultants, particularly in the
early stages of the program's revival. University people are much
more willing to concede problems and talk about practical
alternatives to colleagues who understand the complexity of
academic decision making and share the basic values of the higher
education community. Plans designed by people with such
experience are more likely to work within the decentralized
structure of university governance.

Technical Assistance. Although many universities have
learned how to increase access and success by minority students
this experience has not been' effectively summarized and
communicated. One of the best ways to improve the process is to
bring to bear the experience of counterparts in other
institutions who have been successful. A good technical
assistance program should include high-quality research and
dissemination, workshops, visits by counterparts, and support for
experts able to work successfully with college administrators in
drawing acceptable plans. All of these tasks should be supported
by OCR and research offices within the Department of Education.

A Policy Analysis Staff. The federal government collects a
great deal of information relative to college access but federal
enforcement officials tend to have virtually no information about
the relative importance of different types of work. OCR requires
capacity to target limited resources on the problems that are
the most critical for the largest number of beneficiaries and on
the institutions that have the largest effects, directly and as
leaders among their peers.

The policy analysis staff should include people who are
trained in the analysis of large data sets on mainframe computers
and people trained both in statistics and in education policy.
This staff should work closely with top leadership in the agency,
providing the best possible answers on the effect of various
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decisions and the degree to which institutions are successfully
fulfilling their commitments. With the necessary information,
the agency would continually improve its understanding of the
value of various plan components, learn lessons for use in both
enforcement and technical assistance, and have early warnings
when things start to go wrong, warnings that might reopen
negotiations and produce solutions rather than confrontations.

Regular Monitoring, Good policies, good information and
good analysis are not worth much unless linked to regular
monitoring. OCR monitoring has been extremely weak in the 1980s.
There must be officials in charge of overseeing reports from each
type of institution who will regularly review the data, lc.,king
for negative trends and checking in detail in institutions which
fall well below their goals or are moving backward toward less
access and diversity. OCR has been very weak in monitoring
compliance. Skillful monitoring would identify problems long
before they became massive and should be combined both with the
opportunity for technical assistance and a credible threat of
sanctions if nothing is done. With a good data system well
integrated into OCR operations, monitoring could be a relatively
inexpensive and effective way to leverage important changes and
to avoid the development of severe problems leading to
confrontations and litigation.

Incentive Grants. Pilot Protects and Research. The
federal government rarely employs harsh sanctions against
powerful institutions because of the political pressure that such
conflicts almost inevitably, produce. The normal way for the
federal government to change the behavior of state and local
governments and private institutions is through grants-in-aids,
which are basically incentives or rewards for accomplishing some
goal that the government believes to be important. The tradition
of federal-state-local relationships is built around systems of
grants, experimentation, and communication of results. Even the
very controversial policy of school desegregation, for example,
was substantially aided by a large grant program, the Emergency
School Aid Act which lasted almost a decade until it was repealed
in 1981.

The federal government should initiate a small
program, perhaps $50 million the first year, to provide
competitive grants to help fund planning and start-up costs for
university and college equal opportunity plans. These grants
should require a commitment for eventual transfer of the
resulting programs that prove to be successful to the
university's regular budget. Grants should be for three years
with the government providing up to 90% of the cost the first
year, 60%, the second, and 30% the third, in return for a long-
term commitment from the institution. Federal funds from other
related programs should also be coordinated with these efforts.
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Grants should require careful evaluation of results. The
Department of Education should also allocate funds from its
research budget, or Congress should provide a special set-aside
of research funds, for a systematic assessment of previous and
contemporary experiments in increasing minority access and
success in college. Among the subjects on which particular
attention might focus in the first phase are the effects of
financial aid cutbacks and regulations on black colleges, the
seldom studied and precarious situation of college-age Hispanics,
the rapid decline in the access to college of minority males in
the past decade, and the very low transfer rates of minority
community college students.

Demonstration of the Will to Employ Sanctions. Sanctions
have large political costs and probably cannot be employed
frequently except in the presence of an unambiguous political
leadership dedicated to the pursuit of an urgent goal. The only
time that this has been present in civil rights in American
history was the period of 1964-1968. Unfortunately, higher
education was not a central goal at that time. The ultimate
credibility of any law enforcement program rests on the knowledge
that there are penalties and that they may be employed. This
seems self-evident, for example, in issue of enforcing tax laws.
Civil rights laws are at least as difficult to enforce as the
Internal Revenue Code. When the Education Department becomes
seriously concerned about a policy area it shows its willingness
to use sanctions, as it has done in the student loan default
area. Any serious civil rights program must be willing to
initiate fund cutoff proceedings and to carry out the decisions
when there is no alternative. Experience shows that if the
threat becomes believable that it will rarely be necessary to use
it and that even those who lose funds will almost always find a
way to come into compliance when there is a real price. Even a
handful of fund cutoff proceedings would immediately change the
seriousness with which university officials regarded civil rights
requirements.

Litigation Program. A successful enforcement effort
requires support from the Justice Department, the agency that
coordinates civil rights for the government, represents the
government in court, and plays an extremely influential role in
the development of the law. This last responsibility is of
particular importance in an area where the basic legal principals
of remedy are still under development. A revived Civil Rights
Division suppurting policies requiring progress on the campuses
would be critical to an effective enforcement operation.

Assessing the Effect of Broad Policy Changes.
Civil rights enforcement is often treated as if it is a discrete
function not related to the broad policy decisions of education
agencies. If the goal of civil rights enforcement is properly
understood as that of increasing real opportunities for
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disadvantaged minorities, it is very clear that this is wrong.
Negative financial aid policy changes affecting low income
students, for example, may undo the best efforts of colleges
to recruit and retain such students. If states raise barriers to
admission they may well seriously cut access. Excluding minority
colleges from eligibility for student loan programs because of
repayment problems could have devastating effects both on their
students on the financial viability of the college. An
administration making minority opportunity a serious concern in
higher education policy would require impact assessments of major
policy choices and encourage research on the effect of federal,
state, and institutional policy changes on the situation of
disadvantaged minorities.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
I want to thank all of the panelists. I think all of you have unfor-

tunately in studying your experience and your research, reinforced
the findings of the committee, expanded and documented the find-
ings of the committee in some cases.

We have a situation here which did not occur in a haphazard
manner, not by accident. It doesn't relate to a few individuals. It is
a result of a policy, a very negative and destructive policy that is
being pursued.

I want to correct myselfbefore I mentioned the Republican can-
didate, when he launched his campaign in 1984. I meant 1980.

When Ronald Reagan launched his campaign from Philadelphia,
Mississippi, he sent a clear message to the Nation that his party
and he would take a different position on civil rights matters.

That was one extreme.
At the other extreme is the selection of certain kinds of people to

appoint as judges to the Supreme Court which has produced a Su-
preme Court which also sends another message.

In the last campaign, the advertising campaign related to Willie
Horton, which also exploited racism, acquiesces to racism, and pan-
dered to racism, and that plays a major role in national politics.

The Republican party has actually adopted that as a major vehi-
cle for getting votes.

However, Congress still has passed certain laws and it seems to
me that refusal to enforce those laws is illegal regardless of what
part is in power.

I want to ask you to think about it and give me your reactions
today.

Are things like Choiceis Choice illegal in the fact that Choice
is really when you examine it closely promoting activities which
will resegregate schools, in many cases along class lines and practi-
cally all cases along race lines; class and race having a definite re-
lationship in this country?

Also, what would you suggest Congress should do in terms of this
cot tinued pattern of refusal to enforce the law, the refusal to carry
out the intent of Congress which ran through the previous Admin-
istration?

The Reagan Administration did it whether dealing with safety
laws relating to workers or civil rights matters, they refused to en-
force the law.

We see no indication of improvement with respect to the Bush
Administration.

There are clear policies. They don't put them in writing, but the
message is certainly circulated.

The message is certainly sent out strong and clear to the top
people what the policies are and the workers, of course, in agencies
like the Office for Civil Rights Compliance get these messages that,
as you have pointed out, are the cause of a lot of demoralization
and a lot of the attrition.

Is Congress helpless and how long will this go on? Should we
have some kind of mechanism which would allow Congress to
better enforce the law, better enforce, guarantee that the intent of
Congress will be carried out.
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Obviously oversight hearings are not enough, because I have sat
through Government Operations hearings covering some of this
same territory.

Repeatedly, we have hearings and the Administration represent-
atives in essence tell us that that is the way it is, that is all we are
going to do and the implication is you have no recourse.

I throw these simple questions out to all four of you to respond to
as you wish.

Ms. SIMON- MCWILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I certainly would like to
respond to the Choice issue.

I feel very strongly that Choice is certainly a way, and I think
you will note in my testimony as I certainly did not provide it to
you orallythat Choice is a way for some people to resegregate, if
you will, and unintentional resegregation will also take place.

When one listens to certain words such as "Well, then the
second-rate schools will close," in my opinion, this is a way of sift-
ing through the various student populations aad causing those who
would, if you will, be able to succeed any way to cross over into a
certain academic track or attend a certain school and those who
would need assistance would not be afforded education in these
schools of Choice.

If there is not written into the various regulations related to
Choice and magnet schools then we will see an even more signifi-
cant, if you will, amount of resegregation and not only by race, but
certainly by caste, as you indicated. Those persons who are of a
higher economic level will be able to get their children into what-
ever school it is that they choose; and second, they will be able to
even go out of the system, if they will.

Mr. ORFIELD. I would like to speak to the choice question. It de-
pends on how it is done. The entire effect depends on how it is
done.

If it is just open choice with no restraints, it will unquestionably
increase segregation probably by race and certainly by class.

We have experience of that in several cities-that we are study-
ing.

Magnet schools have very few poor children compared to other
schools.

I believe there are four key elements in making a choice pro-
gram equitable.

One is that there is really intense information provided to the
low-income and non-English-speaking parents and that that should
be on a person-to-person level, not just through brochures.

Second, free transportation must be provided unless you are
going to stratify by class. Choice without free transportation :s an
economic-sorting device.

Another one is there must be civil rights goals. The school must
be integrated and under a Choice plan and there should not be
choices that increase segregation.

1 believe that there should' not be screening devices like tests to
get into Choice schools, that will have a class and race segregating
effect in most circumstances.

So I think that those things have to be attended to.
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Chairman OWENS. Do you think that the people who are pushing
Choice will take anywill allocate any resources to carry out those
four things?

Mr. ORFIELD. If they don't, anyone who is concerned about civil
rights should oppose Choice proposals.

Chairman OWENS. On the basis of your experience, do you think
they will?

Mr. ORFIELD. Most of the .proposals don't provide these essential
things. Also, Choice, where it is going to be across district lines as
it is in some of our school desegregation consent orders in places
like St. Louis or Milwaukee or in Minnesota, under State law
there should be strong efforts to make good suburban school oppor-
tunities available to inner city minority students who are in inferi-
or schools by every possible measure.

I think Choice should be inter-district.
Mr. LICHTMAN. I would like to comment on what should the Con-

gress and the committee do in response to protracted and chronic
failure to enforce Title VI and other civil rights statutes by the
Office for Civil Rights.

I think the answers come down to basically the oversight area
and the appropriations area.

For example, the House Committee on Government Operations, I
think, did an extraordinary service as did this committee in coming
out with the reports that they have come out with.

To use the example of higher education, which I focused on when
the House Committee on Government Operations found that the
vestiges of segregation have continued and said it like it was, they
did an enormous service for the country, but that was 1987 and I
don't know of any follow-up since 1987 by the Congress.

OCP should have been called to account for its failure to deal
with these vestiges and called to account by this committee also, in
the sense that a hearing should be held as a starter, and questions
should be posed forcing them to explain how could they have ap-
proved these plans when most of the goals and objectives of these
plans have not been met.

How could they shift their standard for review to one of whether
or not the States were carrying out certain steps regardless of the
result of those steps.

We have had a very pernicious shift in the standard of compli-
ance.

No longer is there concern about whether the plans work or
whether or not the goals or objectives are met.

Desegregation is declared on the basis of carrying out certain
steps regardless of result.

This committee would do an enormous service, I think, in forcing
them to justify what I think is a wholly unjustifiable position and
if they won't carry out their statutory duty, I thinkto second the
view of my colleague, Ms. McClureI think appropriations is the
next step, that members of this committee would testify and that
the OCR would be told that if they don't carry out the statute, they
won't have the funds.

Chairman OWENS. Ms. McClure?
Ms. MCCLURE. Another way to approach the appropriations is to

earmark or indicate that it is expected that the department will
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spend out of these appropriations such funds as are needed, and
then list it.

I am frustrated, too, but you have to keep at it; persistence. Do
more hearings.

In fact, the committee might considerthe full committee, might
consider creating a special subcommittee or designating an existing
subcommittee to focus on this.

I mean, there have been plenty of examples of the Congress
going after non-law enforcementthe Environmental Protection
Agency, for example, comes to mind in the first Reagan term when
the Congress just went after it and after it and finally got some-
where.

They exposed some things.
I know this committee has a very full plate, especially in a year

when major programs have to be reauthorized.
I supposeyou are in a position which the Legal Defense Fund

isn't. You write to the Secretary and ask for a policy on Choice.
Don't ask Mr. Smith, because Mr. Smith has to do what across

the street wants. Across the street is OCR parlance for the Secre-
tary's office, the General Counsel's office.

It is those people that make those decisions. So you have got to
go across the street, too, or bring across the street to the Rayburn
Building.

Chairman OWENS. I throw out one question that you can consid-
er and I would like a response in writing, since you have wrestled
with this problem quite a bit.

I have been here seven years so I am still considered relatively
new, but I don't know why we can't push for a congressional solici-
tor, someone to take the Administration to court.

We had an experience with disability, people being knoe.ed off
the rolls with respect to disability, but Members of Congress joined
citizens and went to court and the court ordered the policies of the
Reagan Administration be reviewed and in the meantime people
had to be put back on.

There have been cases where citizens go to court, and Congress
goes to court and gets results.

I don't know why Congress can't have at its disposal a solicitor
who goes to court to force the Administration to carry out the
intent of Congress.

Think about it and I would appreciate your response.
Chairman OWENS. I have one quick question. OCR reported in its

fiscal year 1988 annual report that it met over 90 percent of its
Adams time frames for complaint processing.

Do you believe that these statistics are valid?
Mr. LICHTMAN. That is difficult for us to evaluate because since

the order was dismissed, they have refused to share the informa-
tion with us. They no longer report to us.

Even if they are valid, they are only part of the story. Obviously
the substance of what they decide is very, very important and to
the extent that they have met the time frames, for one thing, you
would have to look at do they meet the time frames on acknowl-
edging complaints on the substantive decisions on letters of find-
ings and enforcement decisions.
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You have to look at those data very closely, but you also have to
look at what they decide.

To the extent that they are dismissing the complaints, it doesn't
help much that they do it on a timely basis.

Ms. MCCLURE. I think it is a fraud.
In the summer of 1985, we were still getting reports and we did

an analysis of the time frame and there were four separate ones
and we did it by region and within region by jurisdiction.

It was an awful job.
What it shows in the first time frame is do they acknowledge re-

ceipt of the complaint?
Well, gee whiz, golly, they got nearly 100 percent on that one.
The next was, did they complete the investigation?
They didn't get anywhere near 100 or 90 percent on that.
Did they issue the letter of finding?
And the fourth time frame is, if they had not secured voluntary

compliance,- did they take the case to administrative enforcement?
It was interesting to note that there were a number of due dates

declined in each of the four categories, so you might start with a
thousand due dates and do they acknowledge receipt of the com-
plaint?

By the time it got down to did they take any enforcement action,
it was down in the low hundreds.

If you add those together, the high 100 percent for acknowledg-
ingalmost any agency can acknowledge within 15 days receipt of
a complaint. When you add those together, sure they may get 90
percent, but disaggregated, the story is different.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAWKINS. I think in answer to one of the questions, Dr.

Simon-McWilliams indicated a view on Choice and I think Mr. Or-
field seemed to not completely agree with the statement.

I think that Dr. Simon-McWilliams had made him a prepared
statement. I wasn't so sure. It seems to me some clarification was
needed.

Mr. Orfield seemed to suggest that with a number of limitations
of certain conditions, that Choice might work. However, these are
not included in any of the proposals that I have seen being advocat-
ed by those who advocate Choice. If they were, there would be no
reason to have Choice because they would make the schools better
if you met those conditions.

But the statement that I read goes much beyond a gimmick
called Choice because I don't know where the idea originated or
who originates the idea or who decided this was to be the corner-
stone of education during this administration. Certainly it is not a
policy because no policy has been enunciated.

It is something that arose and they are using it because I sup-
pose it justifies the budget cutbacks. You don't have to spend
money on it if you advocate that States and local districts can go
ahead and open up enrollments. But the issues seem to have been
brought to focus in Dr. Simon-McWilliams' statement where she
said that public school Choice will force the system to put competi-
tion back into education.
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Who decided that we need to put competition back into educa-
tion? What type of competition are they talking about? Will it be
the competition that will allow schools to be selective in the stu-
dents that they receive, that would reduce their costs and improve
their profit rating? If we are going to talk about competition, I sup-
pose we should talk about schools making their profit of some kind.
I am not sure who decided that.

The idea that in some way we are going to upgrade the second-
rate schools or close them, then what are we doing to upgrade the
schools? So I guess we get down to the question, are we going to
close up those schools, and how many students who are in those
schools we close up. What becomes of the schools we close? Would
you elaborate on that statement?

Ms. SIMON-MCWILLIAMS. This is a statement--
Mr. HAWKINS. I will ask Mr. Orfield about his so-called limited

Choice and all the good things that he thinks are going to be done
to make Choice work when the President has already decided at
the summit in Virginia with the governors that he is going to de-
regulate the schools.

If he is going to deregulate and let them have the Federal money
with no strings attached, then obviously you are not going to have
any conditions.

Ms. SIMON- MCWILLIAMS. I noted that in my presentation on page
7 and indicated that desegregation is lost in efforts to reform school
standards of competitiveness, aggressiveness and survival of the fit-
test.

In my opinion, it is taking us back to sifting through the school
population and saying that there are only a few that we want to
send through the system, the others be damned. This is what I see
that the Choice move, if you will, is perhaps leading to or it could
lead to.

I noted, as I put in quotes, the words "public school Choice will
force the system to put competition back into education to upgrade
the second-rate schools that are closed." That statement was made
by a person from the Department of Education and I would expect
that that goes back to that competitiveness, if you will, and filter-
ing out those creating the class system within our society.

And when one is bold to make the statement to upgrade the
second-rate schools or close them, I should underscore that that is
truly a bold statement because we know that the schools that have
been attended by, if one would call second rate, were those schools
that are dilapidated in physical plant as well as wanting an in-
structional staff, and those schools are usually within the inner-
cities where we have the largest group of minority students.

I male the statements and put in quotes, but I also say that I
shudder when statements like that are made by persons who are
leading our national education system, because it certainly appears
to me that there is an intent of, if you will, moving sack to a segre-
gated society, not only by race but most assuredly assuring that it
will be by class.

Chairman OWENS. Secretary Cavazos actually made that state-
ment at the University of California at Los Angeles and again
before this committee, so I guess we could credit him with the
statement and also the statement that he would not countenance
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any type of segregation along with it. However, there seems to be
some dichotomy involved in that.

Nos `Or. Orfield, you have indicated that you thought that
under 0 lain limitations then we could make Choice work, and I
wasn't so clear on who is going to be responsible for those condi-
tions. Who is going to pay for the transportation, fur example? You
said transportationthose advocating Choice. Let's say the depart-
ment is advocating Choice but it is not suggesting that it is going to
put up any money to do it, then that first condition, one of the con-
ditions you mentioned is out of the window to begin with, assuming
that that would be required as one of the conditions.

I have forgotten some of the other conditions, but they are all
local decisions to bi made, that are not included in what is being
advocated at the Federal level. Who would be responsible for, let us
say, making sure those conditions prevail?

Mr. ORFIELD. Well, I think that one of the things that should be
done is that there should be some civil rights guidelines on Choice
plans which should be issued by the Office for Civil Rights and the
Justice Department, and they should incorporate those require-
ments.

If you are going to have Choice, you can't make Choice depend
on the wealth of the, family or depend on them knowing the intri-
cacies of the bureaucracy of the school district, so they can get
through a very complicated system. You have to make the system
accessible and have a set of desegregatiol goals.

The reason I think that it may be wortn pursuing this, in those
cases where we can get those protections, is that there are a lot of
schools that are not functioning. In our city of Chicago, of the 65
high schools I would estimate 60 of them are not preparing stu-
dents for college adequately and they do need to be shaken up and
we need to try everything we can that does not have inequitable
results.

So I think Choice is one of the things that we might explore if we
have the right protection. Bat if we don't have it, it should not only
be prevented, it should be opposed by some Federal civil rights offi-
cials.

If Congress is going to mandate or encourage Choice, it should be
included in the funds that Congress dispenses for these programs,
either Congress itself funds these necessary elements or school dis-
tricts can receive the Federal grant funds only when they provide
those necessary elements from local funds. They have to come from
one source or another, or Choice should not go forward.

Mr. HAWKINS. They never came before Congress before this.
There is a bill pending in this committee to establish it legally, but
this bill has not been introduced. It has been proposed.

One of the conditions seems to be as to whether or not a school
would be selective. We compel children to go to schoolthat is the
States doto a legal age and a neighborhooj school, an ordinary
school can not reject a student. A student comes, registers and that
is it. Under the school that has been designated as a Choice school,
that school has the right to refuse a student if the student doesn't
live in that attendance area. If you are going to have competition,
fair competition, you would compel every school to accept any stu-
dent.
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Mr. ORFIELD. I think that that is right, Congressman.
Mr. HAWKINS. That would be one of the conditions. It can't be

selective, if you are going to get the Federal money, you can't dis-
criminate against, on any basis, the student who comes to that
school. If you do that, obviously you would destroy the idea of
Choice.

Mr. ORFIELD. That is right. I think that the selection procedure
should be a random selection from the students who are interested,
subjected only to a limitation on civil rights grounds.

In other words, if the initial choices would produce a segregated
school that should not be allowed but otherwise students should
not be screened out of Choice schools on standardized tests or other
kinds of procedures. They should have a right to go there just like
other public schools and it should be on the basis of their interests
or if their parents think it is beneficial for them. There should be a
system of randomized selection that permits every student to have
an equal chance to get into those schools. Also there should be civil
rights guidelines to make sure that they are integrated.

Ms. SIMON- MCWILLIAMS. In the Pacific Northwest, I think per-
haps some persons may like to visit a couple of school districts
where Choice, if you will, has been in effect long before it became
the activity of the administration. I think that they will find that
our desegregation assistance center is working with these districts
because racial segregation has taken place.

If, in fact, the districts have those dollars available that are nec-
essary, and I agree, if it was necessary, to pay for the transporta-
tion, if you will, and also to have the necessary support so that par-
ents will understand what Choice is all about, then perhaps you
can look at those dollars and utilize them within those schools that
are 'row called segregated and all schools then could become a part
of that mix of Choice.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Orfield, would you say that Choice schools

ought to have a lottery system for the admission of students. Is a
lottery the only just way to do it?

Mr. ORFIELD. I think the best way to do it is not to do it on first
come, first served because that will advantage parents with the
most information.

The best way is to hase desegregation goals and within those
goals, allow students to register as a matter of right and choose
from those who want to go by some kind of a lottery system.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you.
I think this is a very interesting conversation and I appreciate

you experts giving us some guidance on this very important sub-
ject. I think that the question of choice is an issue that we are
going to have to wrestle with so I appreciate the opportunity to
have this dialogue

Of course, the first problem is that of nomenclature and that this
whole thing is called Choice. I wish there was another word be-
cause our colleagues are so anti-choice. It seems like when it comes
to a woman's right to choose, then to use the term choice is bad. I
think it is going to mix the bad guys up with the good guys, or
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maybe it is consistent, the more I think about it, because I can't
see under the current let of circumstances, hew this whole ques-
tion of choice will be able to work especially if you are saying let
the Justice Department, let the Office for Civil Rights monitor to
make sure the system works. We have seen very clearly over the
last 10 years what happens when you have the wolf watching the
chicken coop. So therefore, it is doomed to fail.

The whole question of when do you stop Choiceif a school is
known to be very good in an area and everyone is going to apply
there, how do you determine who can go?

Also, on the question of Choice, those who are better informed
and have parents who may take interest or have the time to make
evaluations and all that is necessary, they are going to be the ones
that are going to end up in the Choice schools in the first place and
those people who need the assistance and the prodding to be able
to understand the importance of education will fall down to the
bottom tier.

It is even interesting that on the question of Choice, we find that
in 1879, in the Ferguson casethe Supreme Court found segrega-
tion was constitutional, and in 1954, Brown v. Board of Education
found unconstitutional. We are going to be able to almost take both
cases and find another way to legally resegregate through this
question of choice.

I doubt seriously ifthose points you raised, Dr. Orfield, are ex-
cellent, but I don't see anyone taking time and interest in doing
those things. Therefore, Choice is doomed to fail.

Surprisingly enough, with the new progressive government of
South Africa, they talk about dismantling apartheid and going to
the beach if you want, but there is one provision that they are
holding closely and that is the group right to choose. It is called the
same thing, Choice. Choice simply means that a community in
South Africa, even when apartheid laws are dismantled, will have
the right for group association, it is called. You decide who you
want to live with, whether you want to go out at night, what kind
of club you want to go to, where you play golf and I guess where
you send your kid to school. That is pro-choice.

I see a lot of serious difficulties in this whole question of the
voucher system, basically that is what I call it. I would appreciate
it if you could give me your written thoughts.

I think your thoughts are good and maybe that we would be able
tobecause if we knew the answer, we wouldn't be asking you the
questions, that is for sure. So it is not that we are here saying your
answers are faulty. We have no answers either.

So if you could think through this and give us some information,
I think that that would be helpful to us as we grapple with this
question which is certainly going to come up before us more and
more in the future.

I don't have any questions unless anyone wants to comment.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES.' Mr. Chairman, I heard you at the beginning when

you said that we are running behind schedule. In addition to that, I
was hopeful that we would be able to make up for some of that
lateness by shortening our lunch, which I still have hope we can do
it.
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Second, there is a limit as to what that portion of the human
anatomy which you sit on can endure. We have been here better
than three and a half hours now, and I am going to just comment
by saying that we have benefited from what has been excellent tes-
timony from all the panelists.

The one question that I might have, and I will certainly go
through the prepared testimony, because it is enlightening in many
respectsI would like to just say as I look at this report on rese-
gregation of public schools in the third generation, some of you all
made contributions to the preparation of this report.

You, Dr. Orfie ld, I am tired of hearing this about Illinois leading
the pack in this whole area. I find myself in a somewhat defense-
less position. Yet, when I see a situation where in the suburban
schools, public schools surrounding Chicago, where the State of Illi-
nois spends almost $800 a year per student on a kid who goes to
school in the suburbs than they do on a kid who goes to school in
Chicago, where I see a situation where at the University of Illinois,
which has an enrollment I think of almost 30,000 students, less
than 2 percent of that number I think are African American stu-
dents, and I see a growing number of Asians. They are being af-
forded an opportunity to get an education which African Ameri-
cans can't get, and you weigh that against the increasing cost of
tuition, with a lessening of Federal help to those students who need
help. I wonder if we have a way to solve this crisis based on the
current approach because there are kids who want to go to school,
yet we have a drop-out ratio in black areas of the city of Chicago
that are hovering around 50 percent.

When we here in this Congress have trouble funding a measure
to combat dropouts to the tune of some $50 million, which is pocket
change by the way we spend money. It is not one of our top prior-
ities. I think we have got to begin to make this one of our top prior-
ities and I certainly think you people in the education field, if we
are going to be faced with it in the next 10 years, people have no
longer a desire to even become teachers.

The decline in the number of black students who want to study
to go into the teaching profession is declining. There are reasons. I
don't want to get into them, but I am trying to lay out what I see
as some of the problems that we face which leads to the conclusion,
I guess, in part to the resegregation of the public schools, not just
in the South, where I marched along with others to open up those
schools and create opportunities, but when we sit here and contin-
ue to see the Justice Department refusing to do anything about
changing the course that we are traveling except to come up with a
so-called solution of maybe Choice, I know in front that many of
the kids in my area, in my district, they have no choice. They have
to go to the school they can walk to and hope they can get break-
fast when they get there, particularly at the elementary level, be-
cause that is where they eat the third and fourth week of the
month.

Do you want to respond?
Mr. ORFIELD. About half of the black and Hispanic students in

Chicago aren't finishing high school and there is very little help in
drop-out prevention programs from either the State or Federal
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Government so far and those students are doomed in terms of em-
ployment prospects as adults.

What we find is that five out of six young black men between 18
and 19 don't have jobs in Chicago. It is just a shocking situation
that the black enrollment at the University of Illinois, Chicago
campus, which is in the middle of the city, went down over 40 per-
cent in the first four years of the 1980s. Tuition is one of the most
expensive in the country.

Public tuition in the country has raised substantially faster than
family income. Racial income gaps have grown during this decade
and Federal f nancial aid covers a smaller and smaller percentage
of that.

We show, in research we will be releasing soon, that even for
those students who graduate from high school in our big cities, less
than one out of 10 is finishing college in the 1980s.

We have a terrible situation and it relates both to civil rights en-
forcement, because the University of Illinois and other campuses
are adopting increasingly demanding requirements to get in and
are eliminating remedial programs, and it relates to financial aid,
which is something that if we are going to get low-income students
to go to college, we have to fund them more adequately, especially
in the first two years of college. They can't afford huge loans.

The committee and the Congress have failed to fund those schol-
arships at a level that makes it possible for low-income students to
pay these rapidly increasing tuition loans. I think it is one of the
hardest issues we have to face.

Ms. SIMON- MCWILLIAMS. With that type of information and that
that you have afforded, my question is, from what will these chil-
dren choose? If they are dropping out of school, if we do not have
the support for them to travel to these various schools, if they are
not able to go to college, what is out there for our children to
choose and what will be left when they do close, if you will, those
second-rate schools, as someone is calling them?

Chairman OwENs. Thank you very much.
I would like to note that the panel has been quite informative

and inspiring. We do appreciate your being here and would like to
submit some additional questions to you in writing. We will hold
the record open for that.

Mr. Smith, who had to go, Mr. Smith, the Member of Congress
on the minority side, specifically has questions that he would like
to submit to some of you.

I would like to leave you with one question that I didn't get a
chance to explore. Should Congress take steps to prohibit Federal
education aid to States which discriminate in their distribution of
education assistance funds within their State?

Formulas which have a result of being discriminatory have been
promulgated for a long time by .numerous states, including the
State of New York. When you advance a formula which insists that
you must allocate State assistance funds on the basis of attendance
instead of enrollment, that is a discriminatory formula which is
used quite a bit in a number of places.

We wonder if Congress shouldn't take some action to press States
to be fairer in their own distribution of State aid funds to educa-
tion. Inner-city communities where there are large numbers of mi-
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norities are inevitably the victims of these kinds of discriminatory
formulas.

Thank you again very much.
We will recess at this point until 2 o'clock. It is going to be a

shorter recess than we planned, but we will resume testimony at 2
o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 2:00 p.m., this same day.]

Chairman OWENS. The committee will please come to order. For
the afternoon hearing session, we are going to combine pc.nels 1
and 2 for the afternoon.

We also have a substitute person testifying. Ms. Pamela Monroe
Young will join us, replacing Althea Simmons, who could not be
here. She is a Legislative Counsel with the NAACP, Washington
Bureau.

David Chavkin is the Senior Program Analyst for National
Center for Clinical Infant Programs. Ellen Vargyas, is representing
the National Women's Law Center.

Norman Cantu, Esquire, is Director of Elementary and Second-
ary Programs of Mexican American Legal Defense and Education
Fund. And Susan Liss, from the Citizens' Commission for Civil
Rights; accompanied by, Elliot Mincberg, Esquire, People ior the
American Way; and James Lyons, for the National Association for
Bilingual Education.

We will begin with Mr. Chavkin.

STATEMENT OF DAVID CHAVKIN, SENIOR PROGRAM ANALYST,
NATIONAL CENTER FOR CLINICAL INFANT PROGRAMS;
PAMELA MONROE YOUNG, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, NAACP,
WASHINGTON BUREAU; ELLEN J. VARGYAS, ESQUIRE, NATION-
AL WOMEN's LAW CENTER; NORMAN CANTU, DIRECTOR OF EL-
EMENTARY AND SECONDARY PROGRAMS, MEXICAN AMERICAN
LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND; SUSAN LISS, CITI-
ZENS COMMISSION FOR CIVIL RIGHTS; ACCOMPANIED BY:
ELLIOT MINCBERG, LEGAL DIRECTOR, PEOPLE FOR THE
AMERICAN WAY AND JAMES J. LYONS, NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Mr. CHAVKIN. Good afternoon.
As I was listening to Mr. Smith's and Mr. Turner's testimony

this morning, I began to get a feeling that OCR and the Depart-
ment of Justice have done a pretty horrible j-b with regard to Title
VI and Title IX.

It is because they have been putting all their efforts into enforc-
ing Section 504 to protect the rights of persons with disabilities.

Then I remembered I was going to be testifying about what a ter-
rible job they had done. I began to wonder what it was they had
been doing.

The major difference, I think, between the civil rights issues af-
fecting women and minorities and the record of OCR and the De-
partment of Justice and the record affecting persons with disabil-
ities has been that whereas the department has frequently gone
out of its way to show active hostility to minorities and women by
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interveaing in litigation and by other activities, the record with
regard with disabilities is very different.

There is almost a complete pattern of neglect, not benign neglect,
but just complete neglect. What I want to do is focus on a few ex-
amples of that.

I am going to be deviating largely from my testimony, which I
know will be included in the record. I will focus in part by respond-
ing to some of the concerns that came up this morning.

Two points especially come to mind. The first was the point Mr.
Turner made about the extent to which the Justice Department
has been an avant-garde of the civil rights movement.

Mr. Hayes is already chuckling. Obviously, you took Mr. Turner
to task and set him straight with regard to Title VI.

However the record with regard to Section 504 and the education
for the handicapped act may be even worse. During the 1980s there
were six or seven major cases that went to the United States Su-
preme Court on the rights of persons with disabilities in programs
that are either administered through or funded by the Department
of Education.

In one of those cases, the Rowley case, the Administration joined
the side of the parents. That may have been the "kiss of death"
because they lost as a result.

In three of the remaining cases they didn't even get involved at
all. I want to talk about some of the specifics of that.

The other two, which the department lost, joined the side of the
school system. So the litigation record is hardly one to be proud of.

Mr. Turner talked about the recent First Circuit case. Let's hope
that case is a turnaround, that it is the start of a new effort to
properly address the rights of persons with disabilities.

The other major point came up with regard to the case statistics
and the extent to which the handicapped discrimination complaints
have dominated the work of the Office for Civil Rights.

Going back to some of those statistics, if you look at them a little
closer, the record is not quite as significant as it might appear at
firs' First of all, those complaints that were withdrawn, this whole
issue that the staff and a number of members raised this morning,
33 percent of the handicapped discrimination complaints were
withdrawn prior to action by the Office for Civil Rights.

If you look at the additional cases in which there were closures
with no violations, which were 49 percent of the letter of finding
closures, the total closures in which no violation or no positive
action occurred, 67 percent.

Mrs. Lowey raised the question of, you know, what does that tell
you. Mr. Smith's response was, "We can't find a violation if there
is no violation."

The other way of looking at that is it may be that the office is
simply not looking hard enough. Part of that raises this while prob-
lem with regard to policy development that I want to get into in a
moment.

The other thing about case statistics is they don't tell you much
about the qualitative actions of the Office for Civil Rights. It is one
thing to find a violation where to get corrective, there is no lift on
a bus or where a ramp needs to be put into a school to allow a
person with mobility impairment to get into the building.
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What that doesn't tell you is what happens when the person gets
into a classroom. That is where the Office for Civil Rights really
has been most grossly lacking.

Part of that fact is due to the absence of policy development, the
staff report on page 4, item 13, talked about the consensus among
OCR regional staff and that few useful subs` antive policy directives
have been issued since 1981. One of the specific recommendations
in number 8 was that policy directives should be developed and dis-
tributed on a wide basis.

Obviously if you want people to obey the law, you must tell them
what the law is. One of the critical problems is that nothing has
happened in terms of policy formation since the re-promulgation of
the old HEW Section 504 regulations when the Department of Edu-
cation was created in 1980. There has been nothing significant on
the regulatory horizon in terms of formal regulation or in terms of
interpretative rules.

Perhaps the most gross example of that is described in my testi-
mony with regard to the question of availability of related services.
This is in the written testimony on page 8.

One of the ongoing problems under the Education for the Handi-
capped Act is the extent to which children with disabilities are en-
titled not only to specialized instruction, but also to such related
services as social work services, counseling, physical therapy, occu-
pational therapy, and those kinds of things. Some of those related
services, if they are not provided, actually prevented the child from
attending school.

It would be as clear as closing the door to that child. On January
19, 1981, the last full day of the Carter Administration, a notice of
interpretation was published in the Federal Register with regard to
the coverage of clean intermittent catheterization. This procedure
is commonly done by family members, but can now be done by indi-
viduals other than medical personnel.

It is essential for a child who is unable to empty hi: or her blad-
der completely. It allows that child to attend class until they are
able to catheterize themselves.

The notice of interpretation that was issued said this is a re-
quired related service under Section 504 and the Education for the
Handicapped Act because it is necessary to allow children with
that kind of disability, in this case it was a neurogenic bladder, to
attend schobl.

February 17, 1981 the Reagan Administration postponed the ef-
fective date of the policy statement until March 30, 1981, a little
over a month.

March 27, 1981, the effective date was postponed again, this time
until May 10, 1981. On May 8, 1981, the effective date was post-
poned again, this time until further notice. We are all still waiting
for the further notice.

What happened instead was a child, who was being excluded
from school because of the unavailability of that service, went to
court. The case ultimately got up to the United States Supreme
Court. That is the case of Irving Independent School District v.
Petro, described on page 9 in the written testimony.

The Supreme Court said that was a required-related service be-
cause it was necessary to allow the child to attend school. Curious-
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ly, the Administration, which is again, supposed to be the avant-
garde of civil rights enforcement under their own description,
didn't participate in the case.

The Solicitor General was absent from any involvement of the
case at the Supreme Court level.

One of the things that happened later is the whole problem, and
it is really a policy matter that is going to come within the jurisdic-
tion of this committee, and that is the extent to which Section 504
still applies in cases that arise also under the Education for the
Handicapped Act. This problem is described in the testimony on
page 5, it is the critical difference between Section 504 and Title IX
and Title VI with regard to the rights of children.

Most of those -ights are defined by the EHA. What happened in
1984 was the Si Treme Court decided the case of Smith v. Robinson
which, the court said that where the child was proceeding under
the Education for the Handicapped Act, you couldn't bring the
action in Section 504.

It arose really on the issue of attorney's fees because at that
point attorney's fees were only available under Section 504, not
under the Education for the Handicapped Act. The Supreme Court
said Section 504 adds nothing to the substantive rights of a handi-
capped child and we therefore cannot believe that Congress intend-
ed to have a careful balance structure in the EHA upset by reli-
ance on Section 504 for otherwise unavailable damages or for an
award of attorney's fees.

In a large part, as a result of the actions of this committee and a
comparable committee in the Senate, the Handicapped Children's
Protection Act was passed in 1986. That established the right to at-
torney's fees.

What it didn't do was grapple with the whole question of the
extent to which Section 504 is a valid right of action, a valid basis
on which to allege complaints under the EHA. Therefore, a large
number of issues in which Section 504 really is critical is where the
EHA rights simply don't go far enough. Let me give you one exam-
ple of that.

All of us know that minority children are disproportionately
placed in special education programs. They are either labeled as
educable mentally retarded or as emotionally disturbed.

All of us know that. We got it from anecdotal ey nerience.
In 1979 there was survey data developed by the Department of

Education that reinforced that. What we don't know is why that is
happening, nor has the department thought about what to do withthat.

Well, that obviously raises Section 504 issues because the local
education agency has been identified as regarding those children as
handicapped. They are, therefore, protected under Section 504.

Even though they are not handicapped i.. many cases, they are
being regarded as handicapped, the third prong of Section 504 defi-
nition testimony. They are not being educated in the least restric-
tive environment.

They are being educated in a restrictive environment, to their
advantage. That is a Section 504 issue in which the Education for
the Handicapped Act is not much use.
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Other examples are described in testimony. But it is really criti-
cal that this committee and furthermore the Office for Civil Rights
itself, begin to grapple with that issue. Even with those uncertain-
ties under the EHA, it is important to recognize that the non-EHA
issues in education also haven't been addressed.

Some of those are highlighted towards the end of my written tes-
timony, but they involve such problems as the discrimination of vo-
cational rehabilitation programs against children with severe dis-
abilities despite some of the statutory protections that this commit-
tee put in place. It involves discrimination of vocational education
programs against children and adults with disabilities and the fail-
ure to provide reasonable accommodations to ensure that those per-
sons are main-streamed and realize their potential.

So there is a wide, wide disparity between the impression that
was left with the committee this morning and the reality of what
has happened both in terms of policy development, which as the
staff noted and as the committee pointed out, is really the under-
pinning for both technical assistance and voluntary enforcement,
and on the other side in terms of meaningful enforcement of civil
rights for persons with disabilities.

Why don't I stop there and letEllen proceed.
Chairman OWENS. I am sorry. I neglected to point out the fact

that we have your written testimony, and the entire written testi-
mony will l.r entered into the record.

Ellen Vargyas, National Women's Law Center.
Ms. VARGYAS. Thank you very much. I am very pleased to be

here today in a dual capacity as an-attorney with the National
Women's Law Center and also as the Chair of the Coalition for
Women and Girls in Education.

While both the coalition and the law center are deeply concerned
with the full range of civil rights enforcement, our particular focus
is the enforcemer+ of Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972, the statute which prohibits sex discrimination in education
programs and activities which receive Federal financial assistance.

My testimony will therefore concentrate on issues regarding
Title IX although many of the concerns I will voice apply equally
to the enforcement of the other civil rights statutes within OCR's
jurisdiction.

In addition, because I understand that many procedural prob-
lems in OCR enforcement, for example, compliance with time
frames, avoidance of the Letter of Finding process, et cetera, are
being addressed by other witnesses, I will focus my remarks on the
substantive aspects of Title IX enforcement.

It is both timely and important for this committee to exercise its
oversight jurisdiction regarding the Office for Civil Rights in the
Department of Education. We start with the proposition where se-
rious concerns are raised by the failure of the Administration to
nominate a Secretary for Civil Rights.

When viewed in combination with the sigr.ificant decline since
1980 of OCR's budget in real terms and the well-documented and
pervasive failures of OCR during that time in handling complaints
and conducting compliance reviews, see, for example, this commit-
tee's excellent 1989 majority staff "Report on the Investigation of
the Civil Rights Enforcement Activities of the Office for Civil
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Rights, U.S. Department of Education," the unmistakable message
emerges that civil rights in education has become, at best, a low
priority.

We urge this committee to announce, loud and clear, that this
message is unacceptable.

Bey )re addressing the particular concerns we have regarding
OCR, which when I do, I am going to focus more on the substantive
issues of enforcement rather than procedural questions that were
raised this morning. Important as they may be, I think they have
been aired and would like to get into the substance.

First, I would like to take a moment to review the many equity
problems which confront girls and women in education. Let me be
crystal clear in this regard: ongoing gender-discrimination in edu-
cation has a devastating and broad-based impact.

Indeed, it not only detrimentally affects the girls and women
disproportionately racial and ethnic minority group memberswho
are denied access to the education, training and jobs they need to
properly provide for themselves and their families.

Based on the well-documented projection that many of the new
jobs which will emerge over the next decade and beyond will go un-
filled for want of people with the necessary skills to fill themall
too many of them womenit will also have exceedingly damaging
consequences on our economy.

Recognizing the importance of the problem and taking the neces-
sary steps to achieve gender-equity in education must be a national
priority. Examples of the many serious and ongoing problems of
gender-equity in education: Girls and women at every educational
Level are substantially under-represented in math, science, comput-
er, and other technical courses and programs.

Major problems of sex-segregation in vocational education pro-
grams persist at both the secondary and postsecondary levels with
girls and women heavily concentrated in traditionally female, non-
technical and low-wage areas.

Sexual harassment is a problem of major proportion at both the
secondary and postsecondary level with women as victims both in
their capacity as students and employees of educational programs
and institutions.

Gender discrimination in education-related employment, in addi-
tion to sexual harassment, remains a serious problem with women
concentrated in lower level jobs and receiving lower salaries than
their male peers regardless of their job level.

Discrimination against females in education-related sports activi-
ties is endemic. Girls and women have substantially fewer opportu-
nities to participate and receive significantly less support than
their male peers in virtually every aspect of secondary and postsec-
ondary school athletics, including scholarship assistance.

In addition, women suffer from widespread employment discrimi-
nation in education-related athletic programs.

One of the most serious areas of fall out is in sports-related schol-
arsh ips.

Wt. have serious problems in health care, with discriminatory
policies and health programs in many post secondary institutions
which fail to cover pregnancy and gynecological care as other serv-
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ices. There are serious deficits in the educational opportunities pro-
vided to pregnant and parenting teens.

Indeed, while it is clear that pregnancy and parenting play a
major role contributing to female dropout rates, only the most
minimal attention has been paid to those very vulnerable women
in dropout prevention programs.

Many of the standardized tests used so widely in our education
system reflect a serious gender-bias. For example, females score, on
average, 60 points lower than males on the SAT in spite of the fact
that the SAT is justified as a predicator of first-year college grades
and women consistently receive higher grades than their male
peers.

As a result of this score differential, women lose out in many of
the benefits pegged to SAT scores ranging from college admissions
to competitive scholarships. Women receive only one-third of the
prestigious National Merit Scholarships which access to gifted and
talented programs for junior high school-age students.

Similarly, serious problems of gender-bias pervade the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery which is used by high schools
across the country in connection with their vocational education
programs.

The wide gender-diverging scores on this testwhich apparently
has not been validated for uses in connection with the civilian job
marketsubstantially contribute to the channeling of girls and
women into traditionally female, non-technical and low-wage jobs.

Finally, the widespread lack of availability of child care effective-
ly deprives many women access to education at both the secondary
and postsecondary levelthe education they so desperately need to
enable them to provide for their families.

Clearly, profound problems of sex-equity run throughout our edu-
cational system. The key question for this committee is: What is
OCR doing regarding all of these critically important issues?

The unfortunate response is very little. This is the direct result,
hi my view, of a combination of a failure of leadership and a lack
of resources.

The bottom line is that OCR too often fails to use its powers even
in the fact of clear violations of Title IX. It has not taken meaning-
ful initiatives to either understand or resolve virtually any of the
critical sex equity in education issues facing us today.

In that sense, I would echo Dave Chavkin's testimony regarding
with problems dealing with Section 504 enforcement.

A prime example of the first problem of simply failing to enforce
the law is found in the area of sex equity in athletics. Probably the
best resource for this is a guide to Title IX which the National Col-
legiate Athletic Association put out. The guide contains internal
OCR memoranda and guidelines in great detail to give its member
institutions clear guidance on how to avoid creating sex equitable
athletic programs and still maintain conformity with OCR rules.

Another example is found in OCR's response to the problem of
discriminatory health plans and services offered by colleges and
universities.

Approximately 1800 complaints have been filed with OCR deal-
ing with health plans which do not cover pregnancy and/or gyneco-
logical services the same as other illnesses and disabilities.
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This is a clear violation of the regulations. It is not a subtle, diffi-
cult question.

After sitting on the issue for about five years, a review of the
sample of these 1800 complaints, or the disposition of them, shows
OCR failed to take decisive action to guarantee compliance. Instead
of clearly informing colleges and universities they are in violation
of cavil rights law and what they have to do co come into compli-
ance, they have relied on institutional assurances of compliance
without any followup or monitoring to close these cases.

Based on these and other anecdotal experiences with OCR and as
an attorney who actively practices in this area, I have no choice
but to routinely counsel discrimination victims. In my view such
victims will be far better served taking their claims to court with
all the burdens and costs, or pursuing state remedies where they
exist. To say this is unfortunate begs the question.

Equally troubling is OCR's failure to have mounted any mean-
ingful initiatives in the area I have identified as well as others.
Where is OCR, for example, in the important effort to enhance
female participation in math, science and computer programs?
What is it doing about getting women and girls into nontraditional
areas of education? Why hasn't OCR done anything notable in the
effort to eliminate sexual harassment in our nation's schools?

Why is it almost invisible in the effort to put pressure on junior
and senior high schools to accommodate the special needs of preg-
nant and parenting students? Why have they left alone the dropout
programs? Why has OCR done almost nothing to address the prob-
lems faced by victims of multiple discrimination?

Cutting across all of these issues is OCR's failure to have pro-
duced or sponsored the research and analysis necessary to under-
stand the nature and extent of the problems, or to produce effec-
tive strategies. There is a record of OCR's turning down direct
offers of help outside organizations to help put together policies to
develop materials to take on some of these issues.

A current example is the problem of widespread noncompliance
with Title IX regulations regarding the treatment of pregnant and
parenting teens. Even where OCR has addressed in some fashion
some of these issues, they have an uncanny knackt for missing the
point. An example of this is found in the testing area. The Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery has not been validated for
use with civilian employment. There are sex bias problems in the
outcome of those tests.

Some schools, in trying to deal with this problem tried to score
the test to develop separate test norms so they can see where girls
rank among their peers in these nontraditional areas. It is a con-
troversial practice, but it is a way to try to deal with the problem
of the underlying instrument. OCR, in a series of compliance re-
views dealing with this test, has totally ignored the problems pre-
sented by the use of this testwhich is a very flawed testand has
informed these schools that separate sex norming is a violation of
Title IX.

Not only has it missed the underlying problem, it ignored Title
IX regulations which specifically allow recipients to undertake ef-
forts to help the gender which has been historically excluded from,
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or unrepresented in certain activitiesin this case, nontraditional
vocational education.

This narrow approach has had a troubling fallout. You see school
administrators shying away from any kind of separate sex program
even where, in these cases, it is specifically permitted under the
Title IX regulations. A troubling example is an excellent program
sponsored by the Girls Clubs, which is designed to help get girls,
many of them minority girls, involved in math, science, and techni-
cal kinds of programs.

It is a single sex program. Clearly girls have been unrepresented
in these areas. School administrators are giving the Girls Club a
great deal of problems in running these programs through the
schools, even though I think any fair reading of the title and the
regulations show these are permissible undertakings.

In remedying these problems, clearly we have to get a confirmed
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights who understands these issues
and is committed to developing the policy, research, and backup to
take on some of these terribly important issues.

At the same time, Title IX has to be guaranteed the resources to
do the job. Meanwhile, until that eventually occurs, we very sin-
cerely commend this committee for keeping the heat on so that at
the very least, there is a full and public record of the problems we
encounter.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ellen Vargyas follows:]

9 71:t
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STATEMENT OF ELLEN J. VARGYAS
ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL COALITION
FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS IN EDUCATION

AND THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER

My name is Ellen J. Vargyas and I am very pleased to be here

today in my dual capacity as Chair of the National Coalition for

Women and Girls in Education and an attorney with the National

Women's Law Center. The National Coalition for Women and Girls

in Education represents over 60 diverse women's, education, and

civil rights organizations committed to expanding equity for

women and girls in all aspects of education. The National

Women's Law Center, a private, non-profit legal organization

devoted to developing and protecting women's legal rights,

similarly has as one of its key priorities the elimination of

gender-based discrimination in education.

While both the Coalition and the Law Center are deeply

concerned with the full range of civil rights enforcement, our

particular focus is the enforcement of Title IX of the Education

AMendments of 1972,'the-statute-which-prohibits-sex-

discrimination in education programs and activities which receive

federal financial assistance. My testimony will therefore

concentrate on issues regarding Title IX although many of the

concerns I will voice apply equally to the enforcement of the

other civil rights statutes within OCR's jurisdiction. In

addition, because I understand that the many procedural problems

in OCR enforcement, i.e., compliance with timeframes, avoidance

of the Letter of Finding process, etc., are being addressed by
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other witnesses, I will focus my remarks on the substantive

aspects of Title IX enforcement.

It is both timely and important for this Committee to

exercise its oversight jurisdiction regarding the Office for

Civil Rights in the Department of Education. Extremely serious

concerns are raised by the failure of this Administration to have

even nominated an Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, nearly a

year into its term. When viewed in combination with the

significant decline since 1980 of OCR's budget in real terms and

the well-documented and pervasive failures of OCR during that

time in handling complaints and conducting compliance reviews,

see. e.g., this Committee's excellent 1989 majority staff Peng=

on the Investigation of the Civil Rights Enforcement Activities

of the Office For Civil Rights . U.S. nemartment of Education.

the unmistakable message emerges that civil rights in education

has become, at best, a low priority. We urge this Committee to

announce, loud and clear, that this message is unacceptable.

Before addressing the particular concerns we have regarding

OCR, I would like to take a moment to review the many equity

problems which confront girls and women in education. Let me be

crystal clear in this regard: on-going gender-discrimination in

education has a devastating and broad-based impact. Indeed, it

not only detrimentally affects the girls and women --

disproportionately racial and ethnic minority group members --

who are denied access to the education, training, and jobs they

need to properly provide for themselves and their families.
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Based on the well-documented projection that many of the new jobs

which will emerge over the next decade and beyond will go

unfilled for want of people with the necessary skills to fill

them -- all too many of them women -- it will also have

exceedingly damaging consequences for our economy. Recognizing

the importance of the problem and taking the necessary steps to

achieve gender-equity in education must be a national priority.

Examples of the many serious and ongoing problems of gender-

equity in education include:

Girls and women at every educational level are

substantially underrepresented in math, science, computer, and

other technical courses and programs.

Major problems of sex-segregation in vocational education

programs persist at both the secondary and post-secondary levels

with girls and women heavily concentrated in traditionally

female, non-technical and low-wage areas.

Sexual harassment is a problem of major proportion at both

the secondary and post-secondary level with women as victims both

in their capacity as students and employees of educational

programs and institutions.

Gender discrimination in education-related employment, in

addition to sexual harassment, remains a serious problem with

women concentrated 31 lower level jobs and receiving lower

salaries than their male peers regardless of their job level.

Discrimination against females in education - related sports

activities is endemic. Girls and women have substantially fewer

3
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opportunities to participate and receive significantly less

support than their male peers in virtually every aspect of

secondary and post-secondary school athletics, including

scholarship assistance. In addition, women suffer from

widespread employment discrimination in education-related

athletic programs.

In the area of health care, and despite explicit

regulations to the contrary, many post-secondary institutions

have failed to provide health coverage for pregnancy and

gynecological services on the same basis as other illnesses and

disabilities.

There are serious deficits in the educational

opportunities provided to pregnant and parenting teens which have

devastating consequences for this particularly at-risk

population. Indeed, while it is clear that pregnancy and

parenting play a major role in contributing to female drop-out

rates, only the most minimal attention has been paid to these

young women in drop-out prevention programs.

Many of the standardized tests used so widely in our

education system reflect a serious gender-bias. For example,

females score, on average, 60 points lower than males on the SAT

in spite of the fact that the SAT is justified as a predictor of

first-year college grades and women consistently receive higher

grades than their male peers. As a result of this score

differential women lose out in many of the benefits pegged to SAT

scores ranging from college admissions to competitive

4
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scholarships (women receive only one-third of the prestigious

National Merit Scholarships) to access to gifted and talented

programs for junior high school-age students. Similarly, serious

problems of gender-bias pervade the Armed Services Vocational

Aptitude Battery which is used by high schools across the country

in connection with their vocational education programs. The

widely gender-diverging scores an this test -- which apparently

has not been validated for uses in connection with the civilian

job market -- substantially contribute to the channelling of

girls and women into traditionally female, non-technical and low

wage jobs.

Research shows that the structure of lessons and the

dynamics of classroom interaction, to this day, all too often

create an environment alien, if not hostile, to girls. Indeed,

patterns of differential treatment sometimes are so deeply

ingrained that even teachers wh. strive to be fair and impartial

are not aware of them. The fall-out is seen in the problem areas

presented here as well as many others.

Finally, the widespread lack of availability of child care

effectively deprives many women of access to education at both

the secondary and post-secondat, level -- the education they so

desperately need to enable then to provide for their families.

Clearly, profound problems of sex-equity run throughout our

educational system. The key question for this Committee is:

what is OCR doing regarding all of these critically important

5
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issues? The unfortunate response is very little. This is the

direct result, in my view, of a combination of a failure of

leadership and a lack of resources. I would like to emphasize

that the problems stem from the top because, clearly, there are

many dedicated staff. But they cannot do it by themselves. The

bottom line is that OCR too often fails to use its powers even in

the face of clear violations of Title IX while it has not taken

meaningful initiatives to either understand or resolve virtually

any of the critical sex equity in education issues facing us

today.

A prime example of the first problem is found in the area of

sex-equity in athletics. Apparently totally unmindful of the

pervasive historic discrimination against girls and women in

sport -- as well as Title IX's specific guarantee of equity in

this area -- OCR has repeatedly given its imprimatur to practices

assured to maintain females' distinctly second class status in

athletics. For example, in response to complaints, OCR has

approved the practice -- common to many institutions -- of

spending only an insignificant portion of their promotion and

advertising budgets on women's sports. It has ruled that it is

perfectly acceptable for schools to schedule women's competitions

-- but not men's -- in unfavorable time periods. And it has

construed the regulations governing equity in athletic

scholarships to give post-secondary institutions the broadest

possible leeway in favoring male athletes and depriving iemale

athletes of equal access to a free or reduced cost education.

6
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Indeed, in its Guide to Title IX (1988), the National Collegiate

Athletic Association cites, at length, OCR decisions and internal

guidelines and memoranda which its member institutions can rely

on in stopping far short of establishing sex-equitable athletic

programs.

Another example is found in OCR's response to the problem of

discriminatory health plans and services offered by colleges and

universities across the country. Approximately 1800 complaints

have been filed with OCR regarding health plans which do not

treat pregnancy in the same fashion as other illnesses or

disabilities and /or which impose limits on the delivery of

gynecological services which do not apply to other health

services. Both practices are in clear violation of the Title IX

regulations. However, a review of a sample of these complaints

demonstrates that OCR has failed to take decisive action to

guaranteecomplia;nce with these important and straightforward

regulations. /nstead of clearly informing colleges and

universities that they are in violation of Title IX and putting

in place an appropriate program -- with meaningful monitoring --

to assure compliance, OCR has simply relied on institutional

assurances of compliance without any follow-up to close these

cases.

As an attorney actively practicing in the area of Title IX,

I have no choice but routinely to counsel discrimination victims

to be extremely wary of OCR in pursuing their claims. In my

view, such victims will often be better served by taking their

7
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claims to court, with all the attendant burdens and costs, or

pursuing state remedies where they exist. To say this is

unfortunate, begs the question.

Equally troubling is OCR's failure to have mounted any

meaningful initiatives in the areas I have identified above.

Where is OCR, for example, in the extremely important effort to

enhance female participation in math, science and computer

programs or vocational training for non-traditional jobs? Why

hasn't OCR published guidelines or regulations for eliminating

sexual harassment from our nation's schools? Why is OCR nearly

invisible in the effort to put pressure on junior and senior high

schools to both accommodate the special needs of their pregnant

and parenting .students and assure quality instructional programs

for them? Why has OCR not taken on the drop-out prevention

programs which largely ignore-this-extremely vulnerable

population? And why has OCR done virtually nothing to address

the very serious problems faced by victims of multiple

discrimination such as sex and race or a combination of sex, race

and disability? It is well-established that victims of double

and triple discrimination face uniquely devastating barriers in

the field of education but OCR, although it clearly has the

jurisdiction to act, has failed to demonstrate any meaningful

presence in this critically important area.

Cutting across all of these issues is OCR's failure to have

produced or sponsored the research and analysis necessary to

understand the nature and extent of the problems and formulate

B
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effective strategies to assure Title IX compliance. Indeed,

there is an extremely disturbing record of OCR ignoring

independent research regarding the extent of certain sex-equity

problems and actually turning down offers of materials and

assistance in addressing such problems. A current example

includes the issue of widespread non-compliance with Title IX

requirements regarding the treatment of pregnant and parenting

teens.

Even where OCR has addressed in some fashion these issues of

gender-equity in education, it has managed to largely miss the

point. A prime example is a 'series of recent Title IX compliance

reviews it has conducted which have addressed questions of

standardized testing. Some school districts have attempted to

deal with the serious gender-bias problems in the Armed Services

VeditiOnar APtitudo Bittifir died-US-6-6d above by using separate

scores -- or norms -- for the young men and women taking the

test. While this practice is controversial and does not solve

the underlying problem of a flawed test instrument, its

supporters believe that by giving young women -- and %ocational

education program administrators --a sense of where the young

women rank among their peers in non-traditional fields, it may

enhance their access into training programs for such fields.

Nonetheless, and without even considering the questions presented

by the use of the test in the first place, OCR has informed

several school districts that this "separate norming" violates

Title IX. In my view, what is needed is not a cramped
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interpretation of the statute -- which totally ignores the

explicit, and highly appropriate, recognition in the Title IX

regulations that school districts are free to undertake efforts

to enhance the participation of girls and women in programs where

they have historically had limited opportunities -- but an effort

to deal with the far more basic questions presented by the use of

the test at all.

This narrow approach has had a very troubling fall-out in

the reluctance of school principals and other administrators to

permit single sex programs which are explicitly designed to help

girls and women overcome the effects of conditions which have

resulted in their limited participation in non-traditional areas

and are therefore in full compliance with Title IX. A case in

point is the Girls clubs, Operation SMART program -- a program

for girls -- which is a national effort to interest and involve

girls in math, science and technology. Although there is no

question that girls have historically been -- and continue to be

-- extremely underrepresented in math, science and technology,

many schools have been reluctant to permit such programs based on

an erroneous reading-of Title IX which has, at least implicitly,

been supported by OCR.

In remedying the problems I have iientified, a key step must

be the appointment and confirmation of an Assistant Secretary for

Civil Rights who understands these problems and is committed to

addressing them. At the same time, OCR must be guaranteed

sufficient resources to do the job. An effective OCR must, at a
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minimum: undertake, or otht.rwise sponsor, and disseminate the

research neceLsary to evaluate the extent to which equity in

education is being achieved; develop analyses and models for

addressing the key issues which I have addressed; identify and

publicize approaches that work; provide technical assistance as

appropriate; develop a cooperative and productive relationship

with others working the field; use the compliance review process

to expand an understanding of sex-equity issues rather than

simply mirroring complaints which may have been filed; and let

civil rights violators understand in no uncertain terms that

their behavior will not be tolerated. At the same time it is

critical that ocR be held to a stringent standard of reporting on

its activities in a fashion that will enable the public to

understand what it is -- and is not -- doing. This is all the

more important since the reporting requirements which had been

imposed in connection with the HEAL and Adams litigation are not

currently in effect. Only then can there be truly meaningful

oversight.

Meanwhile, we commend this Committee for keeping the heat on

so that, at the very least, there is a full and public record of

the many problems presented.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Ms. Pamela Monroe Young.
Ms. YOUNG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and members

of the committee. I am, as the chairman identified, Pamela Monroe
Young, Legislative Counsel for the Washington Bureau of the
NAACP. I am appearing here today instead of the invited witness,
Althea Simmons, who unfortunately is sick, and cannot attend the
hearing today.

Mr. Chairman, we have asked our regional staff to supply us
with some information based on their activities in connection with
Title VI and the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Edu
cation. We are presently awaiting the response from the field. So
we ask for permission to submit at a later date evidence that we
will receive from the field.

Critical to the elimination of discrimination in this country is the
unequivocal commitment of government agencies to vigorously en-
force the antidiscrimination laws. The importance of vigorous en-
forcement cannot be overstressed, particularly in this period of
trampling of civil rights by the security and its Federal court prote-
ges.

One area of grave concern for the NAACP today is the enforce-
ment activities of the Office for Civil rights. We are tremendously
affected when we learn there are efforts to minimize that office's
impact through confused and even hostile policy directives, admin-
istrative mismanagement, and changes in leadership. Thus, we em-
brace fully the recommendations of the staff of the Education and
Labor Committee, which seek to restore and ensure the effective-
ness of that office.

Allow-me-to elaborate on a: 'few of our concerns, .particularly-as-
they pertain to Title VI. It has been suggested in the report on the
investigation of the civil rights enforcement activities for the Office
for Civil Rights, that the office should conduct more compliance re-
views regarding race and national origin issues. We strongly
concur with that recommendation.

After all, as pointed out in the report, the Office for Civil Rights
was established as a result of the passage of the Civil Rights Act,
which we consider to be the major piece of legislation designed to
address race discrimination.

Even more compelling in our conclusion that more compliance
reviews are in order is the fact that the Office for Civil Rights has
inadequately pursued these types of cases. The report tells us that
of the issues perceived by the field staff of the Office for Civil
Rights are off limits, most were issues involving race discrimina-
tion. Those off limit race issues involved a variety of important
areas that are described in the report.

Then we are told that it took egregious stories to justify enforce-
ment of the law in those areas. The failure of the OCR to gite ade-
quate attention to race based complaints is wholly incongistent
with the mandates of the law before that office and totally'. unac-
ceptable tA.. the NAACP. Thus,-we call for more compliance reviews
and complaint investigations which raise issues of impermissible
race discrimination. We urge the committee to join us in request-
ing more complaint investigations as we note that the report refers
to the compliance reviews.
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Moreover, it is our hope that the recommendation of the report
is not proffered to the Office for Civil Rights by that office as a
mere suggestion for change in approach. This issue is too impor-
tant to our association, such that we feel that race focused compli-
ance reviews and complaint investigations must be incorporated in
that processef the Office for Civil Rights.

The NAACP also agrees that the Office for Civil Rights should
establish time frames for case processing. In light of this history of
less than vigorous enforcement by the Office for Civil Rights, the
NAACP cannot fully support voluntary compliance with the
system of time frames. We recognize that a voluntary system is
much too vulnerable to the whims of the Administration.

Further, we can no longer solidly rely on orders of the court
such as the Adams ordersto impose time frames in light of the
arguments that the orders by the court intrude upon the function
of the Executive Branch and violate the separations of powers doc-
trine. Thus, we call for more than a volunteer system and concur
with the report that definite time frames should be reported in the
Federal Register.

Now, we recognize that selecting the proper time frames is a
delicate issue. On the one hand, we agree that time frames should
be amply flexible to allow thorough investigations of complex,
novel or multi-issue cases. They must not be so stringent as to en-
courage the compromise of a claim by the staff of the OCR.

Suggestions that there is a correlation between the compliance
with time frames and the number of caseebeing closed with no vio-
lation are extremely troubling. Equally troubling are those cases
where remedies have been determined to be proper following a
review, but compromised as a result of deadlines. These circum-
stances are clearly unacceptable. On the other hand, the NAACP
certainly would not want to see deadlines so flexible so as to
permit routine extensions of times simply because of a staff per-
son's failure to properly process the case.

We believe, however, that proper time frames can be found if the
time frames suggested by the OCR are published in the Federal
Register for comments. Then all of those affected will have the op-
portunity to share their experiences as we seek to identify the
ideal, or at the very least, most practical set of time frames.

The. NAACP also supports amending Title VII regulations to pro-
vide for several things that have been identified in the report. They
include time frames for record retention, full relief for victims of
discrimination, the posting of notices that nondiscrimination is the
law, the issuance of subpoenas where employers have not voluntar-
ily complied with document requests, and the use of a reasonable
standard' in determining whether there has been a violation.

The requirement of an intense standard to develop a violation,
determination of a violation is too stringent. Apparently for the
staff of the OCR, what makes this standard even more difficult is
that the actual proof required under this standard has not been
clearly identified in writing. This makes the process of establishing
a violation subject, to individual interpretation and decreases the
likelihood that a violation will be found.

The standard of reasonable cause, as used under Title VII,, in our
view, is the more proper standard to be used. Under that standard,
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the staff rould have to determine that there is reasonable cause to
believe that the complainant has suffered discrimination rather
than making an actual finding of discrimination based on intent.
Even courts have permitted complainants to establish discrimina-
tion without proof of discriminatory intent, where there has been
no statutory requirement of intent.

Moreover, to require the type of investigation to establish inten-
tional discrimination, as suggested by some OCR staff, means a
number of other cases of racial discrimination will be put on hold.

We desire full relief for victims, at least comparable to the type
of relief offered in Title VIII. Promises of compliance by employers
are totally inadequate.

The victim, of proven discrimination simply must be made whole.
We are also very concerned with the present procedure for issuing
letter's of findings which cite institutions for violations of the civil
rights law. The complaints of the staff regarding the inordinate
time taken by the headquarters to review and approve letters of
findings tells us that the system is not working. Anything that
breaks down the system is unacceptable.

We have learned that in some instances cases are closed instead
of being forwarded to the National headquarters for review and ap -.
proval. We have learned that for some in the field, there is the in-
ference that the National offices do not wish them to submit these
letters of findings of violations in light of criticisms regarding the
number of letters being submitted.

In our view, this represents a system that is working to the dis-
advantage of victims in this country. The NAACP is seriously trou-
bled by this practice. Our rights should not be bogged down by the
structure and the carelessness of an office.

In concluding, I would like to thank the committee for this op-
portunity to be heard. The NAACP urges the committee to, contin-
ue its outstanding review of the OCR so as to ensure that the laws
protecting our interests are enforced.

Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Your additional evidence may be submitted. We will hold the

record open for that. You referred to additional material?
Ms. YOUNG. Yes. Thank you very much.
Chairman OWENS. Without objection.
Norma Cantu, the Director of Elementary and Secondary Pro-

grams, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund.
Ms. CANTU. On behalf of the Mexican American Legal Defense

and education fund, a nonpartisan legal advocacy organization,
dedicated to protecting the civil rights of the Hispanics in the
United States, I want to thank you for the opportunity to address
the issue, the enforcement by the OCR of the civil rights laws of
this country. My presentation today will be brief, but I want to em-
phasize three parts:

First, I want to discuss the importance of having an agency that
does in fact enforce the civil rights laws in this country, particular-
ly for Hispanics who need that advocate, who need that Federal
agency overseeing their rights.

Second, I want to discuss some observations that MALDEF made
concerning the OCR's role in enforcing the laws.
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Finally, I will give recommendations for improving the enforce-
ment as it relates to Hispanics.

The history of the OCR has been that it treats Hispanics as an
invisible minority. When we heard minority, it means handicapped,
it means women, it means blacks, it doesn't necessarily mean Mexi-
can-Americans, Cubans or any other Hispanic group.

MALDEF joined the Adams suit on that point. We intervened
when our clients were told that their complaints would be closed
because they were under court orders to work on other minorities
and other type of cases. We had to step in to be sure the office
included Hispanics as a separate and independent ethnic group.

The eighth annual report by the Office for Civil Rights is silent
on Hispanics. It doesn't break them down as a separate group.
Indeed, it would be easy to conclude from reading that public docu-
ment that Hispanics did not exist and that is a sad fact because
Hispanics do have a problem in securing equal access to education
and it is a very serious problem.

Hispanics are characterized by rapid growth, so despite the treat-
ment as an invisible minority, will be a very large invisible minori-
ty. Our numbers are estimated at 20 million in the United States.
And the figures are growing.

In Brownsville, Texas, they are building an elementary school a
month. And where they once had one high school, they have five
high schools. This growth has occurred in a 10-year span.

We are characterized by poverty as well. Unlike the median
family income for whites, which has increased in the last 10 years,
the median income for Hispanic families has dropped by $1600 per
family. We see education as the avenue for improving our role in
the American society and so we look to agencies like the Office for
Civil Rights to open that opportunity.

It is very, very disconcerting to see the activities of the Office for
Civil Rights and see how absent Hispanics are. One major area
that distinguishes Hispanics from other minorities is our language
difficulties. We want to learn English. We are trying to learn Eng-
lish but there are many barriers tc that. It is a misnomer that all
school districts are trying to help Hispanics learn English. Very
few have programs for that.

The responsibility of the Office for Civil Rights under Title VI is
to overcome those obstacles and, yes, as we see from a partial re-
sponse to a FOIA request directed to the Office for Civil Rights, in
the last five months there has been 16 law reviews. Law reviews
are those special reviews directed at finding out how language mi-
nority students are being treated.

Sixteen law reviews in a whole country of 20 million Hispanics is
very sparse and it treats that group as though it doesn't exist. In
order to overcome language difficulties, we need to overcome racial
attitudes.

In Dortnio, it means a screw. It is a small town in west Texas.
The school superintendent sent a memorandum to all parents re-
questing that the parents apply corporal punishment when the
children spoke Spanish. They were literally trying to beat the
Spanish out of the school children.

It took community pressure and the state agency and Hispanic
organizations to cause that superintendent to change his mind that
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you educate children into learning English. The Office for Civil
Rights was not active in that situation. It happened a year ago, not
something that happened when we were in school, but it is still
happening today.

It is a civil rights issue, not merely a language issue and the
Office for Civil Rights should be active in situations such as that.

The insensitivity isn't limited to west Texas. It appears through-
out the country and sadly, the .Office for Civil Rights is not active
in. the language issue.

In terms of observations about the Office for Civil Rights when
MALDEF filed its first education discrimination cases 21 years ago
there was a lot of hostility among the courts. Education was not
popular with Federal judges and it required a number of appeals.

It is a basically difficult kind of work to do but it needed to be
done. The way you educate judges is you file more cases and the
strategy is one of accepting the fact that there will be some con-
frontations.

The Office for Civil Rights has avoided confrontations. Its prac-
tice has been to be as far away as possible from anything that is
unpopular or confrontative.

I am not an advocate for confrontation, but when it is dealing
with educators practicing the samc, kind of policies for more than a
hundred years sometimes litigation is the only recourse that they
will listen to. Sometimes as a matter of last resort, litigation is nec-
essary. It is not avoidable and it is only a litigation tool that some
educators will respect.

Like the Office for Civil Rights, MALDEF has relied on Title VI.
But the principle legal tool that we rely on to protect children who
are non-English speaking is the Equal Education Opportunity Act
of 1974. And that is a very important Federal law. It mandates
that both local and state governments shall remove barriers to the
education of limited English proficient students. MALDEF groups
have used this Federal law to cause large school districts and even
states to reform the manner that they educate non-English speak-
ing children.

We have seen very little activity by the Office for Civil Rights in
using this Federal law. It follows Title VI. It is important because
it requires an effects test. MALDEF handled a suit, Gonez v. Illi-
nois State Board of Education, 7th Circuit Division 1987. That deci-
sion plainly stated it is an effects test. meaning that the Office for
Civil Rights need not prove racial discrimination or any kind of in-
tentional discrimination, and yet, as we were reviewing correspond-
ence after the decision occurred, there are still staff at the Office
for Civil Rights who are requiring proof of intent. This makes it
very difficult for children to receive any kind of relief if the Office
for Civil Rights is requiring a more difficult standard than the 7th
Circuit, which many lawyers regard as a conservative circuit, a dif-
ficult circuit to win a civil rights victory from.

It is in the area of language that we hope minority children re-
ceive the greatest gain from enforcement of civil rights. In Illinois
alone with that Gonez case, we helped 40,000 children. I see oppor-
tunities for the Office for Civil Rights to help language groups of
minority kids with these kind of impact cases but they are absent
from the c arena and I think that is a major concern.
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In terms of recommendations, we recommend thatfirst of all,
we appreciate the tremendous influence that OCR has. It has the
capacity to really expand educational opportunities for Hispanics.
It has the clout to secure access to information that private groups
cannot get, that community organizations cannot get. It can use its
power to initiate investigations. It could use its power to compel
data collecting. It can use its power to take administrative enforce-
ment action.

In Texas, before OCR showed up, there was no data at all on His-
panics in higher education. We couldn't tell you how many went to
college, how many graduated or how many were in the work force.
In 1979, for the first time public colleges began to gather that kind
of data and OCR wrote up a letter of finding saying they found
severe underrepresentation of Hispanics in Texas. They never
mailed that letter. They entered into a settlement.

The investigations begin, these letters are drafted, and they are
never formalized. But at least the process began in one instance.
OCR started the ball rolling with its data collecting power.

The ball has stopped in Texas. OCR has allowed the plan to
lapse. There is no more data in Texas. We have.no idea how many
Hispanics drop out of public colleges in Texas because no longer is
the state required to keep collecting that data.

We have no way of forcing public universities because OCR has
let the ball stop, and that I think is something in terms of a recom-
mendation. We recommend that OCR use that power more fre-
quently than it is doing at the present time.

We recommend OCR engage in some community outreach efforts
to involve the Hispanic community in prioritizing where it does its
OCR compliance reviews and where it provides technical assistance
services. The Hispanic community should be made aware of the
power that the OCR has to collect and use data to target investiga-
tions to conduct compliance reviews.

MALDEF recommends that OCR scrutinize state policies and
practices as they affect the educational opportunities of minority
children. OCR does not have to wait for a Hispanic group to file a
complaint.

Individuals are unwilling to file complaints because they fear re-
taliation. Public information in terms of what the new education
reform movement has done and how it has affected minorities
OCR could scrutinize those particularly where standardized tests
are being used to keep minorities in low abilisy tracking to keep
them from graduating. OCR can take a more affirmative stance in
those areas. .

MALDEF recommends the internal review of the 'uniformity
with which OCR uses that Equal Education Opportunity Act. In-
sistent enforcement of Federal law has missed opportunities to ini-
tiate enforcement actions such as the Gomez case where we were
able to help 40,000 students. MALDEF recommends that the OCR
report to this committee the reason that disproportionately fewer
complaints in the category of multiple bases for discrimination are
being closed as compared to single bases.

If you will see the Fiscal Year 1988 report, if you only com-
plained about one type of discrimination you are better off with the
Office for Civil Bights. If you are a minority female, your file is
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held in limbo longer. There is no explanation for the report. Or if
you are a handicapped female or a handicapped minority, if you
are a doubly discriminated person, your file gets held up a lot
longer. I don't know why.

The figures in their report show single bases of discrimination
are processed. Multiple bases of discrimination are receiving lower
Priority and it is inexplicable.

MALDEF recognizes the Department of Education budgetary
constraints and while we believe that OCR must be funded ade-
quately, we are concerned that no amount of money will make
OCR effective if it fails to prioritize its activities in light of the
great educational needs of the Hispanic community.

Thank you.
Mr. MINCBERG. I am Elliot Mincberg, Legal Director of People for

the American Way. I am here with Jim Lyons and Susan Liss on
behalf of the Citizens' Commission for Civil Rights.

During 1988 and 1989, the Citizens' Commission undertook a
comprehensive investigation and review of Federal civil rights en-
forcement activities which culminated in the publication of one
nation indivisible, the Civil Rights Challenge for the 1990s.

In conjunction with that review, I was privileged to lead a task
force of four education and civil rights attorneys, including Mr.
Lyons, who reviewed in particular civil rights activities of the Fed-
eral Government in the area of elementary and secondary educa-
tion. That is an area where there is absolutely no question that the
problems of segregation and discrimination are still with us and in
some areas may be worse than they ever were.

For example, a 1988 study found that although there are some
areas where those problems have lessened, particularly in areas
where there have been metropolitan desegregation plans, there are
substantial areas of our country today, including many of our
major urban areas which more than 30 years after Brown v. Board
of Education, there is no sign that the Supreme Court ever ruled
against segregation. That is a decision that should be a priority for
the Federal Government, for OCR and for the Civil Rights Division.

Unfortunately, our review as well as the review undertaken by
this committee staff found that during the 1980s priority and ef-
forts weren't there. I will not go into detail on all of the findings
that we made, many of which have been echoed in the testimony
this morning, although I will ask that our written testimony and a
copy of the chapter of the report on the subject be made part of the
record.

I want to spend a few moments talking about three particular
subjects that should concern this committee, OCR, and the Civil
Rights Division as we enter the 1990s. They are compliance re-
views, the subject of second and third generation problems of segre-
gation, and briefly the subject of nominations to important posi-
tions in the area of civil rights. Mr. Lyons will speak briefly in the
area of language minority discrimination.

With. respect to compliance reviews, there is absolutely no ques-
tion that OCR must evoke significantly more efforts in that area.
You have heard that already today. We understand the problems
that OCR may have, but for an agency which many times during
the 1980s turned money back to the Treasury unexpended, there is
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no excuse for not spending more time and effort in the area of com-
pliance revicws, particularly for language minorities and other mi-
norities that are not as able as others to, on their own, come for-
ward with complaints.

OCR's ability and willingness to undertake compliance reviews is
critical, but OCR's ability to do so has been handicapped by a
number of problems, two of which I want to highlight briefly.

One is the area of the OCR semiannual survey of school districts
undertaken ever other year. In the mid-1980s, OCR undertook a
number of steps which significantly weakens that survey. It had
been intended originally that about every school district in the
country would be covered one way or another during the six-year
cycle of those surveys. But as a result of changes, even though
some corrective efforts were made in 1988, there will be literally
thousands of districts not covered at all during the 1982-1988 time
frame of that survey. It ought to be an important priority for OCR
as we approach 1990 to consider very carefully the extent to which
a comprehensive resurvey may be necessary to establish the data
base that is going to be required to effectively monitor, both for
compliance review purposes and other purposes, the extent of seg-
regation and discrimination in our nation's school districts.

The other point with respect to compliance reviews has tc do
with selection. In the late 1980s, we found, and the committee staff
found as well, that OCR undertook a policy of not reviewing for
compliance review purposes some of the districts that may have
needed comp14nce review the most, districts which had been sub-
ject to court order or OCR approved desegregation plans.

I notice Mr. Smith referred to a possible pilot project to review
one or two districts that had been court ordered desegregation
plans.

In our view, if it hasn't been already, the overall policy of not
subjecting those districts to compliance reviews ought to be rescind-
ed. Those districts need the compliance reviews at leastas much as
other districts do and OCR ought to be focusing on that as well.

Both points were well made in the staff December 1988 report,
and I was struck, as I read that report and reviewed drafts of our
report, how parallel the reports were. Both we and this staff found
many of the very same problems that you have already heard
about today that plague civil rights enforcement.

The second area is what we might call.second or third generation
problems of segregation in our nation's public schools, for example,
the problem of interdistrict segregation.

As the surveys have found, the most effective and stable desegre-
gated districts in our country are those where desegregation
doesn't stop at arbitrary school districts or city lines, but where
there is interdistrict desegregation, to address metropolitan wide
problems. And in that area it is very important not just that OCR,
which doesn't have the authority to institute suits, but also the
Civil Rights Division focus some attention on trying to solve those
problems.

During the 1980s there have been some interdistrict suits that
have been brought in Saint Louis, Kansas City, Milwaukee, and
Little Rock but the Federal Government sat on the sidelines, or in
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the case of Little Rock and to a certain extent in Saint Louis op-
posed some of the interdistrict relief that was sought.

The priority should be the other way. The Federal Government
authorities in the area of civil rights should be looking for ways to
promote, not retard, interdistrict desegregation.

In the area of the relationship between housing and segregation,
in the late 1970s the Civil Rights Division undertook a landmark
suit in Yonkeis to push that issue and to bring a suit for education
and housing relief based on a combination of segregation in both
areas, but since then very little has been done. And in the Little
Rock case, there was opposition by the Federal Government to an
interdistrict desegregation decree based upon housing violations.

We urged the Federal Government to look again very closely at
the often insidious relationship between segregation and education
and housing and to take action in that area as well.

In the area of in-school segregation, an area that is both OCR
and Civil Rights Division responsibility, our report found very little
attention being focused on that very serious problem. Even in
school districts, which on paper may be desegregated, in practice at
the school level the degree of segregation may be so severe as to
make desegregation in name only but not really in practice.

We urge both the Division and OCR to focus some real attention
on this problem and to _ake sure that the civil rights survey gives
them timely and efficient information in that area.

Another third generation type problem is the area of faculty de-
segregation. This is an area where a number of school districts
around the country have on their own or prompted by court order
taken some steps in the right direction. But, again, we have not
found the Federal Government pushing in the right direction.

In some instances, we have found them pushing in the wrong di-
rection, like one in Prince George's County where the NAACP and
the Prince George's County School Board entered into a consent
decree to provide faculty desegregation, and one of the few suits
that the Justice Department filed in the 1980s was a suit designed
to upset that and to retard progress.

From my discussions in school districts around the country, well
beyond Prince Georges County, a lot of school districts are worried
about voluntary desegregation efforts in faculty and elsewhere.
They are worried about what will happen in the Federal Govern-
ment, and we urge the Federal Government to move to the right
direction as we enter the 1990s.

That brings me to the area of nominations to the two key posi-
tions we have been referring to today. I don't have to tell this com-
mittee that there has not yet been a single nominee submitted for
the position of assistant secretary for civil rights at the Depart-
ment of Education. Since the rejection of Mr. Lucas there has not
been a nominee submitted for the position of head of the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice. That means as we
enter the decade of the 1990s, the two most important civil rights
positions with respect to education and perhaps with respect to
civil rights in general in the Federal Government will not have
people appointed to them by the President and confirmed by the
Senate, and that is a situation that we urge this committee to con-
tinue to send a message must be rectified. There simply must not
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be nominees submitted, but nominees that are experienced and
committed to restoring the vigorous bipartisan tradition of civil
rights enforcement that we have seen in the past and which we
hope to see as America approaches the 21st Century.

With that, I will turn the mike over to Mr. Lyons briefly.
[The prepared statement of Eliot Mincberg follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ELLIOT M. MINCBERG, LEGAL DIRECTOR OF PEOPLE FOR THE
AMERICAN WAY. ON BEHALF OF CITIZENS, COMMISSION FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

My name is Elliot M. Mincberg, Legal Director oZ People for
the American Way in Washington, D.C. In 1988-89, on behalf of the
Citizens' Commission for Civil Rights, I led a task force of four
education and civil rights lawyers who conducted comprehensive
research and analysis for the Commission concerning federal civil
rights enforcement with respect to elementary and secondary
education since 1981. On behalf of the Commission, I am pl'ased
to accept the invitation of the Committee to testify concerning
the enforcement activities of the Office of Civil Rights of the
Department of Education (OCR) and related subjects.

The Commission's work concerning civil rights enforcement in
elementary and secondary education focused-on the two agencies
with primary responsibility in this area: OCR and the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice. The results of our
investigation were published as Chapter VII of the Commission's
1989 report, One Nation. Indivisible: The Civil Rights Challenge
for the 1990s. A copy of Chapter VII is appended to this
statement.

As this Committee is aware and as our report found, both OCR
and the Division had a proud, bipartisan history during the
1960s and 1970s of contributing significantly to effective civil
rights enforcement and combatting segregation and discrimination
in education. As America approaches the 1990s, however, our
report found that the problems of segregation and discrimination
continue to plague our nation's public schools. Most alarmingly,
moreover, our investigation revealed that federal civil rights
enforcement in education deteriorated dramatically in 1981-88,
contributing to the tragic increase in the twin problems of
school segregation and inequality which our country has witnessed
since 1981. The remainder of this statement will summarize our
findings and recommendations with respect to civil rights
enforcement in education, as well as commenting briefly on OCR in
1989 and beyond.

Findings concerning civil rights enforcement in education

Our findings concerning civil right; enforcement in
education focused specifically on OCR and OA the Civil Rights
Division. With respect to OCR, our findings closely paralleled
those contained in the December, 1988 Committee staff report on
investigation of the Civil Rights Enforcement Activities of the
Office for Civil Rights. We found that during the 1980s, OCR's
complaint processing efficiency declined, "nd that OCR has
consistently been unable to meet the timeframe:$ called for in
the applicable orders entered in the Adams litigation. Yet at the
same time OCR has failed to utilize all funds appropriated to it
for enforcement activities.
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With respect to OCR compliance reviews, we found that such
reviews had declined during the 1980s, despite their importance
as an enforcement mechanism. We found that as a result of changes
adopted in 1984, OCR significantly reduced the usefulness of its
semiannual civil rights survey of school districts, a key tool
begun in 1968 which has been used to decide which districts to
review for civil rights compliance. We found that selection of
sites for compliance reviews has been limited by questionable
OCR policies, such as a 1987 policy which stated that such
reviews should not be undertaken in districts subject to
desegregation plans approved by courts or OCR. We found that OCR
failed to use its authority effectively under the federal magnet
school program to gather and evaluate potentially key information
to help determine civil rights compliance. We also found, as the
Committee staff report concluded, that OCR had required an
"intent" standard to find a civil rights violation, despite the
fact that the courts and OCR itself had previously recognized
that practices which have a discriminatory effect may violate
civil rights laws and warrant remedial action, further impeding
enforcement.

In the area of obtaining relief for civil rights violations,
we found that OCR's performance was particularly poot. Timely
relief of any sort was obtained in only a fraction of the cases
where OCR had made findings of discrimination. In many other
cases, OCR did not even reach the stage where findings are
issued, but instead resolved complaints without findings by
accepting virtually any agreement offered regardless of its
substance. Even in cases where violations were found, OCR
accepted numerous settlements since 1981 which relied on general
promises or assurances and simply failed to correct violations of
law. Contributing to inadequate enforcement, we found, were such
practices as issuing letters of findings to districts indicating
that civil rights violations had been corrected based only on
assurances of future performance without on-site monitoring, and
the disbanding of OCR's national Quality Assurance Staff, which
had previously served as an internal check on OCR enforcement by
finding errors and problems.

We also found serious OCR inadequacies during 1981-88 with
respect to remedying continuing problems of in-school
segregation, enforcing prohibitions against sex discrimination,
and ensuring equal opportunity for language-minority students. As
detailed in Chapter VII of the Commission's report, these
problems extend beyond inadequate OCR enforcement, and include
serious deficiencies in Department of Education policies and
funding priorities, particularly with respect to equal
opportunity for limited English proficient and female students.

In addition to problems in OCR and the Department of
Education, our research revealed a serious deterioration in

2
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enforcement during the 1981-88 period*by the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice. During that period, the
filing of new lawsuits to challenge school segregation and
inequality of educational opportunity in elementary and secondary
education by the Division had slowed to a virtual crawl, in
marked contrast to the vigorous enforcement record previously
established by the'Division during both Republican and Democratic
administration. As with OCR, the Division failed during this
period to seek and implement effective remedies for illegal
segregation and denial of equal educational opportunity. This
included improper opposition to the use of mandatory student
reassignment plans where necessary; reliance on purely voluntary
measures and opposition to effective and enforceable relief;
refusal to seek and outright opposition to necessary funding for
effective remedies; refusal to seek-systemwide desegregation
relief; reversal of previous opposition to tax exemptions for
discriminatory private schools; and improper attempts to
terminate enforcement litigzaion. Indeed, the Division has even
attacked legal principles which Division attorneys themselves
helped establish under earlier Republican and Democratic
administrations, and actually switched sides in several cases to
defend those who the Division itself had previously charged with
discrimination.

Recommendations for action

Our analysis led to a series of recommendations designed to
help restore our nation's bipartisan commitment to vigorous civil
rights enforcement. With respect to OCR and the Department of
Education, in summary, those recommendations included the
following:

In the area of processing of complaints, OCR should seek to
expend properly all funds appropriated for its enforcement
activities and request additional funding as needed. OCR should
institute additional monitoring and develop guidelines to avoid
improperly suspending or delaying the processing of OCR
complaints and help promote compliance with the Adams
timeframes, any changes in which should be accomplished through
notice-and-comment rulemaking.

With respect to initiating and conducting compliance
reviews, OCR should return to the methodology used prior to 1984
in its vocational and civil rights surveys, and should determine
promptly whether a comprehensive national resurvey is needed for
1990. OCR should also seek to develop methods to increase the
number, role, and quality of compliance reviews, such as removing
restrictions on conducting reviews of districts which are
subject to court or OCR-approved desegregation plans. OCR should
develop policies to use its authority under the federal magnet
school assistance program to help determine compliance with civil
rights laws, including establishment of a poliCy to utilize an
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"effects test" in clearing districts to receive magnet funds.

With respect to obtaining relief for civil rights
violations, OCR should develop specific guidelines for its
enforcement policies. Guidelines should focus on avoiding
delays; ensuring that settlements actually correct violations;
prohibiting reliance on general assurances of good faith without
effective monitoring, and abolishing the use of "violations
corrected" Letters of Findings and instead returning to the prior
practice of issuing such Letters with findings of fact and
conclusions of law before negotiating corrective action. OCR
should also return the quality assurance program to the national
level to perform its previous functions.

OCR should focus 'attention on the issue of in-school
segregation, particularly in formerly segregated school
districts. OCR should consider sponsoring general research into
particular types of tests used by many districts to assign
students to classes where concerns have been raised about
discrimination against minorities.

OCR should once again aggressively enforce complaints of sex
discrimination and establish comprehensive monitoring and
compliance review procedures with respect to sex equity and sex
discrimination. The Department should promote the development of
model sex equity programs and provide increased funding for
initiatives to combat voluntarily sex discrimination in
education.

In the area of ensuring equal educational opportunity for
limited English proficient students, the Department should take
specific steps to improve federal counts and estimates of
language-minority populations. The Department should seek
significant additional appropriations for Bilingual Education
Act programs, including expanded support for Developmental
Bilingual Education. OCR should significantly increase compliance
review activity in this area, and OCR and the Department should
act to provide additional specific guidance to districts
concerning civil rights responsibilities with respect to
language-minority students.

Sonclusion: OCR in 1989 and Beyond

As of this date, we have very little to report concerning
the implementation by OCR of our recommendations to improve
civil rights enforcement, No doubt OCR has been slowed
significantly by the fact that no nominee has yet been selected
for Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, the head of OCR,
although 10 months have already passed since this Administration
took office. We urge that a nominee experienced in and committed
to vigorous enforcement of civil rights laws be selected
promptly. A nominee-with similar characteristics should also be
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selected as soon as possible to head the Civil Rights Division
at the Department of Justice. These two key civil rights
positions cannot be permitted to remain vacant as we enter the1990s.

The Citizens' Commission has provided its report both toOCR and the Civil Rights Division, and we are anxious to meet
with officials at these agencies to discuss how our
recommendations can be implemented effectively. We and other
members of the civil rights community hope and trust that it
will be possible to work'With OCR and.the Division to restore
our nation's bipartisan commitment to vigorous and effective
civil rightr enforcement in education in the 1990s. This
Committee's December, 1988 report is similarly an important
step towards that end; we urge OCR to implement the report's
recommendations and we urge this Committee to continue to review
OCR's activities and to work with OCR to help accomplish this
important goal.

Thank you again for your invitation to testify. Please letus know if we can provide the Committee with any other
information that would be useful in its activities.
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CHAPTER VII

FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS
ENFORCEMENT AND
ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION
SINCE 1981

by Elliot M. Mincberg
Naomi Cahn

?Tarries R. Isaacson

James J. Lyons

I. The Problems of Segregation
and Inequality of Educational
Opportunity

For more than a generation, a key purpose of
federal civil rights enforcement has been to corn-
bat segregated education and inequality of educa-
tional opportunity. As America approaches the
19905, however, these problems continue to
plague elementary and secondary education in our
nation's public schools.

A comprehensive report by the National School
Desegregation Project in 1987 concluded that
there are 'clear signs' of 'deepening isolation of
children growing up in inner city ghettos and bar.
rios from any C0,13Cl with mainstream American
society." According to a twenty-year study of ra-
cial segregation in large school districts published
by the National School Boards Association in
1988, black students are usually highly segregated
from whites in big city districts, with no sig.
nificant progress in desegregation since the mid.
1970s and there are "seyere increases in racial
isolation in some areas. For example, in about a
fifth of cur nation's largest urban districts, three
out of every four black students attend highly
scgregatcid schools which arc over 90 percent
minority. Segregation is growing worse for
Hispanics, who have seen constantly increasing ra-
cial isolation in virtually all parts of the country:.
Almost two-thirds of all minority students arc en
rolled in schools which are predominantly
minority, And over 17 percent attenol classes
which arc over 99 percent minority. Although
segregation has been reduced in some school sys-
tems, particularly where metropolitan desegrega-
tion plans have been implemented, significant
areas remain today 'where there is simply no sign
that tip tpreme Court ever ruled against segrega-
tion:

In addition, inequality and in.dequacy of educa-
tional opportunity remain a devasoting problem
for minority students. Schools serving
predominantly minority pupils 'continue to do
much worse than white schools in academic
achievement, graduation rates, and qther key
measures of academic opportunity:' Minority stu-
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dents arc twice as likely to drop out of school ac
while students! As many as 40 percent of
minority children are functionally illiterate.9 Over-
all, the largely separate education provided for
minority students 'has not become equal in the
United States of the 1980s,' and there is 'no in.
dication that the severe inequalities that led
minority families and organizations to institute
the early dzegregation cases have yet bee.;
resolved.'1" Instead, a 'great many blr.ic stu-
dents, and very rapidly e!c".;n¢ nu,..oc.rs of
Hispanic students. ac trapped in schools when.
more than half the students drop out' and 'where
the average ar',;:-..einent level of those who
remain is so :ow that. there is little serious precol-
legiate instiuction.'" In this context, effective
and .igorous civil rights enforcement is more cru-
cial than ever in the area of elementary and secon-
dary education.

II. Background of Federal Civil
Rights Enforcement and Policy
in Elementary and Secondary
Education Prior to 1981

Two agununs h.:ye primary rusponsilnity for
federal civil rights policy and enforcement with
respect to elementary and secondary education.
the Civ d Rights Division of the Department of
Justice (the Division) and the Department of
Education, particularly the Office of Civil Rights
(OCR). As a result of the Civ 11 Rights Act of
1964, the Department of Justice obtained specific
authority to file lawsuits in federal court to chal-
lenge segregation and inequality of educational op-
portunity, and to intervene in pending federal
suits. Sec 42 U.SCJ.2000e-6;2000h.2.1n1960.

thelustite'D4artment announced a fullscalc at-
tack on segregated education, filing forty.four
new lawsuits and thirty -five motions for enforce.
merit or further relief in eases that were pending!"

Although the precise level of enforcement activity
by the Division has varied, substantial numbers of
new complaints and supplementary enforcement
motions continued to be filed during both
Democratic and Republican administrations
during the 1960s and 1970s. As of 1974, for ex-
ample, there were two hundred pending desegrega-
tion-related Casa by the Division, affecting about
five hundred school districts.° New lawsuits
were filed against many school districts in 1975-
81, including both northern and southern school
systems. In addition to helping combat segrega-
tion and inequality of opportunity in the specific
districts in which they were filed, the casts in.
itiated by the Justice Department between 1965
and 1980 contributed to the development of a sig-
nificant body of school desegregation law."

In contrast to the Justice Depart nent, which pur-
SIMS its enforcement activities through the Mins,
OCR enforcement is through the administrative
process. Specifically, OCR is responsible for en-
forcing federal statutes which prohibit discrimina
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an, based on race, sex, national origin, hand-
ap, or age, in all education programs and ac-
vities which receive funding from the federal
overement, inelafing almost sixteen thousand
acal school districts.'s

OCR uses two methods to investigate alleged
riolmions of federal civil rights laws: complaint
.nvestigations, which are conducted in response to
complaints received from individuals and groups,
and compliance reviews, which are initiated by
OCR based upon information gathered in OCR
surveys. When OCR finds a violation of the law
through either administrative procedure and the
violator is not willing to correct the problem
voluntarily, OCR can refer the case to the Civil
Rights Division, which can sue the violator in
court, Cr OCR can seek a cut-off of federal funds
to the viola:or through a proceeding before an ad-
ministrative law judge. See IL Rep. 458 at 2-3,

bathe 1960s,,ihen OCR's Enforcement activities
"begin- pursuant to Title VI of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d a seq., OCR's ef-
forts focused largely on school systems in the
South which had failed or refused to achieve
desegregation. Hundreds of administrative actions
were begun to defer or terminate funds, in addi-
tion to lawsuits brought by the Civil Rights
Division. These efforts proiuced dramatic results
By 1966, desegregation had begun in virtually
every rural southern school district, most of
which had previously been totally segregated. Al-
though 98 percent of black children in the eleven
states in the deep South still attended all-black
schools in 1964, fewer than 9 percent attended
such all-black schools by 1972.16

In 1969, however, the attorney general and the
secretary of HEW, who was then in charge of
OCR, announced a new policy which minimized
the number of cases in which federal funds would
be cut off due to civil rights violations, and which
postponed previous administrative deadlines for
desegregation in southern school systems. See H.
Rep. 458 at 4. In 1970, a federal court complaint
was filed in the case of Adam v. Richardson, con-
tending that as evidenced by the 1969 policy
change, OCR had begun systematically to fail to
enforce prohibitions against federal assistance to
segregated and diserimipatory schools and other
institutions. Id. at 4-5.5'

The Adams litigation has had a major impact on
OCR enforcement activities. In 1972-1977, the
court in Adams issued a series of orders finding

that OCR was failing to carry out its enforcement
responsibilities and requiring specific relief. This
relief included orders mandating that OCR begin
administrative enforcement proceedings against
specific school districts and other institutions and
requiring that OCR handle complaints and com-
pliance reviews according to specified timeframes
in order to prevent serious delays which were im-
peng effective enforcement.'' Although Adams
originally focused on OCR enforcement with
respect to racial segregation and discrimination
against blacks, the case was expanded to include
discrimination issues with respect to Hispanics,
women, and disabled students, in 1976 and
1977.''

In 1977, OCR and the plaintiffs in Adams
negotiated a settlement and consent decree which
incorporated the previously ordered timeframes
and adoptedliPorting and other requirements?
Efforts to comply with the consent decree be-
tween 1977 and 1980 were generally successful,
and the backlog of pre-order cases was almost
eliminatecLu While problems with civil nght, en-
forcement remained, as of 1980 both OCR anti
the Civil Rights Division appeared committed to
effective action with respect to civil rights enfor-
cement in elementary and secondary education.
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Since 1981, federal civil rights
enforcement in elementary and

secondary education has
deteriorated dramatically

g 44.
,
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HI. Federal Civil Rights Enforce-
ment and Policy in Elementary
and Secondary Education Since
1981: Findings and Conclusions

A. Summary and Overview

Since 1981, federal civil rights enforcement in
elementary and secondary education has
deteriorated dramatically. The Division has filed
only four new suits challenging segregation or ine
quality of educational opportunity in more than
seven years, and has begun no new enforz-ment
action at all in such critical areas as metropolitan
desegregation. Instead, it has focused on trying to
dissolve injunctions agahrt discrimination and to
dismiss desegregation cases filed before 1980; in
fact, the Division has tried to dismiss desegrega-
tion cases against more than twice the number of
school districts than it has filed new suits since
1981. OCR has similarly failed to comply with

judicial and administrative guidelines for process.
ing complaints, debilitated important civil rights
surveys, avoided conducting compliance reviews,
and even resorted to backdating documents and
persuading victims to drop complaints in order to
appear to meet enforcement deadlines. OCR and
the Department of Education have also failed to
fulfill their responsibilities in enforcing laws
prohibiting sex discrimination and in ensuring
that educational opportunities are provided to
limited English speaking students.

Both the Division and OCR have failed to pur-
sue effective remedies for discrimination, often
agreeing to settlements which effectively permit
civil nghts violators to police themselves with no
further monitoring and enforcement. Contradict-
ing Supreme Court precedent, the Division has op-
posed remedies which require desegregation or
utilize busing, even when the school districts in-
volved support those remedies, and has failed to
seek necessary financial support for magnet and
other alternative programs. The Division has at-
tacked legal principles which Division attorneys
themselves helped establish under previous
Republican and Democratic administrations. In-
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deed, the Division has even switched sides in
pending Supreme Court cases, leading it to attack
voluntary desegregation in Seattle, oppose efforts
to provide educational opportunities for children
of undocumented aliens, and support IRS tax ex-
emptions for discriminatory private schools.

In short, as the United States Commission on
Civil Rights concluded in 1983, dr.' federal
government has 'reversed enforcement policies
pursued for nearly a quarter of a century by
Republican and Democratic administrations
alike."2 This reversal has done much much more
than simply fail to promote desegregation and
equality of educational opportunity. Instead, the
evidence suggests that school desegregation an0
inequality have grown worse during the 1980s.`3
As the United States moves into the 1990s, it is

-critical that the national bipartisan commitment to
effective civil rights enforcement in education be
restored.

The remainder of this analysis specifically
reviews civil rights enforcement in elementary
and secondary education by the Division and by
the Department of Education during the 1980s.
Analysis of the Division's activities focuses on in-
itiation of new cases, seeking remedies for viola-
tions of the law, and termination of litigation,
including such issues as metropolitan desegrega-
tion, busing, and magnet schools. Analysis of the
Department of Education and OCR concentrates
on the complaint review process, civil rights sur-
veys and compliance reviews, combating segrega-
tion within schools, ensuring compliance with
laws against sex eGscrire;tiation, and the issue of
bilir.gual education.2" Specific recommendations
arc included with respect to each subject, and are
summarized in Section IV.

B. The Civil Rights Division

I. Initiation of new cases

The filing of new lawsuits to challenge school
segregation and inequality of educational oppor-
tunity in elementary and secondary education has
slowed to a virtual crawl since January, 1981.
The Division has filed only four new cases since
that time, including only three desegregation
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cases, and one case which was nothing more than
a 2:-7. in court - -along with a consent decreeto
embody trtzt terms of a settleinent with OCR at
the school district's request. This is substantial-
ly less than the number of new cases filed during
any similar previous seven-year period; indeed, it
is less than one-tenth the number of cases filed
during 1966 alone.

The Division leadership has claimed that the
small number of new cases is due to the progress
that has been made in school 4p-segregation since
Brown v. Board of Education. The dismal statis-
tics discussed in Section I above concerning ra-
cial segregation in the 1980s, however, make it
clear that much more remains to be done. In the
twelve months prior to January 1981, moreover,
four new desegregation suits were started,- but the
Division filed no new complaints at all for the
next two years and only three in seven years.7
As of 1985, the Division had eleven investiga-
tions of possible complaints pending --more than
twice the tote number of complaints filed in over
seven yes. 's Congressional reports and state-
ments by former Division attorneys, moreover, In-
dicate that the Division bas failed or refused to
act on a number of cases referred to it by OCR
and has slowed or abandoned invesugatzuns and
possible complaints across the co. .y, such as in
RochesteE, New York and Albuquerque, Ncw
Mexico.

The Division's failure to undertake new enforce-
ment activity is particularly troubling with respect
to the issue of metropolitan desegregation. The
evidence is clear that interdrstrict school
desegregation involving both central cities and
suburbs offers the bead for achieving stable,
effective integration. The Division had sup-
ported metropolitan desegregation in earlier years,
as in Indianapolis, and was prepared to file an in-
terdistnct suit in St. Louis in early 1981!1 Yet
the Division failed to file such a complaint in St,
Louis, refused to take a position on the issue
when the NAA'7." and the city school board pur-
sued desegregation claims against the St. Louis
suburbs, and then opposed portions of a settle-
ment which called for voluntary student transfers
between the city and the suburban districts.3 The
Division abandoned an earlier effort to seek a
metropolitan remedy in Houston, Texas following
a lower court dismissal of its case in 1981.3 In
Milwaukee, where the city school board and the
NAACP filed suit against suburban districts in
1984, the Division remained uninvolved. And in
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little Rock, Arkansas, where private plaintiffs
and the city school board sought metropolitan
remedies, the Division filed an unsuccessful
anicus curiae brig, opposing any interdistrict
relief whatsoever!'

Another area where new enforcement activity
should be explored concerns the Interaction be-
tween school and housing segregation. The
Supreme Court has long recognized that
segregated housing contributes to segregated
schools and vice versa, and a number of courts
have ruled that government actions which lead to
segregated housing can provide the basis for
school and housing desegregation remedses.'6 In-
deed, since 1981, the Division has continued to
pursue the landmark case of United .,taus v.
Yonkers, in which segregative government-sub-
sidized housing policies formed a large part of
the basis for housing and school desegregation
relief ordered by the Court. The Division has
not begun other schools-housing cases, however,
and opposed an intend strict remedy based on
housing segregation in the Little Rock case."*
School segregation remains a serious problem in
many metropolitan areas, and discrimination in
housing has undoubtedly helped cause and rein-
force such segregation. Both with respect to in-
dividual municipalities and metropolitan areas
across the country, the close interaction between
school and housing segregation offers a promising
avenue for breaking down the barriers of racial
isolation.

Accordingly, it is recommended that the Divi-
sion significantly increase its efforts to inves-
tigate and file new cases to combat the continuing
problems of school segregation and inequality of
educational opportunity, focusing its efforts on
cases attempting to achieve metropolitanwide
desegregation, and to pursue the link between
segregated housing and segregated schools.

2. Seeking remedies for illegal segregation
and denial of educational opportunity

Prior to 1981, the Division itself helped estab-
lish some of the key principles which govern the
provision of relief against school segregation.
Chief among these is the rule that a defendant
guilty of segregation must take immediate, affirm-
ative steps to eliminate all vestiges of segrega-

tion. Green v. County School Board, 391 U.S.
430, 438, 439 (1968). While voluntary transfers
and magnet schools may be utilized as part of a
desegregation remedy, the Supreme Court has
specifically ruled that a purely voluntary
'freedom of choice' approach with no enforce-
ment mechanisms is 'imarr.rptable where there
are alternatives offering 'speedier and more effec-
tive' relief. Id. Such remedies can and should in-
clude compensatory and remedial education
programs to help eliminate the damaging educa-
tional vestiges of segregation. See Milliken v
Bradley, 433 U.S. 267 (1977). They must also in-
clude consideration of the use of student reassign-
ments and busing where necessary and
appropriate, the Court has held, since desegrega-
tion plans 'cannot be limited to the walk-in
school.' Swann v. Charlotte. Mecklenburg Board
of Education, 402 U.S. 1, 29 (1971).

Since 1981, the Division has refused to follow
these principles. This refusal consists of much
more than opposition to busing by the Division's
leaders. It includes active opposition to and
refusal to seek any remedy which specifically re-
quires desegregation, reliance on purely voluniary
plans regardless of their effectiveness, refusal to
seek necessary funding to support voluntary plans
and compensatory programs, and refusal to seek
systemwide desegregation remedies. These
policies contradict the bipartisan civil rights craw
cement record prior to 1981 and have contributed
significantly to the lack of progress in combating
racial isolation and inequality of educational op-
portunity.

a. Opposition to use of mandatory
student reassignment plans

The Division's leadership has unequivocally
repudiated the use of mandatory student reassign
ment plans or 'busing' to he achieve desegrega-
tion under all circumstances!' This policy
directly contradicts the Supreme Court's pronoun
cement that any 'absolute prohibition against use
of [mandatory reassignmentleven as a starting
pointcontravenes the implicit command of
Green v. Count) School Board . . . that all
reasonable methods be available to formulate an
effective remedy.' North Carolina Stat. Board of
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Educ. v. Swann,402 U.S. 43, 46 (1971). As the
Court hai recognized, in many school systems 'it
is unlikely 'that a truly effective remedy could be
devised without continued reliance upon
[busing]." Id.

This judicial recognition is confirmed by.ex-
perience. Where properly planned and imple-
mented, mandatory reassignment plans have
succeeded in promoting effective deiegregation
across the country. A 1987 survey showed that
the states and metropolitan areas.with the
'greatest integration of black students typically
have extensive court orders requiring busing.".°
In Charlottr North Carolina, where the Supreme
Court specifically approved mandatory reassign-
ment in 1971, residents have called the city's
desegregated school system 'one of the nation's
finest' and Charlotte's 'proudest achievement.'"
As demonstrated by experience in Charlotte and
other cities, as well as by national polling data,
most parents support such plans once they have
begun and problems of 'white flight' flue to
desegregation are generally minimal! Just as
with the many more students who are bused for
reasons unrelated to desegregation, such plans do
not involve excessive time or distance and protect
students' health, safety, welfare!' Indeed,
compelling evidence shows that black student
achievement has significantly improved in
desegregated schools, that white students' achieve.
meat has either improved or stayed the same, and
that desegregation plans can also improve eroploy.
meat opportunities and housing integration. The
courts have used mandatory transportation
remedies only where necessary and where other
methods of desegregation have failed!' When
properly used, however, such plans achieve suc-
cessful and effective desegregation 'that is unat-
tainable through other means.' 14. Rep. 12 at 19.

Since 1981, however, the Division has gone
even further than refusing to ask for or support
such remedies. It has actively opposed and sought
to limit or terminate such plans, even where the
school district affected disagrees with the
Division. A prime example was in Seattle, where
the local school district had voluntarily begun a
reassignment plan to promote integration. When a
statewide initiative was passed in the 1970s
prohibiting such plans, the Division initially
joined the school district in successfully arguing
to the lower courts that the initiative was uncon-
stitutional. The lower courts found that the initia-
tive created an impermissible racial classification
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by allowing busing for all purposes except
desegregation, was tainted by discriminatory in-
tent, and made it impossible for Seattle to effec-
tively eliminate segregation." When the case
reached the Supreme Court in 1981.82, however,
the Justice Department switched sides, rejected its
own prior arguments, and argued against Seattle
that the initiative was constitutional.' The
Supreme Court rejected these arguments and
ruled that the initiative was unconstitutional,
thereby upholding the Seattle plan."

A series of other cases further exemplifies the
Division's recent policy. In the Nashville case,
the Justice Department sought Supreme Court
review of an appellate court decision refusing to
permit major modifications to a desegregation
plan!' The Supreme Court declined review of the
Nashville case without a single dissenting vote,
rejecting the government's apparent attempt to
urge reconsideration of Swann and other cases

-upholding the use of mandatory reassignment."
In cases in Beaumont, Texas and Kiiisai"city,
Kansas, the Division dropped appeals of
desegregation orders it had previously filed large-
ly because, according to the former Division attor-
ney assigned to the cases, the Division did not
want to seek further remedies involving man-
datory student reassignments?' The result was
that many black students in these districts
remained in segregated schools with no remedy.'2

A particularly disturbing example was in East
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In that case, the
Division again switched sides and urged a lower
court to replace a mandatory desegregation plan
with voluntary measures. This was despite the
fact that the Division had previously advocated a
more extensive plan than the one it sought to
replace, and that the Division's own consultant
agreed that the voluntary plan would be less effec-
tive than the existing remedy and would allow ra-
cial segregation to continue. MandatoryMandatory
remedies were ordered in East Baton Rouge only
after tiven:7 years of resistance by the school
board to desegregation, and a specific finding by
the court that the board's conduct was a classic
example of the 'litany of failure by local white
elected officials to discharge their constitutional
responsibilities' " The local board was thus un-
derstandably encouraged when the Division ap-
peared to take its side in opposing mandatory
desegregation, even to the extent of reassigning
Division attorneys who had previously argued for
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extensive desegregation in the case.55 Yet the
board failed even to approve the voluntary

--measures suggested by the Division and continued
instead to oppose desegregation, forcing the
Division to hastily withdraw its suggestions.56

When the nation's chief civil rights enforce.
ment office switches sides and appears to reward
the recalcitrance of local officials, as in East
Baton Rouge, the result can only be to rob the
Division of its credibility with the courts and en-
courage the very 'failure of leadership, courage,
and wisdom on the part of local officials' which
necessitated mandatory remedies in the first
place. Davis, supra, 514 F. Supp at 871. Similar.
ly, by removing even the threat of the Division's
most effective remedies against districts guilty of
segregation, the Division's rigid antibusing policy
eliminates much of the incentive to undertake
voluntary efforts and further encourages defiance.
By giving comfort to continued resistance to
desegregation and by failing to promote effective
and responsive local leadership, the Division
makes it much more difficult for desegregation to
succeed. Even more than the impact of its actions
in particular cases, it is this more subtle effect of
the Divisica's policies which may most seriously
damage effective civil rights enforcement in
education. It is accordingly recommended that the
Division end its rigid opposition to the use of
mandatory transportation as a remedy in school
desegregation cases, and return to its previous
policy of considering the use of all available
remedies and supporting relief which will be mo.
effective in individual cases.

b. Reliance on purely voluntary
measures and opposition to enforceable
relief

Since 1981, the Division has sought to rely
solely on voluntary methods in desegregation
cases, such as magnet schools to encourage in-
tegrative transfers, without enforcement or back-
up mechanisms if such methods do not achieve
desegregation. This is in accord with the
philosophical position of the Division's leader-
ship that a school district's obligation is simply to
refrain from hindering whatever degree of integra-
tion may naturally occur on its own, and that the
Division will not seek to 'compel children who

do not want to choose to have an integrated educa-
tion to have one,' even where tare has been a
history of enforced segregation.

This philosophical view, however, has been ex-
pressly rejected by the Supreme Court. Where a
defendant is guilty of unconstitutional school
segregation, damaging the edUcation of minority
students and engendering racial segregation and
divisiveness in a community, it cannot simply
step aside and shift to parents and children the
responsibility to desegregate voluntarily. Nor can
it fulfill its'obligations by simply behaving in the
future in good faith and without discriminatory in-
tent. Instead, the Court has held, the defendant
has the 'affirmative duty' to take 'whatever steps
might be necessary' to actually eliminate segrega-
tion an its vestiges to the maximum extent prac-
ticable.4 Since the Supreme Court rejected
'freedom of choice plans in Green, the courts
have consistently held that purely voluntary mag-
net or other programs cannot be tire sole techni-
que used to remedy segregation.5'

Magnet schools and similar programs which
offer.incentivesfor_voluntary. integrative transfers,
can play an important rote in achieving desegrega-
tion. When used alone and with no provision for
enforcement, however, research demonst7tes that
such voluntary programs arc ineffective In addi-
tion, serious questions about equity and fairness
have been raised in districts employing magnet
schools. A recent report has concluded that in
several cities, magnets have produced stratified
school systems that effectively consign low-in-
come and at-risk students to inferior, nonmagnet
schools with few resources and little chance of ex-
cellence."

The Division has relied heavily on purely volun-
tary measures in litigating and settling cases with
school districts since 1981. An early example was
in Chicago. In 1980, the Division and the
Chicago school boaro ;ntered into a consent
decree which required the district to propose a
comprehensive desegregation plan in March,
1981, to be implemented beginning in September
The board missed the first deadline and, in
response to a court order, filed a subsequent plan.
That plan postponed most compliance until 1983,
and defined a 70 percent white school as adequate-
ly desegregated, even though the district as a
whole was only 20 percent white. The Division in-
itially objected to the plan One month later,
however, the Division reversed its position,
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withdrew its opposition, effectively agreed to per-
mit the district to remain in violation of the con-
sent decree, and asked the court to refrain from
even ruling on the adequacy of the school
district's proposed luidelines.°2 Not surprisingly,
desegregation in Chicago has not succeeded, and
the Chicago public schools remain among the
most segregated in the country.

Even more demOnstrative of the Division's
policy have been the consent decrees and settle-
ments which the Division has entered into begin-
ning in 1981. For example, in 1984 the Division
simultaneously filed and entered into a consent
decree to settle a case against the Bakersfield,
California school 'district. OCR had previously
found that the district hid committed pervasive,
intentional acts of discrimination in segregating
black and Hispanic students, and referred the case
to the Division because it concluded that an effec-
tive remedy would require a court order mandat-
ing some reassignment and additional busing of
students." Yet the Division agreed to a settle-
ment involving no such remedies, relying instead
only on magnet schools and other voluntary
gseasures. In addition, the consent decree did not

-call upon the district to achieve any specific-level
of desegregation or provide for any effective
method of enforcement. Instead, it simply called
for a "good faith effort' by the district, and
provided that the case could be dismissed within
three years if such an effort was mad:, regardless
of the ckgree of segregation remaining in the
schools. The Division specifically acknow-
ledged thatBakersfield could comply with the
decree even 'f its schools continued to be
segregated.**

The Bakersfield consent decree was severely
criticized as 'effective and a 'blueprint' for
segregation!" In fact, the district's first report on
the plan revealed that all ten schools which were
intentionally segregated and racially identifiable
before the plan continued to be racially identifi-
able after implementation, including three schools
which remained 90 percent or more minority and
one school which became even more segregated
after the plan began. Even as of 1987.88. four
years after the BakersfieldD plan was adopted,
five of these ten schools remain racially
identifiable 69 Nevertheless, Bakersfield has an-
nounced that it intends to seek termination of the
consent decree and dismissal of the case, and vir-
tually Identical consent decrees relying solely on
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voluntary measures and containing no effective en-
forcement or desegregation standards were
entered by the Division in other cases, such as in
Lima, Ohio, and Phoenix, Arizona.

No one representing the victims of segregation
could object to the consent decrees in cases like
Bakersfield and Phoenix, since only the Division
and the school districts involved were parties to
these cases. Indeed, the Division has sought to
prevent civil rights croups from participating in
its cases; for example, the Division oppaa- t par-
ticipation by the NAACP Legal Defense Fund on
behalf of minority children in the Charleston
case, even though the defendant school board it-
self did not oppose intervention by a black
parents' group, and the head of the Division repor-
tedly instructed line attorneys to make 'those bas-
tards... jump thiough every hoop' to become
party to the case. In the Hattiesburg, Mississip-
pi case, however, where a plaintiff representing
minority students was in the case and objected to
a proposed consent decree between the Division
and the school district similar to those in
Bakersfield and Phoenix, the court of appeals
specifigally.rejected the consent'decreeai ;ade-
quate." 'this decision confirms the serious
problems raised by the Division's reliance on to-
tally voluntary, unenforceable methods, particular-
ly in cases where no other parties are present to
defend the rights of minority school children.73

In fact, the Division has even opposed totally
voluntary desegregation measures because some
effective method of enforcement was included. In
the St. Louis case, the NAACP, the city school
board and the suburban districts all avzeed on a
plan in 1983 to settle claims of metro}, titan
segregation The plan called for totally voluntary
transfers of minority city students to suburban dis-
tricts, but also allowed the plaintiffs to go back to
court against suburbs which had not achieved
agreed-upon levels of integration in five years
Even though all transfers were totally voluntary
and no mandatory reassignment was involved, the
Division opposed the plan, arguing that a 'good
faith' effort should be enough and that no fprther
method of enforcement should be provided. '4 The
court rejected the Division's arguments and ap-
proved the settlement, which has led to sig-
nificant numbers of interdisuict transfers and has
not required further enforcement action against
any suburban districts.
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As the St. Louis case illustrates, voluntary
desegregation measures can succeed where they
are part of an overall desegregation effort and
where there are enforcement or backup measures
to encourage voluntary methods to work. Other.
wise, however, purely voluntary measures are in-
effective, potentially unfair, and in violation of
accepted principles of desegregation law. It is ac
cordingly recommended that the Division employ
magnet schools and other voluntary desegregation
methods, both in settling and litigating cases,
only where they are part of an overall desegrega-
tion effort including effective enforcement or
backup measures and will not impair educational
opportunities of children in nonmagnet schools.
Division policy should seek to effectuate the prin-
ciple established by the Supreme Court that af-
firmative steps must be taken to eliminate school
segregation and its effects to the maximum extent
practicable.

c. Refusal to seek, and opposition to,
necessary funding for affective desegrega-
lion and equality of educational opportunity

In order to be successful, magnet schools and
similar voluntary measures require additional
funding for enhanced educational programs and
facilities as well as transportation to attract
parents and students to desegregated schools.76 In
addition, the Supreme Court has recognized that
segregation has damaging longrun educational
consequences, which may require compensatory
and remedial educational programs as well as,
physical desegregation to achieve full relief.
The Division itself has similarly recognized that
inequalities in the 'tangible components of educa
Lion' berweeg.minority and white students should
be renmdied.'

In (Act, however, the government has been
unwilling since 1981 to provide or support the
provision of the funding necessary to make mag-
net and other voluntary programs work, even
though it has advocated such voluntary measures,
and to offer equal educational opportunity. In
Chicago, for example, the settlement plan relied
heavily on magnet schools. When necessary
federal funds to support such programs were
eliminated, Chicago had to go to court for an
order freezing education department funds until
the money promised by the federal government

was provided. A congressional bill to provide
such funding was vetoed, and the court had to
virtually hold the Justice Department in contempt
before the ggyernment agreed to provide money
for the plan.

An example relating to equal educational oppor-
tunity outside the specific context of desegrega-
tion is presented by Plyer v. Doc, 457 US. 202
(1982), in which the Supreme Court ruled that it
was unconstitutional for Texas to deny a free
public eduCation to children of undocumented
aliens. Prior to 1981, the Division participated in
the case at the lower court level and argued suc-
cessfully that Texas' actions unconstitutionally
denied equal opportunity to such children. When
the case reached the Supreme Court after 1981,
however, the Justice Department abruptly
changed its position and stated that it would ex
press no view on the constitutionality of Texas'
conduct. As one former Division attorney has ex
plained, in addition to failing to support equal
educational opportunity, this switch in position
'damaged the Department's credibility both with
the Court and with the public.'83

In a growing number of cases in recent years,
minority citizens and city school boards have
sought funding from state governments for corn
pensatory programs, magnet schools, and other
measures, based upon the Supreme Court's ruling
in the Aft Ihken It case that courts c:o require
such remedies to be funded by state governments
which have contributed to school segregation.°2
This development offers an important method for
helping provide effective remedies for school
segregation and inequality of educational oppor-
tunity, which are often beyond the fiscal capacity
of local school districts.

Rather than supporting or seeking such relief,
however, the Division has opposed it. In St.
Louis, for example, the Division objected to a
lower court order which required Missouri to help
fund voluntary magnet programs, educational im
provements for minority studots, and voluntary
integrative transfer programs. The Court of
peals questioned the propriety of the Division's
actions, /ejected its arguments, and approved state
funding." In the Yonkers case, the NAACP and
the local board have filed a similar claim seeking
state participation in necessary compensatory and
remedial education progyams, but the Division
has opposed the claim.
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In general, federal funding for compensatory
education and desegregation has decreased sig.
nificantly since 1980. For example, between 1980
and 1986, spending for the Chapter I compen.

,satorY education program decreased by 23 per.
cent, serving 500,000 fewer students. As of
1987, Chaptei.,1 served two million fewer students
than in 1980. The administration successfully
persuaded Congress in 1981 to eviscerate the
Emergency School Aid Act, reducing the funds
available for magnet schools and other desegrega-
tion programs. For 1987 and 1988, the Depart-
ment of Education requested a rescission of all
524 million appropriated to provide desegregation
assistance under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e.8'

Adequate funding is critical to success,-par-
ticularly_with respect tri`Valuntary desegregation
measures which the Division has supported. It is
accordingly recommended that the Division and
the government support the provision of funding
necessary for magnet schools and other voluntary
desegregation programs and for compensatory and
remedial education programs. In particular, the
Division should seek and support remedies pur-
suant to Milliken II which require state govern.
ments to help fund magnet, compensatory, and
remedial programs to assist in remedying the ves-
tiges of segregation.

d. Refusal to seek systemwide
remedies

In Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413 U.S. 189
,1973) a ease concerning segregation in the Den-
ver public schools, the Supreme Court established
the important principle that where a substantial
portion of a school district is segregated, there is
a presumption that racial imbalance in other
schools in the district is due to segregation, and
that a systemwide remedy should be ordered en-
compassing all schools. As the Court explained,
'common sense dictates' that 'racially inspired
school board actions have an impact beyond the
particular schools that are the subjects of those
actions, and systemwide relief is often necessary
to eliminate all vestiges of such segregation.
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Nevertheless, the Division's leadership repudi-
ated Keyes in 1981. It announced that it would
not utitize the Keyes presumption in initiating
litigation and would 'seek to limit the remedy
only to those schools in which racial imbalanEe is
the product of intentionally segregative acts'
Although it is difficult to trace specific Division
actions to this shift in policy, former Divi,Ion at-
torneys and other observers have suggested that at
has played an important role in the decision not
to seek further relief in the Kansas City case and
in the lovy number of new cases begun by the
Division.2

In addition to these problems, the Keyes_policv
shift has potentiallysritical implications for

_,achieving' effective relief in desegregation cases.
Ordering remedies in only part of a system when,
segregation has occurred may well encourage
residential instability and 'white fl.ght" within a
district by effectively permitting those opposed to
desegregation to transfer elsewhere. Meaningful
desegregation may often be impossible if only a
fraction of a district is involved, particularly rn
light of the effects of segregative acts throughout
a district, as the Supreme Court has recognized.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the Division
seek systemwide relief in its cases in accordance
with Keyes, and that the Division fully utilize the
principles of Keyes in initiating and conducting
school desegregation litigation.

e. Reversal of opposition to tax
exemptions for discriminatory private schools

Problems arose concerning pnvate schools
which discriminated against minontres and served
as havens for 'while (light' from desegregation,
particularly as desegregation of public schools in.
creased in the 1960s. In 1971, the Supreme Court
affirmed the issuance of an injunction prohibiting
the IRS: frets granting tax exemptions to such dm.
criminatory private schools. Green v. Connolly,
330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.D.C.), offd, 404 U.S. 997
(1971). Although the injunction in Green formally
applied only to schools in Mississippi, the IRS
had extended the policy to all pnvate schools.
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When several private schools later challenged
the IRS. the Justice Department vigorously
defended it, and the lower courts ruled that the
IRS polity properly denied tax exemptions to dis
crimir.atory private schools. In the most
publicized of its shifts on civil rights issues,
however, the Department reversed itself when the
case reached the Supreme Court and took the posi
tion,,that the IRS did not have die authority to
deny suehliii exemptions. This was despite the
vigorous opposition of many career attorneys and
the government's own characterization of the
schools as *blatantly discriminatory.'93 In Bob
fortes University v. United States, 461 U.S. 574
(1983), the Supreme Court specifically rejected
the Department's new arguments and upheld the
IRS' policy. Id. at 585 n.9. Once again, the
Department's credibility and reputation were
severely damaged.

Although the specific issue in Bob Jones is un
likely to recur, the issue of discriminatory private
schools warrants continued attention in the con
text of the Division's future desegregation efforts.
In some areas, private schools may still be uul
lied to attempt to avoid desegregation. The courts
have specifically noted, for example, that segrega
tion may be fostered by state laws which
facilitate transfers to private schools through such
methods as subsidizing transportation costs 9s
States such as Ohio have adopted rules to try to
combat such problems. 34 It is accordingly recoils.
mended that the Division support methods at the
state, local, and federal level to combat dis
crimination by private schools and to prevent the
use of private schools to avoid desegregation, in.
eluding requesting court orders in desegregation
Cites litigated by the Division.

3. Termination of litigation: the issue of
unitary status

Once a court has found illegal segregation in a
school district, the Supreme Court has ruled, the
court should retain jurisdiction over the district
until it Os desegregated and achieved 'unitary
status.' While the definition of unitary status
continues to evolve on a casebycase basis, the
Court has indicated that in order to be unitary, a
district must eliminate the vestiges of segregation
to the maximum extent practicable with respect to

student and teacher assignment, school facilities,
and other aspects of its operation." The Court
has also suggested that such vestiges may include
the lingering educational deprivations to minonty
students camed by segregation, and that school
segregation nay also contribute to residential
segregation. - Ordinarily, a school district itself
seeks a declaration of unitary status, and removal
of court jurisdiction, when it believes that it has
desegregated and wishes to operate without court
supervision.

Since 1981, however, several important shifts
in Division policy have occurred with respect to
the issue of unitary status. In accord with its view
in cases like St. Louis and Bakersfield, the
Division specifically ars,Jed in the Denver case.
for example, that a school district's good faith gm
plementation of a desegregation plan, no matter
how inflective, should be enough to achieve
unitary,natus and end a court's remedial super.
vision."' The court in Denver did not accept this
position, which is flatly inconsistent with the
Supreme Court's holding that compliance with
desegregation is measured by the cffectivenns of
a remedy, not the degree of good intentions. I II
is accordingly reconvnended that the Division ad.
here to the principle that a school district can be
declared unitary only if it has actually eliminated
all vestiges of segregation to the maximum extern
practicable, including harmful educational and
residential segregative effects of school segrega
Lien.

The Division's policy shift has gone even further,
however. In a number of school districts in Geed.
gin, against which the Division had previously
filed desegregation suits, the Division has itself
taken the burden of starting proceedings to have
the school districts declared unitary and to dis
miss injunctions against further discrimination.
This is despite the fact that none of the districts
involved requested such action, that complaints
with OCR have recently been filed against several
of the districts, and that most of the districts them.
selves have opposed the proposed action after oh.
jections were filed by the minority plaintiffs
participating in the cases.

Specifically, in late 1987, the Division con
tacted a number of districts which were defen
dents in the United States v Georgia litigation
filed in 1969 After initial implementation of
desegregation plans, those districts had been
operating pursuant to an inJunction issued in 1973
prohibiting future segregation or discrimination
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and placing the cues on the Court's inactive dock.
et subject to reactivation if necessary.1"2 Without
consulting theplaintiffs representing black stn
dents in the districts, the Division proposed that
stipulations be filed dismissing the 'districts al.
together. A number of districts agreed. On
February 3, 1988, the.Division wrote to the Court
submitting such stipulations calling for the cases
to be dismissed against eight specific school dis
tricts.1.0n the same date, the Division notified the
private plaintiffs of its actions for the first time,
sending Oman copy of the proposed stipulations
it had filed."' On February 23, 1988, without the
consent of the plaintiffs, the Division formally
asked that the Court enter the stipnlations and dis
oniu the cues within thirty days."'

The private plaintiffs objected, noting that they
had not been consulted earlier, that no supporting
brief had been filed by the Division as required
by local rules, and that no discovery and court
proceedings had ever been held tojetermine that
the districts.were in fact unitary.' Research also
revealed that complaints of discrimination had
recently beers filed against several of thedistricts
with OCR, and that OCR had issued a finding in
1987 that one of the districts had discriminated
against black students by assigning them:1m.
properly to racially identifiable classes. Within
weeks, most of the districts withdrew their agree.
meat to cooperate with the Division in light of
the plaintiffs' objections and requests to begin dis-
covery proceedings.h" One districtspecifically
noted that it had initially agreed to cooperate be.
cause the Division had indicated, apparently
without foundation, that there were no objections
by the 'ivate plaintiffs to dismissal of the
curs1

Despite the fact thst most of the school districts
themselves ao longer agreed, the Division has pct.
shied in its position. In fact, the Division has
even rejected a compromise suggested by the
court and agreed to by the plaintiffs and a number
of the school districts, under which the cases
would be dismissed but the injunctions against
segregation and discrimination would remain in et.
fete" The Court has derided the Division's posi
Lion, noting that it is 'totally inconsistent with the
old adage 'if it ain't broke, don't fix it," and has
ruled that the Division may continue to press its
claims only if the Divisionwhich initially sued
the Georgia districtsnow agrees to represent
these defendants without expense in all discovery
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and other proccedings.11° The issue remains pent!.
ing as of this date in United Stater v. Georgia,
but the Division has clearly indicated that it is in
terestitin initiating similar proceedings in other
=CS.

This latest action by the Division raises serious
problems. In United Stater v. Georgia alone, the
Division has sought to end desegregation cases
against more than twice the number of school dia.
triets that it has filed new cues against in over
seven years. There is no reason why districts
themselves cannot initiate dismissal proceedings

where appropriate, and no reason why the
Division should use its scarce resources to do so
where the districts themselves do not. The
Division should not support a determination of
unitary status with respect to districts against
which there are recent or unresolved complaints
of discrimination, and should not agree to a
unitariness finding without even consulting all par.
ties. In addition, there is no reason to oppose con-
tinuing injunctions against discrimination and
segregation as in United Slams P. Georgia, since
such measures may well deter future violations
and make it easier to obtain relief if they do
occur. Indeed, one appellate covet has ruled that
even after a district has been declared unitary, it
must demonstrate that changed gircumstances war.
rant modifying or eliminating ..,junction call.
ing for desegregstion.h2

Accordingly, it is retonmetried that the Divi
sion should return to its previors practice of not
initiating AllcrO,7AS to have a school district
declared unitary. and thus dismiss desegregation
claims against it. The Division should consult
specifically with CCR and all pasties to a case

'before deciding what position to take with respect
to a request to declare a district unitary or dis
miss a case, and should not support such a re.
quest where there are recent or unresolved
complaints of discrimination, or vestiges of
segregation, which can be eliminated by further
action. Where cases are to be dismissed, the
Division should explore the possibility of keeping
in place injunctions which prohibit future chs
crimination or all for the continuation of
desegregation plans where necessary. The
Division should also support the principle that
where an injunction calling for desegregation has
been entered, the defendant must bear the burden
of proving changed circumstances sufficient to
justify modifying or eliminating the injunction.
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Following such recommendations, as well as the
other recommendations :a this section, can help
restore our nation's bipartisan commitment to
vigorous civil rights enforcement in education
through the Civil Rights Division.

C. The Department of Education and the
Office of Civil Rights

1. Processing of complaints

One of OCR's major activities is the handling
of complaints of discrimination against individual
school districts and institutions. Although the
numLer of such complaints has declined during
the 1980s, OCR's complaint processing efficiency
has also declined, end OCR has consistently been
unable to mect.flie timeframes called for in the
Adams order."' In fact, in 1987, a House subcom-
mittee found a 'nationwide scheme in OCR of-
fices to backdate documents and persuade victims
to drop discrimination complaints in order to sp.
pear to meet the .idanu timdrames.1"

In addition to scarce resources, several causes
of these problems have been suggested. Initially,
OCR has apparently failed to use all funds ap-
propriated for its enforcement activities; for ex-
ample, over 520 million appropriate' between
fiscal years 1980 and 1985 was either returned to
the Treasury or spent on activities not related to
OCR operations.' b It is accordingly recom-
mended that OCR seek to expend properly all
funds appropriated for its enforcement activities
and request additional funding as necessary.

In addition, complaint processing has been
slowed and disrupted by placing complaints on
hold in many eases. For examp, a 1986 OCR
review revealed that officials ir. five OCR
regional offices routinely delayed processing of
cases because of reasons such as alleged un-
availability of witnesses, even where in fact there
was no adequate basis for such delays, and tl}at
monitoring of this process was inadequals.I'' In a
number of instances in the early 1980s, OCR
suspended processing of complaints altogether in
cases in which OCR general policy changes were
under consideration.'" It is accordingly recom-
mended that additional monitoring and guidelines
be instituted to avoid improperly suspending or

delaying the processing of OCR complaints and
to help promote compliance with McAdams
timeframes. This may include modifying or
providing additional flexibility in meeting such
timeframes insomempespf cases,-such ascom-
plea, multiissue, multiparty cases. Any changes
in the Adams timefrarnes should be accomplished
through notice and comment rulemaking by the
Department. Efforts should also be made to im-
prove the efficiency of ease processing where pos-
sible without compromising quality."

Reports indicate that OCR enforcement activity
both with respect to complaint investigations and
other efforts is hampered by the lack of clear,
written policy guidance to regional offices."' Ac-
cordingly, it is recommended that OCR promul-
gate and divribute policy directives on civil
rights enforcement issues on a timely basis consis-
tent with applicable law, to OCR regional offices
and the general public.

Another possibility may be for OCR to evelop
relationships with state civil rights agencies .o
help handle, under OCR supervision and
guidelines, some categories of complaints. At-
tempts at joint federalstate handling of civil
rights complaints have succeeded on a limited
basis with respect to OCR and the EEOC, par-
ticularly with respect to individualized aqd rela-
tively routine and repetitive complains. " In
addition to helping cope with the complaint
workload, such measures could help OCR con
centrate more resources on compliance review ac-
tivities which, as discussed in Section 2 below,
can potentially provide much more effective en
forcement by OCR. Federal-state activities in he
civil rights area must be conducted carefully,
however, since there is a serious danger of im-
proper federal reliance on state agencies which
may be unreliable."' Accordingly, it is recom-
mended that OCR analyze and develop proposals
for possible joint OCR-state handling of in-
dividual complaints now processed by OCR.

2. Initiating and conducting compliance
reviews

There is strong evidence that complaint inves-
tigations by OCR are generally a less effective
mean. of civil rights enforcement than com-
pliance reviews started by OCR itself. OCR has
found that compliance reviews produce twice as
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many remedies and benefit six times as many dis-
crimination victims as complaint investiga-
tions.'" In addition, such reviews are critical in
enforcing the rights of poor, undereducated, and
nonF.nglisli speaking persons, who areteast like-
ly to file complaints butsften most likely to suf-
fer from disedmination.'" Despite the decline in
complaints during the 1980s, however, com-
pliance reviews also declined, and still remain a
small part of OCR's enforcement program.'" In

1982, for example, OCR conducted reviews cover-
ing only about 8 percent of districts or Institu-
tions which were *apparently in severe
noncompliance' with civil rights laws 123

In deciding which school districts to review for
civil rights compliance, OCR has previously
relied heavily on its semiannual civil rights sur-
veys of school districts begun in 1968, which col-
lect information on such subjects as the racial
makeup of schools and classrooms, assignments
to gifted and special education classes, and dis-
ciplinary actions. From 1978 through 1982, the
surveys were conducted so that all districts with
enrollments over three hundred were surveyed
comprehensively at least once dunng the six-year
cycle, with districts of high interest surveyed
every two years, minimizing the burden on school
districts ilqt providing complete and useful data
for OCR."6

In 1984, however, OCR changed the civil rights
survey and seriously reduced its usefulness. It
abandoned its 1978.82 survey strategy, using in-
stead a stratified random samplirk of districts and
allowing large districts to sample only some of
the schools within their systems. These changes
mean that the survey will miss thousands of
schools and school districts, making it extremely
difficult to fplest targets for compliance reviews
cite:lively." For example, even though OCR
has eliminated the large district sub-sample prose.
durc and sought to include more districts not sur-
veyed recently in 1988, it is estimated that about
two thousand districts surveyed in 1978.82 will
be bypassed in the six-year period through 1988,
and that about seven thousand mostly small dis-
tricts will not bye been included since 1976.48
A comprehensive resurvey of all school districts
may be needed by 1990 jp,order to restore the use-
fulness of the data base."'
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In addition, failing to survey high interest dis-
tricts every two years makes it quite difficult to
monitor districts which warrant special attention.
OCR also altered its vocational education survey,

'in 1984,-in a manner which senously impairs'its
usefulness, by including schools over which OCR
has jurisdiction or which are not vocational
schools and omitting schools which arc needed to
provide useful data."3"

Selection of sites for compliance reviews has
also been limited by questionable OCR policies.
In a 1987 memorandum to its regional offices,
OCR stated that compliance reviews should not
be undertaken in districts which are subject to
court or OCR-approved desegregation plans, and
discouraged compliance reviews of institutions re-
questing technical assistance from OCR." Such
policies leave hundreds of districts, including
many which have committed civil rights viola-
lions in the past,effectively exempt from com-
pliance reviews.'"

OCR has also failed to use its authonty under
the federal magnet school program effectively to
gather and evaluate potentially key information to
Serve as a further guide for determini com-
pliance with civil rights laws. In order to receive
federal funds to support magnet schools under the
program, school districts must be carrying out a
court-ordered or voluntary desegregation plan and
must provide assurances of nondiscrimination,
which OCR has the authority to evaluate."' Yet
OCR has failed to use its authority to request in-
formation from school distncts on civil rights
compliance beyond the information previously
submitted by the districts themselves, thereby
neglecting a 'legitimate tool for encouraging,
voluntary compliance with civil rights laws:"
Moreover, a 1988 review of OCR pregrant
reviews, under the magnet program by the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund suggested that OCR
had cleared the Pittsburgh district to receive mag-
net funds despite an OCR regional office's own
finding that Pittsburgh had discriminated in facul-
ty assignments.13' The same review indicated that
OCR had improperly used an 'intent* standard in
clearing districts to receive magnet funds, despite
the fact that the courts and OCR have previously
recognized that practices which have a dis-
criminatory effect may violate Title VI and jus-
tify OCR remedial action."6 OCR officials had
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indicated that another review of Pittsburgh would
take place, and that OCR was developing a policy
to implement use of an 'effects test' for magnet
program clearance purposes, but no actipn bad
been taken as of early October, 1988."'

It is accordingly recommended that OCR return
to the methodology used prior to 1984 in its voca-
tional and civil rights surveys, and determine
whether a comprehensive national resurvey is
needed for 1990. In conjunction with improving
the complaint investigation process, OCR should
also seek to develop methods to increase the num.
ber and role of compliance reviews as part of the
OCR enforcement process Selection of com-
pliance review sites should be based on qualita-
tive criteria such as OCR survey data miller than
random selection OCR should also remove restric-
tions on conducting compliance reviews of dis-
tricts which are subject to court or OCR-app:oved
desegregation plans, or have requested technical
assistance from OCR, and should study other
ways to help prevent potential conflicts between
OCR's enforcement and technical assistance func-
tions. OCR should also develop policies to use its
authority under the federal magnet school assis-
tance program to gather and evaluate data effec-
tively to determine compliance with civil rights
laws, including establishment of a policy to util-
ize an 'effects test' in clearing districts to receive
magnet funds. Compliance reviews should general-
ly be systemwide rather than focusing on par-
ticular isolated programs.

3. Obtaining relief for civil rights
violations

Perhaps the most persistent criticism of OCR,
r sticularly since 1981, has been its failure to ob-
tain effective remedies, even in cases where OCR
has mad: findings of discrimination. Although
OCR found two thousand violations of law as a
result of compliance reviews or complaints from
1981 to mid-1983, it began only twenty-seven ad-
ministrative proceedings which can lead to fund
cutoff or deferral and referred only twenty four
addicippal cases to the Division for prosecu-
tion. Relief was slow or non - existent even in a
number of these fifty-qne cases due to delays by
OCR or the Division.1'9 In many other cases,
OCR has' ot even reached the stage where find-
ings are issued, but has instead resolved com-
plaints without findings by accepting virtually
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'any_agreentent which results in a withdrawo com-
plaint, regardless of the substance of the agree-
ment; a practice which the Division and OCR
staff have severely eritieized.14° Even in cases
where findings have been issued, OCR has ac-
cepted numerous settlements since 1981 which
rely on general promises or assurances and other-
wise, simply fail to correct violations of law."'

For example, in 1976, OCR had found that the
New York City schools had violated Title VI by
discriminating in the hiring and assignment of
minority teachers. A 1977 settlement agreement
provided that New York would be ineligible to
receive federal funds until it adequately remedied
the violations, and federal money was accordingly
withheld until 1982. In 1982, however, OCR
agreed to a new settlement vath New York which
effectively allows the city to maintain virtually
all-white faculties in many schools, to continue to
assign less qualified personnel to predominantly
minority schools, and to take no steps to remedy
discrimination in promoting women to positions
as pnncipals and assistant principals. 14Z

Another example is Peons. Illinois, where, in
1984 OCR found that a number of schools were
racially isolated in violation of Title VI. As OCR
staff negotiated a possible settlement with Pcona,
it was operating under guidelines that the consent
decree in the Bakersfield ease should provide the
basis for settlements in eases like Peoria. As dis-
cussed above, there are serious &limn= in the
remedy in Bakersfield. In Peoria however, the
director of OCR rejected the recommendations of
his own Policy and Enforcement Service and ac-
cepted a settlement which was even weaker than
in Bakersfield, since it did not encourage volun.
tar/ integrative transfers or include substantial
compensatory *cation programs for racially iso-
lated schools 14' As the former director of OCR's
Policy and Enforcement Service concluded, the
settlement was "certainly not' adequate to address
violations of Title VI.144

Several specific problems appear to be contribut-
ing to inadequate OCR enforcement. OCR has
adopted a practice of issuing letters of findings to
districts indicating that their civil rights violations
have been corrected based only on assurances of
future performance and without on-site monitor;
ing, a process that has been severely criticzzed.'4'
In addition, OCR has disbanded its national
Quality Assurance Staff which, pnor to its
elimination, had found numerous errors and
problems in OCR enforcement practices."'
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It is accordingly :ecommended that OCR de-
velop and implement guidelines for its enforce-
ment and settlement practices. These guidelines
should focus on determining which type of enfor-
cement should be used in particular cases, avoid-
ing delays when cases are referred to the
Division, ensuring that settlements in cases where
violations are found actually correct viola,ons,
prohibiting reliance on assurances of good faith
or future actions in settlements without monitor.
ing to ensure actual performance, and ensuring
that resolution of cases prior to the issuance of
findings are in accord with applicable laws and
regulations. OCR should abolish the use of 'viola-
tion corrected' Letters of Findings and return to
its prior practice of issuing Letters of Findings
with findings of fact and conclusions of 14w
before negotiating corrective acticx should
also return the quality assurance prog...n I., the
national level to perform its previous functions of
assessing the quality of OCR work, and assuring
consistent implementation of policy.

4. Remedying in-school segregation

As more and more court decisions have re-
quired school districts to assign children of all
races to each of their schools, attention has
focused on ensuring that segregation does not
occur within schools. Particularly in systems with
a history of segregation, some schools have used
testing and ability grouping to assign students to
racially isolated and perpetuate
segregation."' The problem is particularly
serious because of persistent evidence that tests
used by many school districts are biased against
minorities."'

Although in-school segregation is within OCR's
jurisdiction, OCR's response to the probler ss
been inadequate. Some information on in-sc...,o1
segregation is available via the civil rights sur-
vey, but the survey questions on the subject have
not been updated since the 1970s and may miss
serious problems. Despite findings of racially
identifiable classrooms in a number of cases,
moreover, OCR has accepted vague assurances
that efforts would be made to avoid discrimina-
tion or has indicated Shat it will continue to
monitor the situation."' in one case involving
Dillon County, South Carolina, OCR had made

three findings that ability grouping was being
used to perpetuate segregation, but took no action
until the 1983 Adams order led to a referral of the
case to the Division. When the Division declined
the case, OCR delayed any enforcement action
for another twq years until prodded by a House
Subcommittee. One former OCR official
reported in 1985 that OCR considered dropping
ability grouping cases altogether."

It is accordingly recommended that OCR focus
attention on the issue of in-school segregation.
particularly in formerly segregated school dis-
tricts. OCR should consider sponsoring general re-
search into particular types of tests used by
multiple school districts to assign students to clas-
ses as to which concerns have been raised of dis-
crimination against minorities, which can be used
to help identify and take action with respect to
districts with problems of in-school segregation.

S. Enforcing prohibitions against sex dis-
crimination

Sex discrimination in elementary and secondary
education is a continuing and serious problem.
While sex equity problems may not be as visible
as problems of racial discrimination, since public
schools arc generally not segregated by sex, there
is nonetheless a striking disparity in the oppor-
tunities and achievement of boys and girls
throughout elementary and secondary education.
Boys and girls participate unequally in sports,
they score differently on the pre-college aptitude
tests, they choose very different college ar.d voca-
tional education concentrations, and they are even
treated differently in the classroom.

In 1982, only 35 percent of the morkthan 5.1
million high school athletes were girls. This
figure remained unchanged in 1985-86. One of
the primary reasons for this disparity is that op-
portunities for girls arc limited; for example,
there are 25,000 less high school sports teams
nationwide for girls than for boys.153 Boys and
girls continue to express very different preferen-
ces for majors in college; 10.6 percent of high
school girls want to major in the physical scien-
ces, we 34 percent of high school boys choose
them .t" Although boys outscore girls on the
SAT, the Education Testing Service (the producer
of the SAT) has admitted that the SAT under-
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predicts the grades of college women 155 In 1986,
girls' scores were, on the av,erage, sixty-one
points below boys' scores."' Such discrepancies
seriously damage opportunities for female high
school studentsto go to college and obtain merit
scholarships.'

In high school vocational education, women are
13 percent of engineering studem. but 90 percent
of the allied health professions. One of the few
areas in which girls outperform boys is in the
high school drop-oej rate, where the rate is slight-
ly higher for boys; but males who do not
graduate from high school have a much higher
employment

'6°
rate than females who do not

graduate.Boys are more likely than girls to be
suspended from school, but they also receive
more teacher attention than girls.16' The evidence
suggests that such discrepancies are not caused by
differences in abilities or preferences between
boys and girls, but instead are attributable primari-
ly to such problems as biased testing, differences
in opportunities and resources, and improper chan-
neling by educational authorities.162

Similar discrepancies exist with respect to
school administrators and teachers. Although 84
percent of elementary school teaches are female,
only 52 percent of high school teachers, 26 per-
cent of elementary school principals, and 6 per-
cent of high school principals are female. Women
constitute only 7 percent of all school superinten-
dents, although 70 percent of all teachers are
temale.163

Despite the serious nature of sex equity pro-
blems, federal financial support and enforcement
efforts over the past seven years have declined
dramatically. Indeed, 'funding and support for
equity -related issues have nearly disappeared at
the federal and state levels. Equity is not merely
out of fashion in the Department of EducationIt
has been declared an enemy."

The primary vehicle for federal enforcement of
sex equity in edu. , ion is Title IX of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972, which prohibits all
aspects of sex discrimination in education that
receive federal assistance. °' Tb;, prohibition has
been interpreted broadly to apply to admissions,
athletics, employment, vocational education, child
care, and ficancial ale As discussed earlier,
for financial aid distributed by the Department of
Education, it is the responsibility of OCR, in con-
junction with the Department of Justice, to en-
force federal laws such as Title IX. The federal

government's investigation and resolution of sex
discrimination complaints, however, has ex-
perienced a profound decline since January
1981.56' During the first six years of the Reagan
presidency, '[t]he word [went] out, very clearly,
that the Office for Civil Rights finds aggressive
enforcement of [Tide IX] to be unacceptable.'1"
The Justice Department's record appears, if any-
thing, to be worse"' Nor has the Department of
Education adequately supported programs to com-
bat sex discrimination.

The same problems that have affected enforce-
ment of other civil rights laws have also affected
enforcement of Title IX. Initially, OCR has not
developed policies that promote sex equity, and
the effectiveness of its compliance-related ac-
tivities has declined dramatically over the past
seven years. For example, OCR has provided in-
adequate guidance to regional offices on how to
process sex equity cases. A 1984 internal OCR
report expressed concern that the regional offices
had insufficient guidelines on how to conduct
complaint investigations or compliance reviews in
interscholastic case& at the elementary and secon-
dary school level.'" But the Assistant Secretary
of Civil Rights was unable to recall whether OCR
had taken any corrective actions as a result of this
report.1.1

Administrative enforcement actions have also
been lax. In the past, after OCR investigated a dis-
trict and found a Title IX violation, it issued a let.
ter of finding setting out in detail the violations.
However, OCR policy has been not to issue the
letter, but instead to find the schools in com-
pliance, and then awe with the distnct on future
compliance actions. 2 Not only is It difficult for
the community to monitor these 'agreements; but
also school districts learn that Title IX violations
are not likely to be punished. To make matters
worse, OCR enmpiirince reviews and monitoring
are 'spotty."'" OCR has even pressured com-
plainants to drop the complaints they have filed
with OCR."'

In addition to OCR's lackadaisical enforcement
efforts, another serious setback to enforcement of
Title IX was the Suppeme Court's decision in
Grove City v. &III" Prior to Grove City, if an
educational institution received money from di
federal government, it could not discriminate.' 6
In Grove City, however, the Supreme Court
limited the coverage of Title IX (and the prohibi-
tion against sex discrimination) to only the
specific program or activity which received
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federal funds.177 The Department of Education ul-
timately interpreted Greve City rigidly, narrowing
the coverage of Title IX. 'Immediately after the
Grove City decision, [OCR], by its own count,
closed, limited, or suspended sixty-three claims
because of the lack of direct federal funding. That
was just the beginning.178

Initially, OCR had interpreted Grove City some-
what narrowly so as to preserve broad OCR juris-
diction with respect to elementary and secondary
education. In a July, 1984 analysis of Grove City,
the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights stated that
as to those school districts that receive Chapter 2
funds, 'there is a presumption that all of [the
district's] programs and activities are subject to
OCR's jurisdiction* because th.epossible uses of
Chapter 2 funds are so broad.' '' Such an inter-
pretation would have permitted OCR to retain
broad authority with respect to many districts
with sex discrimination problems. But the
Department's Reviewing Authority soon sig-
nificantly narrowed this interpretation. In 1985,
the Reviewing Authority dismissed an enforce-
ment proceeding against a schooi district that
maintained sex-segregated physical education clas-
ses, finding that the Department had no authority
to apply Title IX, because no federal funds were
specifically earmarked for the physical education
program, even though other federal funds
received by the district could have been used for
the physical education classes.18° This interpreta-
tion effectively confined OCR jurisdiction to
cases where federal money could be traced di et-
ly to programs that discriminated, severely lin:t-
ing enforcement efforts.

Another serious effect of Grove City was to dis-
courage girls and women from filing complaints
with OCR. Reports indicate that many w-,._en
were afraid to file a complaint, viewing the nsk
to their education or jobs as too great if, after
they had filed a complaint, OCR found that their
specific program received no federal funds, and
then dismissed their complaiut.11

There has also been a decline in Depart tient
and overall federal support for programs to in-
crease sex equity on a voluntary basis since 198i.
In 1974, Congress passed the Women s E.-ucation-
al Equity Act (WEEA), 20 U.S.0 § 3341 It seq.,
which established a program of grants and other
support for projects to promote sex equity in
education. Since 1981, however, the Executive
Branch has sought to eliminate the program, and
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funding 'las been cut from S10 million in 1980 to
53.3 million in 1988. Although WEEA was in-
tended to help develop and distribute model
programs to address sex equity problems, Depart-
ment of Education policies have resulted in no
new model programs being published between
May, 1984 and May, 1987.1°2 Congress has
sought to improve sex equity problems in voca-
tional education through the Carl D. Perkins Voca-
tional Education Act of 1984, 20 U.S.0 § 230
et seq., *bleb requires 12 percent of each basic
state grant in support of vocational education to ,
be earmarked for female students and set up a sex
equity coordinator to monitor programs for
female students. It is clear that senous problems
of sex discrimination remain, however, that must
be effectively combated as the nation moves into
the 1990s.

While the passage of the Civil Rights Restora-
tion Act should prevent the Department of Educa-
tion from refusing to handle cases based on lack
of jurisdiction under Title IX, the past eight years
base senously damaged efforts towards sex equi-
ty in education. The recommendations for im-
proved federal enforcement in this area echo
those discussed previously pertaining to the
prohibitions against race disenmination Accord-
ingly, it is recommended that OCR once again ag-
gressively enforce complaints of sex
discnmination filed with it, and develop uniform
guidelines to be sent to each regional office con-
cerning the processing of different type- of com-
plaints of Sex discrimination. OCR should also
establish a more comprehensive monitonng proce-
dure to ensure that school districts which have
violated Title IX in the past have actually cor-
rected their procedures so that they are in com-
pliance with Title IX at the time of any settlement
agreement, and so that they remain in compliance
thereafter. As part of what should become a
comprehensive monitoring system, OCR shoulo re-
quire that districts collect and maintain informa-
tion on the nature and extent of sex equity
activities, and OCR should analyze which ac-
tivities prove most successful. It is also recom-
mended that OCR resume its practice of broad
audits of edlational institutions suspected of di.
criminating 1 4 This should include analyses of
tests which appear to severely impede academic
opportunities for female students The Department
should actively promote the development and dis
semination of model sex equity programs, such as
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programs to improve voluntary compliance with
Title IX, and increased funding should be
provided for the Women's Education Equity Act
and other initiatives to combat sex discrimination
in education.

6. Ensuring equal educational opportunity
for language.minority students

In 1968, the federal government first addressed
the distinctive educational needs of language-
minority students by enacting the Bilingual Educe-
don Act as Title VII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act. During the next dozen
years, the federal courts, the Congress, and four
presidents pushed forward together along two
parallel tracks to ensure that language-minority
students receive effective and equal educational
opportunities. The first track, represented by the
Bilingual Education Act, involved the provision
of federal aid and technical assistance to help
schools develop effective instructional programs
for non-English-language background students.
The second track involved the enforcement of
civil rights prohibitions against national-origin dis-
crimination and the enactment of an eqhal educa-
tional opportunity law that requires schools to act
affirmatively to overcome the language barriers
confronting limited-English-proficient (LEP) stu-
dents.

Since 1981, however, federal efforts to improve
the education of language-minonty students have
slackened dangerously. In addition to seeking
reduced appropriations for federal bilingual educa-
tion programs, there have been repeated efforts to
restrict student program eligibility and to
eliminate the key feature of these programs - -the
provision of instruction through both English and
the student's native language. At the same time,
the Department has railed to discharge its respon-
sibilities to protect the civil rights of national
origin minority students who are limited in their
English language proficiency. As our nation
moves towards the 1990s, these serious problems
must be addressed effectively.

a. Estimating the number of language-
minority and gmited-English-proficient stu-
dents
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According to the 1980 census, approximately
4.5 million school-age children lived in U.S.
homes where a language other than English was
spoken, classifying them as language - minority
children. According to estimates, this lumber
grew to nearly eight million by 1985.1

In 1982, Secretary of Education, T. H. Bell,
reported that as of 1978 there were approximately
3.6 million schooi-aged language-minority
children who were limited in the Eng lish-lan-
guage skills needed to succeed in an English-
medium school. 'Three-quarters of these
limited-English-proficient children were born in
the United Stales, or one of its outlying areas,
and zpproximately 70 percent of the LEP students
in 1078 spoke Spanish. The secretary also
reported that there were 24,000 Navajo children
with limited English proficiency aged 5 to 14 in
1980.186

The number of language - minority children in
the United States is projected to increase by
nearly 40 percent by the year 2000, and
Spanish language background children by over
50 percent. These percentages contrast with the
projected increase in the number of school -age
children in the general population which is
about 16 percent.

The nuerbrr of LEP children in the United
States is projeGed to increase by about 35 per-
cent by the year 2000. Ninety-two percent of
the projected increase will have Spanish lan-
guage backgrounds.1*7

More recent Department of Education estimates
of the LEP student population have been the sub-
ject of commas... In 1986, Secretary of Educa-
tion, William .T. Bennett, released a report which
slashed LEP student population estimates by al-
most two-thirds. The new estimates reported a
total 1981 .LEP student population of 1.2 to 1.7
million.'

Members of Congress challenged the accuracy
of the Department's 1986 LEP student estimates,
noting that most states had reported continuing
growth of the language-minority and LEP student
populations since the late 1970s. The state with
the largest language-minority population, ..:alifor-
nia, reported that its LEP student population had
MOM than doubled between 1977 and 1986, rising
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from 233,444 to 567,564 students. Experts on the
LEP student fropillitiiiiiiioted that the
Department's new estimates were based on
dramatically reduced standards of English
proficiency, and that the Department had used an
arbitrary system of 'indicators' to exclude other-
wise LEP students from the estimate.1''

The current lack of accurate counts and esti-
mates for US. language-minority and LEP stu-
dent populations is, in itself, a matter of national
concern. The absence of reliable population data
enfeebles federal policymaking, technical assis
tance, program administration, and civil rightc en-
forcement on behalf of this growing segment of
the American student population.

Accordingly, it is recommended that the Depart-
ment of Education take steps to improve federal
counts. estimates, and projections of the language.
minority and LEP student populations. The
Department should avail itself of all pertinent
federal data as well as statistictgathered by state
and local agencies. In analyzing-these data, the
Department should utilize the services of in-
dividuals with professional expertise in the
demography of American languageminority
populations.

b. The educational plight of language-
minority students

For language.minority students, the impediments
to academic success are several and severe. A dis-
proportionate number of language-minority and
LEP students z-s. poor.19° Hispanics in general
are tile as likely as white Americans to be
poor, aLld-1330re than half of all Puerto Rican
children living,in the United States in 1984 lived
in poverty.19 The parents of language- minority
students are usually limited in their own English
proficiency, and have significantly less education-
al preparation than the general population. Accord-
ing to the 1980 census, while more than half of
all blacks and more than 70 percent of all whites
age 25 and over had completed high school, of
1-Espanies 25 years of age and over, only 45 per-
cent had completed high school."3 Poverty is
only part of the problem. Many language-minority
children and even more of their parents have suf-
fered discrimination at the hand of private parties
and the government. In education, as well as
other areas of social life Indian, Hispanic, Asian

and other nonwhite Americans have frequently
-been denied the opportunities available, to whites. _

While the nation has moved closer to the goal of
a color-blind society, we have yet to eliminate ra
cial and ethnic discrimination or to overcome its
lasting effects.

But in addition to these barriers to educational
success, LEP students face additional challenges.
First, they must learn English, a language other
than their mother tongue. M the same time, LEP
students must advance in their development of
academic-and social skills. And finally, many
LEP students muse learn to appreciate and accom
modate a culture different from their own. For
those LEP students who are newcomers to this
country, 'culture- shock' is often compot.nded by
the traumas of war, famine, and disaster--forces
that drive many families from their native lands.

Despite their acute educational needs, LEP stu
dents are not well-served by our schools. In 1982,
Education Secretary Bell concluded that 'al-
though local school districts and states arc
making an effort, schools in general are not meet-
ing the needs of LEP students.'"4 The secretary
reported that 'many schools are not assessing the

-special needs of language minority children. They
are not assessing the English language proficien
cy of these children, much less the home Ian.
guage proficiency, as a basis for planning
programs and providing services.' And of the stu-
dents identified as LEP, only onethird were
receiving either bilingual instruction or instruc
tion in English as a second language, without the
use of their home languages."'

The most recent national empirical study of the
educational condition of language-minority stu-
dents was published in 1985 by the Educational
Testing Service (EfS).t 6 The EIS study was car-
ried out as part of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress, the federal government's
primary program for measuring the educational
performance of our schools and children. Under
the NAEP orograrn, a representative sample of
more than one million students in the fourth,
eighth, and eleventh grades are tested annually to
determine their academic achievement. Under
NAEP procedures, however, school officials were
allowed to exclude students they judged unable to
participate in the assessment because of dis-
abilities (physical, mental, or behavioral disorder)
or because their ability to speak English was er-
trenely limited.
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Of the four primary racial/ethnic groups identi-
fied in the NAEP survey (white, black, Hispanic,
and other), students classified as Hispanic and
'other' were most likely to be excluded from the

'NAEP.assesscoent,-and in more than 80 percentof
the eases because of limited English proficiency.
Thus, while 'other students constituted only 2
percent of all surveyed fourth graders, they con-
stituted 10 percent of the fourth graders excluded
from assessment. And 6 percent of all fourth
grade Hispanic students in the sample and 5 per-
cent of Hispanic eighth and 11th graders were ex-
cluded from assessment because of severe

cy?limitations in Er,glish proficien'
Of the assessed students, language-minority stu-

dents (defined narrowly as children who come
from homes where 'most' people speak a lan-
guage other than English) constituted 9 percent of
the fourth grade, 7 percent of the eighth grade,
and 6 percent of the eleventh grade NAEP
sample. Despite the narrowness of the definiti n,
more than 42 percent of the Hispanic study its and
more than one-third of the Asian and American In-
dian students assessed at all three grade levels
were identified as language-minority.

NAEP reading test scores showed that 'lang-
uage-minority students, espe,dally Hispanic
children, are [performing) considerably below the
national average, and that discrepancy increases
with grade level and demands for performance on
higher level reading tasks. Indeed, language-
minority Hispanic students in the eleventh grade
are performing at a level cppiparable to the nation
al sample at grade eight.' L

Reading test scores for the children assessed
under NAEP were used to group students accord-
ing to five levels of reading proficiency: Rudimen-
tary, Basic, Intermediate, Adept, and Advanced.
While 96 percent of all NAEP-assessed fourth
graders had achieved at least a rudimentary level
of reading proficiency, only 88 percent of the
Hispanic language-minority fourth graders had
done so. By the eighth grade,63 percent of all
NAEP-assessed students and 70 percent of the
white students had achieved intermediate reading
proficiency, however, only 47 percent of the lan-
guage-minority and just 37 percent of the
Hispanic language-minority eighth graders
reached the level of intermediate proficiency. At
the eleventh grade level, 90 percent of the white
students had achieved intermediate proficiency,
and almost half (47 percent) were rated adept. By
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comparison, only 65 percent of lEspanie language
mmonty 11th graders achieved 'intermediate'
proficiency and omly 14 percent were classified as
'adept' readers.i"

The ETS study included another index of
academic progress, the promotion of students-
from grade to grade, by meast,ring student age.sn-
gradc. The study noted that 'grade repetition, as
indicated by over - agedness in grade, has long
been recognized as a problem for Hispanic stu-
dents in general, and for Hispanic language.
minority students in particular. It has been
associated in previous stgkes with the dropout
rate of Hispanic youth.'`" The ETS study found
that 2 percent of all white and 3 percent of all
non-language-minority fourth graders were two or
more years over-age (11 or older), 8 percent of
the Hispanic language - minonry fourth graders,
however, were more than two year.. over-age. The
picture worsens at the eighth grade level where
12 percent of Hispanic language-minority stu
dents are two or more years over-age (15 or
older) compared with 3 percent of all white
eighth graders.zot

Despite lagging reading and acadenuc perfor-
mance, more than two-thirds of all the language
minority students assessed us the 1983-84 NAEP
study. both Hispanic and non-Hispanic, were
receiving neither bilingual nor ESL, services,'
At the same Um; the study found that Hispanic
language-minority youngsters were the most
segregated group of studen,s, with two - third. to
three-quarters of these children attending
predominantly minority schools.2°3

The ETS report concluded.

The gap in reading performance of lan-
guage-minority students compared with
their white non.languageminority
classmates suggests that the unique educa-
tional needs of pupils whose home lan-
guage is not English are currently not
being served sufficigitly by the American
educational system.

As grim as they are, the ETS-NAEP findings
understate the extent of our failure to provide
equal and effective educational opportunities to
language-minority students. The most flagrant
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evidence of this failurestudent drop-out rates of
nearly 50 percent for Hispanic and Indian lan-
guage- minority studentsis not even addressed by
the NAEP, since NAEP oily addresses the perfor-
ate= of students still enrolled in school.

c. Background of federal bilingual
education programs prior to 1981

On January 2, 1968, President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed into law the Bilingual Education
Act, successfully concluding a year of intense con.
gressional activity focused on the educational
needs of language-minority students, Including elf
children of 'limited English-speaking ability: 2'**

The factors contributing to the federal decision
to authorize funds specifically for the education
of language-minority children were described by
one scholar of federal education policy as follows:

One factor influencing the federal view
was the arrival of hundreds of thousands
of Cuban refugees following the Castro
revolution in Cuba. These refugees
brought the issue of bilingualbicultural
education to the forefront since they had
no intention of giving up their native cul-
ture or language. Another factor was the
growing realization by educators of the
special needs of the large numbers of
limited and non-English speaking children
in the public schools such as the Puerto
Ricans in New York and the Mexican
Americans in the Southwest. Still another
factor was the civil rights movement of
the 19605 which raised the concept of
equal- rAtroional opportunity in a way
that began to inspire first questions and
later demands from Spanish-surnamed and
Indian American minorities. Finally, as the
federal government accepted a respon-
sibility to help disadvantaged children
bridge the awareness gap caused by pover-
ty backgrounds, it became apparent that
linguistic gape could no longer be ignored
either?"'

Senator Yarborough's explanation of the final
bill was direct:
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The concept of the bill is really very simple.
-ao simple that it is amazing that in all of
our years of striving for improved educa-
tion the problem has never been given
much attention. The problem is that many
of our school-age children in this nation
come from homes where the mother tongue
is not English. As a result, these children
enter schools not speaking English and not
able to understand the' istruction that is all
conducted in English.2`"

The Bilingual Education Action (BF-A) estab-
lished a voluntary, competitive grant program to
'provide financial assistance to local educational
agencies to develop and carry out new and im-
aginative elementary and secondary school
programs' designed to meet the special education.
al needs of children of limited English...peaking
ability.' Schools serving high concentrations of
children from families with incomes below
53,000 per year or receiving payments under a
program of aid to families with dependent
children were eligible to apply for grants.

Under the BEA, grant funds could be used for
pre-service and in-service training and for the es-
tablishment and operation of special instructional
programs for language-minority students. Ac-
tivities specified in the law as eligible for support
included:

(1) bilingual education programs;
(2) programs designed to impart to students a

knowledge of the history and culture associated
with their languages;

(3) efforts to establish closer cooperation be.
tween the school and the home;

(4) early childhood educational programs re-
lated to the purposes of this title and designed to
improve thr potential for profitable learning ac-
tivities by children;

(5) adult education programs related to the
purposes of this title, particularly for parents of
childrez participating in bilingual programs;

(6) programs designed for dropouts or poten-
tial dropouts having need of bilingual programs;

(and)
(7) programs conducted by accredited trade,

vocational, or technical schools."'
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The primary restriction on BEA grants was that
they were required to be used by school districts
to supplemect, and in no case supplant, Title I.
funded services to limited-English-speaking stu-
dents.

Funding for the Bilingual Education Act was
authorized for three years in progressively larger
amounts: $15 million for fiscal year 1968; 130
million for 1969; and $40 million for 1970. Ac-
tual appropriations, however, fell far short of
authorization limits. In fiscal year 1968, no funds
were appropriated. In fiscal year 1969, $7 million
in appropriations supported 76 project grants serv-
ing approximately 26,000 pupils. In fiscal year
1970, appropriations of $21.3 million supported
more than 130 projects serving approximately
52,000 students.

The Education Amendments of 1969 extended
the authorization of the Bilingual Education Act
for two years, through fiscal year 1973, at increas-
ingly higher appropriations limits. The 1969
Amendments also authorized the commissioner to
make payments to the Secretary of the Interior for
BEA programs in Indian reservation schools. Ap-
propriations for the BEA rose from $25 million in
final year 1971 to 535 million in 1972, and to
$45 million in 1973. At the same time, Congress
authorized the expenditure of funds under a
variety of existing and new federal education
programs for bilingual-bicultural activities.

In 1974, Congress rewrote the Bilingual Educa
ton Act and reauthorized the Act through fiscal
year 1978. The revisions, part of the Education
Amendments of 1974, expanded the federal
government's involvement in bilingual education
in a number of ways. The 1974 Amendments also
clarified the meaning of the Act's key term- -
'limited English speaking ability'- -and clarified
the kinds of programs eligible for Title VII assis-
tance. In place of the broad and nondescriptive
phrase 'new and imaginative elementary and
secondary school programs' set out in the original
Act, the Amendments used the term 'program of
bilingual education' and defined it as:

. a program of instruction, designed for
children of limited English-speaking
ability in elementary and secondary
schools, in which, with respect to the
years of study to which such program is
applicable--(i) there is instruction given in
and study of English and to the extent
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necessary to allow a child to progress effec-
tively through the educational system the
native language of the children of limited
English-seeding ability, and such instruc-
tion is given with appreciation for the cul-
tural heritage of such children, and with
respect to elementary school instruction,
such instruction shall, to the extent neces-
sary, be in all courses or subjects of study
which will allow a child to progress effec-
tively through the educational system.

While the 1974 Amendments loosened the fam
ily poverty requirements set out in the onginal
Act, they added a new requirement that grant ap-
plications be developed in consultation with
parents, teachers, and secondary students, and
that successful applicants provide for continuing
participation in the program of a parent commit-
tee.

The Amendments also included provisions to
prevent the segregation of students in BEA
programs. Title VII grantees were to make
provision for the participation of children of
limited English-speaking ability in regular classes
for the study of art, music, and physical educa-
tion And grantees were authorized to provide for
the voluntary enrollment of a limited number of
English-language-background students 'in order
that they may acquire an understanding of the cul-
tural heritage of the children of limited English.
speaking ability....' This authorization for the
voluntary enrollment of English-languageback-
ground students was limited, however, by a
statutory caution. in no event shall the program
be designed for the purpose of teaching a foreign
language to English-speaking children.'

To carry out the expanded BEA, Congress in-
creased the fiscal year 1974 authonzation level to
slightly more than $141 million and provided for
annual increases reaching $170 million in fiscal
year 1978. Appropriations to carry out the restruc-
tured Bilingual Education Act increased steadily
and substantially, rising from $68 million in fis-
cal year 1974 to $146 million in 1978.

The House Report on the Education Amend-
ments of 1978, the next legislation revising and
reauthorizing the Bilingual Education Act,
provided the folluv.,ng capsule overview of the
operation of the program nine years after its enact.
ment:
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Fiscal year 1977 appropriations for the Act to-
taled $115 million. Seventy five percent of
these funds were spent for grants for basic
demonstration programs to over 425 local
educational agencies in 47 states and outlying
areas. Just over 60 percent of the funds are ex-
pended on Spanish.language programs with the
remainder being spent on multilingual
programs... involving one of 67 other Ian.
Bunts-

The remainder of funds under the Act are used
for a variety of support services, including
grants to institutions of higher education to
develop and improve teacher training programs,
graduate fellowships to prepare trainers of
teachers, grants to states for technical assis-
lance, and funds for a Title VII network consist-
ing of 15 resource centers, 14 materials
development centers, three dissemination and
assessment centers and a national clearin-
ghouse. Under the program, 100 institutions of
higher education are offering teacher training to
an estimated 25,000 personnel. At the graduate
level, the fellowship program offers advanced
degrees in 42 institutions reaching about 500
candidates.

About 57 percent of the basic local educational
agency grants reach urban areas, 36 percent
reach towns and sububan areas, and about 6
percent reach nual areas. The majority of the
programs are concentrated in California, Texas,
and New York. Nine states did not operge any
Title VII programs in fiscal year 1977.2"'

Like the 1974 Amendments, the 1978 Amend-
ments to the Bilingual Education Act refired key
terms in the law. The new legislation used the
term 'limited English proficiency' rather than
'limited English-speaking ability' and provided a
more functional educational definition: in-
dividuals who 'have sufficient difficulty speak.
ins, .eading, writing, or understanding the
English language to deny such individuals the op-
portunity to learn successfully in classrooms
where the language of instruction is English.'
Thus, for the fi.:.$t time, the Bilingual Education
Act referred to the specific language skills in-
volved in learning. The new definition of 'limited
English proficiency' also included language to
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highlight the eligibility of American Indian and
Alaskan Native students.

In keeping with Congress's continuing concerns
about school segregation, the 1978 Amendments
clarified that up to 40 percent of the students en-
rolled in Title VII Programs could be English-lan-
guage-background children. While the 1978
Amendments required that such integrated
programs be principally focused on helping LEP
children improve their English language skills,
the Amendments eliminated the prohibitory
reference to foreign language teaching set out in
the 1974 Act.

The 1978 legislation anticipated significant future
growth in the Title VII program. The Amend.
ments provided a $200 million authorization level
for fiscal year 1978, with a S50 million annual in-
crease in authorization levels through 1983. Final-
ly, the 1978 Amendments directed the secretary
of HEW to submit, not later than 1981, a report
to the president and the Congress 'setting forth
recommendations on the methods of converting.
not later than July 1,1984, the bilingual education
program from a discretionary grant program to a
formula grant program.'

The expansionary vision of bilingual education
set out in the 1978 Amendments was not matched
by money. While fiscal year 1978 appropriations
increased by more than S30 million to $146 mil-
lion, total Title VII funding in fiscal year 1980. -
the highest in the Act's history was only $167
million, less than half of the amhonzation level.

d. Background of federal civil rights efforts
on behalf of language-minority students prior
to 1981

The federal government's first efforts t ensun.
equal educational opportunities for language-
minority students grew out of the prohibition
against 'national origin' discrimination in federal-
ly-assisted programs and activities contained in
the Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. In
1968, the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW) issued guidelines which held
'school systems ... responsible for assuring that
students of a particular race, color, or national
origin are not denied the opportunity to obtain the
education generally obtained by other students in
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the system.' Just over a year after President
Nixon took office, the director of OCR followed
up on the general 1968 guidelines with specific in.
formation on the civil rights responsibilities of
schools serving language - minority students.

On May 25, 1970, the director of OCR sent a
memorandum to school districts whose national.
origin min,"' ority group enrollments exceeded five
percent. The memorandum noted 'a number of
common educational practices which have the ef-
fect of denying equality of educational oppor-
tunity to Spanish - surnamed pupils.' 'Similar
practices,' it continued, 'which have the effect of
discrimination on the basis of national origin
exist in other locations with respect to disad-
vantaged pupils from other national origin.
minodty groups, for example. Chinese or
Portuguese.'

To 'clarify HEW policy on issues concerning
the responsibility of school districts to provide
equal educational opportunity to national-ongin
minority-group children,' the memorandum iden-
tified four basic school chstnct responsibilities.

(1) Where inability to speak and understand
the English language excludes national-origin
minority-group children from effective participa-
tion in the educational program offered by a
school district, the district must take affirmative
steps to rectify the language deficiency in order
to open its instructional program to these stu-
dents.

(2) School districts must not assign national-
origin minority -group students to classes for the
mentally retarded on the basis of criteria which
essentially measure or evaluate English lan-
guage skills; nor may school districts deny na.
tional-origin minority-group children access to
college preparatory courses on a basis directly
related to the failure of the school system to in.
culcate English language skills.

(3) An ability grouping or tracking system
employed by the school system to deal with the
special language skill needs of national -ongin
minority-group children must be designed to
meet such language skill needs as soon as pos-
sible and must not operate as an educational
dead-end or permanent track.
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(4) School districts have the responsibility to
adequately notify national origin minority-
group parents of school activities which are
called to the attention of other parents. Such
notice in order to be adequate may have to be
provided in a language other than English.

The memorandum signaled the beginning of in-
creased activity within OCR on behalf of Ian
guage-minority students. Its full significance,
however, would not be realized until the Supreme
Court's 1974 decision in Lau v. Nichols.

Lou was a class-action suit brought on behalf of
LF.P students of Chinese ancestry enrolled in the
San Francisco public school system. Of the 2,800
Chinese LF.P students, about 1,000 received sup
plemental instruction in the English language;
about 1,800, however, received no special instruc-
tion The plaintiffs alleged that the school
district's conduct violated both the Fourteenth
Amendment of the Constitution and the Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, but they did not
seek a specific remedy --only that the Board of
Education be directed to apply its expertise to the
problems and to rectify the situation.

Both the District Court and the Court of Appeals
found no violation of the Chinese students' con-
stitutional or statutory rights. The Court of Ap.
peals concluded that the San Francisco school
district's duty to non-English-speaking Chinese
students 'extends no further than to provide them
with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers and
curriculum as is provided to other children in the
district' t

In 1974, the United States Supreme Court unani-
mously overturned the lower court's decisions in
Lau, finding that the school distnct had violated
Title VII."' Because it found that plaintiffs'
statutory civil rights had been violated, the Court
did not consider their constitutional claims.

In delivering the Court's decision, Justice
Douglas reviewed provisions of the California
Education Code regarding English language and
bilingual instruction in the State, high school
graduation requirements pertaining to English
proficiency, and the compulsory full-time educa
don of children between the ages of six and 16
years. Justice Douglas reasoned that.
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Under these stateimpostd standards there is no
equality of treatment merely by providing stu-
dents with the same facilities, textbooks,
teachers, and curriculum; for students who do
not understand English are effectively
foreclosed from any meaningful education.

Basic English skills are the very core of what
these public schools teach. Imposition of a re-
quirement that, before a child can effectively
participate in the educational program, he must
already have acquired those basic skills is to
make &mockery of public education. We know
that those who do not understand English are
certain to find their classroom merit:ices who!.
ly ip"epmprchensible and in no way meaning.
fuL'

Justice Douglas then cited the general Title VI
guidelines, promulgated by HEW in 1968, barnng
actions which are discriminatory in effect even
though no purposeful design is present. 'It seems
obvious,' he wrote, 'that the Chinese-speaking
minority receive fewer benefits than the English.
speaking majority from respondents' school sys-
tem which denies them a meaningful opportunity
to participate in the educational programall ear-
marks pf,the discrimination banned by the regula
tioes."1. The Court also cited the provisions
regarding students' English language deficiencies
set out in the 1970 OCR Memorandum, noting
that school districts agreed to comply with these
reqqirements as a condition for receiving federalaid.ata

Even before Lau, OCR officials knew from pre.
vious compliance reviews that most schools were
doing little or nothing to overcome the special bar-
riers confronting language-minority students.
Once the Supreme Court bad ruled in Lau, OCR
focused its attention on the question the Court did
not answer- -what kind of special instruction
should schools provide to limited- English -profi-
cient students. To develop answers to the ques-
tion, HEW assembled a task force of experts on
languageminority education and school ad-
ministration.
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In August 1975, the commissioner of education
announced the issuance of HEW guidelines for
compliance with Title VI under Lau. The
guidelines, officially titled 'Task Force Findings
Specifying Remedies Available for Eliminating
Past Educational Practices Ruled Unlawful Under
Lou v. Nichols' are usually referred to as the

Remedies' or 'Lou
The Lou Guidelines were detailed and specific.

They specified approved approaches, methods,
and procedures for identifying and evaluating na-
tional origin-minority students' English language
skills; determining appropriate instructional treat-
ments; deciding when LEP children were ready
for Englishmedium mainstream classes; and iden-
tifying professional standards for teachers of lan-
guage- minority children.

Significantly, the Lou Guidelines went beyond
the Lou ruling to specify that schools should
provide instruction to elementary students in their
strongest language until -hey could participate ef-
fectively in English-only classrooms. English-as-a-
Second Language (ESL) was prescribed for all
students for whom English was not the strongest
language Finally, any school districts that wished
to rely exclusively on ESL would be obligated to
demonstrate that their programs were as effective
as the bilingual programs described in the
guidelines.

The Lou Guidelines were widely circulated in
memorandum form to school official, and the
public; they were not, however, published in the
Federal Register. While the unpublished Lou
Guidelines were concerned with remedying Title
VI noncompliance, they quickly evolved into the
de facto standards that OCR staff applied to
measure school districts' compliance with Title
VI under Lau.

Between 1975 and 1980, OCR carried out nearly
six hundred Title VI Lau reviews, concentrating
on districts with substantial language-mmonty stu-
dent enrollments. These reviews led to the
negotiation of voluntary compliance plans by 359
school districts during the five-year period. Vir-
tually all of the voluntary compliance plans ad-
hered to the standards set out in the Lou
Gnidtlines.

In 1978, when an Alaskan school district filed
suit contesting OCR's use of the Lou Guidelines
for determining Title VI compliance, the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare agreed,
in a consent decree, to publish at the earliest prac-
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tical date formal Tide VI Lau compliance
guidelines.`16 Responsibility for fulfilment of the
consent decree fell to the newlyformed Depart-
ment of Education, which on August 5, 1980
published it the Federal Register a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM). In general, the
proposed rules required school districts retching
Federal assistance to provide special instruction
to all limitedEnglishproficient nationalmigin
minority-group students and, under most condi-
tions, to provide some nativelanguage instruction
in academic subjects to LEP students who were
more proPient in their Dative language than in
English.

Possibly in response to prior criticism about
ambiguities in the Lau Guidelines, the NPRM in.
eluded numerous objective programmatic stand.
aids. The NRPM's standard: encompassed sec}
matters as the identification ci? language-minonty
students, the assessment of the it language
proficiencies, the provision of appropriate instruc-
tional services, and criteria kir determining when
students should 'graduate' from special instruc-
tional programs.

The Education Department received over four
thousand public comments on the NPRM, most of
which objected to one or more of the NPRM' s
provisions. There were -ails for congressional ac-
tion to block Lau rulem, king by the Department.
After a meeting with congressional leaders, Educa-
tion Secre:ary Shirley Hufsteoler voluntanly
suspended finalization of the Title VI guidelines.
Following the election of Ronald Reagan in
November of 1980, Secretary Hufstedler in-
structed OCR staff to prepare a comprehensive
analysis of the public comments received or he
August NPRM. The analysis was intended Delp
the new administration grapple with what had
proven to be an exceedingly complex and con-
troversial set of educational, soc'al, and legal is
sues.

Concerns about equality of educational oppor-
tunity for languageminority students also oc-
cupied the attention of Congress One section of
the 1974 Education Amendments, the Equal
Educational Opportunities Act of 1974 (EEOA),
defined as a denial of equal educational oppor-
tunity
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the failure by an educational agency to take ap-
propriate action to overcome language bamers
that impede equal parucipauon by its students
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in its instructional programs.217

The EEOA did not define 'appropriate action"
and its legislative history does not amplify
Congress's intent. Despite this ambiguity, the
EEOA has proven helpful in legal struggles to en-
sure equal educational opportunities far language-
minority students.

Unlike Title VI, the EEOA applies to all public
schools, at., just those receiving federal aid. Fur-
ther, because the EEO authorizes civil actions by
aggrieved individuals as well as by the attorney
general, the federal courts have held that the
protections of the EEOA ar available to students
without regard to the issue of the number of un-
sery ed students.

Since the mid-1970s, the federal courts have in-
creasingly been called upon to determine whether
languageminority students were receiving equal
educational opponurnues under Title VI and the
EEOA. In making these determinations, the courts
have closely examined such matters as the iden-
tification and assessment of languageminority s u
dents, student grouping and assignment, curricular
offerings and instructional programs, staffing,
training, and school communications with parents
In most of the reported cases, the federal courts
have found a violation of the LEP students'
rights Furthermore, all of the court - ordered plans
to remedy Title VI and EEOA violations have
made provision for some instructional use of the
LEP student's native language.

e. Funding Federal bilingual education
programs since 1981

Federal financial assistance under the Bilingual
Education Act has fallen sharply during the last
eight years. Fiscal year 1988 appropriation, for
Tide VII were 12 percent below the 1980 in .71 in
nominal dollars. When adjustments are made for
.aflation, federal financial support for bilingual
education programs fell by more thau 47 percent
between fiscal years 1980 and 1988.'28

Reductions in the level of federal support for
bilingual education programa would have been
even deeper if r,mgress had approved the Reagan
administration's budget requests. In keeping with
the reduced authorization levels specified in the
Omnibus Budget Rcconcihation Act of 1981, Con.
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gross appropriated 5134 million for Title VII in
fiscal year 1982, 523 million less than the pre-
vious year. Despite this substantial reduction, the
Reagan administration pushed for deeper cuts in
Title VII funding. In fiscal year 1983, the ad-
ministration proposed to reduce Title VII ap-
propriations to 594.5 million. Congress declined
to adopt the administration's Proposal and level-
funded Title VII at 5134 million. The next year,
the administration again asked Congress to slash
Title VII appropriations, this time to ';92 million.
Congress responded by increasing fiscal year
1984 appropriations by slightly more than 51 mil-
lion to 5135.5 rdrion. Since fiscal year 1984, the
administration and 7ongress have basically fol-
lowed a hold-theline appropriations strategy.

While the number of students in need of bilin-
gual education programs has increased sharply,
the number of students actually served under Title
VII has declined substantially. In fiscal ye --
1981, more than 269,000 students participated in
Title VII programs. In 1986, fewer than 197,000
students were participating in Title VII programs.

The impact of the decline in Title VII funding
will be felt for year to come. In addition to
providing grants directly to school districts for in-
structional programs, Title VII supper'- a wide
range of programs and activities dr.sig. :4 to
strengthen our schools' capacities for serving lan-
guage-minority students. These capacity-building
components of the Title VII program have been
seriously weakened. For example,

In fiscal year 1981, Title VII provided
more than 4 million in fellowship aid to
529 students in engaged in graduate study
pertaining to bilingual education. In fiscal
year 1987, fellowship aid stood at 52.5
million supporting approximately 250
graduate students. Currently, the Depart-
ment of Education does not intend to
make any fellowship awards in fiscal year
1988.

In FY 1981, 59.8 million was ap-
propriated for nineteen multipurpose
resource centers to help schools improve
programs for languageminority students.
In fiscal year 1986, sixteen centers were
operating under a S6 8 million budget.
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In fiscal year 1986, 53.2 million was app
propriated for research studies and evalua-
tion. Not taking inflation into account, this
was just about half the amount of funding
available in fiscal year 1981.

Title VII funding for the development of in-
structional materials fell from 56.5 million
in fiscal year 1981 to 5250.000 in 1987.

As a result of these and other Title VII reduc
Lions, the pace of educational improvement for
language.minority students has slowed substan'ial-
ly. It is reconvnended that significant additional
appropriations be sought for Bilingual Education
Act programs. The Department's 1989.90 budget
request should seek to restore such funding to fis-
cal year 1980.1981 levels adjusted for inflation.
Subsequent budget requests should provide for
sustained real growth in the federal bilingual
education program.

I. Federal policy concerning native
language Instruction since 1981

On April 8, 1982, Education Secretary, T. H.
Bell, sew to Congress draft legislation to amend
the Bilingual Education Act. The primary change
sought by the amendments was elimination of the
requirement, explicit in the Act since 1974, that
Title VII programs make some instrpgional use
of a LEP student's native language.''' In support
of this radical change, Secretary Bell testified.

The proposed language ... re.lects our
belief that school districts are in the best
position to evaluate the needs of their stu-
dents and to design programs in response to
those needs.

While at present the Title VII legislation re-
quires the use cf both English and non-
English languages, or proposed legislation
would not; school districts would be free to
propose programs which use both languages
or which use English exclusively.22'
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The administration's Title VII amendments were
considered in two days of subcommittee hearings
in the Spring of 1982. Most of the public tes-
timony and expert evidence presented during the
hearings contradicted the administration's
proposals, and no further action was taken on the
legislation during the 97th Congress.

In 1984 Congress embarked on its third legisla-
tive reauthorization of the Bilingual Education
Act. A bill making significant improvements in
the BEA, H.R. 5231, was introduced and then eon.
sidered in a subcommittee bearing in March, 1984,

H.R. 5231 clarified the goals of Title VII instruc-
titnal programs by requiring that they 'allow a
child to achieve competence in the English lan-
guage ... (and) to meet grade promotion and
graduation standards.' The bill also required that
all Title VII programs provide 'structured English
language instruction' through an intensive ESE.
component.

In place of a single type of instructional pro-
gram, H.P. 5231 identified six different types of
programs eligible for Title VII support. Four of
the programs focused on special purposes or
populations.

Programs of Academic Excellence 'which
have an established record of providing ef-
fective, academically excellent instruction
and which are designul to serve as models
of exemplary bilingual education programs
and to facilitate the dissemination of effec
tive bilingual education practices.'

Family English literacy Programs 'designed to
help limitedEnglishproficient adults and out
of-school youth achieve competence in the
English language.' The legislation specified
that preference for participation in these
programs shall be accorded to 'the parents and
immediate family members of children enrolled
in programs assisted under this title.'

Bilingual preschool, special education, and
gifted and talented programs.

Programs to develop instructional materials in
languages for which such materials are commer-
cially unavailable.

The two other programs identified in H.R. 5231
--Transitional Bilingual Education (TBE) and
Developmental Bilingual Education (DBE).were
general.purpose instructional programs. The legis-
lation stipulated that 75 percent of all appropria.
mins for instructional grants be reserved for TBE
programs, those most resembling the 'basic'
programs authorized under existing law.

H.R. 5231's most significant ".imovai.on was the
new authorization of grants for Devt..!opmental
Bilingual Education programs. The a. .action
was based on the finding

that both limitedEngiish-proficient children
and children whose primary language is
English can benefit from bilingual education
programs, and that such programs help
develop our national linguistic resources.

Unlike the other programs set out in H.R. 5231,
DBE programs were meant to promote bilingual
prof iciermy rather than merely English proficien-
cy. To foster this educational objective and to
promo:: racial and ethnic integration, the legisla-
tion stipulated that

(w]here possible, classes in programs of
developmental bilingual education shall be
comprised of approximately equal numbers
of students whose native language is English
and limited English proficient students
whose native language is the second lan-
guage of instruction and study in the
programs.

In its original form, H.R. 5231 did not authorize
Title VII support for monolingual Engl,sii-lan-
guage instructional programs. Accordingly, the ad-
ministration voiced opposition to the bill.

As a compromise, a seventh type of instructional
program, Special Alternative Instructional
Programs (SAIP), was authorized. Like TBE
programs, Special Alternative Instructional
PTOrMS must be designed to help LEP students
achieve proficiency in English and to meet grade-
promotion and graduation standards. Unlike TBE
programs, these programs need not make any in
suuctional use of the LEP child's native language
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Authorization for the Special Alternative Intl,-
tional Programs was premised on a new legisla-
tive finding 'that in some school districts
establishment of bilingual education programs
may be administratively impractical due to the
presence of small numbers of students of a par-
ticular native language Cr because personnel who
are qualified to provide bilingual instructional ser-
vices are unavailable.'

To prevent the administration from using the
new monolingual program to divert resources
from limetested dual-language instructional
programs, a formula was devised to control SAIP
funding. Under the formula, four percent of the
first 5140 million of Title VII appropriations
were reserved for SAIP. To encourage the ad-
ministration to seek additional appropriations for
the BEA, the formula also reserved 53 percent of
all Title VII appropriations in excess of 5140 mil-
lion for SAIP grants, subject to a 10 percent
limitation of total Title VII funding. On October
19, 1984, President Reagan signed the Education
Amendments of 1984 as Public Law 98-511.

Before the Education Department had developed
regulations to implement the 1984 amendments to
the BEA, Education Secretary Bell resigned and
resident Reagan appointed William J. Bennett to
be his successor. On September 26, 1985, in a
speech to the Association for a Better New York,
Secretary Bennett lashed out against federal bilin-
gual education policy. Citing the high dropout
rates of Hispanic students, Bennett termed the
seventeen-year-old BEA a 'failure' The
Secretary declared:

This, then, is where we stand. After seven-
teen years of federal involvement, and after
$L7 billion of federal funding, we have no
evidence that the children whom we sought
to helpthat the children who deserve our
help have benefited.

Re charged that federal bilingual education
policy bad 'lost sight of the goal of learning
English as the key to equal educational oppor-
tunity' and had promoted native-language instruc-
tion as 'an emblem of cultural pride.'

To 'reform' federal bilingual education pro-
grams and policies, Bennett announced a three- .
part 'initiative.' First, the secretary promised that
the Department woul: develop regulations to im
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plement the 1984 amendments to the BEA which
would give preference to programs that moved
children as quickly as possible from nativelau-
guage instruction to mainstream classes. Second,
the secretary announced that the Department
would notify all school districts which bad
adopted voluntary compliance plans based on the
*Lau Guidelines' that they were fret to
renegotiate the plans with the Department's Of-
fice for Civil r.:zlits. Finally, the secretary an-
nounced tuat the D:partment would push for the
enactment of legislation removing all restrictions
on Title V:I funding for English-only instruction-
al programs.

The following spring, the Senate Subcommittee
on Education, Arts, and Humanities held a one-
day hearing on S. 2256, which would have
eliminated the 1984 formula applicable to TBE
and SAIP funding. Most of the witnesses who tes-
tified on S. 2256 opposed the legislation, and the
bill did not receive further consideration in the
99th Congress.

The Education Department did not seek substan-
tial increases in the Title VII appropriations
above the $140 million level to set in motion the
50 percent escalator provision contained in the
compromise SAIP funding formula. Still, in fiscal
year 1987, the Department was able to make 41
SAIP grants serving almost ten thousand LEP stu-
dents under the 4 percent minimum set-aside
provided in the 1984 Amendments.

Meanwhile, Secretary Bennett, and other top
Department officials, continued to campaign for
the removal of all Title VII funding limi:s on
ZAIP grants. They asserted that English-only in-
str.,ctional programs were as likely to meet the
caucational needs of LEP students as were
programs which made some instructional use of
the LEP child's native language.

Anticipating legislative action to reauthorize the
BEA in 1987, House Education and Labor Com-
mittee Chairman Augustus F. Hawkins asked the
General Accounting Office (GAO) to review the
administration's assertions regarding native lan-
guage instruction in the light of contemporary re-
search evidence. The GAO selected ten experts,
five of whom had been nominated by department
officials, or whose work had been cited by depart-
ment officials in support of the administration's
proposed bilingual education policies, to carry oui
this rev.ew. In March of 1987, the GAO released
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its report entitled 'Bilingual Education: A New
Look at the Research Evidence.'

The GAO repo), contradicted the Department's
position on native-language instruction. Only two
of the ten experts agreed with the
administration's assertion that native-language in-
struction did not help LEP students become profi-
cient in English. On the question of whether
research evidence supported the use of native-lan-
guage instruction to teach academic subjects other
than English to LEP students, only three of the ex-
perts responded it the negative. Finally, seven of
the ten GAO experts disagreed with the Education
Department's assertions that monolingual-English
instructional programs were as likely to meet the
educational needs of LEP students as programs
which offer some native-I:assuage instruction.

Despite the GAO's findings, the Department
continued to push the administration's amend-
ments as Congress worked on Title VII
reauthorization legislation during 1987 and 1988.
As in 1984, Congress struggled to achieve a bipar-
tisan compromise to end the controversy.

The August F. Hawkins-Robert T. Stafford
Elementary and Secondary Education Improve-
ment Act of 1988, signed as Public Law 100-297
on April 28, 1988, reauthorized the BEA through
fiscal year 1993. The Hawkins-Stafford Act set a
$200 million authorization limit on Title VII for
fiscal year 1989 while providing an unlimited
authorization of appropriations for fiscal year
1990-1993.

The Hawkins-Stafford Act authorizes the
secretary to reserve up to 2'i percent of all
program grant funds for SAIP. At the same time,
the Act requires the secretary to reserve at least

.75 percultpf all grant finds for TBE
programs."' With =mete) grants for the other
four types of Title VII instructional programs- -
Developmental Bilingual Education, Programs of
Academic Excellence, Family English Literacy,
and Programs for Special Populationsthe Act
provides they may be funded from either the 25
percent permissive set-aside for SAID or the man-
datory 75 percent reservation for TBE Finally,
the Act states that the new funding reservations
shall sot result in 'changing the terms, condi-
tioas, and negotiated levels of any grant awarded
in fiscal year 1987' for the life of the smut.
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Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee
Chairman, Edward M. Kennedy, the chief ar-
chitect of the final compromise Title VII funding
provisions, explained their intent:

Inclusion of the Senate bill's new fuming reser-
vations in HR. 5 accommodates the Education
Department's quest for greater funding
flexibility without mandating increased spend-
ing for monolingual instructional programs.
This enhanced funding flexibility should be ex-
ercised in a responsible fashion, and I urge both
the Department ofEducation and my colleagues
on the Senate and House Appropriations Corn-
mittees to allocate nonraerved funds to those
part A programs, which, on the basis of objec-
tive program evaluation and research data, are
shown to be most effective in helping limited-
English-proficient students achieve academic
success. In this regard, I am troubled by the
fact that the Department of Education currently
provides only two grants, amounting to less
than one-quarter of 1 percent of all part A grant
funds, for two-way developmental bilingual
education programs. Locally funded two-way
bilingual education programs have proven effec-
tive in meeting the second-language learning
needs of both limited - English - proficient stu-
dents and monolingual-English students in a
positive, integrated educational environment.
These include several two-way bilingual
programs in my own state.... Programs like
these deserve additional Federal support, sup-
port made pqssible under the bill's new funding
reservations.'22

fhe flexible Title VII funding provisions set out
in the Hawkins-Stafford Act provide a mechanism
for ending, once and for all, destructive debate
over the allocation of scarce resources among
necessary programs. This mechanism should be
used, thoughtfully and creatively, in developing
its budget proposals for Title VII. Specifically, it
is recommended that the Department propose in
its next budget request to provide equal funding
for Developmental Bilingual Education and Spe-
cial Alternative Instructional Program grants the
two instructional program alternatives to Transi-
tional Bit ngual Education Transitional Bilingual
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Education programs have also proven successful
in meeting the distinctive educational needs of
LEP students. As provided under the Hawkins-
Stafford Act, it is recommended that such
programs receive continued strong federal support.

There arc local situations which render bilingual
education programs for LEP students impractical.
In such Stillall^7s, LEP students need and deserve
the kind of instruction supported by Special Alter-
native Instructional Program grants. Developmen-
tal Bilingual Education Programs, however, are
more than simply an alternative to Transitional
Bilingual Education programs. In communities
scattered across the nation, locally-funded two-
way developmental bilingual education programs
are helping students succeed academically while
becoming proficient in two languages. These
programs promote ethnic integration, cross-cul-
tura! understanding, and respect for other human
beings in ways that few other programs can.
Their success, both academic and social, follows
from their basic premise that a child's language
represents a resource to be c- velopcd and shared,
never a 'problem' to be overcome. It is recom
mended that support for Developmental Bilingual
Education programs should be treated as a top
civil rights and education priority.

0- Federal civil rights efforts on behalf of
language-minority students since 1981

As one of his first official acts, Education
Secretary, T. H. Bell, announced on February 2,
1981 that the Department of Education was for-
mally withdrawing the Carter administration's
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NRPM) respect-
ing the Title VI responsibilities of federally-as-
sisted schools serving languageminonty students.
Characterizing the August 5, 1980 NPRM as
'harsh, inflexible, burdensome, unworkable, and
incredibly costly,' Secretary Bell promised that
the Department would 'protect the rights of
children who do not speak English well,' but
would do so by 'permitting school distnets to use
any way (educational program' that has proven to
be successful.' The secretary provided no details
about the Department's new approach to Title VI
enforcement.

Soon thereafter, educational yladers expressed
concern to Secretary Bell that his announcement
could be misinterpreted by school officials as sig

naling the Department's loss of interest in civil
rights enforcement. The secretary responded by
sending a two paragraph memorandum to chief
state school officers on March 30, 1981. 'The
fact that the Lau Regulations were withdrawn as
the first in a series of actions that we hope to take
in our program of deregulation should not be con-
strued as an intent on our part to not carry out tht.
responsibilities that we have to ustst and en-
courage full compliance with the civil rights of
children with limitedEnglishproficiency; Bell
wrote. Noting that he was schedulco to meet with
the chief state school officers in June, Secretary
Bell's memorandum concluded-

In the meantime, we would urge you to en-
courage local education agencies to be cog-
nizant of the law and their responsibilities
As you know, many of the rigid require-
ments and rules emerge from a failure to
take appropriate action to comply with re-
quirements of law. As we work together,
perhaps we can persuade our colleagues
from this eventuality with respect to their
obligations under Lau v. Maas.

Secretary Bell appointed his Under Secretary,
Bill Clohan, to lead the Department's efforts to
develop a flexible, yet effective, Title VI policy
to protect the rights of Bathed-English-proficient
language-minority students. Clohan, in turn,
asked OCR to prepare a discussion memorandum
covenng the basic issues associated with the
Department's Title VI Lau enforcemert policy.

In July 1981, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights,
Clarence Thomas, sent Clohan a comprehensive
memorandum on Title VI L.0 enforcement The
memorandum reviewed the history of federal
policy regarding language-based discrimination,
analyzed the problem of language aiscrimination
and its regulatory implications, reviewed alterna-
tive Lau enforcement policies, and outlined
OCR's proposed enforcement policies and inves-
tigative procedures.

The OCR memorandum to Clohan emphasized
the distinctive nature of language discnmination.

Despite these general similarities (to other
forms of illegal discriminauon, for example,
race and seal, discrimination against language-
minonty students eters from other forms of il-
legal discrimination in a significant respect. An
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individual's race, sex, or religion are education.
016, irrelevant characteristics. An individual's
language is an educationally relevant charac-
teristic, however, because language is the
vehicle through which the school communicates
to students. Thus race, sex, and religious cis
crimination occur when school officials treat 'n
dividuals cif erently because of an
rAirationally-irrelevant characteristic Lan-
guage discrimination, on the other band, occurs
when school officials ignore an educationally-
relevant individual characteristic - .language,
and treat non.Eeglishspeaking students in the
same manner as they treat English-speaking stu
dents. This distinction was the crux of the
Court's decision in Las.

Moreover, the remedy for language thscnmina
lion is fundamentally different than the remedy
for race or sex discrimination. To cure these lat.
ter forms of cUscrimination, school officials
must reform their policies and procedures to
eliminate consideration of educationally.ir-
relevant student characteristics. In most cases,
school officials do not need to establish new
educational programs for minorities and
women, but rather must insure that minorities
and women have access to and participate in
the educationi programs they generally offer
To cure a Lau violation, school officials must
a4ust their policies and procedures to take into
account an educationally- relevant student
characteristicthe language skill needs of non.
Englishspeaking students. In most cases,
school officials need to establish a special
educational program for languageinority stu
dents to remedy a Las violation.

In OCR's view, the distinctive r ature of language-
based discrimination had two majo consequences
for federal cavil rights enforcement policy. 'First,
the detection and elimination of languagebased
discrimination requires the federal government to
examine a school district's substantive education-
al program to a degree that is usually not required
in other civil rights areas.' Second, there is a
'seemingly unlimited number of relevant vari-
ables [pertaining to both students and school dis-
tricts) which must be taken into account in
determining whether a school district is providing
equal educational opportunities to language-
minority students.' As a result of these consequen

ces, OCR concluded that' an effective and
reasonable Lau compliance policy cannot be
reduced to a mechanistic compliance formula.'
Accordingly, Assistant Secretary Thomas argued
that the Department should not attempt to develop
detailed Title VI Lau compliance standards as the
Carter administration had tried in the illfated
NPRM. 'The complexities associated with the
provision of equal educational opportunities to
limitedEnglishproficient nationalorigin
minority- students,' he wrote, 'seem to preclude--
both practically and politicallyformulation of
detailed substantive Title VII Lau compliance
standards.'

The OCR memorandum proposed that the Dc.
partment adopt a 'flexible 'facts and circum-
stances' approach for determining whether a
school district has taken the appropriate steps to
insure that language-minority students receive
equal educational opportunities. 'The memoran-
dum stated:

The compliance standard or test would be
whether the steps taken by a school district are
calculated to be effective and are reasonable in
light of student needs and district resources Un-
like the withdrawn NPRM and the "Lau
Remedies,' this enforcement approach would
not be premised on the assumption that any one
instructional methodology or service is legally
or educationally preferable. Because of this
fact, the general Lau enforcement approach
proposed herein would not .umecessanly inter
fere with the authority of local school districts
to control their educational programs

The disadvantage of OCR's proposed Lau enforce.
ment approach, Thomas conceded,

. is that it requires the exercise of con
siderable judgment and discretion. This thsad.
vantage is an inevitable concomitant of the
flexibility and nonprescriptiveness inherent in
such an approach.

Nevertheless, with appropriate 'OCR staff train-
ing, headquarters monitoring of Lau investiga
tions and compliance reviews, and secretarial
review of all proposed findings of noncom-
pliance,' Assistant Secretary Thomas argued,
OCR's proposed Lau enforcement approach
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'could be implemented so as to fulfill the
secretary's commitment to reasonable and effec-
tive civil rights enforcement.'

Following receipt of the July 1981 OCR memo-
randum, tilt:Department's General Counsel,
Daniel Oliver, raised questions about the continu-
ing validity of an 'effects test' to identify dis-
crimination under Title VI such as that approved
in Lau. Oliver argued that the Department should
not adopt a Lau enforcement policy baiting unin-
tentional discrimination. In support of his posi-
tion, General Counsel Oliver cited post-Lau court
decisions holding that discrimination must be in-
tentional before it violates Title VI and dicta
from Supreme Court decisions questioning the
'continuing vitality of Lau.'

Assistant Secretary Thomas countered the
General Counsel's argument against following
Lau by sending the Under Secretary a 26-page
legal analysis OCR staff had prepared on the
issue. In the cover memorandum, Thomas con-
cluded that:

the Department has the legal authority under
Title VI to require federally assisted school dis-
tricts to 'provide special instructional services
to limited-English proficient national origin
minority students ... and that the General
Counsel's contrary views are not well
developed or legally supported.

Under Secretary Clohan agreed with OCR. "I
do not believe we should in effect overrule the
Lau case prior to the Supreme Court overruling
it.' Accordingly, the under secretary directed both
offices to develop Title VI guidelines applicable
to language-minority students. Although the
White House soon requested and received Mr.
Clohan's resignation, his decision to uphold Lau
was not overturned by the secretary or his succes-
sor.

While Education Secretary Bell sought not to
attract public and congressional attention to OCR
policy-making and enforcement activiues respect-
ing language-minority students, his successor fol-
lowed a different course. As discussed earlier,
Secretary Bennett's high profile 1985 New York
speech on bilingual education attacked all aspects
of federal bilingual education policy, including
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OCR activity. One of the three bilingual educa-
tion 'initiatives' Secretary Bennett announced in
that speech was his invitation to local school dis-
tricts to modify previously negotiated Lau com-
pliance plans.

OCR implemented Secretary Bennett's 'initi-
ative' later in the year by sending individual let-
ters to the nearly five hundred school districts
which bad previously agreed to implement OCR-
approved plans to remedy Title VI violations
respecting language-minority students. The letters
stated:

This letter is to remind you that OCR policy for
the past several years has been to allow school
officials the flexibility to choose any education.
al program that meets the educational needs of
the language-mnonty students enrolled in their
schools. In that regard, [addressee school dis-
trict) has the option to modfy any program pre-
viously negotiated as part of the compliance
agreement noted above, or to change from one
type of program to another, as long as the dis-
trict continues to meet the requirements of Title
VI and to provide for the effective participauon
of all languageminority students in the educa-
tional programs it offers.

OCR attached to the letter a copy of the May
25, 1970 OCR memorandum cited in Lau and a
new, sevenpage memorandum outlining 'OCR's
Title VI Language Minority Compliance
Procedures.' OCR asked to be informed of any in-
tended changes in the district's Lau plan, and
promised to notify the district within ninety days
as to whether the modifications complied with
Title VI requirements.

OCR's invitation drew little response, after five
months, only fourteen schools had proposed
modifications in the previously-approved Lau
compliance plans.2'4 The invitation did, however,
attract the attention of the three Chairmen of
House Subcommittees which share oversight
responsibility for the Education Department's Of-
fice for Civil Rights In a joint letter to Secretary
Bennett, the three representatives requested com-
prehensive data on OCR's past Title VI enforce-
ment activities on behalf of language-min ffity
students.
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The data which OCR submitted to Congress
provided evidence of a dramatic slackening of ef-
fort to protect language-minority students after
January 1981. An Education Week analysis of the
data revealed that school districts were nine times
less likely to be scheduled for a Title VI Lau
review during the first five years of the Reagan
administratjan than they were in the preceding
five years. Between 1976 and 1980,OCR ear-
ned out Title VI Lau compliance reviews in 573
school districts. In the first five years of the
Reagan administration, however, only ninety -five
Title VI Lau compliance reviews were conducted
in sixty-six school districts. Monitoring visits to
check on a school district's implementation of
voluntary Lau plans also fell off sharply during
this period.

The OCR data also reflected continuing dis-
crimination against language-minority students.
Despite the Department's utilization of flexible
and permissive Title VI compliance standards,
OCR found legal violations in 58 percent of the
Lau-rehted investigations carried out since
1981.`"

Accordingly, it is recommended that OCR and
the Department recommit the federal government
to protecting the civil rights of limited-English-
proficient national-origin minority-group students.
There should be a major increase in the number
of OCR school district monitoring visits and com-
pliance reviews. These monitoring visits and com-
pliance reviews should be targeted on, but not
limited to, districts which OCR survey data and
other public information indicate are likely to be
in noncompliance with the requirements of Title
VI. At the same time, OCR must expand outreach
efforts to inform both school officials and the
parents of language-minority students of their
responsibilities and rights under law.

In addition, while the Department has with-
drawn proposed compliance standards and pre-
vious Lau guidelines, it has not officially
promulgated new guidelines and standards.
School personnel and parents both need, and
deserve, federal guidance in this critical and com-
plex civil rights area. It is thus recommended that
OCR and the Department act quickly to provide
legally and educationally sound guidance concern-
ing the Title VI responsibilities of schools serving
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limited-English-proficient students. This guidance
can be provided through new regulations of
general applicability, through a public reporting
service of OCR individual case-determinations, or
a combication of both.

With respect to ensuring equal educational op-
portunity for limited-English-proficient students,
as in the other areas discussed in this analysis,
the Department and OCR have failed to fulfill
their responsibilities over the last eight years. Im-
plementation of the recommendations suggested
in this analysis is critical to provide for effective
protection of civil nghts and equal educational op-
portunity for America's school children.
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IV. Summary of Recommenda-
tions

A. The Civil Rights Division

I. Initiation of new cases

The Division should significantly increase its ef
forts to investigate and file new cases to combat
the continuing problems of school segregation
and inequality of educational opportunity, focus.
ing its efforts on cases attempting to,achieve
metropolitanwide desegregation and to pursue
the link between segregated housing and
segregated schools.

2. Seeking remedies for illegal segregation
and denial of educational opportunities

a. Opposition to use of mandatory student
reassignment plans

The Division should end its rigid opposition to
the use of mandatory transportation as a remedy
in school desegregation cases, and shouldreturn
to its previous policy of considering the use of all
available remedies and of supporting relief which
would be most effective in individual cases.

b. Reliance on purely voluntary measures
and opposition to enforceable retie!

The Division should employ magnet schools and
other voluntary desegregation methods, both in
settling and litigating cases, only where they are
part of an overall desegregation effort including
effective enforcement or backup measures and
will not impair educational opportunities of
children in nonmagnet schools. Division policy
should seek to effectuate the principle established
by the Supreme Court that affirmative steps must
be taken to eliminate school segregation and its ef
feels to the maximum extent possible.
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c. Refusal to seek and opposition to neces-
sary funding for effective desegregation and
equality of educational opportunity

The Division and the entire federal government
should support the provision of funding necessary
for magnet schools and other voluntary desegrega-
tion programs and for compensatory and remedial
education programs. In particular, the Division
should seek and support remedies pursuant to Alit.
liken v. Bradley, 433 U.S. 267 (1977), to require
State governments to help fund magnet, compen-
satory, and remedial programs to assist in remedy-
ing the vestiges of segregation.

d. Refusal to seek systemwide remedies

The Division should meek systemwide relief in
desegregation cases in accordance with Keyes v
School District No. 1, 413 U.S. 189 (1973), and
should fully utilize the principles of Keyes in in-
itiating and conducting school desegregation litiga-
tion.

e. Reversal of opposition to tax
exemptions for discriminatory private schools

The Division should support methods at the
State, local, and federal level to combat dis-
crimination by private schools and to prevent the
use of private schools to avoid desegregation, in-
cluding requesting court orders in desegregation
cases litigated by the Division.

3. Ternination of litigation: the issue of
unitary status

The Division should adhere to the principle that
a school district can be declared unitary only if it
has actually elimivied all vesugts of segregation
to the maximum e. _at practicable, including
harmful education a. and reside sal segregative of
fats of school segregation. In Jdition, the
Division should return to its previous practice of
not initiating attempts to have a school district
declared unitary and thus dismiss desegration
claims against it. The Division should consult

specifically with OCR and all parties to a cast
before deciding what position to take with respect
to a request to declare a district unitary, or dis-
miss a case, and should not support such a re-
quest where there are recent or unresolved
complaints of discrimination or vestiges of
segregation which can be elimiated by further ac-
tion. Where cases are to be dismissed, the
Division should explore the possibility of keeping
in place injunctions which prohibit future dis-
crimination, or call for the continuation of
desegregation plans when necessary. The Division
should also support the principle that where an in
junction calling for desegregation has been
entered, the defendant must bear the burden of
proving changed circumstances sufficient to jus.
illy modifying or eliminating the injuction

B. The Department of Education and the
Office of Civil Rights

1. Processing of complaints

OCR should seek to expend properly all funds
appropriated for its enforcement activities and re-
quest additional funding as necessary. OCR
should institute additional monitoring and develop
guidelines to avoid improperly suspending or
delaying the processing of OCR complaints and
help promote compliance with theitdam:
timeframes. This may include modifying or
,moviding additional flexibility in meeting such
timeframes in some types of cases, such as com-
plex, multi-issue, multiparty cases. Any changes
in the Adams timeframes should be accomplished
through notice-andcomment rulemaking by the
Department. Efforts should also be made to im-
prove the efficiency of case processing where pos-
sible without compromising quality. OCR should
promulgate and distribute policy directives on
civil nghts enforcement issues on a timely basis,
consistent with applicable law, to OCR regional
offices and the general public. In addition, OCR
should analyze and develop proposals for possible
joint OCR-state handling of individual complaints
now processed by OCR.
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2. Initiating and conducting compliance
reviews

OCR should return to the methodology used
prior to 1984 in its vocational and civil rights sur
veys, and determine whether a comprehensive na.
tional resurvey is needed for 1990. In conjunction
with improving the complaint investigation
process, OCR should also seek to develop
methods to increase the number and role of corn.
pliance reviews as part of the OCR enforcement
process. Selection of compliance review sites
should be based on qualitative criteria such as
OCR survey data rather than random selection.
OCR should also remove restrictions on conduct.
ing compliance reviews of districts which are sub.
ject to court or OCR-approved desegregation
plans or have requested technical assistance from
OCR, and should study other ways to help
prevent potential conflicts between OCR's enfor-
cement and technical assistance functions. OCR
should also develop policies to use its authority
under the federal magnet school assistance
program to gather and evaluate data effectively to
determine compliance with civil rights laws, in
eluding establishment of a policy to utilize an "ef.
feels test in clearing districts to receive magnet
funds. Compliance reviews should generally be
systemwide rather than focusing on particular iso-
lated programs.

3. Obtaining relief for civil rights viola-
tions

OCR should develop and implement guidelines
for its enforcement and settlement practices.
These guidelines should focus on determining
which types of enforcement should be used in par.
ticular cases, avoiding delays when cases are
referred to the Division, ensuring that settlements
in eases where violations are found actually cor-
rect violations, prohibiting reliance on assurances
of good faith or future actions in settlements
without effective monitoring to ensure actual per-
formance, and ensuring that resolution of cases
prior to the issuance of findings is in accord with
applicable laws and regulations. OCR should
abolish the use of 'violation corrected' Letters of
Findings and return to its prior practice of issuing
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Letters of Findings with findings of fact and con.
elusions of law before negotiating corrective Sc.
tion. OCR should also return the quality
assurance program to the national level to per.
form its previous functions of assessing the
quality of OCR work and assuring consistent im
pleraentation of policy.

4. Remedying in-school segregation

OCR should focus its attention on the issue of
in school segregation, particularly in formerly
segregated school distracts, OCR should consider
sponsoring general research into particular types
of tests used by multiple school districts to assign
students to classes as to which concerns have
been raised of discrimination of minorities, which
can be used to help identify and take action with
respect to districts with problems of in school
segregation.

S. Enforcing prohibitions against sex dis-
crimination

OCR should once again aggressively enforce
complaints of sex discrimination, and should
develop uniform guidelines to be sent to each
engines! office c.oncuning the processing of dif-
ferent types of complaints of sex discrimination.
OCR should also establish a more comprehensive
monitoring procedure to ensure that school dis
tricts which have violated Title IX in the past
have actually corrected their procedures so that
they are in compliance with Title IX at the time
of any settlement agreement, and so that they
remain in compliance thereafter. As part of what
should become a comprehensive monitoring sys-
tem, OCR should require that districts collect and
maintain information on the nature and extent of
sex equity activities, and OCR should analyze
which activities prove most successful. OCR
should also resume its practice of broad audits of
educational institutions suspected of discrimina
tion. This should include analyses of tests which
appear to severely impede academie opportunities
for female students. The Department should ac-
tively promote the development and dissemination
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of model sex equity programs, such as programs
to improve voluntary compliance with Title IX,
and increased funding should be provided for the
Women's Educational Equity Act and other initia
fives to combat sex disenmination in education.

6. Enuring equal educational opportunity
for United English proficient students

The Department of Education should take steps
to improve federal counts, estimates, and projec-
dons of the language.minority and LEP student
populations. The Department should avail itself of
all pertinent federal data as well as statistics
gathered by state and local agencies. In analyzing
these data, the Department should utilize the ser-
vices of individuals with professioual expertise in
the demography of American languageminority
populations.

The Department of Education should seek sig.
nificant additional appropriations for Bilingual
Education Acprograms. Its 1989.90 budget re
quest should seek to restore such funding to fiscal
year 1980.81 levels adjusted for inflation. Subse
quest budget requests should provide for sus-
tined real growth in the federal bilingual
education program.

The Department should propose in its next bud-
get request to provide equal funding for Develop-
mental Bilingual Education and Special
Alternative Instructional Program grants, the two
instructional program alternatives to Transitional
Bilingual Education, which should also receive
continued strong federal support. Expanded sup-
port for Developmental Bilingual Education
programs should be treated as a top civil rights
and education priority.

OCR and the Dipartmeat should recommit the
federal government to protecting the civil rights
of limitedEnglishmoficient nationalorigin
minority students. There should be a major in-
crease in the number of OCR school district
monitoring visits, and they should be targeted on,
but not limited to, districts which OCR survey

. data and ether public information indicate are like-
ly.to be in noncompliance with the requirements
of Title VI. At the tune time, OCR must expand
outreach efforts to inform both school officials
and the parents of languageminority students of
their responsibilities and rights under law. OCR
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and the Department should act quickly to provide
legally and educationally sound guidance concern
ing the Title VI responsibilities of schools serving
linntedEnglish prolicient students. This guidance
can be provided through new regulations of
general applicability, through a public reporting
service of OCR individual case determinations, or
a combination of both.
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Mr. LYONS. Chairman, on WednesdayChairman Hawkins, Mr.
Payne and Mr. Hayes, thank you very much for holding this hear-
ing during a holiday recess. It is important because there is no
time to recess in the struggle for equal educational opportunities.
The truism that justice delayed is justice denied applies with spe-
cial force to children arid their rights to learn.

Nineteen years ago the Office for Civil Rights decided to pursue
equal educational opportunities for language minority national
origin students. These are students who come to school speaking a
language other than English. They are of many racescaucasian,
black, Indian. They all share one thing in common, that they don't
know English and they have another language.

At that time the Office for Civil Rights issued a memorandum,
and I think it is importantE: lot mentioned the bipartisan tradi-
tion that we once had in this country for civil rights enforcement
and it was a Republican administration that issued a memorandum
on May 25, 1970, that outlined the responsibilities of school dis-
tricts serving language minority children. Those responsibilities, it
would seem on the face 3f that memorandum, were so clear that
they would be undeniable.

Number one, where inability to speak and understand the Eng-
lish language excludes national origin minority children from effec-
tive participation in the educational programs offered by a school
district, the district must take affirmative steps to rectify the lan-
guage deficiency in order to open its instructional program to these
students.

Two, even more obvious, school districts must not assign national
origin minority group students to classes for the mentally retarded
on the basis of criteria which essentially measure or evaluate Eng-
lish language skills, nor may they deny them access to college pre-
paratory courses on the basis directly related to the school's failure
to inculcate English language skills.

Three, any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the
school district to deal with special needs of national origin lan-
guage minority students must be designed to actually meet such
needs as soon as possible and must not operate as a dead end or
permanent tract.

Number four, school districts have the responsibility to adequate-
ly notify national origin minority group parents of school activities
which are called to the attention of other parents.

Nineteen years ago that was promulgated as policy. Five years
later the United States Supreme cloud in the only case ever ren-
dered by that body regarding the :ights of language minority, na-
tional origin minority students upheld this policy of the Office for
Civil Rights. It was a unanimous decision of the Supreme Court.

Mr. Justice Douglas writing for the court again followed what
would appear to be very simple straightforward logic. He stated,
under these state-approved standards, referring to standards of the
State of California, there is no equality of treatment merely by pro-
viding facilities, text books, teachers and curriculum for students
who do not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education.

He went on to say that basic English skills are at the very core
of what these public schools teach. Imposition of a requirement
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that before a child can effectively participate in the educational
program he must have already acquired these basic skills is to
make a mockery of public education.

We know that those who do not understand English are certain
to find their classroom experience wholly incomprehensible and in
no way meaningful.

We have departed in the last decade from a commitment to
meeting the needs of language minority students and ironically,
our departure from the commitment has occurred when the need
for the commitment is greater than ever.

Half of the children last iear that entered the New York City
public schools and the LA unified school district, to mention the
largest two school districts in the country, came to school speaking
a language other than Engli.-,h and they were limited in their Eng-
lish language proficiency. These students had all the needs of every
other group of students in the country.

In addition to being language minority children, some are gifted
and talented. Others are h,.ndicapped and have special needs. A
majority of these students are poor. Their parents themselves in
most cases lack extensive formal education or effective formal edu-
cation in many cases becaus , as language minority Americans they
too were the victims of prior discrimination.

In working with the Citiz ns' Commission on civil rights and in
reviewing the excellent staf report prepared by this committee, it
is very clear that of all th nonpriorities of the Office for Civil
Rights, the lowest nonpriority is protecting the rights of language
minority students, even thot.gh as I said, this is the fastest growing
student population in the co: ntry.

It is ironic because Secre:ary of Education Bell when he took
office withdrew some app.( )riated regulations under Title VI to
implement the law decision. He made a vow and it was oi_e of his
most public actions in the a ea of civil rights certainly under Title
VI. He made the promise o protect the rights of students who
don't speak English well, Eat he promised flexibility in the way
that was to be achie zed by allowing school districts to pursue any
method that is proven successful.

If that had even been done, I would not be here today telling you
this sad story. In point of Ect, it never was done. Your own staff
report says that the smalle, t number of complaint investigations,
the smallest number of compliance reviews, less than three per-
cent, have focused on national origin discrimination against lan-
guage minority students.

Rather than belabor the problems, let me make a few re.. amen-
dation:, of how we might move ahead together in securing greater
opportunities for this fast growing segment of our student popula-
tion.

Number one, and this doesn't just go to OCR, I recognize this is
the full Education and Labor Committee and I think it is relevant
to you, although it would be more direct to the Appropriations
Committee, we have to do something to rechannel Federal aid or to
expand Federal aid in terms of those in the greatest needs. Specifi-
cally, we have seen a decline in the Federal assistance available to
help school districts do a good job in educating language minority
students, a decline by almost 50 percent.
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What we have also seen is a growing imbalance, because during
the same 10 year period aid to bilingual education and English as a
second language education has effectively been cut by over half,
meanwhile increases have been made in other Federal education
programs.

For example, education of the Handicapped Actand I am not
suggesting that we are spending one penny too much under the
education of the Handicapped Actbut let me bring to you a prob-
lem that is constantly brought to my attention when I visit school
districts, and I find Haitian, Hispanic, and Asian students in spe-
cial education classes. These classes are for the mentally retarded
or learning disabled and in talking to school administrators they
admit these students who have normal intellectual capacity. They
are not mentally retarded. They simply speak a language that the
school is unprepared to teach in and to work with their parents in
that language.

It is a horrendous problem. It is sort of like a perverted twist on
a concern that this committee had many years ago that Federal
dollars follow a child when the child is part of a desegregation pro-
gram under Title I at that time, now Chapter I.

What we are seeing is children chasing money because there is
money available under the education of the Handicapped Act and
there is not money available under the Bilingual Education Act.
These children are being stigmatized by being classified as mental-
ly retarded and they are not being provided the services that they
need or deserve. That is a violation of Title VI and a violation of
Section 504.

Number two, especially for this population we cannot rely upon
a complaint system exclusively or even heavily. Compliance re-
views are so tremendously important for a lot of reasons. Language
minority parentsand they are limited in their English proficiency
in 99 percent of the cases or their children wouldn t beface, first
of all, a language barrier in filing complaints and in recognizing
their rights.

Second, some of these parents are not documented citizens but
their children have according to the Supreme Court of the United
States a right to education, they also have a right to an equal edu-
cational opportunity.

I think it would be folly to suggest that parents who themselves
are in jeopardy of being put out of this country should be the ones
to come forward to complain when the civil rights of their children
are being violated.

Number three, it seems to me that we need to have not only ad-
herence to time frames but these time frames have to be realistic
and these are very difficult cases. Therefore, there ought to be
some realistic time frames, especially in language minority compli-
ance reviews.

I think it would be helpful if OCR would begin to report its deci-
sions in cases. We have waited eight years to find out that nothing
has been happening. If case decisions were reported regularly we
could not only determine the level and the volume of activity, we
could also determine the appropriateness and correctness of that
activity.

Thank you.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
I want to thank all the panelists. I will yield to Mr. Payne for

the first questions--he just left. He has a 3:00 o'clock appointment
so I wanted to give him an opportunity to ask the first questions
but since he stepped out, I will begin by asking what do you think
some other alternative ways of having the intent of Congress car-
ried out might be? None of you mentioned the legal services offices
out there. They have been harassed by the previous Administration
and are not being treated much better by this Administration but
they are out there and funded to handle some of these cases.

Are they of any great help? Should we appropriate funding advo-
cate groups of another kind in order to get the law enforced, have
the OCR put on the spot, OCR watch groups? Are there any alter-
natives you would like to appropriate for accomplishing the greater
enforcement of the civil rights laws?

Mr. CHAVKIN. I think the answer to that question at least from
the perspective of persons with disabilities may be a little different
from a Title VI and Title IX perspectives. Let me explain why.

First with regard to the increased availability of legal resources,
one of the networks that exists besides the legal services programs
is the network of protection and advocacy programs. That is a very
critical resource for lots of families. It obviously needs more money
as does the legal services corporation. Surveys indicate that most
protection and advocacy programs which are designed to protect
the rights of persons with developmental disabilities only can serve
about one in 10 of the people who need legal services. The reason
why I think it is a little different for persons with disabilities is
that one of the major gaps that exists is the legal standard that
should be applied and it leaves the courts to which legal recourse
would be sought very much adrift.

There is much better guidance with regard to Title VI enforce-
ment for example than there is with regard to Section 504 and one
specific example may highlight that.

Chairman OWENS. We heard just the opposite this morning.
Mr. CHAVKIN. I know that that view has been expressed. Let me

give you a specific example. The whole Education for the Handi-
capped Act is structured around the idea of a free appropriate
public education.

What does the word appropriate mean? When the Supreme
Court got to consider that with absolutely no guidance from the
Office for Civil Rights or the Department of Education generally,they came up with that an appropriate educational program is one
that yields some benefit for the children involved. I don't believe
that this committee is really satisfied with that formulation.

The alternative is to say that they ought to be entitled to an
equal opportunity to realize their maximum potential to that en-
joyed by children witholt disabilities. That is the formulation that
exists under some state laws that go beyond the Federal standard.

If that were the standard, then children would have to be provid-
ed with all the services they really need. At present, we know that
in terms of related services, kids are getting about 40 percent of
the related service they need because services are being authorized
not on the basis of what the child needs but on the basis of what
resources exist within that school system.
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Jim talked about children being improperly classified and placed
on special education programs to get services. Aside from the un-
fortunate and illegal action there, they are in for a rude awakening
when they get in and find that the services that these well inten-
tioned teachers thought they were going to get are not going to be
provided. They are going to be placed in large classrooms, in
unduly restricted environments and they are not going to get the
specific services that would enable them to realize their potential.
So availability of increased legal assistance would be of benefit, but
without additional policy guidance and in the absence of policy
guidance by the executive agency the place to look for it is in the
authorizing committees with jurisdiction.

Ms. VARGYAS. I would like to support a lot of what David just
said. I think that it is in no way limited to the disability situation.
I think that those concerns lie across the board. I certainly think
that increased legal services funding is important to enhance the
ability of legal services. offices to adequately serve the population.

Of course, the income eligibility of legal services will preclude
varying parts of the populations that we are talking about because
those eligibility levels are so very, very low. I think another- -

Chairman OWENS. None of you mentioned legal services?
MS. VARGYAS. I think it is a very good question because clearly it

is of a piece. I think in terms of expanding the legal services-
smallthere is another important issue because there is private
enforcement of these statutes and because attorneys' fees are avail-
able, there has been a number of problems and restrictive decisions
in getting attorneys' fees to prevailing parties and I think that is
an area to look at which would effectively enhance private enforce-
ment.

But I do think that there is certainly no getting away from the
key importance of assuring the effective government enforcement.
In fact, in principle one of the beauties of the enforcement schemes
is this combined public/private scheme which exists out there in
theory but not in actuality. The fact that various members of these
populations for a variety of reasons can resort or should be able to
resort to a government agency either through a complaint process
or through a helping structure reliance on a compliance review
process is in theory a powerful enhancement to the enforcement of
these statutes which I think is so important to try to get into place.

So I think that, like it or not, we need OCR. They are just not
there.

Mr. MINCBERG. I would second that. With respect to legal serv-
ices in particular the problem is not only funding but the general
hostility that has been expressed under a previous Administration.
Because of that there are some restrictions on legal services attor-
neys in terms of the ability to bring class actions, for example.

In order to enable legal services attorneys to do a better job in
the civil rights areas some of those restrictions would have to be
lifted. There would need to be more funding of backups which can
help in researching and providing assistance to legal services attor-
neys in the field on some of the broader issues. All that presup-
poses a legal services board which is committed to pushing legal
services aggressively on behalf of the poor people and in terms of
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the two civil rights posts, we don't have a legal services board
either, or nominees submitted.

I think it is particularly interesting that it is those kinds of posi-
tions that remain vacant as again we are about to enter the decade
of the 1990's. I think what Ellen says about attorney fees statutes
is worth considering and not only in attorneys fees but in trying to
do something° about court decisions that may restrict the ability of
private plaintiffs to enforce civil rights statutes.

Fox example, I know there is a lot of discussion about that in the
Title VII area going on right now, and I finally have to conclude
again by saying what Ellen said, particularly now we do need OCR
to be conducting compliance reviews, to be doing the sorts of things
it ought to be doing and we hope there will be a kinder, gentler
OCR as we proceed.,

Ms. CANTU. Originally there were legal services attorney work-
ing on these issues, especially helping the language minority chil-
dren. It has been a recent problem, that they cannot because they
are impact cases. They are class action cases. So I echo that testi-
mony. They have been precluded in recent times from handling
cases on behalf of children. They can't do it. They would love to,
the talent is there but the restrictions are there as well. Alterna-
tives, I have to think in terms of analogies of what has happened
when we have searched state agencies that don't want to enforce
the laws that apply tc protecting minority children.

When we view the state agencies we do a couple of things. In
terms of remedy we try to separate the technical assistance from
the enforcement because it is two different attitudes that axe re-
quired and tow mind sets.

You can't coach someone and at the same time punish them. It is
very difficult to do both things. So what we have asked states to do
in Texas, California, and Illinois is we have tried to separate those
functions, give them separate staff, separate tasks, separate objec-
tives.

That is one alternative that is possible. Another thing that we
have done is that we have set expectations of the state agencies of
what penalties can be applied to offenders and violators who break
the civil rights laws and we escalate the penalties from advising
and warning to actually cutting off funding.

The highest penalty is you can no longer provide educational
services to anybody. If you can't do it right for minority children,
you can't do it right for anyone. We monitor how often those penal-
ties are actually used. Have you ever used penalty 3 against any-
body and we require clear reports from the states as to whether
that has ever happened. We also monitor carefully who they refer
cases to because agencies tend to refer to each other even at the
state level. We don't like it when they refer to someone and it be-
comes a dead end so we monitor those very carefully.

If there is an agency that is effectivein Texas the Accreditation
Department for the State Education agency does come down on
education agencies that fall below minimum standards. They come
down on people that are effective in terms of actually closing down
or threatening to shut down and they get results.

Where an accreditation agency is more willing to be assertive, we
don't mind when a problem is referred to them. That is another
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analogy that we offer if you find yourself a model that is more ag-
gressive about it and see if you can facilitate a referral to that
agency.

Mr. LYONS. I would like to offer a thought that picks up on a rec-
ommendation of the staff report having to do with OCR, the agency
responsible for enforcing Title VI providing technical assistance. It
is clear from your report that there has been an increase in the
alleged resources devoted to technical assistance. It raises problems
that Norma has already brought to your attention of mixed mes-
saps to both the recipients and beneficiaries of Federal financial
aid.

Let me suggest a very straight forward solution, that is in 1964
when the Civil Rights Act was passed, Title VI was seen as the
stick to bring about compliance, but included in that act was Title
IV which was to be the carrot.

The title of Title IV is Training and Technical Assistance. I
found it amazing, hypocritical to say the least, that during the
Reagan Administration the administration kept coming up to Con-
gress and saying either reduce the funding for Title IV, the train-
ing and technical assistance, or further, they asked that it be zero
funded. You know, back in fiscal year 1980 before the Reagan Ad-
ministration took office, Title IV was funded at $45.67 billion.
Today it is funded at less than $24 million.

That is not only a 50 percent cut in nominal terms, that is even
more when you take the effects of inflation into account.

There were people in the Department of Education that were
hell bent on doing away with the training and technical assistance
program for civil rights. One of their last acts was to completely
reorganize the program. It covers race, sex and national origin dis-
crimination. If you ask school districts that have, in fact, made an
effort to serve students better in terms of eliminating racial, na-
tional origin, or sex discrimination where they got the best help
they will tell you it is Title IV centers, yet those programs have
been eroded in a significant way at the same time that resources
that should be applied to compliance reviews and complaint inves-
tigations are allegedly going into technical assistance.

If you need to earmark the money, if you need to put a cap on
what kind of technical assistance OCR can do in terms of its
budget, fine. The concomitant of that is make sure that those re-
sources get to the best and true technical assistance providers, the
Title IV centers.

Chairman OWENS. That comment relates to my final question.
Do you think there is any value in having a mass education, mass
media program just to let people know that they still have certain
rights and that OCR is still out there supposed to serve them, be-
cause many have lost faith in the government and enforcement of
laws and have put it away into their subconscious, and the next
generation doesn't know about it.

Would there be any value in having that kind of program be-
cause we have a constituency when you look at the disabled com-
munities, 43 million people and you have the female constituency,
at least half the population, you have the bilingual minority as
well as the African,American minority, when you add it all up you
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have a majority of people who will benefit from enforcement of
these laws.

But you would never know it from the kind of testimony we have
heard today and the kind of problems that the report is highlight-
ing. So I just wonder would there be any value in just a massive
reeducation program to let people know that they have rights and
they should begin to apply pressure and become a political problem
out there, that then everybody would know enough about the fact
that something is wrong in order to have public officials respond to
that need? In two or three words or less.

Mr. CHAVKIN. Mr. Smith talked this morning about not being
able to please everybody and the fact that there are two constituen-
cies, the school systems on one side, the recipients of Federal finan-
cial assistance, and for our focus the families that have children or
adults with disabilities.

To the extent that you empower our constituency, it is going to
shift the focus of OCR. It is going to increase the level of account-
ability. No question but that would be a critical element toward
setting OCR back on its original mission.

Chairman OWENS. When we passed the laws we thought we em-
powered the constituency.

Mr. CHAVKIN. We now know better.
Ms. VARGYAS. I agree. Letting people know their rights is criti-

cally important and in some areas if people understand their rights
they may be able to achieve them without resort to a bureaucracy
on an informal basis.

We see that sometimes in gender cases, not some of the more dif-
ficult emerging issues I have discussed, but where there are flat
out violations of the regulations sometimes knowledge is all that
you need.

It can't hurt.
Mr. MINCBERG. Such a program should be directed at educating

people on what their rights are, not telling people if you have a
problem talk to OCR because before OCR can become the resort of
people with trouble, there needs to be some improvement at OCR.
The notion of educating citizens so they have a better grip of what
their rights are, I agree would be beneficial.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I by unanimous consent request that the

statement made by Mr. Smith this morning as to the date of the
submission of his report to ushe indicated December 15inad-
vertentlyhe meant to say January 15, 1990, rather than Decem-
ber 15, and I would ask that that correction be made in the record.

Chairman OWENS. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. HAWKINS. I wish to join you in commending the afternoon

panel. I don't know where you got the morning panel from but you
could have left it out. It would seem to me that we need to be a
little more emotive possibly in trying to deal with solutions to the
problem.

We have an administrative agency that obviously is not doing its
job, and how you can transfer an administrative function into some
kind of a statutory mandate to make sure it does what it is sup-
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posed to do I guess is the question before this committee and before
the Congress.

Several suggestions, I think, have been made and deserve to be
considered. I am not too optimistic that legal services is going to be
a practical and viable solution. I think we run into grave difficul-
ties for the same reason that OCR is not enforcing the law and that
we would never be able to get anything through this Congress that
we are a part of. But it seems to me that we may be able to relate
in some way the function of the Office for Civil Rights to the en-
forcement of Title IV, which will probably get some publicity,
training and technical assistance, because we certainly aren't get-
ting law enforcement. I am also struck by the idea that a memo-
randum which was issued in 1970 pertaining to equal educational
opportunities for language pupils may also be an opportunity. At
first I had the idea that we could, through the appropriations proc-
ess, put in some mandates for the use of the money which we give
to the Office for Civil Rights.

However, we may be prevented from doing that because of the
lack of authorization. But if we could reintroduce a legislative pro-
posal incorporating the memorandum verbatim that Mr. Lyons I
think referred to, plus a mandate to reinstitute the semi-annual
civil rights survey of school districts which I think the testimony
indicated has been suspended or at least not been conducted, to
mandate that survey to at least make available to the public. Put
those into legislative proposals and take our chances on getting
them through the Congress. It would be very difficult I would think
for one to oppose the 1970 memorandum orand the semi-annual
civil rights survey and one or two other ideas, and take our
chances on doing that.

I think something like that will do more than trying to cajole or
to engage in interesting communication with the Office for Civil
Rights. We lost that contact with EEOC, we lost it with OFCCP
and I suspect we are going to have a lot of continued dialogue
which is nothing more than double talk and some of us getting
very angry as I am, and losing patience with some of the witnesses.
I would certainly commend this committee through you, Chairman
Owens, for having taken the leadership to think in terms of some
of these other possibilities.

Recalling some of the witnesses we had this morning will still be
continued I suppose. In another year they will still say if the same
ones are thereI suspect we will have different characters to deal
with. They will plead innocence or that they haven't been in office
long enough to do the job and that will continue as it did with Mr.
Lukas and Mr. Thomas and other civil rights agencies and all we
will do is get a heart attack perhaps losing patience with them.

I would hope that we can turn our thoughts to something more
constructive as a means of doing it. I think the witnesses this after-
noon have given us some wonderful suggestions to follow and I
think we are going to have to look in that direction and perhaps on
that basis I will be willing to volunteer my services as well.

Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, let me just again commend you and

our chairman for pulling together this kind of hearing. I don't
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know if we realize itmaybe from where I sit I have a differentperspective, but I see a widening of the gaps between the races,particularly in my city, Chicago, which means we don't have a lotof time to begin to put the pieces together which are going to bring
some democracy here as well as to Eastern Europe.I know it is not as badI say that, but when you have the Vir-ginia Beaches and the situation that we had in New York City and,similar instances that occur in a city like Chicago, it is important
what we discuss here today. I don't recall in my seven years, Mr.Chairman, of being with you, having had a panel here, five out ofsix witnesses who are lawyers.

I don't know whether that is good or bad, but I am willing togive you that recognition. The testimony which you have given ushas been very deep and very helpful to Me. It is broad based too.When you talk about democracy, you are talking about people with
physical disabilities in terms of their getting an education, womengetting an education, Hispanics, bilingual education and and yesthe NAACP in its effort to try to hold together what we agreed toand worked out in 1964 and that we find it moving away from usnow, with support from elected officials.

We have people running for public office with two or three differ-ent speeches in their pockets to fit the ethnic group that they
might be talking to and that is certainly not the kind of unity wedesire when we talk about civil rights.I just want to say that maybe this is a good beginning, maybe
next year, Mr. Chairman, we won't be back rehashing. But I don't
feel very optimistic, I will be very honest with you.

Chairman OWENS. One final question I would like to ask andthat is to what degree will the program or policy or whatever it isof Choice help to solve some of the problems which you have high-
lighted or possibly exacerbate them and make them worse?

Mr. MINCBERG. Let me comment. One of the things that wetalked about in the citizens commission report is that choice pro-grams such as magnet school programs can often lead to problemsof resegregation or further division of children, so I think theanswer to your question is that it depends on how the programsare administered in a way directed positively toward civil rightsthat are in a desegregation context the part of other remedies, theycan be positive.
But if they are thrown wide open and there isn't sensitivity to

discrimination concerns experience has already shown that theycan be very negative.
Chairman OWENS. Any other comment?
Mr. CHAVKIN. With regard to persons with disabilities, that isone of the elements in the equation of choice that hasn't beenthought about. What we are beginning to see is increasing segrega-tion of persons with disabilities in terms of the sites to which they

are sent and classrooms in which they are placed.
In the testimony I discuss the problem of what has been happen-ing with mainstreaming, that the likelihood is that unrestricted

choice would only exacerbate the problems and result in discrimi-nation against persons with disabilities. Minorities are dispropor-tionately in the disabled population because of the impact of pover-ty increasing segregation.
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Chairman OWENS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. In that connection, let's assume a handicapped

person leaves a neighborhood school that has instituted prepara-
tions for the handicapped, and has the facilities. That individual
wants to enroll in a so-called choice school which is a magnet
school, maybe because of the type of curriculum that is specialized
in that school, and located in that particular sitewould you
assume that that receiving school was going to make the modifica-
tions and be willing to accept that child?

Mr. CHAVKIN. Our experience with regard to placement these
days under the current patterns is that it will be a cold day in hell
before that school accommodates the needs of that child. That in
factthis is one of those areas where Section 504 imposes a much
greater than the Education of the Handicapped Act does. In theory
that person with a handicap would have equal access to choice as
well as any other child.

What has happened now is under the EHA certain programs are
placed in certain schools even though those children could be
served in less restricted environments.

So the kind of segregation of persons with disabilities and minor-
ity persons that already is on the rise would only be exacerbated
by increased Choice.

Mr. HAWKINS. Do you think imposing a condition on any receiv-
ing school under a Choice proposal would be accepted by those who
are advocating Choice?

Mr. CHAVKIN. Imposing that kind of condition is a lot like requir-
ing recipients of Federal financial assistance to comply with Title
VI or Title IX or Section 504. It really gets back to the point that
you raised before. That is, how do we go about achieving compli-
anne? Imposing it as a condition is not going to mean anything
unless that condition is enforced.

While it is very important that additional money be placed in
terms of voluntary technical assistance, as a former deputy direc
tor of the Office for Civil Rights at Health and Human Services, I
knew that we would never achieve widespread, voluntary compli-
ance without the stick of mandatory enforcement later.

To think that increasing funds under Title IV is going to solve
the problem, I think, is a mistake. We have got to find some way of
bringing this agency back to life because resorting to private en-
forcement just is not a realistic tool to see to it that the stick of
ultimate enforcement is going to be -realized.

In many ways, that is especially true with regard to persons with
disabilities. If it is cheaper to not comply, local educational agen-
cies, colleges, and universities are going to take the cheaper choice.

There are too few resources to serve people as it is. If they can
get away with it, they are going to do it.

Mr. LICHTMAN. Choice has not been defined, as we all know.
Some of us fear it means freedom of choice, which was an allusion,
a deception rather than desegregation in the post-Brown period.
There is a role for Choice. It applies especially in the case of lan-
guage which has minor'cy children. The trouble is there :s no
choice today. The parents of children who don't know Englibn have
but one choice; that is to send them to English-only schools.
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In most areas of the country, there is no choice. But, it is illusory
in other areas. A member of my board who is a native American
was in Alaska and heard a speech to the native American educa-
tors by Secretary Cavazos. I said, "What did you think of thespeech?" He said, "Everybody agreed the part of the speech that
focused on the problems of Indian education and how they must be
resolved were elated." Then he started talking about choice, and he
said there wasn't much reaction to that.

Then again, if you live on an Indian reservation or live in the
Alaskan Bush, choice really is a meaningless, vapor-like concept.
There is no choice. Physical geography bars whatever people aretalking about in the way of choice in those areas. That is another
little caveat.

Ms. CANTU. I would add that the voting rights consequences need
to be considered. One of the ideas behind Choice is that the freemarket will prevail; ineffective schools will shut down. Ineffective
schools are often defined a3 low resource schools with low perform-
ing students on academic tests and standardized tests.

I can see a future where there will no longer be schools in minor-ity communities because the free market will have closed those
schools down.

The unempowered groups would have no choice but to attend
neighborhcod schools for the affluent.

I can see a future where the school boards that serve those com-
munities would also be dissolved. An Anglo, all-white school board
would control, again giving the unempowered no choice.I can see a future where the information to make an effective
choice would be available to the affluent, and the minorities would
not have an informed choice. I have been an education attorney for10 years. Decisions now are not being made, sadly, in the best in-
terest of children. They are being made on the basis of politics.

Decisions on where to send children are being made on the socio-economic ground of parents. Decisions are being made on conven-ience, the easiest place to drop off my kids. Those are not informedchoices.
I cannot see someone with a good conscience supporting Choice

unless it is informed, unless it does take into account the realitythat people come from different socio-economic backgrounds. Andit does take the voting rights consequences. Will we lose the repre-sentation that we have fought for since the passage of the Voting
Rights Act on school boards because of Choice?

Chairman OWENS. Any further comments?
Ms. YOUNG. Yes. As my colleagues have indicated, we, too, at the

NAACP view this issue of Choice with tremendous reservation. It
comes down to the basic fact of the illusory quality about the issueof Choice as far as African-Americans are concerned.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you very much.
I want to thank all the panelists. The hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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Unfortunately ry recess schedule, and the contraction of the
committee's tc- day hearing to one day on Hovembor 28 prevented me for
toatifing on H. Con. Res. 147 now pending before your committee.

I have received a copy of testimony submitted to the committee for the
record by Mr. Henry Der.

Hr. Dor on page 3 quotas no as saying that I an using H. Con. Res. 147
" as a vehicle to show that America has made a mistake cn affirmative
action." Mr. Der is supposedly quoting me at a question and answer
session after a speech 4 gave on September 19, 1989.1 have listened
to a tape of that avant. I did not make the statement ascribed to ua
by Hr. Der.

I did say that I am opposed to all quotas and later in the sane answer
I did use the words quoted by Hr. Der through "vehicle" but then said
"to correct what we consider to be a societal mistake on the part of
the United States." Apparently Mr. Dor equates quotas and affirmative
action and cannot baileys that others can distinguish between
opposition to quotas and opposition to affirmative action.

In fact I addressed the issue of affirmativo action in an earlier
answer in that question and answer session saying: "If affirmative
action means that we are going to help people from disadvantaged
backgrounds and vs are going to actually work with them to develop
their skills so that they can progress, now, I think that's something
vo should all support." Later in the seas answer I said "If
affirmative action, on the other hand, means that you are lowering
standards for some people on the basis of their race-- rather than
trying to help a disadvantaged person build up his own skill so that
he can reach those standards-- well, than it's wrong."
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The Honorable Augustus Y. Hawkins -- Page 2

Since Mr. Der's entire attack on my position is based solely on this
misquote, his whole arguement is unfounded.

I request that:tile letter hO isoloded in'the record of the November,.
2$, 1429 hearing at the beginning of the statements for the record.

Sincerely,

KAA.s6.AL,
Dana Rohrabachor
Member of Congress
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Written Testimony
of

Henry Der, Executive Director
Chinese for Affirmative Action

on behalf of the
Asian American Task Force on University Admissions

before
House Committee on Education and Labor

November 28, 1989
Washington, D.C.

Five years ago, concerned Asian American community leaders
established the Asian American Task Force on University
Admissions for the sole purpose of fighting against any form of
racial discrimination against qualified Asian Americans in the
university admission process. The Asian American Task Force has
held numerous meetings with university officials and concerned
students and their parents, has provided expert testimony before
legislative bodies, and has had our views about university
admission quotas printed and broadcast in the mass media.

Earlier this year, Congressman Dana Rohrabacher introduced
H.C.R. 147, calling on the U.S. Attorney Ceneral to investigate
allegations of illegal racial discriminc ion in the admission
policies of institutions of higher learnir.. and on the Secretary
of Education through his Office of Civil Rights to complete
compliance reviews on admission policies at selected university
and colleges.

To a large extent, Congressman Rohrabacher looked to the
results of the work of the Asian American Task Force to formulate
the rationale for H.C.R. 147. In specific, H.C.R. 147 cites the
apology made by the Chancellor of University of California at
Berkeley to Asian Americans for an admission process, beginning
in 1984, which had a negative impact against Asian American
applicants. The apology culminated many years of dialogue and
debate among the University of California at Berkeley, the Asian
American Task Force and the Asian American community as a whole
over unfair admission policies, including changes in policies
that were not fully disclosed or explained to qualified Asian
American applicants.

Notwithstanding the intense involvement of the Asian
American Task Force in identifying discriminatory barriers and
seeking solutions to mitigate unfair treatment of Asian
Americans, especially those from low-income, limited English
proficient families, Congressman Rohrabacher did not deem it
necessary or desireable to contact or consult with the Asian
American Task Force before he drafted H.C.R. 147. Consequently,
his resolution selectively focuses on certain aspects and
concerns of the Asian American Task Force, while ignoring
completely our steadfast recognition and support for affirmative
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Page 2. Testimony of Henry Der before House Committee on
Education and Labor, November 28, 1989.

action programs to provide equal educational opportunities for
underrepresented minorities, i.e. Afro-Americans, Hispanics and
American Indians in higher education. His resolution also feas
to grasp the underlying complexitieoof university admissions.

On October 12, 1C39, Congressman Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.)called a press conference in Washington, D.C. to urge Asian
American students anywhere in the United States to come forwardand to participate in public hearings, organized by the
Republican Research Committee, if they think they have been
discriminated by any university in the admission process. He
also called upon Asian American organizations "to actively poll
and solicit their membership in order to help us make the public
and the authorities aware of any cases of college admission
discrimination."

From his public statements and published articles, includinghis lecture and discussion at the Heritage Foundation onSeptember 19, 1989, Congressman Rohrabacher has made threecharges:

1. Several universities and colleges, including UC
Berkeley, UCLA, Harvard, Stanford and Brown, have
discriminated against Asian American applicants by two
specific means:

(a)

(b)
setting an upper limit quota for Asian Americans;
using affirmative action programs or series of
race-specific tracks for admission of
underrepresented minorities, Afro-Americans,
Hispanics and American Indians.

2. U.S. Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights
has dragged its feet in its compliance review at UCLA
and Harvard.

3. Several Asian American and non-Asian civil rights
organizations and civil rights advocates in Congress
have turned a deaf ear to his repeated calls for public
hearings and vigorous enforcement of civil rights lau=.

The Asian American Task Force feels compelled to respond to
Congressman Rohrabacher's call and charges and to clarify for the
community and public-at-large what issues are at stake and what
appropriate course of action Asian American parents and st'...f.:;nts
should undertake.
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Page 3. Testimony of Henry Der before House Committee oh
Education and LaMar, November 28, 1989.

While we appreciate the willingness of any federal
legislator to fight for fair admission policies and procedures
anywhere in the nation, the Asian American Task Force
unequivocally opposes Congressman Rohrabacher's
misrepresentation, if not exploitation, of Asian American
concerns and his hostility towards affirmative action programs as
mandated by the law of the land. At the Septenber 19 Heritage
Foundation Forum, a member of the audience who apparently
equated affirmative action programs for underrepresented
minorities as "quotas" questioned Congressman Rohrabacher why he
was just pushing the Asian American cause. In response, above
and beyond opposing admission quotas against Asian A7Aerit.an
applicants, Congressman Rohrabacher indicated his intention to
use House Concurrent Resolution 147 as a vehicle to show that
America had made a mistake on affirmative action programs to
assist other minority group members. The Asian American Task
Force cannot and will not be party to any legislative proposal
that seeks to undermine and destroy equal educational
opportunities for racially disadvantaged groups in America.

For five years now, with considerable support from the Asian
American community, the Asian American Task Force has worked
diligently to oppose unfair admission policies and to recommend
changes that will treat Asian American applicants equally,
especially those who are low-income and non-native speakers of
the English language. Given the diversity in admission policies
and procedures from one university to another, the Asian American
Task Force has been very careful to examine admission practices
on a specific university campus as they affect Asian American
applicants and others.

Every university or college has its own elaborate set of
admission policies, standards, preferences (by no means based
solely on race), and procedures. All universities and colleges,
however, are required to comply with civil rights laws and the
U.S. Supreme Court decision in the Bakke case which sets forth
guidelines for developing legitimate student affirmative action
programs. To detect wrongdoings by any one university is no
simple matter. To undertake a sweeping investigation on many
universities simultaneously, the kind proposed by Congressman
Rohrabacher, is both impossible and irresponsible. Political
grandstanding can never be a substitute for obtaining justice for
unsuspecting victims and for fashioning admission policies and
procedures to provide lasting protection of Asian American
applicants.

The Asian American Task Force initially spent an entire year
investigating and documenting unfair admission practices before
it issued its report in June, 1985. It then encouraged and
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Page 4. Testimony of Henry Per before House Committee on
Education and Labor, November 28, 1989.

monitored three other major reports: 1987 California Auditor
General's A_:Review of First-Year Admissions of _Asians an4
Caucasians at UC Berkeley, 1989 Report of the Special Committee
on Asian American Admissions of the Berkeley Division of theAcademic Senate, 19',9 Report of the Chancellor's ACivisory

In addition, the Asian
American Task Force held numerous meetings with university
officials and provided expert testimony to state legislative
oversight committees.

The painstaking commitment to and process of investigation
and dialogue by the Asian American Task Force contributed
substantially to the May, 1989 Report freshman Admissions at
Berkeley: A Policy for the 1990's and Beyond by the UC Berkeley
Academic Senate Committee on Admissions and Enrollement, chaired
by Professor Jerome Karabel. The Asian American Task Force
embraces the ten well-articulated principles cited in the Karabel
Report and applauds its recommendations for more fair, open and
accountable policies and procedures. In specific, the Asian
American Task Force notes UC Berkeley's commitment to treat
economically-disadvantaged Asian American applicants fairly and
its reaffirmation to maintain its student affirmative action
program for underrepresented minority students.

Based on published statements, the Asian American Task Force
has reasons to conclude that Congressman Rohrabacher has misused
the complaints of the Asian American community with respect to
the university admission controversy and that his proposed course
of action or remedy is inconsistent with the law of the land with
respect to affirmative action programs for underrepresented
minority students.

As a racial minority group, Asian Americans are painfully
aware of the lasting, harmful effects discrimination has upon its
victims and of what must be done to correct historical andcurrent injustices. Like other racial minorities, AsianAmericans were victims of discrimination by the leading
universities and colleges before the civil rights movement of the
1960's. Very few racial minorities, including Asian Americans,
could get their feet into the door of these prestigious colleges.Also, like other racial minorities, Asian Americans have
benefitted greatly from civil rights laws, not the least of which
are the affirmative action programs designed to dismantle unfairbarriers and rectify past injustices in university admission
processes. Even though Asian Americans are no longer protected
by student affirmative action programs, in the 1970's, Asian
Americans benefitted from them to gain access to these colleges.
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Page 5. Testimony of Henry Der before House Committee on
Education and Labor, November 28, 1989.

Accordingly, the Asian American Task Force opposes any
admission policy that favors whites and disfavors Asian American
applicants so as to maintain a floor through which non-minority
students will not fall. The Asian American Task Force strongly
supports affirmative action programs for underrepresented
minorities as cm reaffirmation to the national necessity to undo
past racial injustices. We will not tolerate any attempt to usethe legitimate struggle of Asian Americans against unfair
admission practices as a pretext to dismantle affirmative action
programs sanctioned by the U.S. Supreme Court.

The U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Department ofEducation's Office for Civil Rights have the primary
responsibility to enforce Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, to ensure that no institution of higher learning ispermitted to practice racial discrimination, and to secure
compliance by universities and colleges with the Bakke decision.
However, the Asian American Task Force opposes Congressman
Rohrabacher's attempts to re-interpret civil rights laws and U.S.
Supreme Court decisions. We object to the manipulation of two
major law enforcement agencies and of the underlying concerns of
the Asian American community to satisfy what is largely a
partisan political agenda to eliminate affirmative actionprograms across the board. Civil rights advocates and
organizations have wisely turned a deaf ear to his attempt to use
Asian Americans to subvert the law of the land.

Unless Congressman Rohrabacher fully discloses the trueintent of his proposed public hearings, the Asian American
community has no legitimate reason to participate and all civil
rights organizations should oppose openly his largely political
partisan agenda to destroy affirmative action programs. TheAsian American Task Force calls on the U.S. Congress and
President George Bush to disassociate themselves publicly with
the position of Congressman Rohrabacher.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

JAN 16 :990

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
US. House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Hawkins:

I appreciated the opportunity to meet with you and members of the flouse Committee on
Education and Labor on November 28, 1989, to present information about the op-wools of
the Office for Civil R:Epts (OCR) and to address your concerns. As promised at the. hearing. I
am sending you OCR's response to each of the major findings and recommendations the
'Committee on Education and Labor Staff Report' issued in December 19Soe The repurt s
findings and recommendations arc presented a. the top of each page, followed by OCRs
response.

As I noted in my testimony on November 28, we determined that thc report should be
considered at the same time as the comprehensive management review process that OCR had
already scheduled and begun. The report's findings were useful in directing our attention to
certain areas during the review. As a result of the information we gat' red. it has become
clear that there are refinements that can be made to help improve OCR's enforcement efforts.
A summary of the information we obtained during the comprehensive management review
included. where appropriate, in the response to each finding.

However, it is also clear that many of the report's criticisms are inaccurate or misleading. Ili..
report does not accurately take into account the effects on OCR of C/CIIJIn major 1-ga' ehanj:es
(e.g., the Grove City decision, the Civil Rights Restoration Act, and Adams 4.a.v.. deadlt,Te.y, nor
does it display a sound understanding of OCR's enforcement procedures. For examp'e. it
cor.cludcs from the distribution of complaints that OCR has not vigorously enforeed the rights
of women and minorities, when in fact OCR has no control Over the kinds of complaints that it
receives. Other uses of statistics in the report are similarly flawed.

Finally, one significant issue raised at the tearing that is not directly answered in our attached
response is whether OCR has sufficient resources to carry out its mission. Our dOprtralh in the
pact has been to work within the budgets we have been gwen and to put forth our best efforts
to complete all required activities efficiently and effectively. We have not yet completed the
..:zz..sment of our FY 1990 workload in comparison with the budget available: to us. However,
when we do, we will then determine what activities OCR will carry out beyond those requinid
by statutory mandates. such as complaint investigations, monitoring. magnet sellout ICVIL31%,
methods of administration reviews, and higher education desegregation reviews. During in)
tenure as Acting Assistant Secretary, OCR has used all the funds provided to it. OCR will
continue to use all the available financial resources allotted to it, as well as seareh for more
efficient and effective ways to carry out its mission. You will note that there was an inercase in
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Page 2 - Honorable August's F. Hawkins

OCR's FY 1990 budget over FY 1989. This clearly reflects this Administration's continued
commitment to enforce the civil rights laws.

It has become clear that we are at a significant point in the history of civil rights enforcement
and need new ideas, new solutions, and rededicated energy to ensure that we build upon our
past gains. The Secretary and the Department are fully committed to the enforcement of civil
rights tans and we are convinced that OCR has the dedication, talent, and will to maintain and
improve upon its successful performance.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

William L S
Acting Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

ass
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Section L

Background

In December 1988, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) received the final version of the Staff
Report (Report). For several months before that date, OCR had been considering a cum
prchcnsive management review process that would look in depth at regional and headquarters
operations. In November 1988, those plans were put into place. OCR carefully considered all
of the findings and recommendations in the December 1988 Report as it conducted its
management review process.

Set forth below as part of Section I is an overview of OCR's management review process and a
summary of the follow-up activities. Section 11 of this document provides OCR's detailed
responses to the Major Findings of the December 1988 Report. Section 111 sets forth OCR's
responses to the Report's recommendations. The Committ,c's findings and recommendations
are presented at the top of each page, followed by OCR's response.

OCR's Management Reviews

In December 1988, OCR initiated an extensive evaluation of its management operations. A
team of senior regional and headquarters managers conducted comprehensive reviews of the
management and program operations of the 10 regional offices and of the headquarters office
operations. The management reviews were initiated by former Assistant Secretary LeGree S.
Daniels, as a follow-up to her visits to OCR's regional offices earlier in the year, and as a result
of her interest in identifying and addressing any areas where regional operations could be
enhanced.

The major findings and issues identified by the regional Management Review Team arc .is
follows:

A. The Team was pleased with the overall commitment to the work of OCR exhibited
by the Regional Directors and regional staff. OCR's regional offices as a whole are
managed by energetic and dedicated people, most of whom work many extra hours
to ensure the goals and objectives of the Office are met. Regional managers have
a wealth of experience and knowledge on programmatic and management issues
within OCR. Their views should be solicited and considered on all significant
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decisions affecting Rcgional office work and particularly in the resolution of issues
arising from the work of thc Tcam.

B. Thc Tcam found that OCR's systcnis to cnsurc integrity in casc processing arc in
place and being implemented by all rcgional offices. Overall, thc quality of casc
investigations is vcry good, as reflected in casc files and letters of findings (L0Fs).
Conscientious and successful efforts are being madc to meet OCR's Investigation
Procedures Manual (IPM) requirements in all 10 rcgional offices.

C. Somc of the "intcgrity" systcms should be rc-cxamincd and substantially reviscd.
Portions of the Quality Control/Casc Assessment program arc redundant, thc
program needs rcconceptualization. The Uniform Managcmcnt Systcai Proccdurcs
(UMSP) arc mccting the purpose for which the system was cstablishcd, but should
be further refined to eliminate some duplication and excessive rccordkccping
rcquiremcnts.

D. Rcgional productivity, as reflected in the rates for mccung due dates and closing
complaints, is vcry high in all of the regions. However, the morale of rcgional
managcrs is affcctcd by such factors as an incrcasing workload, thc pressure to meet
100% of casc processing time framcs, thc rigidity of currcnt case processing time
frames; the extensive levers of rcvicw of work products, the lack of flexibility in
many case processing pro,cdurcs, thc insufficient time to do complex compliance
rcvicws or to participate in training programs; the numerous reporting and
administrativc requirements, and thc agc and condition of equipment. In gcncral,
regional managcrs fccl that they have little control over their workload, limitcd
planning opportunities, and virtually no discrcticnary time for staff dcrclopri,nt
activities.

E. The above concerns arc symptomatic of scvcral larger issues that must be addressed
and rcsolvcd to cnhancc substantially thc operations of the rcgional offices, and to
increase significantly job satisfaction for rcgional managers and staff. Thc Tcam's
evaluation of information obtained dunng thc rcgional rcvicws raiscs1 questions that
pointed to the following overriding issues:

1. whcthcr OCR has clearly dcfincd the programmatic goals and objcctivcs it
expects to accomplish as an office and thc rots cach of thc program activities
should havc in meeting those goals and objectives;

2. whethcr thc current rcgional office organizational structurc is thc most
efficient and effective way of carrying out OCR's goals and objcctivcs,

3. whcthcr OCR has sufficiently recognized the importance of the relationship of
longrangc development of human resources to increased productivity, c.g.,
increased innovation, improvement in work quality, ant; improved morals,

3 1 3
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4. whether OCR's procedures for cast processing are sufficiently flexible to allow
regional managers to apply their expertise ana discretion to improve the
efficiency of regional operations, while ensuring a highquality work product,

5. whether OCR has clearly defined the relationship boicen headquarters and
the regional offices, including the areas whcrc headquarters is to provide a
support function to regional offices, the areas whcrc headquarters carries out
a directive or oversight function, and the role each headquarters unit has with
regard to each of these functions; and

6. whether OCR has clearly identified the short- and long-term technological
needs of the regional offices in :ems of automated data processing hardware,
software, training of staff to use technologically sophisticated equipment
(hardware and software), and effective maintenance of such equipment, and
whether the current OCR technology plan is consistent with regional office
needs.

Follow-tip to thc_Managcmcnt Reviews

following the regional management reviews, OCR took immediate action to issue new guidance
to improve OCR's compliance review program, including instructions to the regional offices to
conduct additional reviews of expanded scope and to increase the percentage of Title VI
compliance reviews. OCR also established several work groups comprised of regional and
headquarters managers and instructed them to develop proposals and recommendations for
addressing the significant issues identified by the Management Revtew Team. Each workgroup
made mesentations to OCR's scn:or managers on these and other issues in a week-long
management Roundtable in late October and early November 1989. OCR is now in the
process of implementing those recommendations whcrc consensus was reached during the
Roundtable and is continuing to develop the others (such as revision of the Investigation
Procedures Manual and modification of the Quality Control/Case Assessment program).
Another major follow-up activity to the regional management reviews was extensive effutt
related to regional workload planning for ry 1990. The total regional work load has now been
identified and a complete assessment has been made of the work at,tivitscs to be accomplished
in FY 1990.

In addition, the Management Review of OCR's headquarters operations has uh.ntsfied a range
of issues and recommendations. OCR intends to give high priority to making appropriate
changes based upon the recommendations. A major priority identified by OCR fsa immediate
follow up is the development of a strategic planning capability in OCR to mule that the
resources of the agency are always directed to essential activities of the highs 'moray. OCR
continues to investigate complaints, carry out a wide caiiety of compliance activities, and
complete the numerous other activities related to its mission.

3 1. 4
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SectionA Responses to Major Findings

OCR's response to each of the Major Findings in the Report is provided in this section.
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MAJOR FINDING

1 A review of OCR's case processing statistics reveals that the agency has not vigorously
enforced laws protecting the rights of women and minorities in education since 1981.

(a) Fifty -tight percent of complaint investigations closed between Fiscal Year (FY) 1983
and FY 19N were concluded with a finding of ''no violation' of civil rights statutes.
During FYs 1981-1988, OCR initiated 9,768 complaint imestigations, the majority of
which related to handicap discrimination. Only 15 percent of the complaints involved
race discrimination allegations, 17 percent related to gender discrimination and 3 percent
to national origin discrimination.

The evidence does not support this finding. OCR has competently enforced laws protecting the
rights of women and minorities in education. All complaints are processed in accordance with
sound procedures and appropriate legal standards of proof. All complaint investigations are
thoroughly reviewed by regional managers and legal staff, and each case file is reviewed and
approved by the chief regional civil rights attorney, ensuring its legal sufficiency.

OCR has no control over the kinds ofsomplaintsirreecives or the merits of those complaints.
Complaints alleging discriminatiiiii on the basis of handicap outnumbered complaints alleging
otliciiypes of discrimination in each fiscal year since 1981. OCR also received many
complaints that alleged discrimination on multiple bases, e.g., race aal handicap, which were not
included in the figures cited by the Committee. Furthermore, OCR's jurisdiction was
substantially limited for more than 4 of the 8 years covered by the Report because of the
Supreme Court's decision in Grove City College v. Bell, 465 U.S. 555 (1984). During that
period, OCR jurisdiction was easily established in elementary and secondary special education
programs because of the large number of School districts that receive Department ofEducation
funds under the Education of the Handicapped Act. The Grove City decision made it difficult
for OCR to enforce its statutes in other areas of edcuation. The 1988 Civil Rights Restoration
Act eliminated the jurisdiction limitations imposed by the Grove City decision.

Attached are four Tables (Tables 1-4) providing updated information on complaint receipts
between FY 1981 and FY 1989, including data on the basis of the alleged discrimination, data
on complaints in which OCR initiated investigations, and data on findings made in the
complaints investigated during that period.
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1. (b) While handicap- and sex-based complaint investigations were the most likely to be
closed with a finding of 'violation corrected; age- and race-based complaint investigations
were the most likely to be concluded with a finding of ''no violation.' Since OCR was
established as a result of the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which was originally
intended to address the problem of race discrimination, OCR's failure to devote adequate
attention to race-based complaints constitutes a violation of its mandate. As the elderly
population relies upon the national government to protect its rights as well, it is no less a
travesty for OCR to resolve agc discrimination complaints with a finding of no violation,
if indeed the complaints filed were meritorious.

The facts do_not-support-thislinding. No complaints are ever ignored by OCR. OCR devotes
the same amount of attention to race- and age -based complaints as it to does complaints filed
under Section 504 or Title IX. As noted previously, all complaints arc processed in accordance
with the same procedures and appropriate legal standards of proof. All cases are thoroughly
reviewed by regional managers and legal staff, and each letter of findings (LOF) is reviewed
and approved by the regional Chief Civil Rights Attorney, ensuring its legal sufficiency.

OCR has no control over the merit of complaints, and the percentage of complaints with
violations may change over time or vary by type of complaint. For example, the high per-
centage of sex-based complaints that resulted in findings of violations may be attributed in large
part to the fact that a single complainant filed nearly 1,900 complaints between FY 1981 and
FY 1989 alleging discrimination in the administration of student health insurance plans at
postsecondary education institutions. OCR found that a significant number of postsecondary
institutions were discnminating on the basis of sex in their provision of student health insurance
plans. As a result of OCR's enforcement efforts, this compliance problem has been virtually
eradicated nationwide.

3.
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t. (c) The number of compliance reviews initiated between FY 1983 and FY 1988 appearsgenerally to be in decline. The majority of reviews initiated addressed issues of handicapdiscrimination. Only 162 of the 1,378 reviews conducted during those years involved racediscrimination issues, and 46 related to national origin discrimination. Twohundred
eighty-three reviews involved gender discrimination.

OCR compliance activities, including higher education desegregation, making eligibility
determinations of applicants for grants under the Magnet Schools Assistance Program, and
assessing implementation of vocational education Methods of Administration plans, involve
significant Title VI compliance and enforcement efforts. The Report fails to take into accountthese efforts. Also, OCR's ability to conduct a higher number of compliance reviews is directly
related to its increasing complaint receipts and the heavy workload engendered through
numerous other required compliance activities, including monitoring, making eligibility
determinations of applicants for grants under the Magnet Schools Assistance Program,
Vocational Education Methods of Administration reviews, and higher education desegregation
reviews. Although the number of compliance reviews initiated by OCR increased in FY 1988to 247, OCR was able to initiate only 138 reviews. during FY 1989 (Table 5) because of asignificantly higher complaint workload since passage of the Civil Rights Restoration Act.

Following completion of the regional management reviews; OCR underwent an extensiveplanning process to determine its workload priorities aid available staff resources for FY 1990compliance activities. Indications are that the continued expected increase in the complaintworkload and a greater emphasis on monitoring, critically needed staff development, andconducting a larger number of complex compliance reviews, will result in conducting from 105
to 128 complianx reviews in FY 1990.

With regard to the types of compliance reviews OCR has conducted, the Report does notaccurately reflect the number of compliance reviews that addressed race, national origin, and sexdiscrimination issues because multiple jurisdiction reviews were not factored in. Tables 6 and 7present data on the bases addressed through compliance
reviews conducted between FY 1983and FY 1989 (automated data are not available for FY 1981 and FY 1982). In addition, manySection 504 and Title IX reviews result in corrective action that affects large numbers ofminority students. For example, OCR's enforcement action against the Chicago Public Schoolsunder Section 504 resulted in a corrective action plan that assisted the high percentage ofminority students, as well as nonminority students, in the District's special education program.

On August 30, 1989, OCR issued additional guidance to assist the regional offices in effectivelyplanning and carrying out substantive compliance reviews addressing a broad range of issues.On the basis of the information submitted
in regional compliance review plans, 't is clear thatthe regions arc planning to increase substantially the percentage of Title VI reviews that theywill be conducting in FY 1990.

.8
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1. (d) Since 1981, OCR's policy has been to close most of its complaints and compliance
reviews in which violations of the law have been found by means of a Letter of Findings
(LOF) indicating that the violations cited have been corrected even when the recipient
school district has only promised that it will take action to correct the violations During
FYs 1983-1988 (May 5, 1988), OCR closed 40 percent of all investigated complaints and
72 percent of all compliance reviews with a 'violations corrected" LOF.

The assumption on which this finding is premised that it is inappropriate for OCR to
negotiate voluntary corrective actions when a violation has been found is incorrect Each of
the civil rights statutes that OCR enforces requires OCR to engage in voluntary negotiations to
achieve compliance. Since 1981, OCR has used violation corrected LOFs as an efficient and

effective complaint processing procedure.. A violation corrmted LOF obtains the same legal
remedy as would be obtained by issuing a violation LOF and then obtaining corrective action.
Further, pre-LOF settlements obtain appropriate remedies much sooner than can be obtained
post-LOF, where the,parties are forced into adversarialsositions. All regional offices are
required to ensure that a violation corrected LOF states that a violation has occurred and that
appropriate remedial action to correct the cited violation has been agreed upon by OCR and
the recipient. The terms of a corrective action plan must be stated in writing and must include,

at a minimum, the specific acts or steps the recipient will take to make policy orprocedural
-changes to correct the violation; the timetable for implementing the remedy; and a description
-and timetable fat-submission of documentation that the recipient will provide as the remedy is
implemented. All corrective action plan; submitted by recipients are carefully reviewed and
approved by the-regional legal staff and the.Chief Regional Civil Right Attorney to ensure they

meet appropriate legal standards. Furthermore, corrective action plans acceptedby OCR are
monitored to ensure implementation and all-monitoring activities are documented in the case file.

If a recipient fails to take the agreed-upon-corrective action, OCR will issue a newLOF and
take whatever enforcement action may be needed to bring the recipient into compliance with

the law.

31:4
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1. (c) During the same period, OCR closed 99 percent of its compliance reviews by eitherfinding no violation or reaching a settlement prior to issuing a Letter of Findings.

This finding is misleading in combining findings of no violations with findings of violations inwhich voluntary corrective actions have been negotiated. The-two -arc fundamentally different.Most of-the violations found in OCR's compliance reviews are resolved pre-LOF and result inviolation corrected LOFs. Corrective action it secured and in a timely fashion. The correctiveactions obtained through pre-LOF negotiations are in no way inferior to corrective actions
obtained through adversarial proceedings and secure the appropriate remedies for beneficiariesmuch sooner. As noted earlier, a violation corrected LOF states that a violation has occurredand that appropriate remedial action to correct the cited violation has been agreed upon byOCR and the recipient. All corrective action plans are reviewed and approved by regional
legal staff and the Regional Chief Civil Rights Attorney to ensure that they meet appropriatelegal standards. Furthermore, corrective action plans accepted by OCR are monitored toensure implementation.

The phrase "reaching a settlement" also is misleading. OCR obtains corrective action for allviolations of the law. All corrective action plans must satisfy the legal standards established bythe statutes and regulations enforced by OCR. Violations were found in 41 percent of the
complaints OCR investigated between FY 1981 and FY 1989 and in 72 percent of the
compliance reviews initiated between FY 1983 and FY 1989 (Table 8). (OCR does not haveautomated data on the number of violations found in compliance reviews conducted in FY 1981and FY 19821 In most instances, compliance reviews cover broader discrimination issues thancomplaints and often affect significantly larger numbers of individuals than complaint
investigations.

320
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1. (1) If voluntary compliance cannot be secured, OCR may pursue cnforccmcnt through
administrative fund termination proceedings or by referring the case to the Dcpartmcnt of

Justice. In FYs 1981-1988, however, OCR instituted only 40 administrative enforcement

actions, 22 of which were instituted in 1984. Only 24 cases were referred to the

Dcpartmcnt of Justicc for enforcement.

The Committee's finding addresses enforcement only in its narrowest sense, that of formal
administrative litigation. Regardless, the actual number of such proceedings is not a measure of

OCR's effectiveness. The goal of civil rights enforcement is to achieve compliance with the

civil rights statutes and institute enforcement proceedings only when efforts at voluntary

compliance fail. All of OCR's investigative and negotiation efforts are part of a process to

ensure that the civil rights laws arc enforced. A thorough investigation and an effective

settlement agreement that result in compliance with the law are as effective in achieving that

objective as initiating lengthy formal proceedings.
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1 (g) On a positive note, the number of complaints missing at least one Adams time frame
has declined on an annual basis since FY 1984. It is not clear, howeser, whether these
data have been affected by the reported efforts of some regional offices to "backdate' the
time spent in processing complaints, or whether these cases were closed with minimal,
inadequate investigations in order to meet the time frames.

OCR has increased its rate of meeting all case processing time frames,from_78..percent.in
Fr19841o'95-Perceitt lifbotfi FY 1988 and FY 1939 (Table 9). The percentage of time

frames met for LOFs has also remained very high during the past 2 years, 91 percent of LOF
time frames were met in both FY 1988 and FY 1989.

OCR's significant increase in meeting its case processing time frames is in no way connected to
the small number of case documents that reportedly were "backdated' in 1986. After the
apparent problem with 'backdating' of documents was identified in an extremely small number
of cases (through internal audit in 1986), a memorandum entitled 'Signing of Documents" was
transmitted to all OCR staff on March 4, 1987, addressing the significant ethical responsibilities
involved in the preparation and approval of documents issued by OCR. No Instances of
backdating have been identified since that time. The Management Reviews found that OCR's
integrity systems are in place in every regional office and are being carried out. (These
integrity systems include the Quality Control/Case Assessment program and the Uniform
Management System Procedures.)

The Management Re'4ews of regional operations in FY 1989 determined that regional offices
have maintained a high quality of case work while meeting the time frames and that this
substantial effort has occurred within the context of an increasing complaint workload and an
increased workload in a number of other areas. The implementation of improved case
management techniques contributed to this progress. Regional managers and staff also have
worked excessively long hours, delayed annual leave, and made numerous other personal
sacrifices.

27-873-0=-90=
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1. (h) Complaints closed because the complainant withdrew the eumplaints appear to have
risen since FY 1982.

This statement is incorrect. The percentage of complaints that were withdrawn without benefit
to the complainant has remained relatively constant (i.e., approximately 4 percent) sinec
FY 1931 (Table 10). Similarly, the percentage of complaints that were withdrawn after change
was achieved that benefited the complainant (e.g., thiuugh the Early Complaint Resolution
process) has remained relatively constant (i.c., an average of I I percent) (Table II).

0
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2. During the period FY 1982 through FY 1988, the Reagan Adnumstration sought major
budgetary and staff reductions for OCR, arguing that it could 'do more with less." In 1982,
S51 million were requested by the Administration. Since then, the agency's budget
recommendations have significantly declined. By FY 1,89, OCR's budget request nas
only $41 million.

The Report- is correct in noting that the overall budget requests for OCR have decreased since
1982, however, five of the nine budget requests since 1982 represent increas,:s over the requests
for the preceding years. The budget estimates transmitted to Congress for fiscal years 1983,
1984, 1987, and 1989 represented decreases from the budget estimate for the linmedtately
preceding fiscal year. The five remaining estimates (fiscal years 1982, 19,35, 1986, 1988, and
1990) represented increases. In addition, for 4 of the 8 fiscal years from FY 1982 to FY 1989,
Congress appropriated funding that was less than the amount requested in the President's
Budget.

The FY 1990 President's Budget Request of $45,178,000 for OCR was an increase of 8.5
percent over the FY 1989 funding level of 541,635,000. The FY 1990 appropriation of
$44,572,000 is an increase from the ;:receding fiscal year. This will provide OCR with more
opportunities to handle increased complaints and compliance reviews. The following table
presents data on appropriations, staffing, and selected workload for FYs 1981-1989.
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Table of Appropriations, Staging, and Selected Workload

FY Appropriation
Employment
Ceiling'

FTE
Usage

Complaints
On Hand'

Compliance
Rev. Starts

1981 546,915,000 1,098 1,099 4,940 138

1982 45,038,000 1,026 978 3,457 208

1983 44,868,000 970 941 3,137 287

1984 44,396,000 1,046 907 2,778 220

1985 45,000,000' 970* 913 3,056 28S

1986 44,580,000' 907' 843 3,669 197

1987 43,000,000' 840 807 2,851 240

1988 40,530,000e 820 808 4,194 247

1989 41,635,000' 820 789 4,631 138

'For FY 1981 and FY 1982, these nuntbas represent fulltime permanent staff positions, the figures
for FY 1983 through FY 1989 represent fulltime equivalent staff positions.

'Includes current year complaint receipts and complaints pending from the prev,ous fiscal year. Data
for FY 1985 through FY 1989 :taw been updated.

'The FY 1985 funding level of $45,000,000 included $420,000 that was reserved from obligation und :r
Section 515 of the TreasuryPostal Service Appropriations Act of 1985.

The Justifications of Appropriation Estimates for the Committees on Appropriations, FY 1986, ED
(Vol. II), revised the FY 1985 staffing level for OCR to 907.

'The FY 1986 appropriation of $44,580,000 included 5945,000 that was reserved from obligation under
Section 515 of the TreasuryPostal Service App:Jpriations Act of 1986 and $1,876,000 that was withheld
to meet the requirements of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.

*The Justifications of Appropriation Estimates for the Committees on Appropriations, FY 1987, ED
(Vol. II), revised the FY 1986 slatting level for OCR to 860. However, the Department subsequently
increased OCR's FY 1936 ceiling from 860 to 870.

'The FY 1987 funding level of $43,000,000 included $4,000 that was withheld to meet the requirements
of the Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1987.

*The FY 1988 funding level of 540,530,000 included 5154,000 that was withheld from obligation to meet
the requirements of Section 512 of P.L. 100.202, a full.year continuing resolution.

The FY 1989 appropriation of 541,635,000 included an adjusted appropriation of 540,845,000 and a
supplemental appropriation of $790,000.
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3 Despite such budget cuts, OCR has failed to expend all of the monies allotted to a and has
allowed between .4 percent and 6.1 percent of ils annual appropriation to lapse to the U.S.
Treasury.

Over the last several years, the amount of lapsed funds has decreased steadily. Department
accounting records showed an unexpended balance of S62,000 as of the last day of FY 1988.
Updating of the accounting records during the following months resulted in a Lero balance for
FY 198S. Similarly, for FY 1989, OCR anticipates that all or nearly all funds will be expended
when all transactions involving FY 1989 funds are completed.

326
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4. The number of full-time-equivalart (FTE) OCR ensp.:ores has drasmak dropped us recent
gars, front 1,099 employees in FY 1981 to 820 us 1988. OCR has therefore, lost
approximately 25 percent of its staff since 1981.

Following the passage of the Civil Rights Restoration Act, OCR has experienced an increase in
case workload. Although OCR's staff has been reduced since FY 1931, OCR has continued to
process complaints in an increasingly timely manner and carry out a range of compliance
activities, such as monitoring recipients' compliance with corrective action plans, conducting
substantive compliance reviews on a variety of issues, monitoring states' compliance with their
approved higher education desegregation plans, evaluating states' compliance with their
vocational education Methods of Administration plans, docrmining the 4.umpliance tit
school districts to receive Magnet Schools A..sistancc Pruglani funds, and delivering technical
assistance to recipients and beneficiaries.

During the hearing, I indicated that I would provide data on OCR's FIE figures during the
past few me:tills. The table below presents the data requested:

Date FTE

8/26/89 787

9/23/89 785

10/21/89 788

11/18/89 800

110/89 801

12/31/89 820

Note After September 30. 1989, these data represent projected annualized FTE for FY 1990.

027
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5 77te Grove C70 v. Bell decision, handed down by the U.S. Supreme Court m March of 1954,
had a devastating impact upon OCR's enforcement effon. Numerouscase were cued by
the regional 'Ike staff, in which complaints of discrimination could not be invcstigaied
because OCR lacked jurisdiction over the program or actoty receiving Federal financial
assistance In FYs 19S4 through 1986. OCR dosed in %chola or in part 674 complaint
investignions and 88 compliam:e reviews because of Grote Ctry's limitattons, andnarrourd
the score of 72 compliance reviews. The Grote City &Liston has strict: been superlsjedcd
by the Congress' oerride of the President's veto of the Civil Rights Restoration Act in
March of %9S3.

During thc 49 months in which the Grove City decision was in effect, the percentagc of
complaints that were closed bccause OCR lacked juindiction increascd suostantially, particularly
in the area of postsT.flanity education (Table 12). liouevcr, the !imitations on OCR's
jurisdictional autho ity impc.ed by thc Grove City decision were eliminated with passage of the
1988 Civil Rights Restoration Act. Thc Act was not retroactive, it applied only to complaints
of discrimination that ccurrcd after March 22, 1953, the date the At was passed. On April 7,
1988. OCR regional offices contacted all complainants whose complaints were closed or
narrowed because of Grove City limitations. The complainants sere advised that, if they
bclieved the discrimination alleged in their previous complaints continued to occur or 1 ,0
occurred again after March 22, 1983, thcy should inform the regional office. Of the complaints
that had been closed or narrowed because of Grote City limitations, 521 complaints %vac rcfilcd
with OCR, including 431 from a single complainant.
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6 Exacerbating the effect of Grove City was the fact that the Department of Education had no
reliable data on the actual allocation of Federal funds awarded by it to the recipient
institutions. In most instances, OCR staff had to ask the school districts to inform them
as to which programs or activities received the assistance. Staff received no guidance
from headquarters regarding the available data for tracing the allocation of Federal funds.
Consequently, the time required to trace the funding to the specific program or activity,
and thereby, to establish jurisdiction, would often absorb 45 or more days, severely
lessening the time remaining to investigate and resolve a complaint.

The Department of Education maintains Federal financial assistance information in two primary
rccordkecping systems that assist OCR staff in establishing jurisdiction. Information on direct
grants is maintained in the Fcdcral Assistance Awards Data System (FAADS). Information on
state-administered funds to recipients is part of the General Education Provisions At kGEP A)
Section 406A data collection, but the data available to OCR are at least a year old. In
addition, OCR has access to the Office of the Inspector General's Audit Universe file, which
also contains information on Federal financial assistance provided by the Department to
recipients. In fact, OCR headquarters has provided necessary guidance to the regional offices
on obtaining Federal financial assistance information. Quarterly printouts of FAADS data are
distributed to the regions. In addition, both the FAADS and GEPA files have been placed in
regionally accessible computer files, and appropriate guidance on using the files has been
distributed. Guidance on use of the Audit Universe File also has been disseminated.

The requirement to identify program-specific funding under the constraints of the Grove City
decision ended with the passage of the 1988 Civil Rights Restoration Act, which has virtually
eliminated the difficulties encountered in establishing jurisdiction while the Grove City decision
was in effect.
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7 The case processing time frames ordered by the Federal th.susct court in the Adams litigation
were biteipreted in a way which provided additional pressure upon OCR staff to closecases
w;thout in-depth investigations and with possibly inadequate settlements. The Reagan
Administration forced OCR staff to establish jurisdiction, to investigate a case, and to
seek voluntary settlement within 105 days, instead of the 195 days prescribed by the court.

The finding that OCR has failed to conduct in -depth investigations and negotiate appropriate
settlements is incorrect. In 1981, OCR initiated preLOF negotiations procedures to enable
recipients to correct violations of the civil rights laws at an earlier stage in the enforcement
process. The process is very successful in providing timely and effective corrective action where
violations of the law arc identified. Moreover, OCR is statutorily required to negotiate
voluntary settlements. We note that OCR has been successful in meeting the time frames even
while ensuring that cases arc closed based on thorough, in-depth investigations and, in m...-es
where violations are found, only with corrective action plans that effectively remedy the
violations. However, OCR is currently reviewing its internal procedures to make this process
more efficient. OCR is about to make minor modifications to the time frames to provide
regional managers with additional flexibility in processing cases.
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8. As a consequence of the narrowing of the time allotted to investigate a complaint or conduct
a compliance review, OCR regional office staff indicated that the scope of issues for
investigation is being narrowed

The Regional Management Reviews found that OCR's regional offices are prcpanng case
investigations with a great deal of thoroughness and integrity. OCR staff prepare detailed
investigative plans and detailed investigative reports for each complaint and compliance review
investigation. These are carefully reviewed and approved by regional managers and legal staff.
The letter of findings sets forth the issues investigated and the evidence on which the findings
are based. All issues raised by a complainant that are timely and are covered by the statutes
OCR enforces are investigated.

OCR has found that regional offices tend to select a high percentage of compliance reviews
with narrower issues that can be completed within the current time frames. OCR has always
had the discretion to determine the scope of its compliance reviews and to decide which issues
will be examined on a recipientby-recipient basis.

Following the regional management reviews, OCR issued new guidance to improve OCR's
compliance review program, including instructions to the regional offices to conduct more
expanded scope reviews and to increase the percentage of Title VI compliance reviews. It
should be noted that many Section 504 and Title IX reviews result in corrective action that
affects large numbers of minority students. For example, OCR's enforcement action against the
Chicago Public Schools under Section 504 resulted in a corrective action plan that assisted the
high percentage of minority students, as well as nonminonty students, in the District's special
education program.
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9 Several OCR staff also admitted that they encouraged complainants w withdraw complaaus
in order to decrease the complaint load and to dinumsh the pressure to Investigate and close
cases within the Adams time frames. As an alternative, staff would urge complainants to
clarify' their allegations in order to narrow the scope of the complaints.

OCR's Investigation Procedures Manual provides specific guidance to the regional offices on all
case processing procedures, including case closures. Any action by OCR staff to encourage
complainants to withdraw .heir ...,inplaints, either to decrease OCR's workload or to meet time
frames, would be in direct conflict with those procedures. The isolated past incidents that
relate to this finding were dealt with promptly and appropriately by the assistant set.retaritz who
were in charge of OCR when the incidents occurred.

With regard to the issue of "clarification' of allegations, OCR regional offices are required to
acknowledge receipt of a complaint within 15 days, and, if the complaint is deemed incomplete,
the complainant must be informed of the particular elements missing in the complaint and the
information and steps needed to complete the complaint. Such clarification of complaint issues
with the complainant is a sound investigative procedt.re.
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10. In one regional office, staff admitted that incoming complaints had been logged us' on the
following Monday in order to delay the time in which the Adams time frames began.

The only evidence of this practice ever occurring in OCR was contained in a 1986 report
prepared by the Department's Office of Inspector General and involved only the Boston
regional office. OCR then conducted its own investigation of this office and, as a result of this
action, all of the employees responsible retired, resigned, or were fired. The Management
Review Team reviewed in aepth the implementation of regional procedures for logging in
complaints and related activities instituted by OCR at that time. The Team found that all case
integrity systems were in place and being carried out by each regional office.
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It Letters of Findings which cite schools for violations of the a I rights acts must be fast
approved by the OCR National Office. Regional office sta." consistently cnttazed the
inordinate time taken by headquarters staff to approve the issuance of violation LOFs.
OCR admitted that of the LOFs sent to headquarters for approval which had not been
settled in the interim with "violation corrected" letters, all had been in headquarters for a
period generally exceeding 180 days in order to "ensure that the Letters of Findings were
fully supported by the evidence and accurately reflected current policy.'

In virtually all cases where a violation of the civil rights laws has been determined, the regional
offices are able to secure corrective action from the recipient and Issue violation corrected
letters. In the small number of cases where a regional office is dealing with a recipient who
refuses to settle a case voluntarily, the c _sc is referred to headquarters. The small number of
cases in which due dates arc missed fah well within the exceptions to the time frames that were
allmed under Adams and that remain under OCR's current case processing time frames.
These cases almost always involve difficult, complex issues that must be thoroughly reviewedto
ensure consistency with OCR policy and the applicable legal standards. This is a time
asuming process. However, OCR is committed to ensuring that, when we issue an LOF
detailing violations of the civil rights laws and have been unsuccessful in securing voluntary,
remedial action, we have sufficient evidence and a thorough legal analysts tnat will permit us to
enforce compliance through the ;nitiation of administrative enforcement proceedings or referral
of the case to the Department of Justice for the initiation of court action.

OCR is currently reviewing the process for referral to headquarters of violation LOFs to
determine whether the procedures for such referrals should be modified.
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12. Of the 112 draft !violation] LOFs submitted to headquarters in 1987 through June 1988,
only seven were approved The vast majority (92) were resolved with a 'violation corrected"
LOF.

This finding erroneously implies that a violation corrected LOF is inadequate enforcement.
OCR's goal is to ensure that the recipient complies with the law when a violation of any civil
rights statute has been identified. Of the several methods for achieving this goal, voluntary
compliance through a pre-LOF settlement agreement consistently has proven the most
successful in achieving compliance through corrective action. These LOFs cite the violations
found and the legal standards applied. This procesti reduces the adversarial relationship by
providing the recipient with an opportunity to correct the violations by submitting to OCR a
corrective action plan that meets appropriate legal standards, and it provides complainants with
a fas,er resolution to the allegations they have brought to OCR. To initiate more formal
enforcement proceedings in these cases, where recipients are willing to comply with the law,
would only unreasonably and unnecessarily delay resolution of the cases. It should be
understood that, in each of the 92 cases mentioned, corrective action was obtained without the
necessity of moving to a more formal enforcement posture. Also, OCR monitors corrective
action plans.
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13. There was consensus among tire OCR regional office staff that few useful, substantive policy
directives have been issued since 1981. When policies have been handed down, they have
been disseminated often in the form of responses to draft LOFs, 'marginal notes, or
telephone calls from the National Office. Rarely would there be policy directives dissemi-
nated nationwide and made applicable to all regions. A number of policy decisions have
been circulated as drafts, but have not been set forth as official policy. Moreover, staff
indicated that when policy decisions arc made, they are often superficial and of little
value. As a result, it was difficult to analyze complex and unique cases because there waslittle in writing and no predictability as to headquarters' decision in such cases.

Since 1981, OCR has, in fact, issued in writing a large number of policy directives of general
applicability on a range of substantive issues, which were disseminated to all of the regional
offices. All policy of general applicability, including almost all case-specific policy, is
disseminated to all of the regional offices. Policy has been codified in OCR's Policy
Codification System (PCS). The PCS has been automated and serves as the authoritative
reference for OCR policy on all issues. The PCS currently contains approximately 170 policy
documents issued since April 1965. Approximately 150 of these documents were issued
between 1981 and 1989.

In addition, OCR holds policy discussions with the regional offices through nationwide
teleconferences. This is particularly effective, because it provides regional staff the opportunity
to discuss the application of OCR policy to specific cases and to ask follow-up questions. OCR
also circulated draft policy documents to regional offices for comments before developing the
final document. Obtaining the insights of the regional managers and staff is a sound practice,
since they are the ones who are most knowledgeable of how certain issues are addressed
through the investigative process, what problems are occurring, and what specific guidance
would be helpful.

OCR managers recognize the need to expand policy development activities and are takingnecessary action to do so.
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14. According to the OCR field staff, when legal decisions are submitted to the field offices, and
are motivated by other than legal considerations, they are never reduced to writing according
to OCR staff This ad hoc policy-making cannot be challenged, however, because there is
nothing in writing to evidence such a policy.

For at least the last 2% rears, all major legal or policy decisions have been put in writing and
shared with the regional offices. Whenever legal guidance is forwarded to the regional offices,
it is based on the statutes and regulations enforced by OCR and on applicable case law and,
within those legal parameters, the policy decisions made by the Assistant Secretary.
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15 There was a clear perception among the regional office staff that certain issues were "off
limits' and could not be investigated. Most of the issues involved race discrimination.
Among such issues were: discrimination involving disciplinary actions and the placement
of black students :pecia! education programs. Reportedly, the National Officewo-did
not approve the investigation of such eases unless there were "horror stories," facts of
such egregiousness that a finding other than discrimination was not possible.

Except for those issues over which OCR has no jurisdiction, no issues are "off limits" to OCR.
OCR investigated SO percent of the complaints it received between FY 1981 and FY 1989 that
involved black students in special education (Table 13) and 68 percent of the Title VI
complaints it received citing disciplinary issues (Table 14). Those not investigated either were
resolved through OCR's Early Complaint Resolution process or were closed administratively for
valid reasons. OCR has no procedure that involves the headquarters office "approving" the
investigation of complaints received by the regional offices. All issues that arise through the
complaint process are treated equally, and in.stigations are carried out as necessary to resolve
any issues raised by the complaint allegations.

In addition, between FY 1983 and FY 1989, OCR initiated 168 compliance reviews involving
black students in special education and 34 compliance reviews involving Title VI disciplinary
issues (Tables 15 and 16). For the FY 1990 compliance review cy_le, the regional directors
have been asked to place special emphasis on TOP: VI issues, and scheduled reviews include
student discipline and placement of black students in special education programs.
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The National Office made it virtually impossible to find a iiolation of the civil rights laws
because the standard of proof required to establish a violation was the stringent "Mtent"
standard, which many regional office staff interviewed behesed was not required by the

courts.

The regulations do not require proof of intent to discriminate to find a violation of Title VI.
The regulations implementing Title VI prohibit recipients from using criteria or methods of
adininistration that have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination because of their
race, color, or national origin, or have the effect of defeating or substantially impairing
accomplishment of the objectives of the programs. (See 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(b)(2).)
Similar language is found in the regulations implementing Title IX and Section 504. (See 34

C.F.R. Parts 106 and 104.) The regional offices have never been told that a violation of
Tule VI will be found only if the regional offices can obtain evidence of intent to discriminate.

All evidence gathered in an investigation, including any evidence of an intent to discriminate, is
evaluated under the pertinent regulations iu determine whether the recipients are in com-
pliance.
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17. Male technical assistance (TA) has been the cornerstone of OCR's enforcement effort since
1981, the regional office staff erprcssed reservations concerning OCR's apparentuse of TA as
en alternative to compliance reviews and complaint investigattutu, and concerning OCR's
failure to provide TA to beneficiaries of the civil 'Iglus laws, in addition to the recipients of
Federal financial assistance (i.e., the school districts/colleges).

The facts do not support this finding. While TA forms an integral part of OCR's compliance
activities, it is not the cornerstone of OCR's enforcement afore' nor has it been regarded as a
substitute for critical investigative actiuns. Technical assistance is used by OCR to complement,
not replace, its complaint and compliance re%,:ew activities. OCR's TA program includes the
provision of information and other services designed to inform beneficiancs of their rights and
to assist recipients in voluntarily complying with the civil rights laws. Through TA, OCR is able
to reach a far greater number of recipients than it could solely through complaint investigations
and compliance reviews. For example, representatives from approximately 10,562 groups
state education agencies, local education agencies, postsecondary institutions, and beneficiary
organizations) and 4,711 individual beneficiaries participated in the 3,176 TA activities that
OCR conducted during FY 1989.

OCR's TA program includes the provision of information and other services designed to inform
beneficiaries of their eghts and to assist recipients in voluntarily complying with the cmd rights
laws Much of the TA is provided entirely outside the context of a complaint invcsugation or
compliance review.
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18 Staff acknowledged that OCR has little presence in the communities in which it operates,
and is particularly unknown to the surrounding minority populations. In one instance,
Committee staff interviewed a member of the Scat& County Council regarding the
well-publicized racial confrontations occurring within thc local schools and found that this
local community activist had no knowlcdgc of OCR's existence.

Notwithstanding thc one example, thc overall facts do not support :his finding. OCR has
substantially expanded its TA program in rcccnt ycars to pruvidc informatiun and other services
dcsigncd to inform beneficiaries of their rights and to assist recipients in voluntarily complying
with the civil rights laws. Each rcgional office develops an annual Technical Assistance Plan
dcsigncd to identify undcrscrvcd populations and to encourage cuoperativc efforts with statc
and local education agem:ies, postsecondary institutions, and recipient and beneficiary
organizations.

A considerable portion of OCR's TA is in the form of outrcach. OCR conducted 586 TA
outrcach activitics during FY 1989. Efforts wcrc concentrated on larger, morc complcx
activities that rcachcd audiences with specific civil rights concerns. Representatives from
approximately 10,562 groups, such as statc and local cducation agencies, postsecondary
institutions, and beneficiary organizations, and 4,711 individual bencficiaries participated in
OCR's TA activities in FY 1989. In addition, OCR published and distributed scvcral pamphlcts
explaining OCR's mission and its regulations and procedures. Spanish translations of them
pamphIcts havc also been madc available.
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19. OCR staff in a region wish a large Hispanic population noted that none of the staff
providing TA could speak Spanish and that there was little outreach to that conununuy.

Evcry OCR regional office has the capability of providing TA to the Spanish-speaking
community. OCR is not await of any situations in which a Spanish-speaking person has
contacted OCR and has been denied assistance because OCk stall did not havc facility in
Spanish. In addition, in rcccnt years, OCR has published three of its TA pamphlets and
publications in Spanish. 'Education and Title VI", "Title IX and Sex Discrimination", and Thc
Rights of Individuals with Haneicaps Under Federal Law." Thousands of topics of cach of
these pamphIcts havc been distributed to the regional offices for dissemination to the public. A
number of other OCR TA pamphlets arc ....Irrently being translated into Spanish for publication
and dissemination. Furthermore, in the past 2 fiscal years OCR has conducted a variety of
outreach activities directed toward language minority issucs, including several c.unfcrent.cs anti
workshops rclatci to Hispanic intcrcsts.
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20. While monitoring of cases which have been closed with a "violations corrected" letter is
essential to determining compliance, little substantive monitoring has actually taken place,
particularly since the regional offices are not credited with conducting meaningful follow-up
of such cases As a consequence, the burden for determining if the school districts or
universities are fulfilling their promises to comply with the law lies with the complainants
who must notify OCR of the recipients' inactivity.

In planning for the FY 1990 work activities, OCR has identified compliance activities, including
monitoring, as a high priority, second only to the processing of complaints. OCR's regional
offices routinely monitor corrective action plans and maintain regional tracking systems.
Recipients whose cases are closed based on a remedial action plan are required to submit
monitoring reports to verify that the agreed upon actions have taken place (Table 17). OCR's
substantive reviews of such reports are referred to as *desk audits." Where needed, an on-site
visit to the recipient may occur. All monitoring reports (an average of appximately 140 are
received each month) are audited by OCR staff.

OCR's Automated Case Management Information System (ACIMS) has been modified to
collect historical data on each monitoring activity that is conducted so that OCR can track the
actual number of monitoring desk audits completed each fiscal year. The ackiition to ACIMS of
data on monitoring and other compliance activities will permit OCR to report its actual
workload more fully and more accurately.
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21 Compared with its counterpart, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs of the
U.S. Department of Labor (OFCCP), OCR has conducted relatively few compliance reviews
since 1981. For example, in 1986, OFCCP conducted approximately 5,000 compliance
reviews while OCR conducted 250. It is not clear why there is such a wide variance
between the enforcement statistics of the two agencies whose FTEs and budgets are
comparable. The numerous layers of review of work product at OCR and the voluminous
investigative reports which must be prepared in each case may Lantribute to the relative
paucity of compliance reviews at that agency.

This finding is misleading There are significant differences between OCR and OFCCP related
to the statutes and authorities under which each agency operates. OFCCP requires contractors
to develop and implement affirmative action plans for employment. OFCCP's compliance
reviews consist of reviewing the content of existing affirmative action plans and their implemen-
tation, similar to OCR's monitoring of corrective action plans.

By contrast, OCR must determine in every case it investigates whether or not a recipient is
complying with the appropriate civil rights statute with respect to the Issues under investigation.
The results of an OCR investigation must bea legally supportable finding, and, when a
violation is found, OCR must negotiate a legally supportable remedy. If OCR cannot negotiate
such a remedy, the agency is obligated to initiate formal enforcement p:occedings, which
require the in-depth preparation of witnesses, voluminous exhibits, and related activities. OCR
does not have the discretion to make findings or require remedies unless these are supported
by a thorough and careful investigation and corresponding legal review.

However, it is inappropriate to consider only compliance reviews, because in FY 1989, OCR
received 2,827 complaints. OCR also conducted a wide variety of other compliance activities,
including monitoring, eligibility determinations ofapplicants for grants under the Magnet
Schools Assistance Prigram, state vocational education Methods of Administration reviews, and
higher education dregregation reviews.
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22 OCR has effectively ducat:anted its Quality Assurance Program, which it transferred to the
regional offices in 1985. As a consequence, the agency has little information on which to
determine consistency of policy application and quality of investigation.

The facts do not support this finding. OCR has several procedure for ensuring both

consistency of policy application and high quality investigations. Review at key phases of case
processing, including review by the Branch Chief, Division Director, Staff Attorney, Chief
Attorney, Deputy Regional Director (where applicabIrt and the Regional Director, ensures the
substantive quality of decisions made during c-_,e processing. The small number of cases that
could be incised as problematic did not insaty the expenditure of staff and fiscal resources

required to operate a fulltime headquarters quality assurance program. Also, a headquarters
quality assurance program woulo identify problems only after a case is closed. OCR prefers to
identify any potential problems while a case is being processed, so that there are no cuality
problems when the rase Ls closed. Since OCR transferred the day-to-day quality assurance
responsibilities to the regional offices in 1985, the number of cases being reviewed has
increased substantially.

Periodically, OCR sends out specially constituted teams to check on the overall quality of work
and any problems with regard to policy application. For example, in 1987, a special Quality

Assurance Task Force visited all 10 regional offices to review the quality assurance programr
and selected cases to ensure that Lin. regions were appropriately and effectively implementing
then- programs. More recently, between the fall of 1988 and the spring of 1989, all 10 regional

offices were again visited by a special M aagement Review Team that, among other review
activities, evaluated the quality of each region's case processing activities and the regions'
Quality Control/Case Assessment programs. Potential improvements to the quality assurance
procedures are being developed.
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23. Formalized training at OCR was virtually disbanded in 1982 when the Denver Traututg
Center was closed. Staff expressed a clear and undeviating concern for the lack of
classroom training, orientation programs for new employees, and refresher courses for
more experienced investigators and lawyers.

Staff development and training have become a high priority for OCR. Formal training was
never discontinued. For the past 6 years, OCR has had a Training Division in headquarters
that has provided substantive programmatic and technical .ssistance training through a variety of
cost effective means. Since FY 1983, formal classroom training has been provided to a number
of headquarters and region.1 staff on a variety of basic and specialized program issues and skills.
(Examples include Title IX employment, basic investigation, legal reasoning and legal research
for non-attorneys, vocational education Methods of Administration, mediation and negotiation
skills, provision of special language seiviccs to limited English proficient children,administrative
litigation, sexual harassment, and technical assistance approaches and techniques.) A wide range
of programmatic and skills development training is carried out each year within each regional
office and headquarters components. Headquarters staff attend management and technical
courses through the Department's Horace Mann Learning Center and the Legal Education
Institute of the Department of Justice. OCR has also provided training to regional and
headquarters offices in computer and computer-related areas through onsite training and the
development of self-study guides.

Many regional offices have the program expertise and capability to provide their own training,
but they often have difficulty in organizing and implementing a sustained program because ef
the heavy workload. OCR recognizes that additional, substantive programmatic, management,
and skill development training is critically important. Staff deselopment ts one of OCR's
highest priorities for FY 1990.
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24. OCR's computerized data management system was nfe prublems. making a diffitilli fur
Committee staff to fully analyze key aspects of the agency.. polonnance. Moreover.
because of the inadequacies of the data gathered during the pre-1983 period. staff could
not conduct proper trend analyses. More seriously, the computerized system to track
cases referred to headquarters for enforcement is so unreliable that agency officials
advised Committee staff not to use it. Also, data concerning monitoring reviews is not
systematically gathered or maintained by headquarters.

This finding is partially correct. Pre -FY 1983 data gathering was inadequate. Howeer, thcse
problems have been corrected since 1923. Thc computerized system to track wse referred to
headquarters for enforcement was found to be inadequate and was replaced by data dements in
the Automated Case Information Management System (ACIMS), which have proved to be
reliable. OCR has had in place for several years an automated system (ACIMS) that provides
the Assistant Secretary with up-to-date, accurate information on regional case activity. Effective
October 1, 1989, several new data elements were added to ACIMS that now permit OCR to
track fully all case monitoring activities, as well as such compliance activities as evaluations of
states' vocational education Methods of Administration plans and the funding eligibility
determinations OCR makes under the Magnet Schools Assistance Program. A computer
program that identifies possible data entry errors has been dewluped and implemented.

OCR has focused on the development of a new system, the Automated Informatain Manage-
ment System (AIMS), rather .han refinement of the costing Automated Case Information
Management System (ACIMS). The new system will include additional data elements and a
number of controls designed to improve the accuracy of data entered by regional staff.
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Section 111. Responses to Recommendations

OCR's response to each of the Recommendations in the Report is provided in this section.
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1. OCR should conduct compliance reviews of systemic discrimination issues, issues not
raised in complaints, and issues that will have broad impact. Moreover, in keeping with
its original mandate, OCR should conduct more compliance reviews regarding race and
national origin issues, without diminishing its emphases in other areas.

OCR does conduct a few reviews of systemic discrimination. A current example is the broad-
based review of admissions to the UCLA undergraduate and graduate programs. Such reviews,
however, are extremely labor-intensive and very expensive. For example, a 3-week on-site
review of UCLA cost the agent, 525,000 dollars in per diem and travel costs alone.

On August 30, 1989, OCR issued "Additional Guidance for the Selection of Sites for
Compliance Reviews' to assist the regional offices in effectively planning and carrying out
substantive compliance reviews addressing a broad range of issues. The memorandum made it
clear that the regions were to conduct compliance reviews that have broad effect by conducting
multi-issue reviews and reviews on issues that have not been addressed recently by compliance
reviews.

The guidance noted that 'Resources should be targeted on problems that appear to be serious
or national in scope and that may not have been raised by complaints* [emphasis added]. The
Acting Assistant Secretary also directed the regional offices to submit, for the first time, annual
Compliance Review Plans that identify the issues the regions intend to address in compliance
reviews during FY 1990. On the basis of the information submitted in those plans, it is clear
that the regions are planning to increase substantially the percentage of Title VI reviews that
they will be conducting in FY 1990. However, if complaint receipts continue at their current
very high rate, these plans will have to be re-examined.

It should be noted that many Section 504 and Title IX reviews result in corrective action that
affects large numbers of minority students. For example, OCR's enforcement action against the
Chicago Public Schools under Section 504 resulted in a corrective action plan that assisted the
high percentage of minority students, as well as nonminerity students, in the District's special
education program.
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2. The agency should review its work product requirements and multiple layers of approval
of work so that OCR may more efficiently and effectively increase its compliance review
work load and conduct complaint investigations without compromising quality.

OCR's Management Review Team considered these issues in some depth in all 10 regional
offices, and follow-up discussions on these issues were held with senior regional managers.
While some changes can be made to internal cast processing procedures that will reduce sonic
of the workload burden for the regional offices, the nature of the investigative process, the
complexity and sensitivity of the issues that arise in educational institutions, and the legal
standards OCR must meet to make a finding under any of its statutes and regulations preclude
the agency from adopting certain shortcuts that may be appropriate for other agencies operating
under different statutes and with different types of recipients.

The Management Review Team found that OCR's regional offices, on the whole, conduct
thorough investigations with well-supported findings. The high quality of the work products
produced by regional office staff is directly attributable to the various levels of review by
regional managers, including the Chief Civil Rights Attorneys.

OCR's Investigation Procedures Manual (IPM) is being revised to streamline procedures
without affecting the quality of the work products. These types of management activities will
help improve efficiency, but they will not result in a substantial increase in the numbers of com-
pliance reviews undertaken. Almost none of OCR's case investigations can be handled without
an in-depth review of a range of evidence. The fact that OCR has been so successful in its
negotiation of correcti% i action plans where findings have been made is an indication that
recipients generally believe the investigations to be thorough and not easily subject to challenge.
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RECOMMENDATION

3. The Department of Educatiun should establish a centralized, comprehensive and uniform
computerized recordkccping system of all Federal funds awarded by the Department to
educational institutions.

The Departmerit of Edu:atton maintains Federal financial assistance triformation in two primary
recordkceping systems that assist OCR staff in establishing jurisdiction. Information on direct
grants is maintained in the Federal Assistancc Awards Data System (FAADS). Information on
state- administered funds to recipients is part of the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA)
Section 406A data collection, but the data available to OCR are at least a year old. In
addition, OCR has access to the Office of the Inspector Geaerafs Audit Universe file, which
also contains information on Federal financial assistance provided by the Department to
recipients. OCR headquarters Li provided guidance to the regional offices on obtaining
Federal funding information.

The requirement to identify program-specific funding under the constraints of the Grove City
decision ended with the passage of the 1988 Civil Rights Restoration Act, which has virtually
eliminated the difficulties encountered in establishiug jurisdiction while the Grove CI* decision
was in effect.
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RECOMMENDATION

4 OCR should establish time frames for case processing and publish them in the Federal
Register for notice and comment. Ample flexibility should be included in the time frames
for the regional stair to investigate systemic, complex, novel or multiissue cases.

With regard to complai 'its, OCR's current case processing time frames arc the same as the time
frames contained in the former Adams order. Up to 20 percent of the complaints received m
given fiscal year on a national basis may be excepted Cram the case processing time frames.

On August 30, 1989, OCR Headquarters advised the OCR Regional Directors that their
FY 1990 Compliance Review Plans would serve as the basis for negotiating with headquarters
timc frame extensions that may be necessary to complete large, complex, and/or multi.issue
compliance miens. Each region will be permitted to negotiate extended tune frames fs.r
approximately 10 percent of the reviews it plans to conduct during the fiscal year.

OCR is about to make minor modifications to the time frames to provide regional managers
with additional flexibility in processing cases.
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5.

RECOMMENDATION

OCR should require that time frames for case processing be based upon business days
and not calendar days.

The need for additional time for regional staff to investigate cases and to negotiate case
settlements was highlighted by the Management Review Team. It also was discussed in depth
by the Regional arectors at OCR's recent management Roundtable. As noted earlier, OCR is
about to make minar m_ odifications to the time frames to provide regional managers with
additional flexibility in processing cases.

1
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RECOMMENDATION

5 OCR should require that time frames for case processing be based upon business days
and not calendar days.

The need for additional time for regional staff to investigate cases and to negotiate case
settlements was highlighted by the Management Review Team. It also was discussed in depth
by the Regional Directors at OCR's recent management Roundtable. As noted earlier. OCR is
about to modify the time frames to provide regional managers with additional time to process

-CaSCS.
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RECOMMENDATION

6. 'Violations Corrected' Letters of Findings (LOFs) should be discontinued.

OCR respectfully disagrees with this recommendation. Thc pre LOF ncgottations process is an
extremely timcly and effective mcans of severing voluntary compliance frum rcuplunts whu have.
been found to be in violation of the civil rights lam. procedure as fully consistent with
OCR's statutory mandate. to cnsurc that recipients comply with civil rights laws we
enforce. Thc prc LOF negotiation process and violations corrected LOFs are also consistent
with the fact that OCR is required to scck voluntary compliance undo each of its junsdittions.
It should be understood that a violations corrcctcd LOF states that a yudatzun has occurred and
that-appropriatc.rcmcdial,actionlo,correct.the.citcd.violation.has.,bcca,agrt.cd upun by, OCR
and the recipient. Thc corrcctivc action is specified in the LOF, and implementation of the
corrective action is monitored by OCR.
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RECOMMENDATION

7. Notwithstanding OCR's mandate to achieve voluntary compliance, regional office staff
must be permitted to issuc violation LOFs without the compulsion to settle a complaint
or resolve a compliance review when there is little likelihood of settlement or when a
violation LOF will either hastcn the negotiation process or precede enforcement action.

OCR is reviewing its internal proccdurcs to make this process morc efficient.
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RECOMMENDATION

8. Policy directives must be distributed on a timely basis and must be made available to all
of the regional office staff and to recipients and the public at large. Such policies must
be consistent with current law.

45

All of OCR's policies are consistent with current law. Since 1981, OCR has, in fact, issued in
writing a large number of policy directives of general applicability on a range of substantive
issues, which were disseminated to all of the regional offices. All policy of general applicability,
including almost all case-specific policy, is disseminated to all of the regional offices. Policy has
been codified in OCR's Policy Codification System (PCS). The PCS has been automated and
serves as the authoritative reference for OCR policy on all issues. The PCS currently contains
approximately 170 policy documents issued since April 1965. Approximately 150 of these
documents were issued between 1981 and 1989.

In addition, OCR holds policy discussions with the regional offices through nationwide
teleconferences. This is particularly effective, because it provides regional staff the opportunity
to discuss the application of OCR policy to specific cases and to ask followup questions. OCR
also circulated draft policy documents to regional offices for comments before developing the
final document. Obtaining the insights of the regional managers and staff is a sound practice,
since they are the ones who are most knowledgeable of how certain issues are addressed
through the investigative process, what problems are occurring, and what specific guidance
would be helpful.

All of OCR's policy documents contained in the PCS are available upon request to recipients
and the public at large. OCR intends to explore other methods for publishing and
disseminating its policy guidance.

OCR managers recognize the need expand policy development activities and are taking
necessary action to do so.
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RECOMMENDATION

9. Technical assistance must not be used as a substitute for complaint investigations and
compliance reviews and should be provided to both recipients and beneficiaries. Staff
providing TA should not also be responsible for enforcement.

OCR processes all complaints that it receives, technical assistance is never used as an alterna
tive to the conduct of a complaint investigation. Furthermore, OCR conducts a compliance
review whenever it receives information about a recipient indicating a possible failure to comply
with the civil rights laws.

Technical assistance is used by OCR to complement, not replace, its complaint and compliance
review activities. OCR's TA program includes the provision of information and other services
designed to inform beneficiaries of their rights and to assist recipients in voluntarily complying
with the civil rights laws. Through TA, OCR is able to reach a far greater number of
recipients than it could solely through complaint investigations and compliance reviews. For
example, representatives from approximately 10,562 groups (e.g., state education agencies, local
education agencies, postsecondary institutions, and beneficiary organizations) and 4,711
individual beneficiaries participated in the 3,176 TA activities that OCR conducted during
FY 1989.

OCR has found that TA can be an effective tool in addressing recurring civil rights problems.
For example, at the same time that OCR was investigating a large number of complaints from a
single complainant alleging discrimination in the a, iinistration of student health insurance
plans, we conducted TA meetings with representatives of postsecondary recipient organiza ons
and the mayor insurance carriers to advise them of their civil rights responsibilities in providing
student health insurance. As a result of these efforts, this civil rights problem has been virtually
eradicated nationwide.

Some regional offices have certain staff that only provide TA, while other regions have staff
that conduct investigations as well as provide TA. Since provision of TA involves disseminating
information regarding OCR's complidnce and enforcement program, we do not sec a conflict
between both conducting investigations and providing TA.
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RECOMMENDATION

10. Monitoring must be considered an essential part of OCR's enforcement effort. Staff must
be given adequate time to perform monitoring activities.

We agree and are so doing. Recipients whose casts are closed based on a remedial action plan
arc required to submit monitoring reports to verify that the agreed upon actions have taken
place. OCR's substantive reviews of such reports are referred to as 'desk audits." On-site
monitoring is carried out when needed. All monitoring reports (an average of approximately
140 are received each month) arc audited by OCR staff. OCR's Automated Case Management
Information System (ACIMS) has been modified to collect historical data on each monitoring
activity that is conducted so that OCR can track the actual number of monitoring desk audits
completed each fiscal year. The addition to ACIMS of data on these and other compliance
activities will permit OCR to report its actual workload more fully and more accurately. In
planning for the FY 1990 work activities, OCR has identified compliance activities, including
monitoring, as a high priority, second only to the processing of complaints.
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RECOMMENDATION

11 The Quality Assurance Program must be returned to the OCR National Office and
restored to its previous function of assessing the quality of staff investigations and assuring
consistency of policy implementation.

OCR respectfully disagrees with this recommendation. OCR has several procedures that ensure
consistent application of policy and quality investigations. Review at key phase of case
processing, including review by the Branch Chief, Division Director, Staff Attorney, Chief
Attorney, Deputy Regional Director (where applicable), and the Regional Directir, ensures the
substantive quality of decisions made during case processing. The small number of case that
could be viewed as problematic did not justify the expenditure of staff and fiscal resources
required to operate a full-time headquarters quality assurance program. Also, a headquarters
quality assurance program would identify problems only after a case is closed. OCR prefers to
identify any potential problems while a case is being processed, so that there are no quality
problems when the case is closed. Since OCR transferred the day4oday quality assurance
responsibilities to the regional offices in 1935, the number of cases being reviewed has
increased substantially.

Periodically, OCR --ands out specially constituted teams to check on the overall quality of work
and to identify any problems with regard to policy application. For example, in 1987, a special
Quality Assurance Task Force visited all 10 regional offices to review the quality assurance
programs and selected cases to ensure that the regions were aoopnatcly and effectively
implementing their programs. More recently, between the fall of 1988 and the spring of 1989,
all 10 regional offices were again visited by a special Management Review Team that, among
other review activities, evaluated the quality of each region's case processing activities and the
regions' Quality Control/Case Assessment programs. Potential improvements to the quality
assurance procedures are being developed.
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RECOMMENDATION

12. Stay higher education systems which wcic formerly de jure segregated systems must nut
be evaluated by a good faith' standard, but must be held responsible for totally eliminat-
ing the vestiges of discrimination, 'root and branch."

In evaluating the present Title VI compliance of furmerly de lure segregated systems of higher
education. OCR has not used the so-called 'good faith' stanaard. The standard applied by
OCR is whether a state system, over the 5 -year duration of its desegregation effort, has
implemented measures that effmtively served each overall objective of both the original plan
and the specific measures set forth therein. OCR has advised each state with an
OCR-approved desegregation plan that its higher education system will be deemed to bc. in
compliancc with Title VI only if the facts dcmunstrate that significant actions have been taken
by the system to achieve the obic......ives intended to be carried out by each measure set forth in
its plan. Under OCR's procedures, the actual actions of the state system's leadership and
individual institutions and not the subjective mind set regarding 'good faith* -- determine
whether a system is deemed to have satisfied its desegregation obligations under Title VI.
When a system's actions in a particular area are deemed to be deficient, OCR notifies the
s. cm Jr that fact and requires the system to implement promptly the original plan measure. or
al equivalent measure.
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RECOMMENDATION

13. Formalized training courses, including those provided at the Denver Training Center
which was closed in 1982, should be reinstituted.

Staff development and training have become a high priority for OCR. Formal training was
never discontinued. For the past 6 years, OCR has had a Training Division in headquarters
that has provided substantive programmatic and technical assistance training through a variety of
cost effective means. Since FY 1983, formal classroom training has been provided to a number
of headquarters and regional staff on a variety of basic and specialized program issues and skills.
(Examples include Title IX employment, basic investigation, legal reasoning and legal research
for non-attorneys, vocational education Methods of Administration, mediation and negotiation
skills, provision of special language services to limited English proficient children, administrative
litigation, sexual harassment, and technical assistance approaches and techniques.) A wide range
of programmatic and skills development training is carried out each year within each regional
office and headquarters components. Headquarters staff attend management and technical
courses through the Department's Horace Mann Learning Center and the Legal Education
Institute of the Department of Justice. OCR has also provided training to regional and
headquarters offices in computer and computer-related areas through on-site training and the
development of self-study guides.

Many regional offices have the program expertise and capability to provide their own training,
but they often have difficulty in organizing and implementing a sustained program because of
the heavy workload. Nevertheless, OCR recognizes that additional, substantive programmatic,
management, and skill development training is critically important. Staff development is one of
OCR's highest priorities for FY 1990.
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RECOMMENDATION

14. OCR staff should be restored to its 1981 levels as quickly as possible, and computer and
other equipment needs should be communicated to the Congress in time for consideration
of the agency's 1990 appropriation.

As a follow-up to the Management Review process. OCR initiated extensive planning and
assessment activities regarding the workload of the regional and headquarters off,ccs and the
allocation of existing staff resources in OCR. This process will be used to determine whether
OCRwide resources are being used in the most effeetne way, given the regional workload
priorities. These planning activities need to be carried out in depth and completed before any
determination can be made as to whether or how many additional staff OCR may need.

With regard to computer equipment, steps have been taken to purchase computers for word
processing for several regional offices.
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RECOMMENDATION

15. OCR should consider amending the Title VI regulations to provide for specific timeframes for records retention; full relief for victims of discrimination; a requirement whichmandates that recipients of Federal financial assistance post notices in conspicuous areasthat nondiscrimination is the law; authority for the issuance of subpoenas for thecompulsion of necessary data; and a 'reasonable cause standard* on which to determinecompliance.

OCR will consider whether it is appropriate to makc any revisions to the Title VI regulationsconsistent with the Report's recommendations.

364
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RECOMMENDATION

16. OCR should conduct a detailed analysis of its data needs and capabilities for data
gathering and monitoring. It should also assess the adequacy of its computer system,
parti-ularly regarding the communication linkages between the regional offices and
headquarters.

The Office for Civil Rights completed a comprehensive review of its data needs in FY 1936 in
the development of a new Automated Information Management System (AIMS). This system
aas developed in close cooperation with the Department's Information Technology Service
(renamed Office of Information Resources Management), which has general oversight uvcr lfic
development of major ADP acquisitions within the Department. Delay in implemcntatiun of
AIMS resulted primarily front the need to direct fiscal and staff resources to regional com-
pliance activities.

With regard to the adequacy of OCR's te1-communwation linkages, recently the Department,
through its Office of Informatiun Rcaources Management, negotiated a contract with Boeing
Computer Services. System performance has greatly improved under this new contractor.
Telecommunications problems are quickly identified and resolved. Telecommunications
problems will be further ameliorated by the advent of FTS 2000.

In FY 1987, 99 computer systems were acquired by OCR. In FY 1988, OCR completed an
Office Automation Requirement Definition and Plan that detailed OCR's need m make
improvements in its uffice automation environment and capabilities. Because of budgetary
constraints, OCR has not completely implemented the plan. However, during FY 1989, OCR
purchased an additional 56 PCs and associated technology. OCR also made significant
communications improvements between regiunal offices and 11.-adquarters by implementing the
Comprehensive Electronic Office (CEO) System in FY 1989.
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RECOMMENDATION

17. The Education and Labor Committee should consider requesting a General Accounting
Office audit of the issues raised in this report, particularly regarding policy dissemination
and implementation.

The General Accounting Office began an audit of OCR on December 5, 1989.

.3; ,f, 6
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RECOMMENDATION

18. OCR should issue age discrimination regulations by the end of FY 1989.

OCR has submitted redrafted regulations for implementing the Age Disi.umination Ak,t to the
Departmental clearance process. Upon approval by the Secretary, these regulations will be
submitted to the Secretary of Health and Human Services and, subsequently, to the Office of
Management and Budget.
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Table I

Complaint Receipts Citing Each Basis Alone
by Complaint Type, FY 1981 through FY 1989

Basis Regular
New Refi led

Single Complainant
New Bernal

N %
TotalN % N % N % N %

Handicap 10.110 51% 41 42% 109 7% 1 0% 10.261 47%RaceNatienal ()lien 4.236 21% 21 22% 3 0% 0 0% 4.260 20%Sex 1,703 9% 17 18% 966 63% 424 98% 3,110 14%Age 425 2% 4 4% 46 3% 0 0% 475 2%Other 1,294 7% 1 1% 2 0% 0 0% 1,297 6%Multiple 2.001 10% 13 13% 403 26% 6 1% 2,429 11%

Total 19.775 100% 97 100% 1,529 103% 431 100% 21,832 100%

Note: After passage of the Cavil Rights Restoration
Act (CRRA). conplamants were give the opportunity tohave complaints which were closed or narroweddue to Grove City ree.xamined. OCR staff reopened 528 ofthese complaints, which were referred to as "refried" complaints.

Of the 528 rented ccmplunts, 431 were fledby a single complainant who also filed 1.466 new complains.

Table 2

Complaints Received Citing Each Basis Alone or in
Combination with Another Basis, FY 1981 through FY 1989

Basis Number Percent

Handicap 11,625 53%
Sex 4.638 21%
Race/National Origin 5,945 27%
Age 1,414 6%

Total Receipts 21,832

Note: The percentages told more than 1e0%. because some complains
alleged discrimination on more than one basis (e.grace and handicap)
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Table 3

Complaints Received and Subsequently Investigated,
by Basis. FY 1981 through FY 1989

Basis Number
Received

Percent
of

Receipts

Number
Investi

gated'

Percent
I nvesti-
gated

handicap 10,261 47% 6,374 62%

Racc/National Origin 4,260 20% 2,157 51%

Sex 3,110 14% 2,279 73%

Age 475 2% 108 23%

Other 1,257 6% 48 4%

Multiple 2,429 11% 1,316 54%

Total 21,832 100% 12,282 56%

*Nue Incomplere data: do not include some eases received late in FY 1989.

Table 4

Complaint LOFs by Basis, for All Complaints Received
During FY 1981 through FY 1989

Basis Investigations
Started

LOFs
Issued

No Violation Violation cited
N %N %

Handicap 6,374 5,039 2,750* 55% 289 45%

Race/Nationa I Origin 2,157 1,684 1,415 84% 269 16%

Sex 2,279 1,554 648 42% 906 58%

Age 108 93 80 86% 13 14%

Other 48 38 30 79% 8 21%

Multiple 1,316 1,025 607 59% 418 41%

Total 12,282 9,435 3.530 59% 3.903 41%
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Table 5

Compliance Review Starts,
FY 1981 through FY 1989, by FY

Fiscal
Year

Number

of Starts

1981 138
1982 208
1983 287
1984 220
1985 288
1986 197
1987 240
1988 247
1989 138

Total 1,963

Table 6

Compliance Review Starts Citing Each Basis Alone,
FY 1983 through FY 1989

Basis Number Percent

Handicap 578 36%
Sex 339 21%
Race and/or National Origin 380 23%
Multiple 320 20%

Total Starts 1,617 100%

Table 7

Compliance Review Starts Citing Each Basis Alone or in
Combination with Another Basis, FY 1983 through FY 1989

Basis Number Percent

Handicap 848 52%
Sex 553 34%
Race and/or National Origin 654 40%

Total Starts 1,617

'Note* The peter:tut es total more than WO% because some compliance
reviews cited di smrtanation On more than one basis (0 5 . nee and handicap),

. ..
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Table 8

Complaint and Compliance Review Letters of Findings (LOFs)

Complaints Compliance Reviews
(FY 1981-FY 1989) 1FY 1981-FY 1989)

N % N %

No Violation 5,530 59% 448 28%

Violation Cited 3,903 41% 1,132 72%

Tor! LOFs 9,433 100% 1,580 100%

Table 9
Combined Complaint and Review Time Frame

Compliance Rates, FY 1984 Through 1989

Ficsal
Year

Number of
Due Dates

Percent
Met

1984 3,645 78%
1985 3,986 87%
1986 5,167 92%
1987 3,832 92%
1988 `487 95%
1989 6,249 95%
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Table 10
Complaints Received Which Were Closed Due to Withdrawal
without Benefit to the Complainant, FY 198! through FY 1989

Fiscal
Year

Total
Receipts

Number
Closed Due

to Withdrawal
without Benefit

Percent
Closed Due

to Withdrawal
without Benefit

1981 2,889 119 4%
C.182 1,840 75 4%
1983 1,946 87 4%
1984 1,934 115 6%
1985 2,240 77 3%
1986 2,648 108 4%
1987 1,976 92 5%
1988 3,532 107 3%
1989 2,827 75* 3%*

Total 21,832 855* 4%*

Note: Incomplete data; do net include
some cases reccivou Weil FY 1989.

Table 11
Complaints Received Which Were Closed Due to Withdrawal
with Benefit to the Complainant, FY 1981 through FY 1989

Fiscal
Year

Total
Receipts

Number
Closed Due

to Withdrawal
with Bench.*

Percent
Closed Due

to Withdrawal
with Benefit*

1981 2,889 189 7%
1982 1,840 182 10%
1983 1,946 219 11%
1984 1,934 267 14%
1985 2,240 293 13%
1986 2,648 272 10%
1987 1,976 251 13r.
1988 3,532 319 9%
1989 2,827 309 11%

Total 21,832 2301 11%

'Note: Incomplete data, do not include some cases received late to FY 1989.
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Table 12

No Jurisdiction (NJ) Complaint Closures for
Complaints and Postsecondary (PS) Complaints Received,

FY 1984 through FY 1989

Fiscal
Year

Receipts

Total

NT Closures* Receipts

Postsecondary

NJ Closures"

1981 2,889 649 22% 694 117 17%

1982 1,840 335 18% 486 96 20%

1983 1,946 319 16% 508 85 17%

1984 1,934 366 19% 549 93 17%

1985 2,240 498 22% 717 233 32%

1986 2.648 845 32% 1,09 520 49%

1987 1,976 506 26% ;15 184 36%

1988 3,532 698 20% 1,885 416 22%

1989 2,827 438* 15%* 757 103* 14%*

Total 21,832 4,654 21% 7,170 1,847 26%

Note: Incomplete data; do not include some cases received late in FY 1989.
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Tabl- 13

Complaints Involving Black Students in SpecialEducation

Fiscal
Year

Receipts Number-
Investigated

Percent
Investigated

1981 27 25 93%
1982 14 14 100%
1983 13 11 85%
1934 11 10 91%
1985 22 18 82%
1986 19 16 84%
1987 18 14 78%
1988 18 15 83%
1989 26 11* 42 %'

Total 168 134* 80 %'

'Note: Incomplete data; do not include sane cases received late in FY 1989.

Table 14

Complaints Citing Title VI Disciplinary Issues

Fiscal
Year

Receipts Number
Investigated

Percent
Investigated

1981 119 103 87%
1982 83 65 78%
1983 68 52 76%
1984 70 45 64%
1985 99 57 58%
1986 94 58 62%
1987 88 57 65%
1988 125 76 61%
1989 123 78* 63 %'

Total 869 591* 68 %'

Note: Incomplete data, do not include some cases received late in FY 1989.
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Table 15

Compliance Reviews Involving
Black Students in Special Education

Fiscal
Year

Starts Investi-
gated

Percent
Investigated

1983 18 18 100%

1984 8 8 100%

1985 10 10 100%

1986 10 10 100%

1987 4 4 100%

1988 12 12 100%

1989 2 2 100%

Total 168 168 100%

Table 16

Compliance Reviews Involving
Title VI Discipline Issuzs

Fiscal
Year

Starts Investi-
gated

Percent
Investigated

1983 13 13 100%

1984 10 10 100%

1985 2 2 100%

1986 1 1 100%

1987 0 0 100%

1988 3 3 100%

1989 5 5 100%

Total 34 34 100%
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Table 17

Closures Requiring Monitoring

:fiscal Complaints Comphance Reviews
Year

Nurhoer of
Closures

Number
Requiring
Monitoring

Percent
Requiring
Monitoring

Number of
Closures

Number
Requiring
Monitoring

Percent
Requiring
Monitoring

1981 2,889 64 2% na na na
1982 1,840 90 5% na na na
1983 1,946 212 11% 287 123 43%
1984 1,934 210 11% 220 124 56%
1985 2.240 305 14% 288 186 65%1986 2,648 443 17% 197 126 64%
1987 1,976 239 12% 240 166 69%
1988 3,532 815 23% 247 163 66%
1989 2,827 256 9% 138 78 56%

Total 21.332 2,634 12% 1,617 966 60%
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